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I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

The proposed EI Capitan Golf Course is located along both the north and south sides of the San
Diego River, west of the County's EI Monte Park, and east of the community of Lakeside (see
Figures 1 and 2). The property lies on both sides of the channelized San Diego River and is owned
by the Helix Irrigation District. The property is essentially flat lying - consisting primarily of the
historical flood plain of the river - and is generally bounded on the north by Willow Road and on
the south by EI Monte Road.

The Stephens' Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys stephens i) is a small rodent characterized by excessively
large hind feet and a saltatory (jumping) form of locomotion. Although unfortunately referred to as
a "rat" they are evolutionarily far removed from that group of rodents and are much more closely
aligned with the squirrels. Kangaroo Rats are endemic to the southwestern United States and several
of the species (including the Stephens') are considered endangered. The Stephens' Kangaroo Rat was
listed as Endangered under the Federal Endangered Species Act in 1988 (US Fish and Wildlife
Service).

The distribution of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat has historically been known to include significant
portions of western Riverside County (west of the San Jacinto Mountains. east of the Santa Ana
Mountains, and south of the Santa Ana River) and portions of extreme northeastern San Diego
County (originally along the San Luis Rey River and through Fallbrook), and in the broad Valle de
San Jose near Warner Springs. Populations originally known to occur along the San Luis Rey River
(Lackey, 1967) are now thought to be extirpated, however, additional populations of the species have
been found in the Cahuilla Reservation/Anza area in south-central Riverside County, and quite
recently (1997), Stephen Montgomery suggested and Dr. Wayne Spencer identified an additional
disjunct population of the species along the Santa Maria Creek, near the Ramona Airport. The
discovery of this Ramona population has led to additional questions as to the potential occurrence
of the species in the southern and central portions of San Diego County. It is in response to this
discovery that the question as to the occurrence of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat along the San Diego
River was raised. In a general sense, many of the habitats on the proposed EI Capitan Golf Course
are consistent with the habitat requirements of the species. For this reason, and in an abundance of
caution, it was deemed appropriate to conduct a survey for the species.

The Stephens' Kangaroo Rat is a species of heavily disturbed habitats. Colonies of the Stephens' are
generally found on heavily grazed lands or on lands characterized by a paucity of vegetation. Work
performed in western Riverside County has demonstrated a positive correlation between the degree
to which a given property has been grazed by sheep, and the size of the extant Stephens' Kangaroo
Rat colony (for example. the former Peloy Ranch. with densities approaching 160 animals per acre;
RBRiggan and Associates. 1989). The Stephens' Kangaroo Rat does not appear to be a strong
burrower although it is fossorial by nature. The Kangaroo Rat utilizes burrows initially dug by
another species - the Valley Pocket Gopher (Thomomys bottae) or the California Ground Squirrel
(Spermophilus beecheyi), for example. Abandoned burrows appear to be reopened. modified in ways
that are not fully understood, and utilized by the Stephens' as "home."
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Perhaps as a species' specific adaptation to the intra-generic. antagonistic nature of Kangaroo Rats
in general, and in response to the fairly close proximity within which many Stephens' find
themselves living, the species typically mark the burrow entrance with numerous scat (fecal pellets).
The burrow of the Stephen's Kangaroo Rat may be characterized as:

• The burrow is typically ±2 inches in diameter.

• Generally the tunnel has a low angle of attack as it enters the ground (easier for a saltatory
animal to negotiate).

• Typically has an activity zone around the mouth of the burrow where the vegetation has been
removed and where frequently the field observer can find tracks assignable to the species.

• The activity zone and the burrow mouth will be ornamented with the pellets typical of the
species.

• Typically there is a system of trails connecting burrows and burrows and dust baths. There
will also be pellets scattered along the trails and in the dust baths.

• All of the above sign will be in an "open" vegetative context with little or no shrub cover
and with significant openings (bare soil) between even the annual and perennial plants.

As has been pointed out in the literature (O'Farrell and Uptain, 1989) this combination of open
exposed habitats with the characteristic burrow system ornamented with scat is a sufficient
combination of parameters as to be diagnostic for the species. It is. therefore, possible to perform
a pedestrian survey to ascertain the presence or absence of the species by focusing solely on the
presence or absence of the typical scat ornamented burrow complex. A burrow complex generally
associated with set paths or trails and typical utilize dust baths. A Stephens' Kangaroo Rat colony
then will consist ofa series of classically marked burrows. connected by a series of trails along with
dust baths dispersed at appropriate distances. Both the dust baths and the trails will also be marked
with scat.

II. METHODOLOGY

The EI Capitan Golf Course site was surveyed over a period of three field days between 12 August
and 26 August 1998. The total of 14Y2person hours were expended in the field by the RBRiggan and
Associates staff. The participating staff, Royce Riggan. Jr., and Lisa Seneca, have over 20-years and
9-years of experience respectively with surveys for the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat. The survey effort
consisted of a field exercise focused onto habitats and areas which exhibited characteristics
consistent with the habitat requirements of the species. For example. the San Diego River itself has
been channelized through the proposed golf course property. The floor of the channel is heavily
vegetated (with a closed canopy in most cases) and consists of a coarse gravelly entisol. This is a
friable soil formation and is not conducive to burrowing by fossorial mammals. A brief examination
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of the channel at several locations was sufficient to demonstrate that this area is not occupied by
fossorial rodents, has in most cases a closed vegetation canopy (which is inconsistent with the habitat
requirements of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat) and which is not a habitat that would be utilized by
the species. Accordingly, a minimal survey effort was devoted to the actual channel itself.

Other portions of the property have been in active agriculture in recent years and presently support
a moderately dense to dense ruderal association. The plowing and discing normally associated with
crops is inconsistent with the habitat requirements of the Kangaroo Rat and in fact, these mechanical
activities are directly destructive of the species. Many fields within the bounds of the project exhibit
fairly recent agricultural activity and support very small populations of other fossorial mammals (if
any). These fields were examined to what is best referred to as ..a point of diminishing returns." Any
one given field was examined to a point at which additional field work produced minimal or no
fossorial mammals and/or was sufficient to demonstrate a closed ruderal canopy. When a point of
diminishing returns had been reached no additional field effort was expended on that given sub-
component of the property and the observer(s) moved on.

Both to the north and south of the incised channel of the San Diego River, and generally in close
proximity to the channel, are a number of topographic benches that appear to be older and which
have apparently not been subject to agricultural utilization in recent years. Many of these benches
support invasive, adventive shrubs (for example, California Buckwheat, Eriogonumfasciculatum)
and occasionally have cryptogamic crusts on the soil surfaces. Typically, these benches support large
numbers offossorial rodents and in some cases as many as two or three active or inactive burrows
can be seen per square meter. These benches represent the portion of the subject property that most
closely matched the habitat requirements of the Stephens Kangaroo Rat and it was on these benches
that the bulk of the field effort was expended.

When surveying, the observer walks a slow course focusing on active burrow entrances, active dust
baths, and trails. The observer is most attentive to the presence of scat and all pellets found were
collected. Put in a very simplistic way, the observer expends a fair amount of time on his or her
hands and knees searching for rat droppings. It should be noted that there had been no rain in the
survey area in the weeks immediately preceding the survey effort. Heavy rain would have the effect
of burying or dispersing scat and could potentially influence the results of a survey. Additionally
there was no sign of aestivation at any of the Kangaroo Rat burrows (or potential Kangaroo Rat
burrows) that were found. During periods of extreme summer heat. fossorial rodents have a tenancy
to physically close the burrow entrance and enter a physiological dormancy. a summer equivalent
of hibemati on. Despite high day time temperatures during the survey period there was no apparent
sign of aestivation.

In order to ascertain location accurately, a Garmin 12XL Global Positioning System Receiver was
utilized. Locations were taken frequently as a means of documenting the areas surveyed. Detailed
field notes of the survey effort were taken and are part of the senior author's permanent Field
Notebook. These notes are not included in this report but will be made available to appropriate
individuals upon request.
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III.RESULTS
No sign indicative of occupation of any portion of the property by the Federally designated
Endangered Stephens' Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys stephensi) was found during the course of the
survey effort. A single area in the eastern portion of the site, does appear to support a dispersed
colony of Kangaroo Rats (see Figure 2). As is discussed below, given the almost complete lack of
scat and certain other considerations, it is assumed that this population is the Coastal Pacific
Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys simulans).

In that the scat are diagnostic of the species, all scat found during the course of the field effort were
collected. A total of 13 pellets were recovered. It must be emphasized that all of the Kangaroo Rat-
like pellets seen were collected - despite 14Y2-hoursof intense effort, we were only able to find 13
pellets that even resembled those of Kangaroo Rats.

The 13 pellets approximated, in a very general way (in terms of color and size), the scat of the
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat. Pellets associated with Valley Pocket Gopher.California Ground Squirrels,
Brush Rabbits (Sylvilagus sp.), and Black-tailed Jackrabbits (Lepus californicusy are easily
distinguished from Dipodomys scat in the field and were not retained. It should be reemphasized that
a total of 13 scat were found and collected in a total of 14Y2 hours of field effort. Had a Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat colony been found, that many scat could be easily picked up in twice as many
seconds! Of the 13 scat, six were found in association with what is felt to be a colony of Kangaroo
Rats of a different species. and seven were found scattered at random on other benches within the
subject property. The mean length. mean diameter. and mean length to width ratio was determined
for each of these two small populations of scat. These are compared in the following table with the
mean length. mean diameter, and mean length to width ratio of scat collected from a known
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat colony.

Location of Scat Mean Mean Mean Length to
Collection Length Diameter Width Ratio

Known Stephens' 6.08 mm 2.59 mm 2.37
Kangaroo Rat

Colony

Randomly Collected 4.75 mm 2.10 mm 2.28
Pellets from the El

Capitan Golf Course

Pellets Collected 5.79 mm 2.63 mm 2.25
from Kangaroo Rat
Colony within the

Golf Course
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As can be seen in an examination of the above table, the six scat collected as a random scatter across
the property are on average considerably smaller than the scat characteristic of the Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat. These scat probably represent the leavings of larger members of the genus
Peromyscus (the Deer Mice) and do not represent Kangaroo Rats.

It should also be noted that the pellets recovered from the El Capitan Golf Course site did not exhibit
the classic shape of pellets associated with D. stephensi (or for that matter, those of D. simulans).
Typical K-rat pellets have a smooth, hard exterior (when relatively fresh) are essentially bilaterally
symmetrical, and are slightly concave to one side. None of the I3-pellets found matched this
description, although some fell within the general range of shapes normally associated with
Kangaroo Rats.

The pellets labeled as being from a Kangaroo "colony" pose a slightly greater difficulty of
interpretation. In San Diego County west of the mountains (the Cuyamacas and the Lagunas)
conventional wisdom holds that there is generally a single Kangaroo Rat species - the Coastal
Pacific (D. simulans) - with the exception of the known Stephens' colonies in the extreme
northwestern part of the county (see Bond, 1977, Hall and Kelson, 1959) and now in the vicinity of
Ramona. In that the sign present is certainly not consistent with Stephens'. and since there arc; no
other known Dipodomys species in this part of the county except D. simulans, it is assumed that the
loose, open colony is that of a group of Coastal Pacific Kangaroo Rats.

The area of apparent Kangaroo Rat occupation is a widely dispersed colony found in the extreme
eastern part of the golf course project (see Figure 2). The center of this occupied area is located
at:32° 52.848' and 116051.980'. This area consists ofa bench immediately above the incised channel
of the river. The bench is presently occupied by a ruderal association consisting of non-native
adventive weed species. This ruderal association is composed largely of wild mustards and is four
to six feet in height. At the time of the survey, the dried plants formed a closed canopy, a canopy that
would have been far denser during the spring and summer of the year. A series of well-used dirt
truck trails cross this vegetative association. It is in these truck trails that the majority of burrows
were found. Vehicles are actively utilizing this area in order to maintain a small truck farm and in
order to service a small herd of cattle free roaming in this part of the property. Burrows observed
were generally open and active. at a low angle of attack as they enter the ground. had a large cleared
activity area associated with them. and numerous Kangaroo Rat tracks were clearly observed in the'
extremely soft powdery soil around the burrows. A total of seven scat were collected from the
burrows in this complex. The number of scat is a minute fraction of what one would expect had this
been a Stephens' colony. In addition (as can be seen in the above table) the length of the scat is less
than what one would expect from a normal series of stephensi pellets (although this may not be
statistically significant). Clearly there is a dispersed Kangaroo Rat colony at this location, but based
on the lack of scat and other considerations. it is believed they are not D. stephensi, but instead are
D. simulans, the Coastal Pacific Kangaroo Rat.

The conclusion that this colony is D. simulans is also supported by two other threads of evidence.
There are habitats within the bounds of the project that strongly resemble the normal habitat of D.
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stephensi - flat lying benches with scattered shrubs, large open expanses of soil and limited cover
by forbs and grasses. These areas were closely examined for Kangaroo Rat sign and none was found.
no burrows, tracks or scat. If stephensi was present on the property, the greatest potential for
occurrence would be in these habitats. Additionally, there is no apparent corridor for the movement
of D. stephensi from known populations in the central and northern parts of the County to the San
Diego River in the vicinity ofEI Monte. Recalling that the stephensi is an animal of open (not closed
habitats) - the San Diego River itself occupies a chaparral covered course that swings well to the
east ofRarnona. Between the headwaters ofthe River and potential source populations in the Warner
Springs area there are also extensive blocks of chaparral. The foothills between the EI Monte area
and Ramona are similarly occupied by extensive stands of chaparral.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Given a complete lack of diagnostic sign indicative of the presence of Stephens Kangaroo Rats, it
is believed that the proposed EI Capitan Golf Course site does not represent occupied habitat.
Lacking any diagnostic sign indicative of the presence of the Stephens Kangaroo Rat trapping does
not appear to be warranted and no additional field work appears appropriate.

-
However. following completion of the initial version of this report, conversations were had with both
Dr. Wayne Spencer at Ogden Environmental Services and with Mr. Art Davenport of the Fish and
Wildlife Service. While both Dr. Spencer and Mr. Davenport concur that. in all probability the
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat is not present at the El Capitan Golf Course site, there never-the-Iess
remains a small probability that the sign seen represents a perhaps aberrant expression of the species.
Were this to be the case. the only conclusive way of determining the species of the Kangaroo Rats
at the one known colony would be through a trapping program. It order to conclusively state the
species of the individuals at the one known colony site, with a zero potential for error. it will be
necessary to trap a small number of the Kangaroo Rats and examine them individually.

V. CERTIFICATION

This report presents the results of an intense ground survey for sign indicative of the endangered
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat. This document summarizes the results of an original field survey and
independent anal sis. Any errors or omissions are solely the responsibility of the author.

619-233-5454
rbriggan@compuserve.com

Roy e B. Riggan. J ,
Consulting Biologist
Principal

RBRiggan and Associates
11228 Zapata Avenue
San Diego, California 92126

RBR Job Number 1704.21A
28 August 1998
Revised 16 September 1998
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Environmental Impact Report

May 20,1999

SCH Number 96091016

PREPARED FOR:
Helix Water District

7811 University Avenue
La Mesa. CA 91941

Attn: Mr. Larry Campbell

PREPARED BY:
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3511 Camino Del Rio South. #403
San Diego. CA 92108
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NOTICE OF PETERMINATION

TO: _ Cleric of the Board of Supervisors
or

--L County Clerk
County of:
San Diego

FROM:
JUN 1 ;' 1999 I

Helix Water'D1scticc
7811 University Avenue
La Mesa, CA 91941-4927

Office of Planning and Research (If the project requires state approval)
-- 1400 Temh Screet

Sac:ramento, CA 95814

SUBJECT: Filing of Notic:c of Determination in Complianc:c with Section 21152 of the Public:Resources Code.
Capitan Golf Course, WO 2505

PrOjeCt tide
96091016 Antero Rivasplata (916) 445-0613

El

$Wi dCiriiIi"'- NiIii&i COIlllClPiI'SOll 1iJijiIiiiiie NiIii&i
(Ilsubmiced roC1earilJlbnu,se)Site is in the community of Lakeside, County of San Diego. ApQ

mile east of the intersection of Lake Jennin s Park Rd. & El Monte Rd. I
~ D Construct 2 36-hole gol£ courses, a 9-hole practice facility

drivin range, club house, & maintenance facility on approx. 500 acres: Project
!Jeer npOOD includes 1 all-weather bri ge, go cart pat s, an equestr an

trail across the San Diego River.

DISTIl 99I/RvPtJIJ]%07.

,I,
I
II
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This is to certify dw the Helix Water District
(LCiiJ AiCiiCY II ha., Ii i' US)

approved the above described project on 6 - i 6':' 9 9- and made the following determinations:
1. The project _ will -L will DOthave a significant effect on the environment.
2. -L An EnviroDl1le1ltlllmpac:t Report was prepared and certified for this project pursuant

to the provisions of CEQA and reflects the imepeodem jUdgment of the Lead Agency.
A Negative Declaration was prepared for this project pursuant to the provisions of
CEQA and reflects the iDdependem judgmem of the Lead Agency.
A Mitigated Negative Declaration was prepared for this project pursuant to the
provisions of CEQA and reflects the iDdependem judgment of the Lead Agency.

3. Mitigation measures:!... were _ were DOtmade a condition of the approval of the project.
4. A Slatemem of Overriding Considerations _ was ...!... was not adopted for this project.
5. Findings ~ were _ were not made pursuant to the provisions of CEQA.
6. The location and CUStodian of the documents which comprise the record of proceedings for

the Final EIR (with comments and responses) or Negative Declaration are specified as
follows: Custodian: Helix Water District
Location: 7811 University Avenue, La Mesa, CA 91941-4927'

~..s.~~
SiiJWlUe Mark S. Weston

Dale Received (or Filina TIde Director of Engineering
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HELIX WATEf ~TRICT
Setting standards of excel, : in public service

June 10, 1999

MEMOR.\.NDUM

INITIATED BY:

Donald J. Kuhl. General Manager

Mark S. Weston, Director of E~gineering~1

Larry Campbell. SR/WA, Senior Right of Way Agent ~

Certification of the El Capitan Golf Course EIR

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

RECOMMENDA nONS

After consideration of comments made at the public hearings held on November 18, and
December 7, 1998, written comments received, and the responses to written comments,
the Board is requested to:

1. ADOPT: RESOLUTION 99-39 OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF HELIX
WATER DISTRICT CERTIFYING AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT ON THE EL CAPITAN GOLF COURSE PROJECT, ADOPTING
FINDINGS AND MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM IN
CONNECTION THEREWITH AND APPROVING THE CONCEPTUAL PLAN
FOR THIS PROJECT.

BACKGROUND

1. At its May 26, 1999, meeting, the Board was asked by the Lakeside Community
Planning Group to postpone certifying the Final EIR for 30 days, so that they
would be able to review our responses to their comments. The Board established
June 16,1999, as the date to certify the Final EIR.

The Lakeside Community Planning Group met on June 2, 1999 to discuss the
.Final EIR, and review the responses to comments. After a brief discussion, the
Planning Group voted to recommend certifying the Final EIR, subject to one (1)
revision.

The revision is indicated on the errata sheet that will become a part of the Final
EIR.

2. At its October 21, 1998, meeting, the Board established November 18, 1998, as
the date for a public hearing, and the last date to comment on the Draft EIR.
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RESOLUTION NO. 99·39 OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF HELIX WATER
DISTRICT CERTIFYING AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT ON THE EL

CAPITAN GOLF COURSE PROJECT, ADOPTING FINDINGS AND A MITIGATION
MONITORING PROGRAM IN CONNECTION THEREWITH AND APPROVING A

CONCEPTUAL PLAN FOR THE PROJECT

WHEREAS, on January 1, 1997 Helix Water District ("District") entered into a lease with
EI Monte Canyon, L.L.c. ("Applicant") for the design, construction, operation, and management of
a golf course (the "Project") on certain real property owned by the District in the San Diego River
Basin, northeasterly of Lakeside, California; and

WHEREAS, the lease requires that the Applicant submit a Conceptual Plan to the District
for the District's consideration and approval; and

WHEREAS, the project requires discretionary approvals by several Responsible Agencies,
including the County of San Diego, the California Department of Fish & Game, and the Army Corps
of Engineers; and

WHEREAS, acting as lead agency, the District caused to be prepared and circulated a Draft
Environmental Impact Report ("DEIR") in accordance with the provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act; and

WHEREAS, at public hearings held on November 18, 1998 and December 7, 1998, the
District solicited public comment on the DEIR; and

WHEREAS, the DEIR was revised to reflect comments received during the public review
period and was reformatted to include the comments and responses thereto as a Final Environmental
Impact Report ("FEIR"); and

WHEREAS, consistent with the requirements of Pubic Resources Code Section 2 108 l.6(a)
and State CEQA Guidelines Section 1509l(d), the District prepared a Mitigation Monitoring
Program ("MMP") for reporting and monitoring the mitigation measures contained in the DEIR to
ensure compliance with the mitigation measures during project implementation; and

WHEREAS, on May 26, 1999, the District's Board of Directors held a duly advertised
public hearing on the Project; and

WHEREAS, the District Board considered the Staff Report, the Final Environmental Impact
Report, all recommendations by staff, and public testimony.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, DETEInUNED AND ORDERED by the Board of
Directors of the Helix Water District. after considering the evidence presented at the public hearing,
as follows:

1. That the Board of Directors hereby certifies that the FEIR attached hereto as Exhibit
A and incorporated herein by this reference has been completed in compliance with
the California Environmental Quality Act. and that the FEIR has been presented to
the Board of Directors. and that the Board of Directors has reviewed and considered
the information contained in the FEIR prior to approving the Project. The FEIR
reflects the Board's independent judgment and analysis.

2. That the Board hereby adopts and approves (1) those certain Findings of Fact for the
El Capitan Golf Course Project attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated herein
by this reference and (2) that certain Mitigation Monitoring Program attached hereto
as Exhibit C and incorporated herein by this reference.

3. That the Board hereby approves the Conceptual Golf Course Plan attached hereto as
Exhibit D and incorporated herein by this reference.

PASSED, ADOPTED, AND APPROVED this 16th day of June 1999, by the
following vote:

Ayes: Directors Barbara J. Barber. Lillian M. Childs.
James J. Lewanski, Harold W. Ball. and H. Warren Buckner

Absent: None

Noes: None

Attest:

£aL~~d...-
Assistant Secret
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Certification

I, Sarah M. Arnold, Assistant Secretary of the Helix Water District. do hereby certify the
foregoing to be a true and exact copy of Resolution No. 99-39 of said Water District passed and
adopted at the date and by the vote set forth.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the o'fficial seal of
said Water District this 17th day of June, 1999.

c1uJLm.~~. --------
Sarah M. Arnold. Assistant Secretary

Elected Board
of Directors:
Barbara J. Barber

President

Or. Lillian M. Childs
Vice PrBSJdent

James J, Lewanski. P.E.
Harold W, Ball
H. Warren Buckner

Staff:
Donald J, Kuhl

General Manager

Lynn E, Young
Board Secretary

Legal Counsel:
Scon C. Smith
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-, Errata Sheet

Helix Water District
Final Environmental Impact Report

tor the
EI Capitan Golf Course Project

Helix Water District Work Order Number: W.O. 2505

State Clearing House Number: 96091016

The following dtscusston identifies changes made to the Final Environmental
Impact Report (FEIR)for the proposed EI Capitan Golf Course project. FEIR
text in section 19.2 Response to Comments. shall be changed

from:

19.2. Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are
not considered to be a significant impact. Therefore. the
project is flot required to make improvements to EI
Monte Road to address increased traffic volume.

to:

19.2. Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are
not considered to be a significant impact. Therefore. it
ta n21 anticipated tbM the project would ~ required to
make improvements to EI Monte Road to address
increased traffic volume.

FEIR text in section 19.13 Response, to Comments, shall be changed

from:

19.13. Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are
not considered to be a signUlcant impact. Therefore. the
project is flot required to make improvements to EI
Monte Road.

to:

19.13. Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are
not considered to be a significant impact. Therefore. U.a IlQ.t anticipated tha1 the project would ~ required to
make improvements to EI Monte Road.

1
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EXHIBIT "B"

FINDINGS OF FACT FOR THE EL CAPITAN GOLF COURSE PROJECT
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

I.
INTRODUCTION

The Final EIR prepared on this project addresses the potential environmental effects of a Golf
Course as implemented through (I) Helix Water District's approval of a ground lease and
Conceptual Golf Course Plan, (2) the County of San Diego's approval ofa Major Use Permit and
Grading Permit, (3) the California Department of Fish and Game's approval of a Streambed
Alteration Agreement, and (4) the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's approval of a Section 404
Nationwide Permit, hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Project". 'In the course ofpreparing
the Draft EIR, it became clear that the proposed project would result in several potentially significant
impacts. Iri response to these potential impacts, Helix Water District (the "District") and El Monte
Canyon, L.L.c. (the "Applicant") worked together to generate a series of mitigation measures and
project revisions which would reduce and/or avoid these impacts. The Applicant has in fact chosen
to implement each of these mitigation measures and project revisions as discussed below.

After hearing public testimony on the DEIR and a thorough review of comments submitted on the
application and the DEIR the District's Board of Directors adopted project revisions and mitigation
measures set forth in the Final EIR intended to further mitigate the potentially significant impacts
identified in the DEIR.

II.
DEFINITIONS

"Applicant" means EI Monte Canyon, L.L.C., the lessee of the ElCapitan Golf Course site.

"Approved Project" means the EI Capitan Golf Course project described in the Draft EIR and the
Final EIR with additional modifications intended to further mitigate the potentially significant
impacts identified in the DEIR.

"CDFG" means the California Department of Fish and Game.

"CEQA" means the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code Sections 21000-
21178.1.

"CEQA Guidelines" means the State of California Guidelines for Implementation of the California
Environmental Quality Act, Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14 §§ 15000-15387.

"District" means the Helix Water District.

FINDINGS - Page 1
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-, "Board" means the Helix Water District Board of Directors.

"Draft EIR" means the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the El Capitan Golf Course project,
the lease between the District and the Applicant, the Conceptual Golf Course Plan, the Major Use
Permit, Grading Permit, the Streambed Alteration Agreement, and the Section 404 Nationwide
Permit.

"EIR" means an environmental impact report.

"Final EIR" means the Final Environmental Impact Report for the El Capitan Golf Course project
and other related actions. (May 1999.)

"Local Guidelines" means the Helix Water District Local Guidelines for Implementing the
California Environmental Quality Act.

"MMP" means the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. (,

"NCCP" means the Joint Water Agency Habitat Conservation Plan/Natural Communities
Conservation Plan and Helix Water District's Subarea Plan adopted in connection with the NCCP,
which focuses on biological resource planning for the southwestern quarter of San Diego County.

"Project" means the El Capitan Golf Course project described in the Draft EIR and the Final EIR.

"USACOE" means the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

"USFWS" means the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

III.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The project site is located in southwestern San Diego County, California immediately east of the
community of Lakeside. The project site is generally aligned along both sides of the San Diego
River, beginning approximately one-half mile east of the intersection of Lake Jennings Park Road
and El Monte Road and extending for a distance of approximately two miles to the east along El
Monte Road.

The Project includes approval ora golf course master plan on land leased from the District. The.
48 l-acre project includes construction of two I8-hole public golf courses, a 9-hole practice facility,
driving range, club house, and maintenance facilities. The lease runs for 50 years from the date of
issuance and would require construction and maintenance of the golffacility as described in the lease
document. Also included in the proposal is the construction of access roads, a roadway bridge across
the San Diego River channel, and construction of approximately four cart bridges for cross channel
access to various playing areas on the golf course.

SDPUBISCS\221872
FINDINGS - Page 2
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Discretionary Actions

The discretionary actions which will or may in the future be taken by the decision makers in
approving this Project and which are covered by this Final EIR include:

1. Helix Water District's approval of a Conceptual Golf Course Plan.

2. San Diego County's approval of a Major Use Permit.

3. CDFG's approval of a Streambed Alteration Agreement.

4. USACOE's approval of a Section 404 Nationwide Permit.

IV.
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

For purposes of CEQA and these Findings, the Record of Proceedings for the Project consists of the
following documents, at a minimum:

• The Notice of Preparation and all other public notices issued by the District in conjunction'
with the Project;

• The Draft EIR;

• The Final EIR;

• All comments submitted by agencies or members of the public during the public comment
period on the Draft EIR;

• All comments and correspondence submitted to the District with respect to the Project, in
addition to timely comments on the Draft EIR;

• TheMMP;

• All findings and resolutions adopted by the District Board in connection with the Project, and
all documents cited or referred to therein;

• All final reports, studies, memoranda, maps, staff reports, or other planning documents
relating to the Project prepared by the District, consultants to the District, or responsible or
trustee agencies with respect to the District's compliance with the requirements of CEQ A
and with respect to the District's actions on the Project;

. .
• All documents submitted to the District by other public agencies or members ofthe public

in connection with the Project, up through the close of the public hearing;
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'. • Minutes and/or verbatim transcripts of all information sessions, public meetings, and public
hearings held by the District in connection with the Project;

• Any documentary or other evidence submitted to the District at such information sessions,
public meetings, and public hearings;

• Matters of common knowledge to the District, including, but not limited to federal, state, and
local laws and regulations;

• Any documents expressly cited in these Findings, in addition to those cited above; and

• Any other materials required to be in the record of proceedings by Section 21167.6 (e) of
CEQA.

The custodian of the documents comprising the record of proceedings is the District Secretary,
whose office is located at 7811 University Avenue, La Mesa, California. Copies of all these
documents, which constitute the record ofproceedings upon which the District's decision is based,
are and at all relevant times have been available upon request at all times at the offices of the
District, the custodian for such documents or other materials. -

The District Board has relied on all of the documents listed above in reaching its decision on the
project approval, even ifnot every document was formally presented to the District Board or District
Staff as part of the District files generated in connection with the Project. Without exception, any
docurnentsset forth above not found in the Project files fall into one of two categories. First, many
of them reflect the NCCP and other prior planning or legislative decisions of which the District
Board was aware in approving the Project. (See District of Santa Cruz v. Local Agency Formation
Commission 76 Cal.App.3d 381, 391-392, 142 Cal.Rptr. 873 (1978); Dominey v. Department of

- Personnel Administration, 205 Cal.App.3d 729, 738, n.6, 252 Cal.Rptr. 620 (1988).) Second, other
of the documents influenced the expert advice provided to District Staff or consultants, who then
provided advice to the District. For that reason, such documents form part of the underlying factual
basis for the District's decisions relating to the adoption of Project. (See Pub. Res. Code §
21 167.6(e)(l0); Browning-Ferris Industries v. District Board ofDistrict of San Jose, 181 Cal.App.3d
852,866,226 Cal.Rptr. 575 (1986); Stanislaus Audubon Societv, Inc. v. Countv of Stanislaus, 33
Cal.App.4th 144, 153, 155,39 Cal.Rptr.2d 54 (1985).)

The Final EIR was completed in compliance with CEQA, and reflects the District's independent
judgment. The District Board believes that its decision on the Project is one which must be made
after a hearing required by law at which evidence is required and discretion in the determination of
facts is vested in the District. As a result, any judicial review of thy District's decision will be
governed by Section 21168 of CEQ A and Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5. Regardless of
the standard of review which is. applicable, the District Board has considered evidence and
arguments presented to the District prior to or at the public hearings on this matter. In determining
whether the Project has a significant impact on the environment, and in adopting Findings pursuant
to Section 21081 of CEQA, the District Board has complied with CEQA Sections 21081.5 and
21082.2.

FINDINGS - Page 4
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Section 21002 of CEQ A provides that "public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if
there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially
lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects[.]" (Pub. Res. Code § 21002 (emphasis
added).) The same statute states that the procedures required by CEQA "are intended to assist public
agencies in systematically identifying both the significant effects of proposed projects and the
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially lessen such
significant effects." @. (emphasis added).)

The mandate and principles announced in Public Resources Code Section 21002 are implemented,
in part, through the requirement that agencies must adopt findings before approving projects for
which EIRs are required. (See Pub. Res. Code § 21081(a); Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14 § 15091(a).) For,
each significant environmental effect identified in any EIR for a proposed project, the approving
agency. must issue a written finding reaching one or more of three permissible conclusions:

• The first such finding is that "[c]hanges or alterations have been required in, or incorporated
into, the projects which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as
identified in the final EIR.'· (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14 § l5091(a)(1).)

• The second permissible finding is that "[s]uch changes or alterations' are within the
"responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and not the agency making the
finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and should be adopted
by such other agency." (Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14 § 15091(a)(2).)

• The third potential conclusion is that "[s]pecific economic, legal, social, technological, or
other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained
workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the
final EIR." (CEQA Guidelines. § 15091(a)(3).) Public Resources Code Section 21061.1
defines "feasible" to mean "capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a
reasonable period of time. taking into account economic, environmental, social and
technological factors." CEQA Guidelines Section 15364 adds another factor: "legal"
considerations. (See also Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors ("Goleta II").
52 Ca1.3d 553,565.276 Cal.Rptr. 410 (1990).)

As explained in full. below, the District can make the first finding with regard to all impacts
identified as potentially significant in the DEIR. The CEQA Guidelines do not define the difference
between "avoiding" a significant environmental effect and merely "substantially lessening" such an
effect. The District must therefore glean the meaning of these terms from the other contexts in
which the terms are used. Section 21081 ofCEQA. on which CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 is
based, uses the term "mitigate" rather than "substantially lessen." The CEQA Guidelines therefore
equate "mitigating" with "substantially lessening." Such an understanding of the statutory term is
consistent with the policies underlying CEQA, which include the policy that "public agencies should
not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures
available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects."
(Pub. Res. Code § 21002.) For purposes of these Findings, the term "avoid" refers to the

FINDINGS - Page 5
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'. effectiveness of one or more mitigation measures to reduce an otherwise significant effect to a less
than significant level.

Moreover, although Section 15091, read literally, does not require findings to address environmental
effects that an EIR identifies as merely "potentially significant," these Findings will nevertheless
fully account for all such effects identified in the Final EIR. In short, CEQA requires that the lead
agency adopt mitigation measures or alternatives, where feasible, to substantially lessen or avoid
significant environmental impacts that would otherwise occur.

VI.
LEGAL EFFECTS OF FINDINGS

To the extent that these Findings conclude that various proposed mitigation measures outlined in the
Final EIR are feasible and have not been modified, superseded or withdrawn, the District hereby
binds itself to implement these measures, These Findings, in other words, are not merely
informational, but rather constitute a binding set of obligations that will come into effect when
District decisionmakers formally approve the Project.

The mitigation measures are referenced in the MMP adopted concurrently with these Findings, and
will be effectuated through the process of constructing and implementing the Project.

VII.
MITIGATION MONITORING A.i'lD REPORTING PROGRAM

CEQA requires the lead agency approving a project to adopt a MMP for the changes to the project
which it has adopted or made a condition of project approval in order to ensure compliance with
project implementation. A MMP has been prepared and serves that function for the Final EIR.

The MMP designates responsibility and anticipated timing for the. implementation of mitigation.
The District will serve as the overall MMP Coordinator, unless another responsible Agency
subsequently assumes that responsibility.

A MMP has been prepared for the Project and has been adopted concurrently with these Findings.
(See Pub. Res. Code § 2108l.6(a)(I).) The District will usethe MMP to track compliance with'
Project mitigation measures. The MMP will remain available for public review during the
compliance period.

FINDINGS - Page 6
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VIII.
IMPACTS DETERMINED TO BE LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT

The following impacts were studied in the EIR, but were determined to be less than significant,
either directly or cumulatively, without mitigation in the preparation of the EIR and the Final EIR:

• Impacts on the feasibility of recovering sand resources at a future date;

• Impacts on prime agricultural soils and important farmlands;

Impacts on residential uses/existing structures;

• Displacement of existing equestrian uses; I

• Traffic increases on Julian Avenue and Lake Jennings Park Road;

• Traffic increases at the SR67/Mapleview Street intersection;

• Traffic increases at the Lake Jennings Park RoadlEl Monte Road intersection; and

• Impacts on the least Bell's vireo, the Arroyo Toad, the Willow Flycatcher, and the Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat.

The District Board hereby makes this same determination that the foregoing impacts will be less than
significant based on the conclusions in the Final EIR.

IX.
SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS, MITIGATION
MEASURES AND FINDINGS OF FACT

The Final EIR discusses several impacts that are potentially significant and identifies project
revisions and mitigation measures that mitigate these impacts to a level of non-significance. The
District Board hereby adopts these same conclusions. Adiscussion of these potentially significant
impacts and the project revisions and mitigation measures that mitigate them to a level of non-
significance follows. .

The-Applicant/Lessee shall be responsible at all times for ensuring compliance with all project
conditions based on the approved Project. The Applicant shall be responsible for paying all
applicable fees, completing all project conditions and mitigation measures, and installing all major
infrastructure and facilities improvements. The Applicant shall not be released from any of the
project conditions or mitigation measures unless a successor in interest or assign executes an
assignment and assumption agreement assuming the responsibility to perform /such project
conditions or mitigation measures in a form acceptable to the District.

1 An equestrian trail system has been incorporated into the project design.
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'- A. LAND USE

Significant Project Impact: Two properties are adjacent to the maintenance facility. Due to
proposed setbacks, walls, landscaping and proposed architectural design, the land use impacts would
be limited but could still potentially be significant. Further, the start-up operations for the golf
course would typically begin at approximately \12 hour prior to sunrise. Activity associated with
motorized golf course maintenance equipment, golf carts, and mowers would produce noise as
operations begin in the morning. If outdoor lighting is used to illuminate work areas around the
maintenance yard before dawn and after dusk, substantial light and 'glare could affect adjacent
residences. These operations could result in substantial conflicts with nearby residences. This is a
significant land use impact.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)(1), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(l) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects identified in the
Final EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures set forth in Section 2.104 of the
EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

Mitigation Measure (A)-1: Other than lighting required for security and safety, there shall
be no outdoor nighttime lighting of the project site.

• Mitigation Measure (A)-2: Benning/mounding and landscaping shall be installed between
the maintenance facility and residences west and southeast of the facility to provide an
intervening buffer for noise, visual, and light/glare effects.

Mitigation Measure (A)-3: All vehicles/equipment powered by internal combustion engines
shall be equipped with mufflers in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

• Mitigation Measure (A)-4: The maintenance facility shall be redesigned to eliminate entry
gates on the west side of the perimeter wall, as shown in Figure 2.1-4 of the Final EIR.
(Note: Figure 2.1-4 was revised from the Draft EIR to the Final EIR to reflect additional
mitigation brought about by Mitigation Measure 2(A)-5 below.) This measure is necessary

. to reduce the potential for significant impacts which could result from maintenance facility
operations.

• Mitigation Measure (A)-5: The design of the maintenance facility shall be changed to
include relocating the compound approximately 900 feet to the east as shown in the revised
Figure 2.1-4 and Figure 2.1-5 of the Final EIR. The relocated maintenance compound shall
be approximately 100 feet north of and 20 feet lower in elevation than EI Monte Road
compared to the previous location. Access to the maintenance compound shall be taken from
EI Monte Road approximately 100 feet to the east of the structure. This new access shall
eliminate maintenance employee vehicle and delivery access from behind existing
residences.

FINDINGS - Page 8
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B. VISUAL QUALITY

Significant Project Impact: The Project would change the character of the visual environment
through elimination of agricultural production and planting oflawn areas and other landscaping. The
overall agricultural patchwork viewshed pattern would be replaced with views of fairways and
greens, ponds, and the club house and parking areas. Due to the potential for the Project to result
in changes to the visual character of scenic roadways, impacts are seen as potentially significant.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)( I), CEQAGuidelines Section 15091(a)( 1) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects identified in the
Final EIR to below a level of significance.

FactS in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures set forth in Section 2.2.4 of the
EIR are feasible, are in conformance with the Lakeside Community Plan and Design Guidelines, are
required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (B)-I: Landscaping and proposed structures shall be designed in
conformance with the Lakeside Design Guidelines. At a minimum, the following-shall be
required: .

1. Existing significant trees shall be preserved.

2. If fences or walls (other than security fencing at specific golf course facilities) are
proposed, low walls of native stone, wooden rail fences, wire fences, boulders and
native rocks building materials shall be used.

3. All utilities shall be placed underground in an effort to reduce visual clutter.

• Mitigation Measure (B)-2: The landscaping plan shall provide for liberal use of trees along
El Monte Road. Eighty percent of tree species shall be naturally occurring species typical
of the valley (e.g. Oak, Sycamore, Willow, Cottonwood, etc.).

• Mitigation Measure (B)-3: Landscaping along Willow Road shall respect the current open
view corridors to the south of the site with the exception of planting trees to screen offsite
areas from errant golf shots. Landscaping shall either be below three feet in height, or, in the
case of trees, widely spaced clusters with branching patterns above eight feet in height.

• Mitigation Measure (B)-4: The parking lot proposed for location adjacent to Willow Road
shall be set back from the roadway a minimum of 30 feet with liberal use of landscaping
planted within the buffer area and throughout the parking lot.

• Mitigation Measure (B)-5: No buildings shall be placed within 50 feet of the edge of the
pavement along EI Monte Road. . .

• Mitigation Measure (B)-6: The proposed maintenance facilities shall be constructed with
materials typical of residential development in the Lakeside community. Building materials

FINDINGS - Page 9
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'- shall be consistent with the Lakeside Design Review Guidelines. Landscaping shall be used
to screen and buffer views from adjacent residential development.

• Mitigation Measure (B)-7: Adherence to Mitigation Measures (A)-l through (A)-5 for Land
Use Impacts shall be a requirement of the building and grading permit.

C. TRAFFIC

Significant Project Impact: Given the speeds and curves on El Monte Road, with one main
driveway on the north side of El Monte Road to the club house, the Project presents limited sight
distances for oncoming traffic and potentially unsafe turning movements.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)(1), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(1) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects identified in the
Final EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measure as set forth in Section 2.3.4 of the
EIR is feasible, is required as a condition of approval, and is made binding on the Applicant through
these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (C)-I: Project access driveways and channelization shall be designed to
the satisfaction ofthe Director of Public Works. Figure 2.3-9 ofthe Final EIR illustrates site
access changes made to the golf clinic training facility to improve site distance/visibility.

D. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Significant Project Impact: The Project has been designed to retain the 34 on-site coast live oaks,
which are a sensitive species, in place and to grade only outside the "drip line" of these oaks.
However, grading adjacent to the drip line may remove or cover surface roots, or cause a change in
drainage such that the oaks could be damaged or eventually killed. Significant indirect impacts to
the live oaks are projected as a worst-case scenario. The Project will also permanently impact all
1.9 acres of coastal sage scrub habitat, which is a significant impact. The Project, through
construction of four cart path crossings, an entry bridge, and the equestrian trail, will permanently
impact 0.56 acre and temporarily impact 0.74 acre of disturbed riparian scrub within the river
channel. The temporary and permanent impacts are significant. Based on a worst-case analysis, the
Project will permanently impact 4.1 acres and temporarily impact 0.16 acre of riparian woodland
within and adjacent to the river channel. The 38-foot wide elevated entry bridge will result in
permanent impacts from its "shadowing-effect," although vegetation will reestablish under the
bridge to some extent after construction. The golf course footprint/grading and the edges of the
associated planting zones would impact approximately 3.9 acres of riparian woodland under the
jurisdiction of CDFG. The Project will permanently impact 0.3 acre of waters of the U.S., a
sensitive resource.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)( 1), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 (a)( 1)and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the

FINDINGS - Page 10
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Project which avoid or substantially lessen the environmental effects on the identified in the Final
EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.4.4 of
the EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (0)-1: A Biological Resource Management Plan shall be prepared.
approved and implemented in concert with the preparation of site specific development
plans. The intent of this plan shall be to provide specific methodologies to reduce all
significant project-related impacts to a level below significance. The implementation of, or
mechanism to implement all recommendations contained in the plan, shall be made a
condition of project approval. This plan shall contain at a minimum:

1. A comprehensive revegetationlhabitat enhancement component to compensate for
direct losses of wetland habitat associated with river crossing improvements. This
plan shall define the specific area and acreage of wetlands to be lost, establish
revegetation ratios, define specific areas to be used for revegetation, specify
biological monitoring periods, require maintenance, removal of exotics, and
construction monitoring. This plan shall be prepared by a County-certified and
qualified professional experienced in riparian wetland restoration and enhancement.

2. A biological buffer averaging 50-feet wide (minimum of2S-feet wide) area shall be
established adjacent to the floodway. >This buffer area shall be revegetated with
strictly native, indigenous, alluvially-dependent shrubs and herbs.

3. A IOO-foot "planning buffer" shall be established at the outer edge of the biological
buffer. The>planning buffer shall preclude the>establishment of structures (except
bridge crossings, cart paths, and equestrian trail) and shall permit play.

4. Mature Coast Live Oak, California sycamores and Western cottonwood trees shall
be retained. Where retention cannot be accommodated, like-kind replacement for
any trees unavoidably lost shall be required.

5. Landscape plans and plant pallets shall be reviewed for wetlands compatibility as a
function of the Biological Resource Management Plan. >

The plan shall be on file at the Helix Water District main office. The Applicant will prepare
the biological resource management plan for submission to the District with the Project's
construction plan. The District will review the plan based on overall guidelines in the Joint
Water Agency Subregional Plan, and evaluate the plan for consistency with the County
MSCP, Jamul-Lakeside Subunit Plan. The wildlife agencies will be given an opportunity
to review and comment on the Management Plan at that time. The golf course project
proponents shall be responsible for implementation of the Management Plan in concert with
its regular maintenance and management operations.
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Mitigation Measure (0)-2: Ongoing equestrian and off-road vehicle usage of the sensitive
riparian area within the San Diego River floodway shall be discouraged. The Project
includes construction of an equestrian trail. Vegetation barriers shall be used to discourage
riding within the floodway, and signage will advise riders to use the trail.

• Mitigation i'vleasure (0)·3: The entire golf course development will be fenced using a variety
of fencing types to prevent unauthorized entrance onto the property while also allowing for
wildlife movement through the proposed wildlife corridor as well as equestrian use of the
equestrian trail. In addition, the golf course operators will actively discourage off-road
vehicle activity since it is inherently incompatible with the golf course use.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-4: Natural barriers comprised of thomy shrubs or other appropriate
. vegetative barriers and signage shall be incorporated along both sides of the cart paths and

equestrian path wherever they enter or cross the river channel, wildlife corridorlhabitat
creation area, or other areas specifically designated as biological open space by the golf
course design or the Helix Water District Subarea Plan. These barriers shall be designed to
prevent golfers, equestrians, or other humans from casual entry into ?iological resource
areas.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-5: Any coast live oak trees with diameters at breast height (DBH)
of 4 inches or greater that are indirectly impacted by proposed grading at adjacent driplines
shall be mitigated at a 5: I replacement ratio utilizing five-gallon container replacement
stock. Based on the recommended replacement ratio of 5: I (utilizing five-gallon container
stock), a total of 170 trees should be planted onsite to mitigate for the 34 trees that would be
indirectly impacted. It is recommended that most or all of these replacement trees be
installed in the biological buffer that is proposed on both sides of the river.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-6: Although an isolated Western sycamore is not a sensitive species,
isolated specimens of this species shall be protected to the extent feasible. Specimens that
are directly or indirectly impacted shall be replaced in-kind.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-7: In response to the USFWS project comment letter dated
December II, 1997, a focused survey for San Diego ambrosia along the river terraces will
be conducted in Spring (i.e., after May) 1999. This survey will be used as an opportunity to
re-check for sensitive plant species that are known for the general vicinity, but that have not
been detected onsite during past surveys. If this species is found, the project shall provide
appropriate additional mitigation in banks established by the Helix Subarea Plan as a first
choice, or in another approved NCCP bank.

• Mitigation Measure (01-8: The impact to 1.9 acres of coastal sage scrube shall be adequately
mitigated by the proposed creation of21.1 acres of coastal sage scrub as part of the wildlife
corridor/preserve area. Creation ofthis habitat onsite will result in over an II: 1 replacement
ratio. A detailed coastal sage scrub restoration plan shall be prepared by a qualified biologist
that details issues such as site preparation, installation specifications, maintenance,
monitoring and reporting. To ensure the created habitat is adequately established,
maintenance and monitoring shall occur for three to five years after installation, or until

FINDINGS - Page 12
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specified success standards are achieved (e.g., cover of desirable native' shrubs, and
elimination of particular invasive weed species).

• Mitigation Measure (Dl-9: Upon project implementation, the projected permanent and
temporary impacts to the disturbed riparian scrub, riparian woodland and waters of the
United States shall be mitigated by an onsite habitat restoration program including wetland
creation and enhancement. Permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian
woodland shall be mitigated at a 3: I ratio, while permanent impacts to waters of the U.S.
shall be mitigated at a I: I ratio. To satisfy USACOE and CDFG permitting requirements,
temporary impacts to vegetated wetlands shall be mitigated at a 2: I ratio, or other ratio
designated by USACOE and/or CDFG. Assuming the projected impact to 4.0 acres of
riparian woodland (CDFG jurisdictional habitat) can be avoided (see mitigation measure
below), then the combined permanent vegetated wetland impacts wouldtotal 0.69 acre and
temporary impacts would total 0.9 acre. Probable mitigation ratios and acreages are listed
below:

• Permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland total 0.69 acre
-- multiplied by a 3: I ratio equals 2.07 acres.

• Permanent impacts to waters of the U.S. total 0.3 acre - multiplied by a I: I ratio
equals O~3acre. .

• Temporary impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland total 0.9 acre --
multiplied by a 2: I ratio equals 1.8 acres. .

Therefore, the wetland mitigation restoration program (excluding mitigation for projected
impacts to riparian woodland along the river banks) would total 4.17 acres. A detailed
wetland restoration plan shall be prepared by a qualified biologist that details issues such as
site preparation, installation specifications, maintenance, monitoring and reporting. To
ensure the created habitat is adequately established, maintenance and monitoring for wetland
programs shall occur for five years after installation, or until specified success standards are
achieved (e.g., cover of desirable native overstory and understory plants, and elimination of '
particular invasive weed species), As a guideline, ACOE and CDFG typically require that
at least 1:1 replacement of all impacts be accomplished by wetland habitat creation (i.e.,
converting upland into wetland). Based on the projected impacts referenced above,
approximately 1.9 acres of the 4.17 acres would involve wetland habitat creation. The
remaining 2.47 acres of mitigation could be accomplished through wetland enhancement
measures.

The Project shall identify the most ecologically appropriate onsite location adjacent to the
river to accomplish 1.9 acres ofwetland creation. The remainder ofthe mitigation (i.e., 2.27
acres) shall be accomplished by enhancing the existing riparian habitat in the river within and
partially upstream and downstream of the proposed wildlife corridor. Since ACOE and
CDFG typically provide Yz credit for enhancement mitigation, at least 4.5 to 5.0 acres should
be included in this enhancement effort. Enhancement in this situation would involve
removal and control of particular invasive weed species (e.g., tamarisk, pampas grass etc.)
and possible planting of native species where weed species are removed. Because there is
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a.high volume of invasive weed species upstream of this proposed enhancement location,
removal of target weed species must occur throughout the life of the golf course project to
be effective.

Mitigation Measure (0)-1 0: Avoidance of Projected Riparian Woodland Impacts. Necessary
cart path crossings and the entry bridge crossing of the river to complete golf course
circulation cannot be avoided, although most or all of the projected impacts from the golf
course footprint to riparian woodland that overhangs the channel banks on either side of the
river can be avoided. The overlay of the existing habitat and golf course footprint indicate
up to 4.0 acres of this edge habitat could be impacted. Most ofthe riparian tree (e.g., willow
and cottonwood) stems that provide canopy overhang on the river banks grow out of the river
bottom, such that most of the grading that is proposed on the banks will actually impact
scattered native and non-native upland understory species without directly impacting the tree
stems. To ensure potential impacts to riparian woodland species do not occur, measures such
as vegetation barriers to prevent intrusion and erosion, signage, construction monitoring,
and/or project redesign shall be implemented. If the projected worst-case impacts do occur
to 4.0 acres of riparian woodland, then up to 12 acres of additional mitigation shall be
required based on a 3: I replacement ratio.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-II: During the February 24, 1998 survey, the five proposed river
crossings (i.e., one entry bridge and four cart paths) were examined. Golf Properties Design
indicated in regard to the cart path crossings, that field adjustments could be made during
construction to avoid trees and align the paths between vegetation openings to minimize
impacts. These alignment adjustments during construction shall be made. The alignment
shifting recommendations are contained in the Biological Resources Technical Report.

Significant Project Impact: The Project is not anticipated to significantly impact the arroyo toad,
least Bell's vireo or the willow flycatcher as these species were not identified within the project
boundaries during field surveys. The conversion of approximately 400 acres of open foraging area
could displace certain less tolerant raptors from the property, including Cooper's hawk, prairie
falcon, and great homed owl.. The removal of mature trees, including snags, would result in a loss
of numerous roost sites. Nighttime lighting and overhead spray irrigation could also contribute to
this impact.

Finding: . Pursuant to CEQA Section 21 081(a)(I), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(1) and
Local Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated
into, the Project which avoid or substantially lessen the environmental effects on the identified in
the Final EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.4.4 of
the EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (D)-12: Directed field surveys shall be conducted for the arroyo toad,
a federally-listed Endangered Species, unless the resource agencies determine the surveys
are not required. Ifsurveysare done and arroyo toads are found on site, specific mitigation
shall be developed in consultation with the USACOE and the USFWS. Potential impacts

. FINDINGS - Page 14
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resulting from fairway construction would be mitigated through buffers adjacent to riparian
areas.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-13: Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway, field
surveys for the least Bell's vireo, a state and federal listed endangered species, shall be
conducted. If this species is determined to be present, specific mitigation shall be developed
in consultation with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and
California Department ofFish & Game.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-14: Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway, field
surveys for the Willow flycatcher, a state and federally-listed Endangered Species, shall be
conducted. If found on site, specific mitigation shall be developed in consultation with the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and California Department
ofFish & Game. Potential impacts resulting from fairway construction would be mitigated
through buffers adjacent to riparian areas.

• .Mitigation Measure (0)-15: A plan to manage lighting and watering shall be developed to
limit the 'potentially significant impacts to foraging raptors. Elements of this plan may
include a prohibition against lighting of the golf course and driving range, and variable
irrigation schedules which would be less disruptive to morning and evening foraging by
raptors.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-16: The wildlife movement corridor was specifically designed to
mitigate for impacts to coastal sage scrub and associated species in the study area, as well
as potential impacts to wildlife movement corridors. The approximately 21 acres of coastal
sage scrub habitat to be created in the corridor zone should compensate for any adverse
effects on these biological resources, subject to the following conditions:

I. A habitat restoration plan shall be prepared and implemented for the wildlife
corridorlhabitat creation area. The goal of the restoration plan shall be to create at
least 20 contiguous acres of potential breeding habitat for California gnatcatchers in
the river valley. The created habitat shall be configured to accommodate north-south
wildlife movement from existing coastal sage scrub habitat, on the north and south
valley slopes, to the existing river channel. This corridor area shall have a minimum
width of 400 feet and an average width of at least 500 feet across the valley.

2. Success of the restoration plan shall be measured by a biological monitoring program
to last a minimum of 3 years, or until all success criteria are achieved. The.
monitoring program will track the success of habitat creation by recording
appropriate success criteria for (1) individual plant species. (e.g., growth and
reproduction by species), (2) appropriate vegetation community characteristics (e.g.,
species composition, percent canopy closure) and (3ruse ofthe area by gnatcatchers
and other wildlife. Specific success criteria shall be defined in the restoration plan.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-17: In addition to habitat creation within the wildlife
corridorlhabitat creation area, approximately 44 additional acres of the golf course shall be
landscaped using the Zone 1 (19.2 acres) and Zone 2 (24.9 acres) planting palettes. The
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Zone 1 palette consists of native coastal sage scrub species and the Zone 2 palette consists
of native California shrub species. Areas planted using these palettes are expected to provide
some additional habitat value to native wildlife species; however, no specific mitigation
credit is expected for these areas because they are not designed specifically tore-create
naturally occurring, native vegetation communities, and because they are primarily small and
non-contiguous areas scattered throughout the golf course. However, some of the Zone 1
plantings are positioned adjacent to native coastal sage scrub habitat along the project
boundaries, and may enhance or expand habitat values in these areas.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-18: In response to projected direct and indirect impacts to wetland
and riparian habitat from the proposed golf course, the resource agencies (i.e., CDFG and
USFWS) have recommended and the Applicant shall: (1) revegetate the channel banks that
will be recontoured with appropriate native upland and riparian plants, and (2) perform a 10-
acre revegetation/enhancement program within the San Diego River channel with a
combination of native wetland and alluvial wash plants. Revegetation of the recontoured
channel banks will encompass approximately 28 acres and is intended to enhance the buffer
between the golf course and the river channel by providing a physical barrier with native
shrubs and trees and creating wildlife habitat.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-19: Various enhancement options within the channel have been
discussed with the agencies and a IO-acre pilot revegetation/erihancement program shall be
performed. The Pilot Revegetation/Enhancement Program is shown on Figure 2.4-3 of the
Final EIR. Recommended guidelines for the program include that part of the effort occur
within the portion of the river channel that coincides with the proposed north-south wildlife
corridor, and that the program be divided between existing wetland and alluvial wash
habitats. As indicated in the Project's biological technical information, the majority of
vegetative cover in the channel is provided by undesirable exotic species (non-native) that
degrade wildlife habitat value.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-20: Portions of the channel have water near the surface and support
wetland species in the overstory such as willow (Salix sp.) and understory such as rushes
(Juncus sp.). Although due to a highly variable water table, most of the channel vegetation
is characterized as alluvial wash with riparian scrub species comprising the mid-story and
upland plants in the understory. Based on discussion with the agencies, the two primary
goals of the pilot program shall be to: (1) revegetate and enhance existing habitat to improve
wildlife habitat values as mitigation for golf course impacts, and (2) determine what methods
are most feasible and successful for performing revegetation/enhancement and how long will
it take to establish native vegetation.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-? 1: Prior to implementation of the proposed golf course, a detailed
plan for the channel revegetation/enhancement program shall be prepared for final approval
by the agencies.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-22: The lO-acre program will be divided between two locations: an
approximate 5-acre area that corresponds to a wetter portion of the channel adjacent to
existing offsite homes, and an approximate 5-acre area that corresponds to the alignment of
the proposed north-south wildlife corridor. For ease of discussion, the more easterly, wetter
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area will be referred to as Area A and the more westerly area within the wildli fe corridor will
be referred to as Area B. For Area A, it is estimated that approximately 2 to 3 acres can
support willow woodland, while the remaining portion will support alluvial wash (i.e ..
riparian scrub) with scattered trees such as Cali fornia sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Inboth
locations, the revegetation/enhancement will occur across the entire channel bottom. The
eastern limit of Area A will be defined by the proposed entry bridge and cart path, while the
eastern limit of Area B will be defined by the proposed equestrian trail and cart path. The
western limits of these areas will be defined by permanent markers such as metal t-posts,

Mitigation Measure (0)-23: The primary implementation steps shall include contractor
education and delineation of access; initial removal of invasive exotic plants; installation of
temporary irrigation; installation of container plants and seed; and follow-up maintenance
and monitoring. No grading is proposed in the channel bottom.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-24: Prior to the initiation of revegetation/enhancement activities,
the project biologist shall meet with maintenance personnel to review project guidelines and
goals. Native species to be retained and exotic species to be removed will be reviewed at
that time. The least impactive access routes for equipment and program Personnel will also
be determined in the field and marked.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-25: The primary exotic species that shall be removed include
tamarisk/salt cedar (Tamarix sp.), pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), giant reed (Arundo
donax), castor bean (Ricinus communis), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), tree tobacco
(Nicotiana glauca), and fennel (Foeniculum vulgare). This list may be adjusted by the
project biologist during the implementation phase. It is recommended that the initial exotic
species removal effort begin in the late summer. There are 3 basic methods for initial
removal of exotics that can be used depending on the specific conditions within portions of
Areas A and B. The 3 methods are: (I) hand-cutting most of the above-ground biomass and
then applying herbicide to the stump; (2) applying herbicide without cutting the specimen;
and (3) physical removal with motorized equipment. In cases where there is an isolated
exotic with a sufficient density of native species around it (such that no follow-up planting
will be necessary where the exotic presently occurs), herbicide can be applied without cutting
the exotic. In cases where there is a grouping of exotics but motorized equipment could not
avoid impacting existing native species; specimens shall be hand-cut and herbicide applied
so space will be created for follow-up native planting. In cases where there is a grouping of
exotics and motorized equipment could avoid impacting native species, this method can be
used.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-26: Since there is a significant amount of weed seed that already
exists in the seedbank, physical removal of all the exotic biomass and seedheads out of the
channel is not considered necessary. Except for a species such as giant reed, it is considered
acceptable to chip this biomass and distribute it as mulch within the channel. It is understood
that after the initial control/removal of exotics, follow-up maintenance shall be undertaken
to ensure these species are completely eradicated. In the case of initial control/removal and
follow-up maintenance, very small specimens can be hand-pulled if the entire root system
can be removed.

SOPUBISCSl221sn
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\. Mitil!ation Measure (0)-27: To ensure survival and establishrnent of native container plants.
some form of temporary irrigation shall be used at least in the alluvial wash areas. It is
expected that more than one method of irrigation may be used. It is likely the primary
method will be a drip system (extended from the golf course irrigation system) to deliver
water to individual container plants. Another potential method is selective hand-watering
or installation of slow-release water products (e.g., DriWater) for more isolated container
plants. An overhead irrigation system is not recommended because the spray is likely to be
blocked by existing vegetation and it is not a feasible way to promote deep-watering.
Particularly within this setting, periodic deep-watering is preferable over more frequent
surface watering. The intent of irrigation will be to establish the container plants by
promoting root systems that tap into channel's available water. For most of the planted
species it is expected that temporary irrigation will be needed for 2 to 3 years, after which
time it can be permanently discontinued. For the wetter areas in Area A, it is expected that
little to no temporary irrigation will be needed to establish the plants.

• Mitil!ation Measure (0)-28: The primary method for native plant revegetation will be
container plants and promoting establishment of native volunteers, although some limited
hand-seeded may be tried in select areas. Generally in openings without native plants larger

. than 8 by 8 feet, appropriate container plants will be installed. Planting shall include a
mixture of shrub and tree species. As a guideline, container shrubs can be installed with
spacing on center ranging from 6 to 12 feet with an 8 foot average, while trees can be
installed from 12 to 25 feet apart with a 15 foot average (this assumes some mortality). Most
of the container plants will be l-gallon, although some 5-gallon trees may be included. For
experimental purposes, some vegetative cuttings should be installed in the wetter Area A and
possibly in Area B. Also for experimental purposes, some selective hand-seeding should
occur in Areas A and B. After the initial control/removal of exotics, native planting should
occur with the onset of the rainy season.

• Mitil!ation Measure (0)-29: In regard to the wetter portions of Area A that will support
willow woodland (approximately 2 to 3 acres), recommended container plants include, but
are not limited to, arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis), black willow (Salix gooddingii), shining
willow (Salix lucida ssp. lasiandra), and Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii). Seeded
species could include Mexican rush (Juncus mexicanus), spikerush (Eleocharis sp.), and
monkey flower (Mimulus nasutus). In regard to the drier portions of Area A and all of Area
,B that will support alluvial scrub with scattered trees (approximately 7 to 8 acres).
recommended container plants include, but are not limited to, mule fat (Baccharis
salicifolia), sandbar willow (Salix exigua), arroweed (Pluchea sericea), blue elderberry
(Sambucus mexicana), and California sycamore. Seeded species could include Douglas
mugwort (Artemisia douglasiana), giant wild rye (Leymus condensatus), and evening
primrose (Oenothera hookeri). Many of the plants listed here are appropriate for both habitat
types, although the final palettes should be "weighted" toward more wet-. and alluvial-
adapted species, depending on planting locations.

• Mitil!ation Measure (D)-30: Once installation of the planting palettes is complete, a 5-year
maintenance and monitoring program shall begin. In addition, since invasive exotics from
upstream portions of the river channel will continue to re-invade the 2
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revegetation/enhancement areas overtime, some form of periodic long-term maintenance and
monitoring beyond 5 years shall occur. The focus of the 5-year maintenance effort will be
to eradicate all invasive exotics in the revegetation/enhancement areas and to promote
establishment of a self-sustaining native plant community in the portions of Areas A and B
that are currently nonnative. The focus of the 5-year monitoring effort will be to provide
direction to maintenance personnel, document progress and success of the program, and
determine what methods of exotic plant control and native plant revegetation are most
beneficial. Ultimately, monitoring will also help determine if the revegetation/enhancement
is self-sustaining and whether this approximate 2-mile stretch of the river channel is a good
candidate area for other projects to perform revegetation/enhancement mitigation.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-3 I: During the initialS-year period, the primary maintenance items
will include exotic plant control, maintaining the irrigation system, promoting establishment
of container plants, promoting establishment of seeded species and native volunteers, trash
removal and site protection. After the initial exotic control/removal effort, exotic plant
control will focus on treating re-sprouts with herbicide and eradicating new specimens that
germinate from the seedbank. After the initial effort is conducted between July and August,
herbicide shall be applied to the re-sprouts (before they get over 4 feet high) between August
and October, before the first frost. In the following spring (i.e., between March and May)
and late summer/fall of the next' year, herbicide shall be applied again to the re-sprouts. This
follow-up treatment shall be conducted each year until the individual specimen is dead. In
terms of promoting establishment of container plants, the primary items will include
overseeing temporary irrigation, maintaining weed-free basins, and adding fertilizer as
necessary. Once some of the faster growing species such as willow and cottonwood reach
approximately 25 feet in height in 2 to 3 years, temporary irrigation should no longer be
necessary. Scattered annual weeds, such as mustard (Brassica sp.) and clover (Melilotus sp.),
should only need to be controlled when they occur in dense patches in open areas or in
container planting basins. Once the 5-year program is considered successful and complete,
long term maintenance may only be necessary twice a year to eradicate any exotics that have
re-invaded.

• Mitigation Measure (D)-32: A qualified biologist shall oversee the initial5-yearmonitoring
period. The biologist will meet with maintenance personnel on a regular basis to review the
condition of Areas A and B and the nighest maintenance priorities. Horticultural and
botanical monitoring will be performed. Horticultural monitoring will focus on exotic plant
control and the health and growth of container plants. Botanical monitoring can use a
combination oftechniques, such as transects and quadrats, to quantify the progress of native
plant development in areas previously dominated by nonnative plants. Permanent
photographic viewpoints shall also be established to document revegetation progress over
time. As part of monitoring, a set of success standards will be established to assess
revegetation progress. Within the alluvial wash habitat for example, success standards for
the end of year 5 could include 90 percent survival of container plants, 65 percent native
cover in areas previously dominated by non-native, and no invasive exotics present. Success
standards could be similar within the wetter willow woodland area, except for a slightly
highernative plant cover goal. Horticultural and botanical monitoring results, including any
recommended remedial measures (e.g., replacement plants, fertilizer etc.), will be included
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'. in five annual reports to be submitted to the agencies. The annual reports shall also review
the relative success of the revegetation techniques conducted in Areas A and B. so potential
future revegetation/enhancement programs performed by other projects in the channel can
benefit from the results of this pilot program.

Mitigation Measure (D)-33: Once the program has met its 5-year success standards in Areas
A and B, that portion of the program will be complete. If portions of Areas A and B have
not met their success standards after 5 years, then consultation shall occur with the agencies
to determine whether sufficiently beneficial revegetation/enhancement can be feasibly
performed within this setting. Ifrevegetation/enhancement was successful after 5 years, then
some form of long-term monitoring and reporting shall be coordinated \vith the long-term
maintenance effort to ensure invasive exotics do not re-invade and intended wildlife habitat

. values are retained.

The Pilot Revegetation/Enhancement Program is shown on Figure 2.4-3 of the Final EIR.

Signitkant Project Impact: The existing east-west corridor along the river channel is likely to
become further constrained by construction of golf facilities and by the expected increase in human
activity on both sides of the river. The river crossings will collectively and permanently remove
about 0.69 acres of natural vegetation in the river channel and may disrupt natural movement of
some species along the river. The bridge, and to a lesser degree the car and equestrian crossings,
may also be perceived as barriers by some species, especially large mammals. Increased human
presence in the river channel due to the crossings could further constrain the functionality of the
movement corridor. In addition, construction of these crossings will temporarily remove about 0.90
acrs of natural vegetation. The close proximity of golfholes along either side of the river channel
may result in increased noise levels and increased perception of human presence by species using
the channel. This may indirectly reduce use of the movement corridor by some species, at least
during daylight hours.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)(I), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(I) and
Local Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated
into, the Project which avoid or substantially lessen the environmental effects on the identified in
the Final EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.4.4 of
the EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval. and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (Ol-34: The bridge/crossing shall be of adequate height such that
wildlife movement within the riparian corridor is not discouraged.

• Mitigation Measure (Ol-35: Natural barriers comprised of tho my shrubs or other appropriate
vegetative barriers and signage shall be incorporated along both sides of the cart paths and
equestrian path wherever they enter or cross the river channel, wildlife corridorlhabitat
creation area, or other areas specifically designated as biological open space by the golf
course design or the Helix Water District Subarea Plan. These barriers shall be designed to
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• Mitigation Measure (D)-36: Signage shall be erected at appropriate locations along cart paths
and equestrian trails to educate users about the biological resources and prohibited uses in
the biological open space areas.

• Mitigation Measure (0}-37: The wildlife corridors proposed for the project site have been
extensively discussed with the Wildlife Agencies and adequately provide the desired
linkages. A north-south wildlife movement corridor shall be created to mitigate for impacts
to small scattered patches of coastal sage scrub and associated species as well as potential
impacts to wildlife movement. Approximately 21 acres of coastal sage scrub habitat will be
created in the corridor zone. The corridor shall range in width from approximately 650 feet
to over 1,000 feet wide and shall be approximately 1,300 feet long. The corridor shall be
located in an area with a low level of human disturbance, especially at night. The wildlife
corridor has been redesigned on the north side of the river by changing the footprint of golf
hole No.5 (see Figure 2.4-4 of the Final EIR). The area north. of the fifth hole will be
revegetated in a mix of coastal sage scrub and native grassland species. The cart path shall
be locatedso that it wraps around the east end of the fifth green and has limited impact on
the wildlife corridor. All trees will be planted on the "golf side" of the cart path. This
enhanced wildlife corridor will connect Pre-approved Mitigation Areas that were previously
separated by the agricultural land use and will contribute to the preservation ofwide-ranging
species.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-38: The integrity of the San Diego River channel corridor will be
enhanced by the establishment of a biological buffer averaging 50 feet and alOO-footwide
planning buffer on both sides of the channel. The biological buffer will remove exotic
invasive plant species and shall be revegetated with native plant materials: The proposed
variable width biological buffer starts at the edge of the Army Corps of Engineers
jurisdiction boundary (approximately two feet in elevation above the base of the river
channel bank) and varies from a minimum of25 feet to as much as 200 feet wide in several
areas.

• Mitigation Measure (0)-39: The area included within the biological buffer will be re-
contoured to accommodate the overall grading concept of the golf course. All of the non-
native plant species, including a significant amount of invasive exotic plants, will be
removed while protecting and retaining the riparian woodland species rooted in the channel
and overhanging the bank of the river channel. The variable biological buffer will be
revegetated with native plant species such as toyon, sumac, rhus species, live oak, and
western sycamore. The golf operator will irrigate and maintain the buffer area to preclude
invasion of non-native species and preserve its function as a biological buffer for current and
future revegetation efforts in the river channel. .
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E. ARCHAEOLOGY

Significant Project Impact: Grading activities required for Project implementation have the
potential to significantly impact the buried archaeological resources associated with archaeological
site CA-SDI-13,652.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081 (a)( I), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)( I) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the signi ficant environmental effect identified in the Final
EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.5.4 of
the EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (El-l : CA-SDI-13,652 shall be preserved by "capping" the site. This
will mitigate any adverse impacts that might result forrnconstruction of the proposed project.
Capping will involve the placement of 6 inches of clean sand followed by 2 to 4 feet of. .
clean, sterile fill soil over the entire site.

• Mitigation Measure (E)-2: The boundaries of CA-SDI-13,652 shall be appropriately'
delineated on all project maps with prohibitions against future excavation, grading, or other
substantial subsurface disturbance. Irrigation, other utilities, and improvements must not
penetrate the sand stratum above the site.

• Mitigation Measure (E)-3: All archaeological resources mitigation work shall be performed
under the direct supervision of a qualified archaeologist.

• Mitigation Measure (E)-4: The boundaries of the site area shall be appropriately delineated
on project maps with prohibitions against future excavation and/or disturbance. Irrigation,
other utilities, and improvements must not penetrate the sand stratum demarcating the top
of the site. Additionally, a qualified archaeological monitor shall be present during any
extensive grading and subsurface excavation during the construction phase of the project.

• Mitigation Measure (E)-5: All archaeological collections resulting from the testing program
and subsequent excavations shall be curated.

F. HYDROLOGY

Significant Project Impact: Depending on final engineering design, river crossings (four golf cart
path crossings and an automobile/cart bridge crossing) could result in changes in the hydraulics of
the river. Design modifications are available to address any impacts. Grading for golf course
construction could increase flow velocities on offsite properties and erosion of the floodway.
Proposed impoundments could act as sedimentation ponds and as sediment traps that increase the
flow velocity of the river during high flow events. Grading for the golf course construction could
alter erosion and sedimentation equilibrium and removal of materials from the site could increase
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channel erosion. Excessive topographic changes from site grading could increase erosion and
sedimentation.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081 (a)( 1), CEQA Guidelines Section l5091(a)( 1)and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect identified in the Final
ErR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.6.4 of
the ErR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (Fr-I: The Project proposes the construction of four golf cart path
crossings and an automobile/cart bridge crossing the main river channel. The golf cart path
crossings shall follow the existing channel bed profile. Such crossings shall have no
significant impacts on flood level. The design for the automobile/cart crossing (bridge) shall
be evaluated based on a hydraulic analysis. If the proposed design is found to cause adverse
impacts on the flood level, design modifications shall be implemented to maintain existing
flood levels.

• Mitigation Measure (Fl-2: A 50~foot grading buffer at the up-stream and down-stream
property line shall be enforced along portions of the golf course boundaries' that are lower
than the 100-year flood level. No grading shall occur within the buffer zone. Compliance

.with this condition mitigates for potential increases in overbank flow velocities and
consequent channel erosion off of the project site.

• Mitigation Measure (Fl-3: Proposed water impoundments shall be constructed such that they
will not become sediment traps. The following measures shall be implemented:

1. Where ponds are within the 100-year flood level, a berm surrounding each
impoundment shall be constructed to prohibit floodwater encroachment. Said berm
shall have a top elevation that is atleast 2 feet above the 100-year flood level.

2. Impoundments shall have a clay core, or other impermeable barrier, to prevent
seepage of water from the water table into the impoundments.

3. All impoundments shall respect a minimum setback of 150 feet from the main
charinel.

• Mitigation Measure (Fl-4: No export of materials shall occur during development ofthe golf
course, An exception to this measure would include any materials extracted from the lakes.

• Mitigation Measure (Fl-5: The applicant shall submit the grading plan, and the design and
plan for the lakes to the County of San Diego for review and approval. The design of berms
shall be prepared by a registered civil engineer specializing in geotechnical engineering.

• Mitigation Measure (Fl-6: The applicant shall be responsible for the maintenance of the
lakes, golf cart crossings, and the bridge.
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G.GROUNDWATER

Significant Project. Impact: Groundwater extraction by the golf course and anticipated annual
demand plus withdrawals by other users could result in a significant reduction in groundwater
supplies within the EI Monte Groundwater Basin. In addition, the Project could have a significant
impact on nearby wells if it lowers the groundwater elevation below depth of 75 feet bgs in
unpumped wells. The Project could have a significant impact during extended drought periods
without an effective groundwater monitoring and management plan.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081 (a)( 1), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)( I) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect identified in the Final
EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.7.4 of the
EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

Mitigation Measure (G)-I: Flow meters shall be installed on all production wells on the site.
A record of flow meters readings shall be taken twice per month. Monitoring reports shall
be provided to the Helix Water District and the County of San Diego Department of Planning
and Land Use semi-annually. The reports shall be submitted no later than July 31 and
January 31 of each year, for the periods of January 1 through June 30 and July 1 through

.December 31, respectively. The reports shall summarize the flow meter and water level data.
The reports shall be signed by a Certified Hydrogeologist or Registered Engineer with
experience in groundwater management.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-2: Should groundwater levels drop below minimum levels (65' in
MW-I, MW-2, MW-4, MW-5, MW-6, MW-7, or 100' in MW-3) in monitor wells, the golf
course operator shall begin reporting monitor well groundwater levels on a monthly basis.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-3: Permanent monitoring devices (such as pressure transducers)
with data loggers will be installed in seven unpumped wells on site. Figure I of the
Groundwater Technical Report (Appendix F) shows the approximate locations of the
proposed production and observation wells. The observation wells are located at least 100
feet from any production wells. The monitoring devices will record depth to water every 12
hours. In the event that water levels decline below the target depths shown on mitigation
measure No.3, the monitoring devices will be capable of contacting the golf course operator
and Helix Water District. The type of connection/notification system shall be designed to
the satisfaction of Helix Water District.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-4: Groundwater production shall be limited in accordance with the
following criteria:

1. A maximum of I, I72 afy shall be extracted from groundwater at a rate reasonably
anticipated to reflect the Estimated Consumptive Water Use for Proposed Golf
Course described in the table in Section 2.7.3.a of the Final EIR. This rate of
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extraction shall be maintained while groundwater levels measured in the seven
monitoring wells remains at 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW -3) or higher.

2. If the groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monitoring wells drop lower
than 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-3), groundwater extraction from the
nearest production well or wells shall be stopped until the groundwater depth returns
to a level of less than 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW -3) for at least 7 days.
Once groundwater depth remains above 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-3) for
seven days, extraction from the nearest production well may resume.

3. Water level monitoring to determine impacts for individual production wells shall
relate to the following table. If water levels in either monitoring well listed in the
second row drops below a threshold level, production in the corresponding well shall
be reduced or curtailed.

I Production Well I Monitor Well(s) I
EW-l MW-7, MW-l
EW-2 MW-l, MW-6
EW-3 MW-2, MW-5
EW-4 MW-3. MW-4

4, Ifthe groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monitoring wells drop lower
than 75 feet bgs (110 feet bgs for well MW-3), groundwater extraction shall be
stopped on all production wells. Extraction may resume when groundwater depths
in all monitoring wells (MW -1 through MW-7) returns to a level ofless than 65 feet
bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-3) for at least 7 days.

5. Groundwater extraction is dependent on the elevation of groundwater (below ground
surface) as measured in each of 7 monitor wells identified on Figure 1 of the

. Groundwater Technical Report (Appendix F). If groundwater extraction is not
sufficient to meet project irrigation demands, the golf course operator shall
implement irrigation conservation procedures and/or utilize a supplemental water
source. Such supplemental source shall be a non-potable water source provided by
Helix Water Districtor other approved water purveyor.

Helix Water District has storage capacity of IO,OOO-acrefeet of water in El Capitan
Reservoir, This water is captured at Lake Cuyamaca, and transferred to El Capitan
through Boulder and Conejos Creeks. The stored water is pumped to either Lake
Jennings or the R.M. Levy Treatment Plant through a jointly owned Helix/City of
San Diego 48-inch diameter pipeline located within El Monte Road via Helix's El
Monte Pump Station.

Helix Water District is constructing a new El Monte Pump Station that will be on
line in the year 1999. This pump station will allow the District to pump raw water
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from and to El Capitan through a metered 36-inch diameter pipeline that connects to
the existing 48-inch diameter pipeline.

Helix Water District will provide supplemental raw vvater as necessary for this
Project through a metered line off of the new 36-inch diameter pipeline. The nevv 36-
inch diameter line lies along the southerly edge of El Monte Road, directly across.
from the Project's westerly boundary.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-5: The golf course irrigation system shall be designated for non-
potable water use. All piping shall be color coded purple to denote this requirement.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-6: A minimum of four production wells shall be drilled for water
supply purposes. Wells shall be separated by a minimum of 500 feet and shall be metered
to measure output.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-7: The applicant shall replace any well located on propenies
adjacent to the project site (within 500 feet of the property boundary) that has not been
completed to at least 90 feet in depth. Such wells shall be deepened to 100 feet below
ground surface. At the option of the applicant, and approval of the affected homeowner, the
home may be connected to a potable water source. Any increase in pumping costs or
monthly bills for purchasing potable water would be the sole expense of the propeny owner.
Wells W, Y, Z, and DO, shown on Figure 1 in Appendix C, Groundwater Monitoring and
Management Plan, of Appendix F, Groundwater Study have been designated for deepening
or replacement.

Significant Project Impact: Irrigation, fertilization, human activity, and the use ofherbicides and
pesticides could contribute to impacts on groundwater quality. Existing wells could be impacted if
golf course septic systems are located too close to these wells.

Finding: Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081(a)( 1), CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 (a)(l) and Local
Guidelines Section 4.8-7(Y), changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the
Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect identified in the Final
EIR to below a level of significance.

Facts in Support of Finding: The following mitigation measures as set forth in Section 2.7.4 of the
EIR are feasible, are required as a condition of approval, and are made binding on the Applicant
through these Findings:

• Mitigation Measure (G )-8: Turf grasses shall be selected from "new varieties" of cultivars.
"New varieties" are species of turf grasses that have been developed for reduced nutrient and
water requirements.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-9: Organic, slow release, micro foliar application fertilizers shall be
used.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-l 0: Water soluble fertilizer applications shall be closely monitored
to insure that the application rate does not exceed plant assimilation rates.
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• Mitigation Measure (Gl-1I: Azospirillum soil bacteria shall be incorporated into soils.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-I2: Fertilizers shall not be applied within 24 hours of expected
precipitation events.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-I3: Soils and plant tissue analysis shall be conducted on an annual
basis. Fertilizer application rates shall be adjusted according to the results of these tests.

• Mitigation Measure (Gl-14: Prior to initiating planting and grow-in, the Applicant shall
develop an integrated pest management program (IPM). The rPM shall be submitted to the
District for review and approval prior to initiating planting and grow-in. The IPM shall
include the following:

1. Monitoring to detect pest populations.

2. Determination of pest injury levels and establishment of treatment thresholds.

3. Integrated biological. cultural, and chemical control strategies. .

4. Education program for personnel involved in biological and chemical control
planning and implementation.

5. Identification of guidelines for timing and spot treatment of chemical control agents.

6. Evaluation of test results and modification of practices.

7. Record keeping ..

• Mitigation Measure (G)-I5: County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health
standards for septic system setbacks from wells shall be observed.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-16: If applied fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides are detected at
levels which exceed 75% ofUSEP A's Primary Maximum Contamination Levels, use of the
detected chemical(s) shall be terminated.

• Mitigation Measure (G)-17: A groundwater quality monitoring and reporting program shall
be conducted by a Certified Hydrogeologist, or qualified Registered Civil Engineer, and
reported to the Helix Water District on an annual basis. The water quality analysis shall
include the following tests:

Analysis Method Sample Frequency

Nitrate' SM4500-N03 Quarterlv

TOS SM 2540' Quarterlv

Acid and base/neutral extractabl SW8468270 Annually
orcanics
Carbamate pesticides oW531 Annuallv

Chlorinated' herbicides SW 846 8150 Annuatlv

Glvohosate OW 547 Annuallv
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-, Orqanochlorine pesticides SW8468080 Annually

Volatile Oraanics SW8468260 Annually
..

SM - Standard methods forthe Examination of Water and Wastewater, 13rd Edition; SW846
_Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste; Physical/Chemical Methods, Update III; DW -
EPA 500 Series, Methods for the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water,
including Supplements I and II.

X.
PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

Where a project will cause unavoidable significant environmental effects, CEQA requires that the
District consider the feasibility of any environmentally superior alternative to the Project, as finally
approved. The Final EIR contains a discussion of seven alternatives. Several design elements and
project revisions analyzed in the Alternatives section were incorporated into the final project design
and the Project mitigations. In general, in preparing and adopting findings, a lead agency need not
necessarily address the feasibility of both mitigation measures and environmentally superior
alternatives when contemplating the approval of a project. Where the significant impacts can be
mitigated to an acceptable (insignificant) level solely by the adoption of mitigation measures, the .
agency, in drafting its findings, has not obligation to consider the feasibility ·of environmentally
superior alternatives, even if their impacts would be less severe than those of the Project as
mitigated. Laurel Heights Improvement Ass'n v. Regents of the University of California, 47 Ca1.3d
376,253 Cal. Rptr. 426 (1988); Laurel Hills Homeowners Ass'n v. City Council, 83 Cal.App.3d
515, 147 Cal. Rptr. 842 (1978); see also Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford, 221
Cal.App.3d 691, 270 Cal. Rptr. 650 (1990).

Nevertheless, the District considers whether one or more of the alternatives could avoid or
substantially lessen the environmental effects of the Project-despite the fact that the imposition of
project revisions and mitigation measures mitigates all potential direct and cumulative impacts to
a level of non-significance, the District considers. Because it is a judgment call whether an
alternative is environmentally superior, these Findings contrast and compare the alternatives
analyzed in the Final EIR with the Project.

If there is a feasible alternative to the Project, the decisionmakers must decide whether it is
environmentally superior to the Project. Proposed Project alternatives considered must be ones
which "could feasibly attain the basic objectives of the Project." However, the Guidelines also-
require an EIR to examine alternatives "capable of eliminating" environmental effects even if'these
alternatives "would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives." CEQA·
Guidelines § 15126(d).

CEQA provides the following definition of the term "feasible," as it applies to the findings
requirement: "Teasible' means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a
reasonable period oftime, taking into account economic, environmental, social and technological
factors." Pub. Res. Code § 21061.1. The CEQA Guidelines provide a broader definition of
"feasibility" that also encompasses "legal" factors. CEQA Guidelines § 15364 states, "The lack of
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legal powers of an agency to use in imposing an alternative or mitigation measure may be as great
a limitation as any economic, environmental, social or technological factor."

Accordingly, "feasibility" is a term of art under CEQA and thus is afforded a different meaning as
may be provided by a dictionary or other source. Moreover, CEQA Section 21081 governs the
"findings" requirement under CEQA with regard to the feasibility of alternatives and states, in
pertinent part, that:

... no public agency shall approve or carry out a project for which an environmental impact
report has been certified which identifies one or more significant effects on the environment
that would occur if the Project is approved or carried out unless the public agency makes one
or more of the following findings: (a)(3) Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or
other considerations, including considerations for the provision of employment opportunities
for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or alternatives identified
in the environmental impact report.

The concept of "feasibility," therefore, as it applies to findings, involves a balancing of various
economic, environmental, social, legal and technological factors. See Pub. Res. Code § 21061.1;
CEQA Guidelines § 15364; Pub. Res. Code § 21081; see also City of Del Marv. Citv of San Diego,
13~ Cal. App. 3d.401, 414-417 (1992),

In City of Del Mar v. City of San Diego, 133 Cal. App. 3d 401, 415-417 (1992), the Court found that
the City of San Diego had " ... considered and reasonably rejected ... [certain] project alternatives
... as infeasible in view of the social and economic realities in the region." Id at 417. The court
determined that the City of San Diego had attempted to accommodate the feasibility factors based
on its growth management plan, which included the proposed development project. Accordingly,
the Court concluded:

Assuming this accommodation is a reasonable one (citation omitted), San Diego is entitled
to rely on it in evaluating various project alternatives. The cost-benefit analysis which led to
the accommodation is of course subject to review, but it need not be mechanically stated at
each stage of the approval process. In this sense, "feasibility" under CEQA encompasses
"desirability" to the extent that desirability is based on a reasonable balancing of the relevant
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors. We accordingly conclude that
San Diego did not abuse its discretion under CEQA in rejecting the various project
alternatives as infeasible.

Id. These Findings contrast and compare the alternatives where appropriate in order to demonstrate
that the selection of the finally approved Project, while still resulting in significant environmental
impacts, has substantial environmental, planning, fiscal and other benefits. These benefits are
discussed in detail in the Final EIR and within these Findings. In rejecting all of the alternatives,
the City Council has examined the finally approved Project objectives and weighed the ability of the
various alternatives to meet the objectives. The decisionmakersbelieve that the Project best meets
the finally approved Project objectives with the least environmental impact. The objectives
considered by the decisionmakers are:
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-, Service the established market area for the facility over the life of the 50-year lease of the
property.

• Provide a reasonable economic return on the project proponents' real estate investment.

Mitigate to a level that is less than significant, by design, and through proposed mitigation
measures, significant potential environmental impacts on the land that might otherwise be
created by project implementation.

Provide biological open space to comply with the District's NCCP Subarea Plan.

• Create a championship golf course or recreational facility serving San Diego County.

• Provide a land use which generates revenue for the District.

The Final EIR for the Project examined a broad range of reasonable alternatives to the Project to
determine whether Project objectives could be met while providing an environmentally superior
project. To that end, and as set forth below, the District has properly considered and reasonably
rejected Project alternatives as "infeasible" pursuant to CEQA.

A. NO PROJECT ALTERNA TlVE

The no project alternative would result in the continued use of the Project site within current
limitations. Neither the whole of the Project, nor any of its components would be implemented.

The predominant use of the Project site has been for agricultural production. This has included row
.crops on the south side of the river including melons, squash, oats and bamboo, as well as grain
crops and cattle pasture on the north. Continued use of these lands for agricultural purposes would
likely be reinstated should the proposed not be developed as planned. In addition, the San Diego
County General Plan and Zoning Ordinance have designated approximately 380 acres of the Project
site for extractive uses. This designation was applied to the site due to the high quality sand resource
that exists within the alluvial valley. Because of the value of the underlying mineral resource found
on the Project site, and the presence of active extractive operations located immediately adjacent to
the site on the west, it is reasonable to assume that sand extraction could expand onto the Project site.

1. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the No Project Alternative.

Under the No Project Alternative, the potential would exist for a more intensive, and therefor more
impactive, land use on the site in lieu of the proposed golf course.
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3. Project Objecti\'es and Benefits.

The No Project Alternative would not achieve some of the basic Project objectives. Most notably,
it would not guaranty biological open space to comply with the District's NCCP Subarea Plan. It
would also not create a championship golf course or other recreational facility to serve San Diego
County. Although in the interim, the No Project Alternative would leave the site in an undeveloped
state or revert to agricultural production, this alternative would not provide the wildlife corridor
across the site linking the sage scrub habitats which would serve. as habitat for California
gnatcatchers and other species in the valley and facilitate movement across the valley.

4. Conclusion.

The No Project Alternative is not environmentally superior to the proposed Project, and the District
rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For this reason, the Board
rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del Mar, ~ 133 CaI.App.3d at 417; Ceguoyah
Hills, supra, 23 CaI.App.4th at 715.)

E. REDUCED INTENSITY ALTERJ.~ATIVE

This alternative evaluates the development of one Championship 18-hole and one Executive 18-hole.
Golf Course. The Championship course would be developed on the eastern portion of the site with
an Executive course constructed on the western portion of the site. Executive golf courses are
typically much smaller than Championship golf courses. The Championship course would be
developed in accordance with the concept development plan set forth for the East Course. The
clubhouse, parking lot, roads, water impoundment features, water wells, driving range, maintenance
compound, and other facilities would remain unchanged from this design. The existing course
layout for the East Course would remain unchanged. The Executive course on the western portion
of the site would require only 60-85 acres of land for development. The land developed would be
to the north of the floodway and would abut the clubhouse area. River crossings for golf carts would
not be necessarylbuilt. Therefore, approximately 190- 175 acres of the western portion of this site
would not be developed for golf activities under this alternative and would remain unchanged.

1. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts to traffic, biology, hydrology, and groundwater, occurring as a result of East and
Executive Courses only would occur upon Project implementation, although mitigation measures
have been proposed that would reduce these impacts to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the Reduced Intensity Alternative.

Because the Reduced Intensity Alternative does not utilize approximately 190-175 acres, this
alternative could be environmentally superior with respect to those acres depending on what use was
made of those acres.

3. Project Objectins and Benefits.

The Reduced Intensity Alternative would accomplish some of the Project's objectives and would
reduce the overall scope of the Project. However, it is considered by the Project proponent to be
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financially infeasible and therefore does not meet all of the Project's objectives. If the Project is not
does not succeed, it would impact the revenues to the District. A Reduced Intensity Alternative
could also result in fewer job opportunities. This Alternative may fail to provide the applicant
sufficient incentives to enter into the Project.

4. Conclusion.

The No Project Alternative is not environmentally superior to the proposed Project, and the District
rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For this reason, the Board
rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del Mar, supra, 133 Cal.App.3d at 417; Cequovah
Hills, supr~ 23 Cal.AppAth at 715.)

C. COMMERCIAL NURSERY ALTERNATIVE

The commercial nursery alternative proposes installation ofa commercial plant propagation facility ..
The facility would require approximately 300 acres of land, graded into relatively flat pad areas,
which would be used for both plant propagation and plant transplanting procedures. Since this
location has been used for plant development in the past, it is viewed as a favorable location for this
type of commercial use. The Project would utilize approximately 30 acres for green houses and
shaded plant-growing facilities, although all structures on-site would be temporary and portable (i.e.,
greenhouses, offices, storage trailers, etc.). The Project would demand about 1,000 acre-feet of
water per year. This water would either be extracted from local ground water sources, or it would
be imported.

1. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

'.2. Impacts Associated with the Commercial Nursery Alternative.

Visual, biological, and groundwater segments of the environment could sustain significant impacts
from implementation of this alternative. Traffic, noise, groundwater, and air quality would receive
similar impacts as the proposed use.

3. Project Objectives and Benefits.

Although the Commercial Nursery Alternative creates similar impacts to the site as the proposed
Project, this alternative cannot be viewed as environmentally preferable and would not accomplish
Project objectives, particularly providing a recreational facility to serve San Diego County and
ensuring open space and habitat.

4. Conclusion.

The Commercial Nursery Alternative is not environmentally superior to the proposed Project, and
the District rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For this reason, the
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Board rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del Mar, supra, 133 Cal.App.3d at 417:
Ceguoyah Hills, supra, 23 Cal.AppAth at 715.)

D. EXTRACTIVE/MINERU RESOURCE ALTERJ.~ATIVE

This alternative would result in the implementation of an extractive/mineral resource operation on-
site. This site reflects many desirable qualities sought after by mineral extraction operators and
would be compatible to surrounding land uses, as there is a similar use adjacent to the southwest of
the Project site. In addition, an extractive/mineral resource use would comply with the provisions
of the S82 Extractive zoning designation, of the County of San Diego Zoning Ordinance, which
provides for mining, quarrying and oil extracting uses, and is designated as Extractive by the
Lakeside Community Plan.

1.. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the ExtractivelMineral Resource Alternative.

The Extractive/Mineral Resource Alternative would produce potentially significant impacts to
biology, truck traffic, visual qualities, groundwater, air quality, and noise. It would be about as
impactive as the proposed Project in terms of erosion, sedimentation, and water quality effects.
Automobile traffic would decrease.

3. Project Objectives and Benefits.

Upon review of the potentially significant environmental impacts stated above, this alternative
cannot be viewed as environmentally preferable and would not accomplish Project objectives,
particularly the objectives of providing a recreational facility to serve San Diego County and
ensuring open space and habitat.

4. Conclusion.

The ExtractivelMineral Resource Alternative is not environmentally superior to the proposed
Project, and the District rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For
this reason, the Board rejects the No Project Alternative. (See Citv of Del Mar, supra, 133
Cal.App.3d at 417; Ceguoyah Hills, sup@, 23 Cal.App.4th at 715.)

E. RELOCATED BRIDGE (EASTERLY) AND MAINTENANCE FACILITY
ALTERNATIVE

This alternative evaluates the development of two full sized Championship 18-hole golf courses and
one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed similarly to the proposed project
except the main entry bridge and maintenance facility would be relocated.
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'. 1; Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the Relocated Bridge (Easterlv) and Maintenance
Facility Alternative.

This alternative would reduce impacts resulting from traffic, and traffic related noise/dust, and land
use compatibility resulting from the proximity of the entry road, bridge, and maintenance facility
to residences. Relocating the bridge to the east results in similar biological resource impacts, but
reduces land use compatibility impacts.

3. Project Objectives and Benefits.

This alternative is considered but rejected. Relocating the bridge to the east would hinder golf
course circulation and the functionality of the maintenance facility would. be substantially
compromised ifit were not centrally located within the Project site. Upon review of the potentially
significant environmental impacts, this alternative cannot be viewed as environmentally preferable.

4. Conclusion.

The Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and Maintenance Facility Alternative is not environmentally
superior tothe proposed Project, and the District rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the
Project objectives. For this reason, the Board rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del
Mar, SUprib 133 Cal.App.3d at 417; Ceguoyah Hills, suprib 23 Cal.AppAth at 715.)

F. RELOCATED BRIDGE (WESTERLy) ALTERNATIVE

This alternative evaluates the development of two full sized Championship 18-hole golf courses and
one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed similarly to the proposed Project
except the main entry bridge would be relocated approximately 200 feet to the west of its currently
proposed location.

1. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the Relocated Bridge OVesterlv) Alternative.

This alternative would reduce biological impacts. The existing alignment will traverse through
disturbed riparian scrub with approximately 40 percent cover (i.e., evenly distributed between native
and non-native species) and riparian woodland along the north side of the channel. Shifting this
alignment approximately 200 feet to the west could substantially avoid these impacts to riparian

SOPl:B'SCS\22 I 872
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woodland and would result in impacts to lower quality riparian scrub (i.e., dominated by non-native
species such as pampas grass).

3. Project Objectives and Benefits.

The golf course circulation and sound design of existing play areas on hole numbers 10 and 18 on
. the East Course would be substantially compromised if the main entry bridge were relocated

approximately 200 feet to the west. This could impact the expected returns and the ability to provide
a championship golf course or recreational facility to serve San Diego County. Therefore, this
alternative is considered but rejected.

4. Conclusion.

The Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Alternative is not environmentally superior to the proposed Project,
and the District rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For this reason,
the Board rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del Mar, supra, 133 Cal.App.3d at 417;
Ceguoyah Hills, supra, 23 Cal.App.4th at 715.)

G. ALTERNATIVE PROJECT LOCATION

This alternative involves relocating the proposed 45-hole golf course to an off-site location. The off-
site location chosenfor this analysis is a 356-acre development currently proposed for a combination
residential/golf community in Alpine. The development is referred to as the Stagecoach Ranch
Specific Plan. The Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan provides residential and recreational
opportunities including 131 single- family lots, an 18-hole golf course, and a waste waterreclarilation
facility within the planned development. This alternatives analysis considers the replacement of
development proposed under the Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan with a full-sized 45-hole golf
facility and ancillary structures. Therefore, under the Alternative Project Location scenario,
conditions would remain unchanged at the El Monte Valley site (as described in the No Project
Alternative), but would reflect changes associated with developmentof a 45-hole golffacility at the
Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan site.

1. Project-Related Impacts.

Significant impacts identified as a result of the proposed Project would occur upon Project
implementation, although mitigation measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts
to a level below significance.

2. Impacts Associated with the No Project Alternative.

Potential impacts at the alternative site would include nom-compliance with the Resource Protection
Ordinance, landform alteration, traffic, archaeological resource, biological resources, and
hydrology/ground water. As discussed above under the No Project Alternative, the potential exists
for a more intensive, and therefor more impactive, land use on the site in lieu of the proposed golf
course. Because development ofthe 45-hole golf course at the alternative site location would likely
result in above referenced environmental impacts both on site and off, it cannot be considered
environmentally preferable to the proposed project location ..
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3. Project Objectives and Benefits.

The No Project Alternative would not achieve some of the basic Project objectives. Most notably,
it would not guaranty biological open space to comply with the District's NCCP Subarea Plan. It
would also not create a championship golf course or other recreational facility to serve San Diego
County. Although in the interim, the No Project Alternative would leave the site in an undeveloped
state or revert to agricultural production, this alternative would not provide the wildlife corridor
across the site linking the sage scrub habitats which would serve as habitat for California
gnatcatchers and other species in thevalley and facilitate movement across the valley.

4. Conclusion.

The Alternative Project Location is not environmentally superior to the proposed Project, and the
District rejects this alternative because it fails to meet the Project objectives. For this reason, the
Board rejects the No Project Alternative. (See City of Del Mar, supra, 133 Cal.App.3d at 417;
Ceguoyah Hills, supra, 23 Cal.AppAth at 715.)
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Helix Water District

EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan

Responsible
Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaency DeDartment

L.andUse l. Ouier Ulalllighting required forsecurity and Helix Willer District Eugineeringl
safely, mere shall be no outdoor nighltime Righl-of- Way
lighting of Ihe projeci sue,

2. Benninglmowlding lUullandscaping shall be
installed between the maintenance facilily and
residences west and southeast of ..he facility.

3. All vehicleslequipmelll powered by imernal
combustion cnguies shall be equipped willi
mufl1ers in accordance wuh manufacturer' s
speciflcutious.

4. The manuenancc facilily shall be redesigned 10
eliminale enlry gales on lhc west side of L1le
perimeter wall, as shown in Figure 2.1-4 of Ule
FEIR.

5. The design of uie mnlutenaucc facilily shall be
changed 10 include rclOCalingUlecompound
approximatel y 900 feel 10 the cast as shown in
tne revised Figure 2.1-4 aud Figure 2.1-5 of uic
FEIR .: '111erelocated manucnance compound
shall be approximately 100 feelnorU, of and 20
feel lower in elevation UllUlEI Monle Road
compared 10 the previous locnuon. Access 10
the maimenance compound shall be takeu trom
EI Mollie Road approximalely 100 feel 10 L1le
cast of tne structure.



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

MltI~ation Measures
Responsible

Deoartment Comments
Issue Aqency Monitor Initial

Visual I. Landscaping ami proposed suuciures shall be Ilclix Walcr Disuici Engincering!

Qualily designed in confonnancc willi Ibe Lakeside Righl-of-Way
Design Guidelines. Al a minimum, Ihe
following shall be required:

a. Existing signiliclInllfccs shall be
preserved,

b. Olber limn security fencing al specific golf
course Iaclluies, building materials shall
be low walls of native Slime, wooden rail
fcnces, wire fences, boulders and native
rocks.

c. All utilities shall be pl4lccd undcrground.

2. The landscaping plan Shllll provide for liberal
use of trees lliong EI MOlllc ROlld. Eighty
percent of IfCCspecies shall be nalUraily
occurring species Iypical of IIle valley (e.g,
Dale. Sycamore, Willow. Couonwood, etc.).

3. Landscllping along Willow Ru.1lI shall respect
Ihe current oflCn vicw corridors 10 the SUUIII of
uie site, with ure cxcepuon of phuiling trees 10
screen off site areas from errant golf shots,
Landscaping shall euher be beluw three Ieet in
heighl, or, inlhe case of trees, willely spaced
clusters with brwlching paucrus above eighl
feel in height.

4. The parking 101proposed for location adjaccm
10 Willow Road shall be sci back from the
roadway a minimum of 30 feel willi liberul usc
of lanllscllping plalllCll willlinlhc buffer area
and tnroughout ure pw-king lot.

5. No buildings shall be phlCCll with in 50 fcci of
the edge of the pavement along EI MOllie
Road.

.

- - - - --
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Helix Water District

EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Issue Mitiaatlon Measures Aaency DeDartment Monitor initial Comments

Visual 6. The proposed malmcnance faciluies shall be Helix Walcr District Enginccring!
Qualily consuucted wilh millerials Iypical of residential Righl-of-Way
(continued) development in Ihe Lakeside conuuunny.

Duilding materials shall be conslsteut wilh tne
Lakeside Design Rcvicw Guidelines.
Liuulscapillg shall be used 10 screen and buffer
vicws rrom adjaccnl residential developmenl.

7. AdheriUlCC10 Section 2.1.3 c. Ior land use
impacts shall be a rcquuemeut or Uu: building
iIIld grolding permu.

Tr.illic I. Project access driveways and chilluaelization Helix Waler Engineeringl
shall be desiglled 10 IIle saustacuon or uie Distri<:IISan Diegu Righl-uf-
Director or Public Works. COUIlIYDcp]. of Way/Public

I'uhlic Works Works Denl.

Diology I'lanls and Vcgctuliun CUlIllllunilics. A Helix Waler District Engineeringl
Diological Resource Miliiallemeni Plan shall be III muui IIIL Riglu-lIf-Way
preprucd. approved and implemcnled in concerl willi
Uu: preparation of sile specific development pI:UIS.
This plan shall conlain al a minimum: .

1. A comprehensive revegclalion/habilal 'Ihe golf course
enhancement componelll 10 compensalc liu project proponents
direct losses or weiland habital associated willi will be responsible
river crossing improvemenls. for implemenlation

2. A biological burfer averaging 50-feel widc
of IIlc MiuJagemenl
Plan in COIlCCriwilli

(minimum of 25 fcet wide) arca shall be ilS regular
eSlablished adjacelll 10 the lloodway. This lIIailllClliIIlceiUld
buCCerarca shall be revegelilled wilh striclly lIIiUlagcmenl
native, indigcnuus, alluvially-dependelll shrubs operaliolls.
iUldhcrbs.

3. A 100-1'001 "planlling buffcr" shall be
cSlablished al IIle ouler edge of IIle biological
-buCCcr.'Ille plannillg buffer shidl pn:c1ude IIIe
CSlablishmelll or SIIOClures(excepl bridge
crossings, carl paliis. iIIldequeslriiUl tr.ul) iIIld
shall ncnnitlliav.

:1



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
DeDartment Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Miliaation Measures Agencv

Biology Helix WOllerDislrici Engincering!

(cenunued) 4. Malurc Coast Live Oak, California sycamores 10 mouitor. Righl-of-Way
a1ld Weslcm COlionwoOOtrees slllill be relained.
Where rcicnuon cannot be acconunlXlalCd, like- The golf course
kind replacemelll for any trees unavoidably losl projec: proponcms
shall be requirCll. will be responsible

Landscape plans and planl pallets shall be
for implcmcnlalion

5. of uie Management
reviewed for wetlands compatibilily as a Plan in concert with
function of IIle Diological Resource its regular
Managemenl Piall muauenance and

.

6. The District will revicw the plan based 011
management

ovcrall guidelincs in IIIe Joilll Waler Agency operations.

Subregional Plan, and evaluate the plan for
consistency willi Ille Counly MSCI), Jamul·
Lakeside Subunil I'I;UI. The will1life agencies
will be given an opportunity tu review and
conunenl on UICM:ulagclllcni I'I;UI011111011
lime.

7. The entire gulf course devclopmcnl will be
fenced using a variely of fcncing Iypes 10
prevent unaulhorized enuaace 01110Illc property
while also allowing for wildlifc movement
Ihrough UICproposed wildlife corridor as wcll
as equestrian usc of UICcquesuiau trail, h~
additioll, UICgolf course operators Will actively
discoumgc ofl~road vehiclc activily since il is
inhcrelllly incompatiblc willi the golf course
use.

8. Natural barriers comprised of UlUrnyshrubs or
other appropriatc vcgClativc b:l£ricrs a1ld .
signagc shall be incorporalCll along buill sldcs
of Ihc cart palhs and elJucs\li;ul palll wI~rever
!hey elller or cross Ule river cbalmcl, waldhfe
corridor/habilal ereatioll area, or oUlcr arcas
specifically dcsignate~ as biological .open spacc
by Ule golf COlU·SC dcslgn or UICHcllx Walcr
DiSlrkl Subareal'lau._.- ~.-.... -..- ..'. -~-
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Monitor Initial CommentsIssue Mitiaation Measures Agency Department

Oiology ~ lIe1ix WOllerDistrict Engineering!
(wl\linued) Righl-uf· Way

9. For any coast live oak trees wilh a DDlluf.j
inches or greater IIml arc indireclly illlpacled by
proposed grading III .ll1jllcenldripliues, il is
recommendeduun thcy be lIIiliglllcli OIla 5: I
rcplacemenl mlio ulilizing Iive-gallou container
replacement stock, Based Oil uie recouuneuded
rcplaccuicut runo of 5: I (ulilizing live-gallon
coutainer stock). a lolal of 170 trees shoulll be
pl;ullCllousue

10. WeslCm sycamore 1l1allllllYbe llircclly or
inllirccLly unpactcd shoulll be replaced in-kinll.

II. A focused survey for San Diego i'I~lbrosili .
along IIlCriver terraces shall be conduclcllm
Ihc spring (i.e., after May).

12. Ongoing equestrian anll off·roall vehicle usage
of IIIe scnsiLive ripariiUl area shall be
lliscourolgell.

Ye~clalion ConlllJnujljes

13. Coasuu Sage Scrub, The uupnct to 1.9 acres
shall be alleljulilely lIliligaiell by uie proposed
creal ion of 21.1 acres of coastal sage scrub as
part of L1lewillilife cOiTilior/pleservc area. 1\
detailed coaslal sage scrub restoration plan
should be prepared by a ljualiliell biolugist 111011
details issues such as sile preparation, .

insUillaLion specificauons, 1Il1iinlenlince,
lIloniloring iUllireporling. Mainlen;ulce ;ulll
1Il0niloring shall occur for Illfee 10 live yellrs
afler inslallalion, or unlil spcciliell success
SI;UUlliUlsarc achieved



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Department Monitor Initial Comments

Mitlaatlon Measures Aaency
Issue Enginccring!
Biology Ptants (conunueu) Helix Walcr District

(~'Ontinueu) 14. Disturbed Rip;uilUl Scrub, Rip;lfi;UI WllOlIl.ull1
Righl-of-W"y

and WalCrs of thc U.S. Upon projcct
implcmcntation, the projeclCu pennanent and
temporary impacts 10 these three wetlanu
resources shall be miligalCu by an ensue
habitat restoration program incluuing WCtllUlU
creation lUlUenhanccmcnl. I'ennancnt impacts
to disiurbcd riparian scrub lUlUriparian
woodlanu shall be mitigateu at a 3: I nuio,
while permauent impacts to waters of uie U.S.
be mitigateU at a I: I rauo, 'lcmporary impacts
to vegetaicd WCtllUll1Sshould bemitigatell at a
2: 1 ratio. Assuming the projectell impact to
4.0 acres of riparian woodlanll (CDrG
jurisl1ictional habitat) can be avoided tll~n uie
combined permancnt vcgetalCd wetlanu impacts
would IOtal 0.69 acre anlltcmporllfY impacts
wouilltotal 0.9 acre. Reconuncnllcd miligalion
nauos and acreages life listeU below:

· I)ermancnt impacts 10 l1islurbed riparian scrub
and rlparian wllOllllUlUIOIa10.69 acre _.
lIIulliplied by a 3; I ratio Ctjuals 2.07 acres.

· Permanent impacts to waters of tllC U.S. IOIaI
0.3 acre .• multiplieu by a I: I ratio equals OJ
OCIC.

· Temporary impacts to disturbed riparian scrub
ami riparian wllOlll.uultoud 0.9 acre --
multiplled by a 2: I ratio CIIU.ds I.ll acres.

_. iiiIII __
, _\j'. _ .. ~_IIIIiIa ._ ." :_ _ ,.', -
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Helix Water District

EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Issue Mitiaation Measures
Responsible
Aaencv Deoartment Monitor Initial CommentsDiology Plants (continucll) Hclix W,llcr Disirict Enginccring!(~"Ontinucd) IS. Therefore, the recommended wetland miligalion Righl-of· Way

rcslomtioll prognun (cxcluding miligaliun for
projeclcd impacts 10riparian wOlXllandalung
the river banks) wouldI0l<114.17 acres, A .
detailed wellanll restoration plan should be
prepared by a qualified biologisllhal dCl,lils
issues such as site preparauon, inslallation
speclficanons, maintenance, moniloring ,uld
reporting. Mauncuance and moniloring for
well:Ulli programs shall occur fur fivc ye;ars
after inslallation, or until specified success
standards arc achieved, As a guidclinc, ACOE
and CDFG Iypically require Illal at least I: I
replacement of all impacts be accomplished by
wetland habilal creation (i.e., converting upl:uld
imo weuand). Dascll on Illc projcClcd impaclS
referenced abovc, ,.pproxim:llcly 1.9 acres of
Ille recommended 4.17 acres should involve
weuaud habilal creation. The remaining 2.47
acres of mlugauon coulll be accomplishcll
Illrough wcll:Uld enh:UlcCIIlenlmC:lsurcs.

16. The proiccr shall illcnLify IlICmusl cmlugil:ally
appropnatc ensue tocauon adjaccnllu IlICrivcr
10accomplish 1.9 acres of wcll,UlIl crcaLion.

. Thc remainller of Illc miLigation (i.c., 2.27
acres) shall be accomplished by cnh:uu;ing IlIC
exisling ripari:U1habilal in Ille river williin and
partially upslrc:un :Ulllduwnslrc:un of Illc
proposell wildlili: corridor. Since ACOE :U11i
CDFG Iypically providc 1/2 crcllil fur

\cnh:UlccmcnlmiLigation, :lllc;lSI 4.5 105.0
acres shoulll be included in Illis cnililllccmcill
cHol1.

7



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Deoartment Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaencv

Biology Plants (continucd) Helix Walcr Dislrici Enginccring!
Right-of- Way

(continucd) 17. If thc projeclcd worst-case impacts do occur 10
4.0 acres of riparian woodland, Ihcn up 10 12
acres of additional mitigation would be required
b:lSCd011 a 3: I rcpl:lccmcnl mlio.

18. Field adjusunents sball be made during
construction 10 a void IrCCSand align the carl
paths between vegetation openings to
minimize unpacis.

Wildlife/HlIbitut
19. Willi concurrence of Ihe resource agencies,

dircclCd siudies for Ihc SouthwcslcCll arroyo
load will nOI be required. Signi Iicoull waier
now has only occurred in UICSan Diego River
five (5) times since consuueuou of EI Capitan
Dam W:lS complclcd in 1935, lllid Ule habillll is
unsuuabte for Ulis species.

20. Thc golf course project will conduct protocol
surveys in Spring, 1999 for Least Bell's vereo,
Willow tlycatcher, and Califomia gnalealehcr.
Ir any of UICSCspecies arc fO~~ld,UICrrojcel
will provide appropriate addliionalnllugauon
in banks eSlablished by IIlc Hclix Subarea Plan
as a first choice, or in wlolllcr approved NCCI'
bank,

21. A plan 10 manage lighting WId walcring shall
be developed 10 Iimitllic pGlcmiaily Sigllilil::UII
impacts 10 foraging raptors.

.. _ .__ ' _ " ..". . iIIIi _ _-"'i' .
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Helix Water District

EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Mltiaation Measures Aaency Department Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Engineering!
Diology Willilife Habilal (conlinucll) Ilelill Waler District

(continucd) 22. ApprollimalCly 21 acres of coastal sage scrub
Righl-of- Way

habilat shall be createu in the corridor zone to
compensate for any adverse effeets on
biological resources, A habitat rcsiorauon plan
shall be preparclllU\ll implemcnlcll for Ihe
wildlife corridor/habilal creation area. 111egoal
of the restoration plan shall be 10create a1leasl
20 contiguous acres of potentiul brcelling .
habitat for Califomia gnalcalchers in uie river
valley. The created habiun shall be conligurell
10accouunOlJale norm-south willllifc
movement from existing coastal sage scrub
habitat, on the north ;ulli south vlllley slopes,
to the exisung river cluuuiel. Success of Ihc
restorauon plan shall be measured by a
biological monitoring prugrnm 10 last a
minimum of 3 years, or until all success
criteria are achieved.

23. In alillilion 10 ImbiLalcreuuon wilhin the
willilife corrillorllmbi!;11creation area,
approximalcly 44 alilliliOllll1acres 01:UIC !lulf
course will be IlUllIscapeliusurg UIC Zunc I
(19.2 acres) and Zone 2 (24.9 acres) I'llUltin!l
pale lies. As discussed abuve, Ihc Zunc I
puleue cousists otuauve coasuu sage scrub
species and UIC Zone 2 pateue consists ul
native Califuruia shrub species.

II



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Issue MitlQation Measures Agencv Department Monitor Initial Comments

Groundw.ucr II. Water solublc fenilizer applications shall bc Ilelix WaleI' District Engineering!

(wntinued) closely mcnitored to insure Ihat Ihc npplicatiun Itighl-ul~WlIY
rate docs nOIexceed plantllSSimilatiun raics,

12. Azospirillwn soil bacteria shall be mcorporated
into soils.

13. Fertilizers shall not be applied within 24 bours
of expected preclpuauon events.

14. Soils ami ptaui ussuc unalysis shall be
conducted un an annual basis. Fcrulizcr
application rates sl~,11be adjusled according 10
uic resuus of these tests.

15. Prior 10 inilialing plallling and grow-in, uic
applicanl shalillevelup an illlcgmlcl! pest
managcmelll prognun (II'M). 'Iue II'M shall
be submiued to lIelix WaleI' Disuict for rcvicw
and approval prior to iniliating planting and
grow-in. The II'M shall include Ihe following:

a. Monitoring 10 dciect pest populations.

b. Detennination of pest injury Icvcls and
cstablislnncut uf ucaunclllthresholds.

c. huegrated biologicll1, cultuml, lUldcheuucal
conuol strategies.

d. Education program for personnel involved
in biological and Chemical control planning
and implcmcnlation. .

e. Identilication of guidelincs for timing and
spot ueaunenr uf chemical control ligellls.

f. Evaluation of test results lUIlJmodificuuon
of practices.

g . Record keeping.

.. ' .., 1iiII:. __ _- _ ._.. . --.... 1 .... ,. - - .' _ ... '_ ...
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Monitor Initial Comments
Issue
Biology
(l.·onwluell)

Responsible
Agency DepartmentMitlaatlon Measures

Helix Watcr Distnct Engineering!
Righi-of-Way

Willilire Corrillors.

26. Contractor Education allll Access. Prior to Ihc
initiation 01' revegelalionl enhuncemeur
acuviues, Ihe project biologist will meet willi
maintenance personnel 10 review project
guidelines anll goals. Nali ve species 10 be
retained and exotic species to be removed will
be reviewed ut tluutime. The least impactive
access routes for equipment and program
personnel will a1su be delenninell in IIle fie III
.uklm.ukell.

lnitial Conlrol/Removal 01' Exotic Species.
The primary exotic species Ihal should be
removed include lamarisklsall cellar (Tounarill
sp.), pampus grass (Cmlalleria sclloou",), gioUll
reed (Aruudo donax), castor beau (Ricinus
communis), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), tree
tobacco (Nicotiaua gtaucu), and fenncl
(Foeniculum vulgare). This lisl may he
alljuslell by rue project biulllgisl lIuring Ihc
implemelllalion phase. II is recouuucudcd uuu
uie initial exotic species removal eITorl begin
iu Ihe laic summer. There arc 3 basic methods
for inilial removal uf exotics lhat COUIhe used
depending on the specific conditions with in
portions of Areas A ,uIli D. The 3 mellullls arc:
(I) haud-culling mosl of Ihe above-grounll
biomass and IIlcn applying herbicillc to the
slump: (2) applying herbicille withuul CUlling
Ihe specimen; anll (3) physical removal willi
moturil.cll e1luipmenl.

In cases where IIlere is an isolalell ellolic willi a
sufficielll lIensily of nalive species arounll il
(such Ihal no follow-up plan ling will be
necessary where IIle ellolic preselllly IXcurs).
herbicille can be appliell wiUluul CUlling Ule
ellUlic.

II



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
DeDartment Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Mitlaatlon Measures AQencv

Diology WillIlifc Habilat (continucll) Helix Walcr Distirct Engincering!

(continucd) Perform a IQ.acrc lCvegclationlcnll;ulccmcnt
Right-of- W"y

24.
prog nun witbin tbc San Diego Rivcr channel
witb a combination oCnative wctlanll mill
alluvial wash plants. Part of this euon shall
occur witllin tile poruon oC the river chmllll:1
tllat coincides with the proposed north-south
wildlife corridor, anllthc program shall be
divided between cxisting wctland mid alluvial
wash habitats.

25. The two primary goals of thc pilot
rcvcgclation/enhmlccmcnt program willlJc to:
(I) rcvcgct<lle mill enhancc cxisting habiullto
improve willllifc habil.1l values as mitigation
for golf course impacts, mill (2) lIctennine what
meuiods arc most feasible mll1successful for
pcrConning lCvcgcultion/cnhmlCcmclll mill h~w
long will itlakc to establish native vegetauon.
The program will inclullc rcvcl>cl.1tionl
cnhanccmcntlocations mill implcmcnultion
mctllOOs, wll1rccomnlClll1cllmainlcmulcc mill
monitoring guillclincs. '111cprimary
implcmcnlation steps will include couuuctor
education und delineauon of access; initial
removal of invasive cxouc rl;lIlIs; inslallalion
of lcmporary irrigation; inslallation of
container plants Willseed; mill follow-up 5-ycar
manuenance and monitoring. Prior to
implcmcnlation of tllC proposed gol! course, a
lIctailed pL'U1for uie channel
rcvcgclalion/cnllilnccmclll (llllgl'am will hc
prepared lor linalllpproval by tlac agencies .

- .... '. • _I _ - _.' _ ...
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaency Deoartment Monitor Initial Comments

Diology An overhead in-igaliun system is IllII lIelix Water District Engineering!

(continuell) rccouuneuded because Ule spmy is likely IUhe ({ighl-of- Way
blockell by ex isling vegeultion and il is nol a
feasible way 10prcmotc deep-watering.

Particularly wilbin Ulis selling. periollic lIecp-
walCring is preferable over more frClJucnl
surface walering. The inlenl of irrigation will
he 10cstabtisnmem Ute container plums by
promoting root sYSlClIISUlal lap inlo chanue!' s
available water, For most of uie planlell
species il is expected UllIllcmporary inigalion
will be needed for 2 103 years. after which
lime il can be permanently lIiscontinueli. For
the weller areas in Area A. il is expected UIlII
lutlc 10 no Icmporary irrigalion will be needed
10 establish uie ptams.

Insla1lation of Contaiuer PIiuIISand Seed, '111c
primary method for native pliull revegetauon
will be container plants and promoting
establishmcut of native vuluntcers, a1UlUugh
some hmucd hanll-seellcllittay be tncd in scieci
areas. Gencr:llly in openings wiUlOUlnalive
plants larger Ulan IIby 8 teet, appropriate
comainer planls will he iustalkxl. PIWlling
will inclullc a mixture of shrub and uee
species. As a gualcliue, coutainer shrubs can
be insulliell wiUI spacing on ccnler rWlging
froll1610 12 feel wiUI an II fOUlaverage, while
lrCes c.ut be insulliell fcom 121025 fcci aparl
wilh a 15 fool average (Ulis assumes some
morlalily). Mosl of UICcontainer plwlIs will
be I-gallon, allbough somc 5-gallonlrces may
be indullcll. Fllr experimenlal purposes, some
vegcullivc cUllings shoulll be inslallell in Ule
wcller Area A anll possibly in Area O.



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Deoartment

Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaencv Monitor Initial Comments

Diology In cases where uiere is II grouping of exotics Ilelill Walcr District Enginccringl

(oontinuoo) but motorized cljuipmcn! eoutd nor avuid Righl-of-Way
impacting cllisling native species, specuncus
should be hanll-cul aod hcrbicillc applied so
space will be created CorCollow-Ull uauve
planting. In cases where there is a grouping oC
cxotics anll moiorized equipment could avoid
impacung native species, uus metnod ClUIbe
used,

Since there is a significant amount oCweed
seed thai alrcady cxists in uie sccdbank,
physical removal of all thc cxotic biomass and
SCClIhcallsout of UtCchannel is not considered
necessary. Exccpt fur a species such as guuu
reed, it is considered acceptable to chip Ulis
biomass lUllIdistribulc it as mulch wiUlin UIC
channel, It is undcrstoOll UJalllCter UICinitial
controUrcmoval oCexotics, Collow-up
maintcnancc will be necessary to ensure UICSC
species arc COlllplclcly cr.llIiclIICd. Inlhc case
oC inilial controUrcmoval anll tullow-up
maintcnancc, vcry small specimens can hund-
pulled ir UICcntirc root system CllIIbe removed.

lnstallation or Tcmporary Irngation System.
To ensure survival and establisluneut of native
container plants, somc fonn oCtcmporary
irrigation will be ncccssary mlcasl in UIC
alluvial wash arcas. It is CXllCCtcdUlal morc
thlOl onc mcUlUlI of irrigalion may be uscd. It
is likcly UICprimary mcUlod will bc a drip
sySlcm (cxlcnllcd fmmlhc gulf coursc
irrigation systcm) to dclivcr walcr lU individual
conillincr pllOlIS. AnoUlcr pulcntialmcUlod is
sclcctivc hlOllI-w,llcring orinstallalion of slow-
releasc walcr producls (c.g., DriWatcr) Cormorc
isnlalcll conlaincr plants.

- - ... - .. - ,-- -,- -
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Deoartment Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Mitiqation Measures Aaenev

Biology Mailllcnancc will Moniloring lIe1ix Wmcr Disutct Enginccringl

(conunued) Once ins lallation of the plwlting palettes is
Righl-of- Way

complete, a rcconllnCllllcl1 5-ycar uuumeuancc
ami monitoring program will begin. In
addilion since invasive exotics from upstream
portions of uie river cbannel will conunue 10
re-invade the 2 revegelation/enbancemcnl areas
over time, some tonn of penodlc long-term
maintenance ami mouuoring beyond 5 yean; is
considered necessary .

The focus of Ihe 5-year maintenance effort will
be 10 eradicate all invasive exotics in Ibe
reveget:ltionlenbwlcemelll areas wid 10 promote
eSlablishmenl of a sclf-SUSlaining native plant
commuuity in Ihe pomons of Areas A wid B
that are currenlly uonnauve. The focus of uie
5-year moniloring etfon will be 10 provide
duecuon to ruauueuancc personnel, uocument
progress Willsuccess of 1I1eprognun, and
l1elennine whallllellioos of exotic plant control
lllll1native plant revegeuuon are most
benelicial. Ultimately, monhoring will also
help l1ctcnnine if the revcgel:lIiun/enhaocclIlclil
is self-sustaining lU111wheUler IIIis lippruxilllate
2-mile suctch of IIle river cluumcl is a gooo
cWldidale area for ouicr projects 10 perform
revegeialion/enhancemelllmitigation.
Maimenance WIl1moniloring are discussed in
more detail below.



Helix Water District
I?I Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible

Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaencv DeDarlment Monitor Initial Comments

Biology .A1£0 for experimcnlal perposes, £OIllCsclecti ve Ilclix Watcr Di£lrici Enginccring!

(continued) hWIlI-S4,:cding£I1OU1i1occur in Arcas A allll D. Righl-of- Way
Aflcr thc inilial controJlremovlll of exotics,
uauve plwlling should occur wilh tne onset of
uie rainy season.

In regard 10 uic weuer poruons of Arca A uuu
will support willow woodland (approximalCly
2 10 3 acres), recommended cOiltainer plants
include, bUI are nOI limited 10, arroyo willow
(Salix Iasiolepis), black willow (Salix
gooodingii), £hining willow (Salix lucida ssp,
lasiallllr.I), wid FremOil1 COllonwood (I'opulu£
fremontii). SeclIcd species could include
Mexican rush (Juncus mcxicanus), spikerush
(Elcocharis sp.), allll monkey Ilower (Mimulus
nasutus). In regard 10 lhe drier portions of Area
A and all of Area 0 Ihal will support alluvial
scrub with scallered trees (llpproximalely 7 10 II
acres), recolfunenc.lcc.lcontainer plants inclulle,
bUI are nOI limiled 10, mule fal (Daccharis
salicifolia), sandbar willow (S:lIix cxigua),
arrowccd (Plucl\l:a sericea), blue ellierberry
(Sambucus mexiclUm), allll Califomia
sycamore, Seeded species coulll include
Douglas mug won (Arlemisia douglasiana).
gianl wild rye (Lcymus condcusams), Wid
evening primrose (Ocnolher.l hookerl). M;uIY
of uie plants listed herc are appropriate for botn
habilallypeS, a1lhough the final palelles should
be "weighll:d"loward more wei- Wid alluvial-
adapled species. depending on planling
locmions.

- --_.' ..' ..'-_ ..- .'.------
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Issue Mitiaation Measures Aaency DeDartment Monitor Initial Comments

Diology Moniloring. A quaJifiCll biologis] will oversee Ilclix Willer Disuict Engineering!

(~'OIILiJluell) Ibe inilial 5-ycar moniloring period, 'Ole Righl-of- Way
biologisl will meet wilh maimenunce
personnel on a regular basis 10review lhe
condiuon of Areas A anll D ,ulll UIChighesl
manneuance priorities. Ilorlicullural alllJ
bolaRiealmonilOring will be performed.
Horlicullural monnoriug wiU focus on cxouc
plant control anlllhe hCillUIiUlllgrowUI of
container plants, DOliUlicalmoniloring can usc
a combmauou of techniques, such ,ISuunsects
and quadrats, 10qUiUltifyIbe 'progress of native
plalllllevclopmeni in areas previously
uominated by nonnative pI;UIIS. Permnnen;
photograpnic viewpoinLS should also be
esLablisllClllOdocument revegelation progress
over lime. As part of moniloring, a sci of
success SLallllanlswill be established to assess
revegetation progress. WiUlinlhe alluvial
wash habiLaI for example, success standards for
Ulecud of year 5 coulll inclulle 90 percent
survival of conlaincr plants, 65 percem uauvc
cover in areas previously dununated by nun-
native, and no invasive exotics present.
Success sliUlllanls could be similar within UIC
weller willow woodland .lCea,except for a
slighUy higher native planl cover goal.

Honiculluml anll bolanicallllonilUring resulls,
inclulling iUlyrceununcnllell relllcllialllleasurcs
(e,g., replilcemenl pl,UILS,fenilizer ele.), will
be inciullCll in live iUmual repurLS10be
submilled 10Ule agencies. The iUlllual repurLS
shoulll also review Ihe relative success of Ule
revegelillionlcchni'lues conllucled in Areas A
anllll, so pOlential fulure
revegclation/cnJ~UlcCmenl Jllllgr.uns perfullnell
by oUler projeeLSin UlechiUmci C,UIbenefil
"mill Ihe resulls Ilf Ihis pillli Jllllgr.ulI.

"
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible

Issue Mitlaatlon Measures Aaencv Denartrnent Monitor Initial Comments

Biology Mainlenance. During Ille initial 5-year period, Ilclix Waler District Engineering!

(wnlinued) Ibc primary maintenance hems will include Righl-of-Way
exotic plam control, mainuliningille irrigation
system, promoting csaablisluncnl of conuuuer
plams, promoting cslablishl1lcnl of seec.1ed
species anc.1native volunleers. lIash removal
and site protecuon, Afler lIle initial exotic
conlIoUremoval cffon, exotic planl coutrot will
focus on treating re-sprouts willl hcrbicille and
erallicatingnew specimens lhal gennin:lle from
the scedbank. Aner UICiniti.ll c ....on is
conducted between July anll Augusi. il is
recommended lIlai herbicic.le be appliec.1lo Ilic
re-sprouts (before lIley gel over 4 feel high)
belwccn Augusl and October, before UIClirsl
frost. In uic following spring (i.e .• between
March and May) and lalc swnmer/fall of lhe
nell year. hcrbicide shoulc.1be applied ugain to
Ule re-sprouis. This follow-up ueauneu;
should be conducled each year untillhe
indivic.1ualspecimen is dead, lu tenns of
promoung cslablishmenl of container plants,
me primary items will include overseeing
Icmpomry irrigalion. maim.lining wecll-fn:c
basins. and adding Icrtilizer as necessary.

Once some of the fllslcr growing specics such
willow and couonwoOO reach approximalCly 25
feCI in heighl in 2 10 3 ycars. lel1lporary
irrigation shouillno longcr be nccessary.
SClillel'ed mlllual weells. such as muslarll
(Omssica sp.) lind clovcr (MclilolUS sp.),
should only ncclllO be Cllnuolled whenlhey
occur inllensc palches in open areas or in
conuliner pl;ulling b'lSins. Oncc Ule 5-ycar
progrmn is consillcrcc.l succcssful mill complele,
longlenn mainlemmce may only be necessary
Iwicc a year 10cradicale any cxotics Ulal have
re-invaded.

- - .- ,- - - - - - - -- - - - -- -
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
DanartmentIssue Mitiaation Measures Aaenev Monitor Initial Comments

Biology 30. A nonh-seuut wihllil'c movemem corridor will I lelix Water Disurct Engincering!
(wutinucJ) be creaicd IUmilig"lc fur illllJa'1s III slll,,11 Righl-uf-Way

scauered paldaes of coastal sage scrub auJ
associalell species lISwcll as potential unpacts
10 willllifc movement, Approxilll"lely21 acres
of coaslal sage scrub habiial will be created in
Ihe corridor zone, The corridor shhall range in
widlh from appruximalely 650 reeuo ovcr
1,000 Iect wide uud is "pproxilllalely 1,300 feel
lung. '111ecorridor shall be located in :UIarea
with a low level of hUlIIlUIdisturbance,
especially alnighl. Tbc wildlife corridor sball
be redesigned on the north side of the rivcr by
changing Ihc fooiprmt of gulf hule No.5 (see .

Figure 2.4-4 in Ihe FEIR). '111e"rca uonh of
Ihc Iihh hulc will be rcvcgcuucd ill a uux uf
coaslal sage scrub aud native grasslaud species.

WilJlifc Corridors (continucd)
The can palh shall be moved so Ihal il wraps
around Ihc east end of Ihe fiflh green anJ has
lirnilell impact on the wildlife corridor. All
IrCCS will be pl:UIICdonllic "golf side" of Ule
em paUl. This cnhauccd wildlifc ,orriJur will
conne" Pre-approved Mitigaliun Areas lhal
werc prcviously scparaleJ by Uleagrkullural
lanll usc :Uld will ,unlribule lu Ihc preservatiun
of widc-r:Ulging sllCcies.
The inlegrily of L1lcSan Dicgu River channel
currillur will be cllhauccll by UICesillblisiulleill
of a biological buffer avcraging 50 feel allll a
lOO-fool wille p!;Ullling buffer lIlI buUI sides lIf
UtCChlUIIICI.'111ebiulogklLl buller will rCllluvc
exolk invasivc planl species lUllIbe rcvegcl:llcll
with nalivc pl"lIlmillerials.

II)



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Mltlaation Measures
Responsible

Issue
Aoencv Deoartment Monitor Initial Comments

Biology Once the program has met its S-year success IIclix Walcr District Enginccring!

(continued) stanllanls in Areas A and B. that portion of thc Right-of-Way
program will be complete. If portions of Areas
A and B have not metthcir SUCCCsssuuidards
after S years, Ibco consultation should occur
with the agencies to delCfUline whether
sufficicntly bencficial
rcvcgctation/cnhmlcCmcnll'all be feasibly
performed within this seuiug, If
revcgc!iltion/cnhmlcclllcni was successful alter
5 years, thcn SOIllCfono of long tcnn
monuonng and reponing should be coordinaled
wilh the long term maintcnancc effort to ensure
invasive exotics do 001 re-invade Wid i1l1endcd
wildlife habitat values are rcuuned.

The Pilot Revcgclation/EnhmlcemclII Prognun
is shown on Figurc 2.4-3.

27. Thc bridge/crossing sh.1I1be of .uJcquale heighl
such lhal wildlifc movcmenl wilhin lhe
riparian corridor is uot disl'Ouraged.

28. Natural barriers comprised of 1I1l1ruyshruhs or
other appropnate vcgetative barriers mid
sigoage shall be inwrporaled along bolll sides
of IIle cart 1lOIliismid C1lucstrian 1101111whcrever
IIley enter or cross IIle river channe], wildlife
corridurlhabilal creation area, or ouier areas
spccilically de signaled as biulugic.1I open space
by the gUlf cuurse design or IIle Ilelix Waler
District Subarea Plan.

29. Signage shall be crectcu al appropriatc
locations along carl palilS Wid cquesman trails
10 educate users abuulthe biological resources
and prohibited uses in tile biological open
SP.1CCareas.

- - .. - - .•- - - - - - - - -
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Helix Water District
E! Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Issue Mitl~atlon Measures Aaenev Denartment Monitor Initial Comments

Arcbacology 1. CA.SDJ·13.652 sbml be preserved by lIelix Waler Districl Engineering!
"capping" Ibe site. 1'bis will miligate any Righl-of- Way
adverse impacls Ihal miglu result fonn
construction of I1Je proposed projecl. Capping
will involve Ibe placement of 6 inches of clean
sand followed by 2 104 fcci of clean, slerile Jill
soil over Ibe entire sue.

2. The boundaries of CA-SDJ-13.652 shall be
approprialely delineated on all projeci maps
wiUI prohibiuons againsl future excavation.
grading. or oUlCrsubsuuuial subsurface
dislurbance. Irrigation, other utilities, and
lmprovemems must not penetrate Ibe sand
stratum above IDesue.

3. All arcbacologica1 resources mitigation work
shall be performed under Ibe direct supervision
of a qualified ardlUCologisL

4. The boundaries of Ule snc area shall be
appropriately delillCaled on project maps wiUI
prohibitions against future excavation amI/or

.

dislurbwlce. lrrigation, other uulities, and
improvements must not penetrate uic S<U1d
strannn dcmarcaung the top of the site,
Additionally. a qualified archaeological monitor
shall be present during any extensive gmding
and subsurface excavalioil during UIC
construction phase of Ihe project.

5. All arcbacological collections resulting from
Ihe tesling program and subscqaeu; excavauons
shall be curnucd,



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

Responsible
Deoartment Monitor Initial Comments

Issue Mitiaation Measures Aqencv

Biology The proposed variable widlb biological buffer
Helix Waler District Engineering!

(Continued) starts alibI.' edge of the Anny Corps of
Righl-of·Way

Engincel1i jurisdiction boundary (approximalCly
IwO feet in elevalion above uie base of tne river
channel bank) WId varies from a minimum of
25 feet to as much as 200 feet wide in several
areas.

1111.'area included within Ule biological buffer
will be rc-conteured tu accouunodare lile

The golf upcnuoroverall grading concept of Ule golf course. All
of uie nou-nau ve phUli species, including a will irrillale ilIlLI
significant amount of invasive exotic plants, . maintain the buffer.
will be removed while prOiccting and retaining llelix Wmer District
UICriparian woodlalld species rOOiedin Ihc 10 monitor.
channel alld ovcrhwlging tne bunk of the river
channel. The variable biological buffer will be
revegetated wiUI nanve plwlI .spe~ies. The..golf
operator hsall irrigate and manuam ~ICbUII~r
area 10 preclude invasion of non-naUvc SpeCICS
and preserve its function as a biological b~ffer
for current and future rcvegetation efforts 11\ Ihe
river channel.

-'- - ----_ ..... --------
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Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Issue Mltiaatlon Measures AQency DeDartment Monitor Initial Comments

Hydrology 4. The applicanl shall submit lhe grading plan, Helix WOllerDistrict Engineering!
(oontinucll) andille design and plan for Ihe lakes 10 the Righl-or-Way

Cowlly of San Diego for review aud approval.
The design of berms shall be prepared by a
regisiered civil enginccr spccialiJ.ing in
gcolcchnical engineering.

5. The design for uie automobilercan crossing
(bridge) shall be evaluated basllcll on a bydr.lulic
analysts. If the proposed design is Iound to
cause adverse impacLSou uie noolilevel,lIcsign
mollifications shall be Implemented,

Growldwater I. 111C applicant is responsible for Ihc Ilelix W.ller District Engineering! .

maintenance of lIle lakes, golf can crossings, Righl-of-Way
wlllllle bridge.

2. Row meters slJail be installell on all
production wells on Ille site, A record of now
meters reallings sball be laken twice per month,
Moniloring reports shall be provilled 10 the
Helix Waler Disuic; und the County of S.U1
Diego Department of Planning and Land Usc
semi-annually. The reports shall be submiued
no laler Ihan July 31 mill January 31 of cadi
year, for lIle periods of January 1 Ihrougb June
30 and July Ilhrough December 31,
respectively. TIle repons shall summarize the
now meier mid water tcveluata, The reports
shall be signell by a Cenilielillylirugeulogisl
or Regislered Engineer wilh experience in
groundwater ruaungcmeut.

Shuuld groundwater levels drop beluw
minimum levels (65' in MW-I, MW-2, MW-
4, MW-5, MW-6, MW-7, or 100' in MW-3) in
monuor wells, Ille golf course operator shall
begin reponing monitor well groundwater
levels on a momllly basis.



Helix Water District
EI Capitan Golf Course Mitigation Monitoring Plan (Continued)

. Responsible
Issue Mitiaation Measures Aqencv Denartment Monitor Initial Comments

lIydrology \. A 50-Coot grading buffcr atthc up-strcamlUlli lIc1ix W:ller District Engineering!
down-stream property linc shall be euiorced Right-uf-Way
along portions of thc golf course bouadaries
that arc lowcr Ihan thc 100-ycar nood level.
No gr.nling shull occur witnin UICbuffer zone.
Compliance wiUI Ulis condition nuugates for
potcntial increases in overbank now vclocitics
and consequent channel erosion off of tile
project site.

2. Proposed waier uupouudmeuts shall be
constructed such that Ulcy will not becomc
scdunem traps. The following measures shall
be unplememed:

a. Where ponds arc wiUlinlhe IOO-ye<ullooll
level, a benn surruunlling each
impounllmclll shall be consuucreo io
prohibit l1ool1walcr encruuchmclll. Saill
berm shall havc a top elcvalion Uml is at
1':'15t2 fcct above tllC IOO-yc;u l1ool1lcvcl.

b. unpouudmcms slmll have ;1 clay cure, ur
oUlcr unpcnneable barrier, 10 prevent
seepage of water from UICwater table uuo
the uupcundmcnts.

c. All impounllmcnls shall respect a
minimum setback of 150 Iect from the
main channel.

3. No export of materials shall occur lIuring
uevelopment of tllC gulf course. An exception
to uus measure would inchilic any uuuenals
cxuucted from UIClakes.

- - - - - - .. - ."- - - - - - - ,-- -
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• EXHIBIT D

CONCEPTUAL GOLF COURSE PLAN
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Comments and Responses to the Draft EIR

Contents of the Final Environmental Impact Report must include comments
and recommendations received on the draft EIR either verbatim or in
summary: a list of persons. orgaruzattons, and public agencies commenting
on the draft EIR: and responses to the Lead Agency to significant
environmental points raised in the review and consultation process.

The following is a listing of all persons and organizations that have provided
comments to the Helix Water District durtng the public review period for
the Draft EIR.

Following the listing of commentators. individual comment letters are
included with responses following each letter. Each comment within each
letter has been numbered with the appropriate responses having
corresponding numbers.

,'". .~~-.III
.•~••• ".

'i ~~~Il ·.'·.·"··,iid
i.'iii

I Lakeside Community Plannma Groun letter dated 11/18/98
2 City of San Dieao, Water Utilities Dent. letter dated 10/20/98
3 David Sorbie, dated 11/6/98
4 San Dteso County Archaeological Society. dated 11/9/98
5 Mr. H. O. Storv, dated 11/9/98
6 St. of Calif.. Department of Water Resources. dated 11/10/98
7 St. of Calif., Dept. of Conservation. dated 11/16/98
8 County of San Dteao. DPLU. dated 11/23/98
9 Marilvn Grames. dated 11/19/98
10 Gail Sabbadtni. dated 11/20/98
11 Nancv M. Stall & the Riders of Willow Road. dated 11/20/98
12 Joint letter from USF&WS and CDF&G. dated 11/23/98
13 Everharts & Blossom Vallev Riders. dated December 8. 1998
14 Rhonda Kabot. dated December 7. 1998
15 Padre Dam Municipal Water District. dated December 14. 1998
16 Gwen Eatherton. recieved November 18. 1998
17 Zack Noonan.recieved November 18. 1998
18 David Van Ommerina. recteved November 18. 1998
19 Luke Ninteman. dated January 15. 1999
20 Foster/EI Monte Road Drivers. dated January 19. 1999
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LAKESIDE COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP
PO Box 2040 Lakeside, CA 92040 "--'-R=-E=-C""':E:"""IV-E-O--"-'

TO:

SUBJECT:

Helix Water District
7B11 University Ave.
la Mesa, CA 91941
att, larry Campbell

Draft Environmental Impact Report for the EI Capitan Golf Course

.... {

H__ E_L_IX_V_'_!:_T_C_l'_'_, _. ,_.• ...,;.,1~

Dear Mr. Campbell,

The Lakeside Community Planning Group submits the following questions I comments
regarding the draft Environmental Impact Report for the EI Capitan Golf Course.

1.1. i. Preservation of equestrian access through the valley is an important community
character issue. How does a "revocable license agreement" for a trail alignment ensure
the proposed trail will be sited?

1.2. Z. Will the project be compatible with existing agricultural uses? The golf course
borders an existing dairy with the club house and driving range being sited
comparatively nearby given the size of the project area. Will the project increase the
likelihood of incompatibilities with the normal activities and characteristics of a
dairy.? Why does the ground water study assume the dairy and other agricultural
activities in the valley will cease in the future?

1.3.3. Will the project be compatible with existing residential uses? The golf course
borders existing residences. The maintenance facility has been located immediately next
to the homes as well EJ Monte Rd which may create unneCessary impacts given the size
of the project. Issues of lighting, noise, open storage, and visual impacts could be
avoided bY selection of another location.

1.4. 4. Wells immediately next the course will be deepened, what if impacts occur to homes
farther away? Does lowering existing wells provide adequate mitigation for a drop in
water tables. when wells are dependent upon having a water pressure head to work?

1.5.5. What mosquito abatement procedures will occur after the new water features are
aQjed? ,

1.6.6. , Night lighting of the golf course would create definite community character impacts.
None has been proposed, however the dEIR states a lighting plan may be prepared if
required for biological considerations. This implies that night lighting may occur.

1.7.7. Traffic- Changing from lOS C to D is signifICant, no mitigations proposed. How often
will special events be held, what will be the traffic impacts?

1.8.8. Oaks- dEIR states oaks will be mitigated on a 5:1 basis. But there is no discussion of
special protections to preserve oaks, how many oaks will be removed, or how they will
be protected from over irrigation.

1.9.9. Is the ground water Helix's to use, where will potable water come from for residents
if they are forced to hook-up? .

1.10.10. Alternative location of Stagecoach Ranch in Alpine is very outdated, site is open
space.

1.11.11. Is there an alternative golf course layout that is less impactive to the dairy,
residents, and minimizes visual impacts?

1.12 12. DEIRcommits to deepening existing wells to 100 ft while production wells are at
145 ft, why not deepen all wells to the same depth?
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1.13 13. The technical study looks at the area as one big alluvial aquifer. Instead is there
actually a series of unde~ound basins, broken up by underground geological
formations?1.14.14. Are there businesses or agricultural uses in the valley that could be made
impractical if forced to pay for imported water?

1.15.15. Section 2.7.5-clarify how all fees will be handled. .
1.16.16. What provisions will be taken for erosion in the event of a 25. SO, or 100 year

flood?1.17.17. Discuss impacts of the project's extension of urban services beyond the CUDA line.

Submitted by,

r:c~~
Janis Shackelford, Secretary
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Responses to Comments: Lakeside Community Planning Group letter dated
11/18/98

1.1. The trail would be subject to a revocable license agreement with the
County of San Diego. associated with the Major Use Permit. The
license agreement for the trail would stay in force until the permitted
use on site changes (t.e., expiration of the Major Use Permit). at which
time the location of the trail could change to suit any new changes in
land use.

1.2. The project will be compatible with existing agricultural land uses
since it is in conformance with the San Diego County General Plan.
Lakeside Community Plan. and the Zoning Ordinance. The purpose of
the various plans and ordinances is to create a pattern of land use
areas that are compatible with existing and proposed land uses.
infrastructure. and sensitive resources. The project was planned and
designed with the knowledge that the dairy was an existing land use.
and established by right prior to the proposed golf course. The
project applicants have recognized the potential for intermittent
transient odor issues associated with the dairy. but also recognize that
the rural/agricultural character of the area has its own inherent
appeal. The clubhouse is located more than 1.700 feet westerly of the
dairy. and prevailing winds are from the west. and would tend to blow
any objectionable odors or vectors away from the clubhouse where the
most sensitive uses would occur. The golf play areas nearby and down-
wind of the dairy would support short duration and transient
occupation inherent in golfmg activity.

(second part of comment on groundwater. for response refer to Van
Ommering 18.1.)

1.3. The project will be compatible with existing residential uses.
Mitigation measures outlined in section 2.1.4 of the Draft EIR stated
that other than lighting required for security and safety. there shall be
no outdoor nighttime lighting of the project site. Berming/mounding
and landscaping shall be installed between the maintenance facility
and residences west and southeast of the facility to provide an
intervening buffer for noise. visual. and light/glare effects. All
vehicles/equipment powered by internal combustion engines shall be
equipped with mufflers in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications. The maintenance facility shall be redesigned to
eliminate entry gates on the east. south and west sides of the
perimeter wall. as shown in Figure 2.1-4 in the FEIR. No gates shall
be allowed on the east, south or west sides of the maintenance facility.
These mitigation measures would reduce the impacts to the adjacent
residences and EI Monte Road which could result from the
maintenance facility operations.
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Following public comment on the Draft EIR, a mitigation measure was
added in Section 2.1.4 of the Draft EIR that required that the design
of the maintenance facility be further changed to include relocating
the compound approximately 900 feet to the east. This location is
900 feet farther away from the residence to the west that was
previously 100 feet to the west of the facility. The closest residence to
the relocated maintenance facility would be located approximately 200
feet to the west. This is the same residence that was previously
approximately 200 feet to the southeast of the facility. In addition.
the relocated maintenance compound is approximately 100 feet north
of and 20 feet lower than EI Monte Road compared to the previous
location that was 50 feet north of and only several feet lower than EI
Monte Road. This elevation difference will further reduce the visual
impact to motorists using EI Monte Road (see Section 2.1.4 of the
Final EIR and Figure 2.1-5 in the FEIR).

Access to the maintenance compound would be taken from EI Monte
Road approximately 100 feet to the east of the .structure. This new
access would eliminate maintenance employee vehicle and delivery
access from behind existing residences and further buffer any
associated land use impacts to near by residences. With these land use
mitigation measures and design changes in place. the project: would
not be considered to have an significant impact on nearby residences.

In addition, the relocated maintenance compound would be
approximately 20 feet lower in elevation than EI Monte Road. This
elevational difference would further reduce the visual impact to
motorists using EI Monte Road.

1.4. The mitigation measures listed in section 2.7.4 of the EIR are
designed to protect groundwater users immediately adjacent to the
golf course. These users have the potential to be affected the most.
These measures eliminate the potential for significant impacts for
nearby groundwater users and, therefore, assure that users located at
greater distances would likewise enjoy similar protection

1.5. No traditional mosquito abatement measures such as spraying of oils
and poisons will occur. The ponds are relatively large bodies of water.
As such, wind action will circulate the water. Further, water will be
Circulated from one pond to the next. This will mix and oxygenate the
water, thereby reducing the necessary amount of stagnation required
for substantial mosquito propagation. In addition, the ponds will be
maintained to support an aquatic community, including mosquito fish,
that feed on any mosquito larva that may propagate in the ponds.

1.6. Other than minimal lighting around buildings and parking areas for
purposes of safety and security, no night lighting of the golf course is
proposed.
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1.7. The change in Level of Service (LOS)from C to D is not significant.
The County of San Diego has adopted the threshold that LOS D be the
minimum acceptable standard for peak hour intersection conditions.
Since traffic conditions as a result of the project do not cause any
intersections in the study area to drop below LOS D. no significant
impacts were identified. Therefore. no mitigation measures are
required.

Special events are not currently planned: although. it is reasonably
anticipated that the golf facility may attract special events such as
charity golf tournaments on an infrequent basis. Special events would
be short-term and intermittent. and therefore would not be
considered a significant traffic impact.

1.8. The golf courses were designed to incorporate the existing native
oaks. No grading will occur within the dripline of these trees. Any
significant impacts to these trees would be indirect as a result of
grading near the drip line of the trees. A total of 170 oaks would be
planted on site to mitigate for any potential indirect impacts to the 34
existing oaks. The irrigation system will be designed to spray away
from the dripline of each native tree. Over irrigation of these trees
would not be anticipated as irrigation run-off from turf areas should
not occur. Further. irrigation applied to turf would be shallow
watering. whereas the root systems of oak trees would be much
deeper and less apt to be substantially affected by such irrigation. The
sandy. porous. alluvial soils provide adequate percolation and food
conditions for the on site native oaks. even in the event that some
additional irrigation occurs.

1.9. See EIR page 2-122. Groundwater Rights. The City of San Diego
maintains primary groundwater rights within the San Diego River
basin. As a land-owner. Helix Water District may extract water for use
on its lands. provided that this use would terminate. as would all other
groundwater use (by individuals) within the basin at the direction of
the City of San Diego. If a residential connection were requested.
Padre Dam Municipal Water District would provide water service.

1.10. Comment noted.

1.11. Section 4.0 of the Draft EIR discusses the "Reduced Intensity Golf
Development" and "Relocated Bridge/Maintenance Facility"
Alternatives. Both of these alternatives would have reduced land use
and/or visual impacts to adjacent residences relative to the proposed
project; however. both alternatives substantially reduce the overall
scope of the project. thereby compromising long-term project
viability. Additionally. the relocation of the maintenance compound as
discussed in Response No. 3 will have the effect of reducing land use
and/or visual impacts to adjacent residents.
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1.12. Production wells are completed into the residuum (weathered
bedrock) beneath the alluvial fill materials in the central portion of the
valley. Although the alluvial fill is expected to provide the majority of
golf course irrigation requirements. the residuum also holds
substantial amounts of groundwater. In addition. the maximum water
table drawdown will be experienced in the production wells. Well
depths of 100 feet should be adequate to provide groundwater for
residential users. However. total depths should be based on ground
surface elevation relative to the nearest monitoring well elevation.

1.13. Groundwater storage within the EI Monte basin is found within
fractures in the granitic bedrock. residuum (weathered bedrock), and
in the alluvial fill predominant in the central portion of the valley.
Although there are permeability and storatrvtty contrasts between
these units. they are thought to be hydraulically connected. The
alluvial fill will serve as the primary source for golf course groundwater
extraction. The alluvial fill varies in thickness depending on
subsurface geological features. Although. evidence indicates that the
thickness of the alluvium is at least 100 feet along the central portion
of the valley. it may be deeper or shallower in local areas.

1.14. Agricultural and equestrian boarding uses are included as existing and
continuing uses in the groundwater basin. Mitigation measures have
been developed to provide adequate water supply for existing users
during periods of extended drought. Should a drought condition
occur. the golf course would be required to discontinue groundwater
extraction well before declining groundwater levels significantly effect
other users. As such. groundwater extraction by the golf course should
not effect the economic viability of existing businesses and agriculture."

1.15. See response to County 8.3.3.e. If the property owners identified in
mitigation measure 6. of the EIR prefer to be connected to a potable
water source. the golf course operator shall be responsible for paying
water service connection fees.

1.16. Under existing conditions. the general trend of erosion occurs
along/within the flood channel. The project is not proposing
substantial development of permanent structures within the
floodway/channel. If. during the process of obtaining permits from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the minor crossings of the river
channel. any measures are identified to control erosion. they will be
implemented at that time.

While the main channel would not be affected by project grading or
development. the overbank areas would be graded to create golf
course land features which could potentially affect flow. erosion. and
sedimentation patterns. Section 2.6.4 of the Draft EIR sets forth
mitigation measures which reduce potential erosion impacts to Iess
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than significant levels for flood events up to the anticipated severity of
the lOO-year flood.

1.17. The extension of water service beyond the CUDA line is the only
"urban" service that would apply to the project. This would result
through an "Out-of-District" service agreement with Padre Dam Water
District to supply potable water and fire flows to the golf course
facilities. Existing residential users identified in Mitigation Measure
No.6 on page 2-129 of the EIR may also be connected to a potable
water system. All potentially affected residential areas are currently
within Padre Dam Municipal Water District's service area and
connection of any resident [within the District) is possible through
payment of connection fees and extension of water mains to the
individual properties.

Other urban services include roads. fire protection, and sewer service.
The project proposes to construct private access roads to the project
facilities. These roads will not facilitate development of surrounding
properties. The project site and surrounding areas currently are
located within the Lakeside Fire Protection District. The project
proposes to use septic systems for liquid waste disposal. No extension
of sewer services is requested or required.
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO OCT 2 6 ~

J:!..ElIX WATER DISTR!C7--_ ..._-_._.-
October 20, 1998

Mr. Larry Campbell
Right-of-Way Agent
Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
La Mesa, Ca. 91941

Dear Mr. Campbell:

Subject: EI Capitan Golf Course EIR

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIR for the EI Capitan Golf Course. Since the City
of San Diego maintains pueblo water rights to all the groundwater within this basin, the City Water
Department is concerned with the potential project impacts to the groundwater and in particular the

2.1. water quality within the basin. The Draft EIR proposes a groundwater quality monitoring and reporting
program on an annual basis. The City agrees with this plan. In addition, the City requests that results
of this water quality monitoring be forwarded to the City of San Diego Water Department on an annual

basis.

The City also owns a 48-inch pipeline which is located along EI Monte Road, the southern boundary
2 2 of the project. The pipeline contains valves, valve vaults, and blow-off valves which drain onto the
• • project property. Please coordinate project improvements with the City to ensure project and City

needs are properly addressed. .

If you have any questions or comments please call me at (619) 527-7431 or Associate Civil Engineer

Jesus Meda at (619) 527-7432.

Sincerely W---
~n.
Deputy Director, Water Operations Division

cc.: Kent Floro, Assistant Deputy Director, Water Operations

~. PDOCSIHELIX1B.WPD
~ Operations Division
..o~':.'!;:!,;. WOIll! D8JlO'lmllllo 2191 CJJminilo Cholos ° Son Diego, (A 9210S-5091

1,\(619) 521-1410 fax (6191527-1412
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Responses to Comments: City of San Diego. Water Utilities Dept. letter
dated 10/20/98

2.1. Information will be provided to the City of San Diego Water
Department on an annual basis. .

2.2. Comment noted.
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667-6235 ~IX W~TER JISTRIC7 862 ?e2

USER: LAR?'YC MAIL MESSAGE 11/06/96 09:25:39

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MSG#845401 TO: LARRYC FROM: BATe-I SENT: 11/06/96 08:2~:06

SUBJECT: £1 Capicain Golf Course

The following mail has been forwarded Co you from Che H?9000
From DSorbie@aol.com Fri Nov 6 11:23:34 EST 1998Received: from imo25.mx.aol.com (imo25.mx.aol.com [198.81.17.69]) by AB3Y.h~d.
com wich ESMTP (8.7.1/6.7.1) id IAA26857 for <larryc@hwd.com>; Fri, 6 Nov 1993
08:23:32 -0600 (PST)
From: DSorbie@aol.comReceived: from DSorbie@aol.comby imo25.mx.aol.com (IMOv16.10) id 8QGHa02317for <larryc@hwd.com>; Fri, 6 Nov 1998 11:21:21 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <eee4ca31.36432201@aol.com>
Dace: Fri, 6 Nov 1998 11:21:21 EST
To: larrvc@hwd.com
Mime-Version: 1.0Subject: El Caoicain Golf Course
Contenc-cype: texc/plain; charseC=US-ASCII
Concenc-transfer-encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: AOL 3.0 for Windows 95 sub 62

David C. SorbieTriple "S" Horse Ranch
15476 El Monte RoadLakeside, CA 92040

Larry Campbell, SR/WA
Helix Wacer District

7811 University Ave.
La Mesa, CA 91941-4927

SUBJECT: EL CAPITAIN GOLF COURSE

From:

To:

At the Nov. 4, 1998 Lakeside pla~~ing Board meeting we were advised co write
and commenc on the issues brought up concerning the building of a golf course
on El Monte Road.
First, let me say in the way of a comment that building a golf course in the
valley is and will be an asset to the surrounding community. Having said chat,
I would like to address some of the concerns I have in whac was said and what
was proposed at the meeting.
ISSUES:

1. EQUESTRIAN RIGHT OF WAY- I was pleased and surprised to find t
hat an'equescrian crail was already plar~,ed on che golf course. I was not comforcable

3 1
with che term "TEMPORARY" when referring to t he trail. I believe this would

•• leave open problems for the equescrian community. Questions about who has the
auchority co close the trail and for what reasons would have to be defined
very explicitly before this term should be left in the proposal.
I agree with the planning board and ochers that the horse trail righc of way
should tied to the major use permic. I do believe there should be some group

3.2.or person responsible to over see the maincenance of che trail since the
builders want Che community to maintain the trail.
I also believe chere should be an additional trail from Willow road down past
the parking lot and club ho~se, eicher over or under che bridge and then
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I connecting witr.the o~iginal trail. Most of your riders from Willow Road are
3.3. f~om ranchers that are ~idway between the D~i~y Road and t~e pave? portion ofW~llow Road.-Th~s add~t~onal tra~l would el~m~nate the neea for tnem to ~ide

long distances on Willow Road.
2. TRAFFIC- I think the statement was ~ade by the builders was th

at traffic3.4.at present was at a "C" level and would degrade to a "0" level af<::er<::l:egolf
course was put in. Additionally it was added the traffic engineer did not
think there would be much of an impact since most of the traffic generated by
the golf course would be on the weekend when traffic was lighter.
That assumption is totally up side down. Did the traffic engineer ever bother
to co~e out and actually see how traffic flows and on which days? On Sat. and
Sun. there is twice as much t~af£ic compared to Mon. through Fri. Weekends is
when most horse owners come out to ride increasing traffic. El Capitain
Reservoir is open only on weekends and brings hundreds of fishermen hauling
boats onto El Monte Road. El Monte Park is used mostly on weekends by many
people picnicking" bring more traffic on to El Monte Road. Then there is Team
Penning on Sat and Sunday that brings truck with horse trailers onto El Monte
Road, and the church at the beginning of El Monte that brings more traffic on

3.5. Sundays.
At present the intersection o£ El Monte Road and Lake Jennings is a hazard.
Adding the golf course traffic will make it that much more dangerous to
transverse then it already is, I really believe a light should be considered
before any project that increases traffic moves forward. .
The other concern I have with traffic is the entrance ~o the golf course. The
entrance is on a part of £1 Monte Road that is commonly consider to be the
speed up area. After rounding the curve in the road, motorists use that
straight section to attain speeds of 60 MPH or better. That is in either
direction. To gain entrance ~nto the $olf course, East bound drivers will
periodically be required to stop for ~ncoming traffic. This will ulace them in
the path of cars tha~ are in <::heprocess of speeding up for the strai~ht away.
That is a dangerous situation which will eventually cause a major acc~dent.

3.6.Leaving the golf course is by far less d~~gerous but by no means safe by any
imagina~ion. Golfers will be required to enter into a traffic lane that has
oncoming traffic doing 60 MPH or better. Sadly we mus~ consider that many of
tnese drivers will have had some amount of alcohol. This will impair the~r
a~ility to correc~ly judge entering traffic or oncoming traffic.
Both these concerns can be softened by putting in a left turn lane for East
bound traffic and an entrance cr feeder lane in for ~raffic exiting the golf
course
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3. WATER TABLE- I listened very intently to the explanation of ho
3 7 w the seven• 'wells would be set up with monitors that would shut them off when the water

table declined to 65 feet. I believe Helix water and others have the best
records of water table levels over the past 80 years in the valley. I
understand that you believe there is plenty of water to supply the 1,114 board
feet of water needed to operate =he golf course every year.

38 Having said all that, my questions are, "If there is so much water, why is
•• there a contingence plan, on the part of the golf course, to connect a water

feed line to the Helix pumping s~ation on El Monte Road"?

39
"Is it that all the records and experts could be wrong and that taking 1,114

~ 'board feet of wa~er from the ground supply might just drain the supply of
existing water currently in the valley"?
"If there is the slimnest chance that drawing ~hat much water migh~ effect the

310ground water levels for the entire valley, why has there been no contingence
• ~lan adopted for those East of ~he golf course"?

I
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Besides single residences! there are agricultural operation that depend on a
certain amount of water tnat ~s now ava~lable and there are many ranches that
board approximately 400 horses that require a daily

Page 3

water supply. Depleting the water supply will have an adverse effect on

I agriculture in the valley and will ~eopardize the health of the horses.
311 Depleting the water supply could drLve agriculture out of the valley
• ·and could possibly cause the death of many horses. I don't think Helix Water

or the golf course builders would w~~t to be responsible for such
eventualities if there is a chance their calculations are wrong.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4. MAINTENJu~CE FACILITY- I believe the maintenance facility should be mov
edfarther East to make it more esthetically comoatible to the current residences

3 120n El Monte Road. I know I would not want this tr~e of a facility right next
• ~o my home. There will be lighting problems, noise problems, and pollution

problems associated with being that close to residences in the area.

Respectfully,

David C. Sorbie

Note: Please confirm receipt of this e-mail. Thank You

SENT TO: LARRYC
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Responses to Comments: E-mail letter from David Sorbie. dated 11/6/98

3.1. The trail would be subject to a revocable license agreement with the
County of San Diego. associated with the Major Use Permit. The
license agreement for the trail would stay in force until the permitted
use on site changes (i.e., expiration of the Major Use Permit), at which
time the location of the trail could change to suit any new changes in
land use.

3.2. Comment noted.

3.3. Comment noted

3.4. The change in Level of Service from C to D is not significant. The
County of San Diego has adopted the threshold that LOS D be the
minimum acceptable standard for peak hour intersection conditions.
Since traffic conditions as a result of the project do not cause any
intersections in the study area to drop below LOS D. no significant
impacts were identified.

3.5. Traffic generated by the golf course is spread throughout the entire
day. as well as over a 7-day week. rather than concentrated during
specific times of the day or on weekends. This is due to the spacing of
tee off times throughout each day of the week. However. on an
infrequent basis. the golf course may attract special events such as
charity tournaments. Such special events would be short-term and
intermittent. and' therefore would not be considered a significant
traffic impact.

3.6. Project access driveways and turn lane channelization shall be
designed to the Public Roads Standards of the San Diego County
Department of Public Works. These standards satisfy all highway and
operational concerns.

3.7. The golf course operator will be responsible for monitoring
groundwater levels in each of seven monitoring wells every 12 hours.
However. production wells would not be automatically shut off when
water levels decline to specified levels. Mitigation measures in section

·.2.7.4 requires that monitoring wells will be equipped with automated
monitoring devices capable of contacting the golf course operator and
Helix Water District if specified water levels are reached. The
operator and Helix Water District would be responsible for assuring
that production wells are turned off when the District is automatically
contacted that thresholds are reached. As a practical matter. water
levels would not be expected to vary dramatically from day to day.
Water level declines would likely occur over a period of days.
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3.8. The EIR analysis does not indicate that adequate groundwater
resources are available for existing groundwater users and the golf
course. This is especially true considering the history of periodic
drought cycles. Discussion in section 2.7.3 of the EIR. states that it is
difficult to quantify the amount the water table will be lowered since
there are many factors which influence this process. Further
discussion notes that it is not uncommon to go many years with little
to no recharge. As such. mitigation measures must be in place to
protect the other groundwater users within the groundwater basin
while providing an alternative source of irrigation water for the golf
courses. The mitigation measures require the golf course to stop
extraction when significance thresholds are reached leaving adequate
groundwater in storage to serve existing users through periods of
drought. .

3.9. As stated in the EIR. groundwater resources are replenished during a
few very wet years. Long term records indicate. groundwater levels
within the basin fluctuate greatly. This will continue to occur with or
without the golf course. Mitigation measures listed in section 2.7.4 of
the EIR reduce the potential for significant groundwater level
reduction within the EI Monte Groundwater Basin.

3.10. The mitigation measures listed in section 2.7.4 of the EIR are
designed to protect groundwater users immediately adjacent to the
golf course. These users have the potential to be affected the most.
These measures eliminate the potential for significant impacts for
nearby groundwater users and. therefore. assure that users located at
greater distances would likewise enjoy similar protection.

3.11. Comment noted. Much of the agricultural use will be eliminated by
development of the golf course. reducing the need for agricultural
irrigation. As a land owner within the valley. the Helix Water District
is entitled to use of the groundwater resource as are other property
owners so long as that use does not significantly impact water
availability to other users. Mitigation measures listed in section 2.7.4
of the EIR eliminate the potential for significant groundwater
availability impacts.

3.12. Refer to Response to Comment No. 1.3 and Section 2.1.4 of the Final
EIR which address impacts from the maintenance facility.
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San Diego County Archaeological· Society

Envinmmeutal Review Committee RECEIVED
9 November 1998 I JITt, 2 I9!ll I ;

IHELIX V'.'ATER fjlST:- ~._1c__~__ .. - - .__ .
To: Mr. Larry Campbell

Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
LaMesa, California 91941

Subject: Draft :Environmental Impact Report
El Capitan Golf Course

Dear Mr. Campbell:

I have reviewed the cultural resourees aspects of the subject DEIR. on behalf of this
committee of the San Diego County Archaeological Society.

Based on the infonnation contained in the DEIR and its Appendix D, we concur inthe impact
analysis and mitigation measures presented, with the following two exceptions:

4; 1. (1) The archaeological monitoring program described on page 6 of Appendix D has been omitted
on page 2-104 of the DEIR itself.

4.2. (2) To the mitigation measmes presented should be added a requirement for curation of all
arehaeological collections resulting from the testing program described inAppendix D and
all subsequent excavations.

Thank you for including SDCAS in the District's environmental review process for this
project.

Sincerely,

?2;w;:~'
Environmental Review Committee

cc: ASM Affiliates
SDCAS President
file

P.O. sow81106 . San 01."0, CA 9213.1106 • (619) 638·0935
..._ _._----------
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Responses to Comments: Letter from San Diego County Archaeological
Society. dated 11/9/98

4.1. The boundaries of the site area should be appropriately delineated on
all project maps with prohibitions against future excavation and/or
disturbance. Irrigation. other utilities. and improvements must not
penetrate the sand stratum demarcating the top of the site.
Additionally. a qualified archaeological monitor shall be present during
any extensive grading and subsurface excavation during the
construction phase of the project .. These have been added as
mitigation requirements. See section 2.5.4 of the Final EIR.

However. with regard to indirect impacts to that portion of CA-SDI-
13.652. it should be noted that the project cannot take responsibility

. for fencing or signage which restricts access to areas off of the project
site.

4.2. All archaeological collections resulting from the testing program and
subsequent excavations shall be currated. This has been added as a
mitigation measure. See section 2.5.4 of the Final EIR.
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Larry Campbell
Helix Water District
7811 UnivcrIIity Ave.
laMesa, CA91941

P98-o14: El Capitan GoIfCoursc

Ref, Letter, El Monte llC, Doug Gloff, From DPLU, dated July 31, 1998

I NOV I 2 1993
11\9\98

Hf:1IX \~ATER D~STRJCT

I was asked to pmmy commcn1B inwriting.
Ihave nMcwed your Em ana found some statcmcn!ll in error and othcm miJ1cading. The

main deficicndy was that many requests in the rcfCI'CDCC 1cUcr were not addressed. I have heard
that there have been ncgotiaticma between HcJa and the DPLU and some of the more important
items (to me) have been waiwd. Iwas under impression that new projects should iIn.prow the
infrastnJ.cturc and dcfinilcly not degrade them.

5.1.

Traffic-El Monte is a IW1'OW, crooked, two lana road. The pamncnt is 26 feet and in
some locations the shoulden is only 2 or 3 feet. It is double ycJlow from Lake lcnnings to near the
exit to your project. The speed limit is 55 but in our last fatality she stated that she had slowed to
5S before she hit him. Nonnally the traffic is not bad but on Sat and SuD when El Monto Park
and El Capitan arc open ilis bumper to bumper. Two fatalities ncar your planned em was
specified as alcohol related at EI Monte Park. I aB8Ul1lC you will have alcohol at your Club House
and ifyou haw a gathering and the parking lot empties at the same time your 400 can mcrgina on
El Monte Road will be a Jl'IC88 regardless of the ~ents you make on El Monto Road.

I was VCty much interested inwhat mitigation was proposed for your maintenance facility as
there is a residence approximated 100 feet to the west and another rcaidc:nce leu than that to-the
cast. The open storage area would be for an practical purposes would be on El Monto Road I did

5.2. not find mention of any. Inyour aItcnWivcs you did state that ifthc maintenance facility was
moved there would be a reduction of noise, visual, lightIgiarc and potential odors. There will be
odors from the mulch that would be objectionable to somo. As I did not find my I can only assume
that none is proposed and the residenccs and others can just leam to Iiw with it. Azs.y vehicle

5.3. maintenance and storage will haw dirt and grease on the floor. You did not state any method of
disposal 80 I can only assume that you will just hose down the floor and parking area and the grease
will go into the ground water and contaminate the weD below it.

The map you showed the Lakeside Planning Group showed the 100 year flood plain as a
nice straight line which is not the contour of the present channel. Inyour EIR you state the ditch is
10 to 20 feet deep and the irregularities are due to sand mining. A more accurate statement is the

5.4. ditch is 0 to 10 feet and the shape was caused by erosion in the 1980 overflow\flood. There is a .
place just cast of your proposed bridge where the bank is approximately 3 feet and a place just west
there is no bank or 0 feet. You state there will be little or no flooding during a 100 year flood this
doc8 not consider erosion. I am far more concerned with erosion than by flooding. I believe that a
ten year :flood would erode the banks into my property if past history is any indication.
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5.5.

Flooding Background-In 1973 Woodward Sand wanted to mine aand on the Helix property.
Itwas proposed that it would be a combination sand pit and .flood channeL The channd was to be
12 ft deep, 200 feet wide with baokB of 4·1 which would make the: banks 300 fect acrou. The
c:hannd was on the north side of the runway and the proposed ditch would be on the south side.
The )zyout had a "s"c\JIvc that located the ditch to wirhiD 120 feet of our property.
Erosion is not an exact scieace but Icould see the poaibi1i1y of a flood S curving and eroding our
property. I asked Helix and Woodward to at least move it a 100 fect out nuking it at least 220 ft.
Woodward agreed but Helix said no as the land betwCCDthe dilchand the private property would
be of little or no valuc to them therefore for better tUitinaon of their property lcaw it u is. They
contacted Dr. Chin(?) SDSU and he said the water would be too swift to S curve. So all I could
say was that Ihaw brought it to your attention and if 1hmI is erosion you arc liable. In the 1980
overflow which some considered to be a 10 year flood it did S CUlVC and I would catimate the
channel to be 450 to SOO feet llCI'OU and the bottom of the ditch is approximately 60 ft from private
property. Woodward recognizing their liabiJi1y had a survey made planning on rip-rapiDg the banb
to prevent addi1ionaI erosion. Mr. Unitt in his report stated "Parcnthethically, I caD only wonder at
the wisdom of the propaty owners who built or bought homca in such a w1ncrablc area, and why
Woodward Sand Company AndIor Helix Irrigation diItrict bean any obligation- to spend money to
protcct these landowners from their own poor judgement." He did not realize we were here
before the ditch. Sinc:c 1980 it has been a wet-back habitat where one of1bem was gains to IWl
Mn Langdon and th" dope distnbution center for the county.

Iwould predict that as the ditch has grown up in a ten year flood erosion would reach
private property. A member of the Lakeside PLmning Group suggcatcd that rip-raping of the bank
be made a requirement for thiB project,

It is proposed that the golf COUl'BCl be watered from ground wells and when the water levcl is
at 6S bgl they will stop pumping. They also propose that ifyour wen is not 90 feet deep they will
dig it doMl to 90 feet. This sounds good until actw1ll arc compared to thccxy. FJrlIt the wUcy iI
not a fiat plane so at 65 ft my weDs could be dry. At present the water lewl inmy weDs is 10 feet

5.6. below a Helix wen that is monitored and the monitoring well that cstabliahca the 65 foot level could
30 or 40 feet (ground lcvcl) below my weDs. The weDs arc not in a pond of water and there is a
cone of flow to the pump. The water head should be 20 to 40 feet above the pump depending on
the size of the well, rating of the pwnp, and the soil through which the water flOWl to get to the
pump. This bcc:omCs cff'cctiw when the pump is started and without a head and water' flow to the
pump that will keep it supplied it could go dry. There arc so many wriablca and tho penalty for
turning on the faucet and no water is 80 great this is not the answer. At a I .akcside Planning Group

5.7. meeting a member of the audience stated that Helix had a water line in ElMonto Rd. and tho Golf
course could USC this.- Being half way fair to the present residence the water for golf course should
not usc ground water but receive their water from the Helix line. -

5.8. 11tcy propose water traps and water ponds, What is their mosquito control PNglatIL

Gordon Sbackclford-LCPO
Steve Wrada-DPLU

7J:6.~
ILO.S~ I
14716 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside, CA 92040
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Responses to Comments: Letter from Mr. H. O. Story. dated 11/9/98

5.1. Comment Noted.

5.2. Refer to Response to Comment No. 1.3 and Section 2.1.4 of the Final
EIR which address impacts from the maintenance facility.

5.3. The maintenance facility includes a wash-down rack that will be used
to clean the equipment used for golf course maintenance. Water from
this wash-down rack will be filtered. cleaned and reused. Dirt. grease.
oil. and other waste associated with the maintenance facility will
primarily occur on impermeable surfaces (e.g.. concrete slab) having
containment features to control runoff.

5.4. Under existing conditions. the general trend of erosion occurs
along/within the flood channel. The project is not proposing
substantial development of permanent structures within the
floodway/ channel.

While the main channel would not be affected by project grading or
development, the overbank areas would be graded to create golf
course land features which could potentially affect flow. erosion', and
sedimentation patterns. Section 2.6.4 of the Draft EIR sets forth
mitigation measures which reduce potential erosion impacts to less
than significant levels for flood events up to the anticipated severity of
the 100-year flood. Mitigation measures to protect the primary access
road may be required by the Army Corps of Engineers during the 404
Permit process.

5.5. Comment noted.

5.6. Monitoring well MW-5 is located approximately 1000 feet east of the
respondents well at approximately 460 feet above mean sea level
(AMSL). The respondents well is located at roughly the same elevation
as MW-5. However. water levels evidenced at MW-5 should be lower
than those experienced at the respondents well because MW-5 is
closer to the production well.

5.7. The use of ground water for this project is essential to the overall
viability of the golf course. Costs associated with purchasing raw or
untreated water would render the course infeasible. Additionally. the
District has the same rights to ground water as other property owners
within the basin. These rights are subject to the City of San Diego's
Pueblo Rights. as are the other property owners.
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5.8. No traditional mosquito abatement measures such as spraying oils and
poisons will occur. 'The ponds are relatively large bodies of water. As
such. wind action will circulate the water. Further. water will be
circulated from one pond to the next. This will miX and oxygenate the
water. thereby not allowing the necessary amount of stagnation
required for substantial mosquito propagation. In addition. the ponds
will be maintained to support an aquatic community. including
mosquito fish. that will feed on any mosquito larva that are propagated.
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Responses to Comments: Letter from State of California. Department of
Water Resources. Division of Safety of Dams. dated 11/10/98

6.1. None of the ponds proposed would fall under the jurisdiCtion of the
Department of Water Resources. Division of Safety of Dams.
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Statlil of California The Reeource. Agency

MEMORANDUM

To: Project Coordinator
Resources Agency

Date: b'uvambe'" 16, 1998

Mr. Larry Campbell
The Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
La Mess, California 91941

From: Department of Conservation
Office of Governmental and Environmental Relations

SubJect: EI Capital Golf Course (formerly EI Monte Golf Course), San Diego
County, SCH '# 96091916

In 1982, the State Geologist. as part of the State Mining and Geology Board's
Minerals Classlflcatlon Program, classified an area of the San Diego River and adjacent
flood plain as MRZ-2 (i.e. the area contains economIc quantities of sand and gravel
according to the Division of Mines and Geology Special ReDort No. 153). The Board
formally designated this area In 1985 in its regUlations 8S an area of Regional Mineral
Significance (Cal/fornla Code of Regulations Section 3550.6, Sector M. Construction
Aggregate Resources. Western San Diego County Region).

7.1. .Subsequent to this formal designation, the County of San Diego (lead agency)
Incorporated the contents of DMG Soecial Report 153 into Its General Plan via a
Minerals Resource Management Policy. as required by the Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act (SMARA. PRC § 2762). ln so doing, the County established an
Extractive Overlay that Includes the minerals designated area, and determined that
extraction of these minerals was to be the principal land use.

In 1996 the State Mining and Geology Board certified DMG Open-File Report 96-
~, Update of Mineral Land Classification: Aggregate Materials mthe Western San
Diego County Production-Consumption Region. This report updated minerai resource
and reserve information contained in the origInal DMG Specjal Report 163. According

7 2 to Open-File Report 96-04, the total Portland Concrete Cement (PCC) grade aggregate
• • reserves or 352 mUllon tons In western San Diego County are projected to last just 20

years, until the year 2016. at the present rate of production. If an unforeseen
catastrophic event strlkes the County and necessllatec reconstruction, existing reserves
may be depleted sooner. As we advised in our september 26, 199Blettar, the DEIR
should refer to this revised edition (Open-File Report 96·04) when citing minerai reserve
and resource amounts under Section 2.1 .a.a

The Board's Regulations define "incompatible Land Use" and "Compatible Land
7.3. Use" (PRC § 3675) with respect to minerai classified and designated lands as follows:
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Mr. Larry Campbell
Novembnr 16, 1998
Page 2

"Incompatible Land Use: Land uses Inherently Incompatible with mining and lor
that require public or private Investment in structures, land improvements, and
landscaping and that may prevent mining because of the greater economic value
of the land and its improvements. Examples of 6uch uses may InclUde, but shall
not be limIted to, high density resident/ai, low density resIdential with high unit
value, public facUlties [emphasis added}, geographIcally limited but impact
Intensive industrial, and commercial."

"Compatible Land Use: Land uses Inherently compatible with minIng and/or that
require a minimum publfc or prIvate investment In structures, land Improvements,
and which may allow mining because of the relative economic valuo of the land
and its improvement. Examples of such uses may include, but shall not be
limited to. very low density residential, geographically extensive but "low impact
Industrial, recreational, agricultural, sllvicultural, grazing, and open space."

The DEIR asserts that a golf course falls under ·public facility" land use, but
requires a minimum amount of land disturbance and few structures (club house, pro
shop, maintenance facilities) snd, therefore, is a compatible land use for future mining
" activities.

There are three major components InvolVed in determining What are
"Compatible" and "Incompatible" land uses.

First, physlcsl compatibility with mining requires that the surface not be
developed to such an extent that It prevents the physical Imposition of a mine and Its
attendant access roads, processing equipment, and any other ancillary facilities.

Second, value compatjbility with minIng requires that the alternate land uee not
be such that the new value to the land eUrface and its structures, either monetarily or in
Its usefulness to the general public, be 80 great as to preclude future access to the
mineral resource.

Third. cultural compatlbllltv with minIng requires that a local jurisdiction determine
what Is best for Its own economic and cultural development

It seems likely that land that Is Improved and made useful 8S a pUblic facility
acquires a cull ural value of Its own that eventually becomes inseparable from the
community it serves. That developed use would then become an "Incompatible" land
use With respect to the future e)(traC'lion of the minerai resource.

Inherent in the definition of "Compatible" land Use is the factors of "low density,
open spaces, low Impact" activities. We deem the golf course, as proposed In this
project, as an inherently vlncompalibfe" land use In that It Is a pUblic facility that has a
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Mr. Larry Campbell
NOVClllber 16. 19911
Page 3

high Impact on the land surface. A golf course is, In effect, a hIgh density, integrated
land use that blankets the land surface. A golf course cannot operate with pieces of it
mIssing 80 as to allow surface mining -It Is, in total, a singular, Integrated, unit
operation.

The Mineral Craeaification and DesIgnation process in the SUrface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA) was established to Inaure, through appropriate lead
agency policies and procedures, that mineral deposita of regional significance are
available to local communltles when needed. Portlol'$ of the project lite referenced
above lie within a Mineral Resource Zone 2 (MRZ·2) estabUshed by the State MinIng

7.4. and Geology Board (SMGB) a8 an "Area of Identified Mineral Resource Slgnlflcance:
As stated previously, the proposed EI Capitan golf course development proposes 10
impact approximately 440 acres of minersllands designated by the Board to have
regional economic mineral significance. The most recent (1996) DMG report Indicates
that the County is likely to run out of PCC-grade comtruction aggregate within the next
1S years, and the development of a golf course over these designated minerai lands
would preclude these minerals from being available for the region's consumption.

The Department's classification of this mineral resource notwithstanding, It is
ultimately the local jurisdiction's authority to approve the use of the eite under
consideration. Regardless of the decision to permit the golf course, SMARArequires a

7 5 Statement of Reasons by the local jurisdiction considering an alternate development On
• • an identified minerai resource asset. The purpose of this statement is to provide the

local jurisdiction with the opportunity to publicly determine the course it desires with
respect to the development of the limited mineral resource asset and the alternative use
(i.e., compatibility and incompatibility with local needs). This statement should be
included In the final EIR. .

Additionally, the SMGB respectfully offers what It believes are three key SUbject
areas that must be considered, and included in the final EIR.

7.6.
1. Market Region Affected. The SMGB suggests that the applicable market
region for consideration should Include the entlre Western San Diego
Production-Consumption Region. A ·Production.Consumptlon" (P-C) marketing
region was Inltlally defined by the DiVision of MInes and Geology to lie Within the
boundaries Where a mInerai materlal was both mined and marketed.

2. DesIgnated Mineral Sector M. The SMGB suggests that the mineral
resources and reserves contained within the entire Sector M region be evaluated
In the report. In the minerai designation process, mineral resources purposefully
are defined within ·Sectors". These sector boundaries take Into account
geological units, the presence of the mineral resource within the geological units,
geographic and topographic variables, current surface mining operations, and
cultural and jurisdicllonal factors. The surface development on and adjacent to
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Mr. larry Campbell
!iovelllbar 16, 1998
Page 4

7.7.

7.8.

only a portion of Sector M initially Is proposed. However, this development may
have an Important Impact on the future exploitation of the minerai resources
within other portions of the aector when consideration Ie given to, dust conlrol
vlewshed, surface waler drainage, haul road use and access. storage of tailings,
etc.

Also, golf couraes naturally attract peripheral commercial and residential
developments, all of which would be incompatible with surface mIning activities.
This especially may be signfflcant sinee there are established surtaca mines
within Sector M, and In aome of Ihe adjacent areas (i.e. a surface mining
Infrastructure has been established).

3. Evaluation of Resources/Reserves in Sector M. The SMGB suggests that
in evaluallng the potentiallo8a of minerai resources withIn Sector M, the
evaluation should address the potenlialloss as it relates'to annual aggregate
consumption demands within the Affected Market Region; i.e., over the next 50
years what percentage of the annual aggregate demand from the market region
could be expeeted to be met by Sector M resources, assuming that these
resources will be permitted? In determining Ihe likelihood of future surface
mining permits being Issued within Sector M, consideration should be given to
the presence of an existing surface mining infrastructure in this sector. This fact
must be weighed against the likelihood that other designated mineral sectors in
the affected marl<et region, which may already be SUbject to adjacent or
enoroechlng land use developments, could receive surface mining permlte.

In summary. we believe that the DEIR should be revIsed to Incorporate the latest
findings by the State Geologist regarding the minerai resources and permitted reserves
within the Sector M area, and address the three key subjects described above.

The SMGB greatly appreciates your consideration of incorporatfng the
aforementioned Information and analysis Into the mineral evaluation report In the DEIR.
The SMGB would be pleased to offer additional clarifications to these suggestions or
provIde any additlonallnformatlon if requested. If you have questions, please feel free
to contact myself at (916) 445·5673, or Mr. John G. ParrIsh, Executive Officer of the
State Mining and Geology Board. (916) 322·1082.

Jason Marshall
Assistance Director

Co: John Parrish, Execullve Director
State Mining and Geology Board
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Responses to Comments: Letter from State of California. Department of
Conservation. Office of Government and Environmental Relations. dated
11/16/98

7.1. Comment Noted.

7.2. According to Open-File Report 96-04. the total Portland Concrete
Cement (PCC)grade aggregate reserves of 352 million tons in western
San Diego County are projected to last just 20 years, until the year
2016. at the present rate of consumption. This information has been
added to the Final EIR.

7.3. The State Mining and Geology Board's (SMGB) regulations identify
incompatible land uses with respect to mineral classified and
designated lands as land uses that require public or private investment
in structures. land improvements. and landscaping and that may
prevent mining because of the greater economic value of the land and
its improvements.

The project site contains a regionally significant mineral deposit
associated with the San Diego River. Zoning for the property is S-82
Extractive and A-70 limited Agricultural. These land use designations
and zones have been applied to the project area because the site
contains documented regionally significant mineral resources (t.e..
sand deposits associated with the San Diego River Valley). The site is
also considered well suited to certain agricultural operations. The S-
82 Use Regulations (San Diego County Zoning Ordinance Section
2820-2829) are intended to identify and create areas within the
County where mining. quarrying, or oil extractive uses are permitted.
Extraction of mineral resources could therefore take place on site.

However. under current and reasonably foreseeable economic and
political conditions. the investment of time and capital that would be
necessarily be involved with attempting to permit a mineral extraction
operation on the site is highly speculative at best. and perhaps even
prohibitive. Proposals to use this land therefore. have tend to be of a
less intensive nature, such as irrigated pasture. crops. and recreational
open space. Such uses also have avoided the ecologically sensitive
river channel area.

The proposed project is a public golf facility, principally comprised of
turf propagation and inherently devoid of substantial permanent
structures. Extraction of mineral resources could become
economically viable or necessary in the future. Should this occur,
mineral extraction could become the highest and best use of the site
at that time. Because the project is predominantly open space (i.e.. no
residential. commercial. or industrial development). physical
conversion of the site from a golf course to a mineral extraction facility
would be relatively easy.
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The decision to convert from one use to another would be based upon
need and the economics of the resource involved. If demand for PCC
grade sand becomes substantially increased relative to supply. then the
market price for such resources would experience a commensurate
increase. The critical issue then. is whether or not one use would
preclude conversion to another use in the event that circumstances
change in the future. Since the golf course would allow for relatively
easy conversion to an aggregate extraction operation. the project
would not necessarily prevent extraction because the golf course
would no longer be the highest and best use of the site under such
conditions. Therefore. the project has "value compatibility" with
future mining on site.

Approximately 460 acres of the proposed lease area is to be subject to
a Major Use Permit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance of the County of
San Diego for use as a golf course. Of this. approximately 65 acres is
within the streambed of the San Diego river and has been determined
to be jurisdictional wetland habitat of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (ACOE). Use of this area by the golf course is proposed to
be limited to one bridge crossing. four Arizona-style at-grade cart
path/utility crossings. and one equestrian trail crossing. An existing
access road to a dairy is also located within the ACOE jurisdictional
area but is not proposed to be improved or used by the golf course.
Therefore. with the exception of limited channel crossings. the 65-
acre streambed area would be left as open space.

As a general rule. most PCC grade sand deposits occur as a result of
sedimentation associated with surface flow of water. and are therefore
concentrated in. or near. larger stream channels. While the golf
course would be located in areas containing sand deposits dispersed
across the width of the valley. it is assumed that the majority of any
PCC grade deposits would be found within the 65-acre channel area
which is proposed to be left as open space. Access to this area would
not be directly precluded by the golf course.

As stated earlier. the proposed project is a public golf facility.
principally comprised of turf propagation and inherently devoid of
substantial permanent structures. Such a land use would not prevent
conversion of the land to allow for mineral extraction and its attendant
access roads. processing equipment. and other ancillary facilities.
Therefore. the golf course would not be "physically incompatible" with
the implementation of future sand mining operations on site.

While the proposed golf course would serve the community of
Lakeside. it should be viewed as a "regional" facility. To maintain
economic viability the facility would need to draw patronage from
areas throughout east county and perhaps even some out-of-town
tourism. The golf course would add to and change in a positive way
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7.4.

7.5.

7.6.

the existing character of the community. but because of its regional
appeal (rather than local identity) is not expected to become one of
Lakeside's cultural icons. As such. it would not necessarily be
inseparable from the local community. A golf facility. as compared to
sand mine and processing plant, would probably be considered· by the
community to be the more appealing land use of the two, but the
project is not considered to. be "culturally" incompatible with the
possible future use of the site for sand mining.

While it may be true that San Diego County may run out of PCC-grade
construction aggregate within the next 18 years. the golf course would
not preclude these minerals from being available for the regions
consumption. Refer to comment No. 7-3 above.

The reasons that the Helix Water District, as land owner and project
Lead Agency. has decided to lease the site for use as a public golf
facility are that:

a) Use of the site by the lessee will generate substantial revenue for
the District which will translate into beneficial fiscal conditions
for water rate payers within the District's service area.

b) The golf facility is not considered by the District to be
substantially incompatible (t.e.. neither a physical. value. nor
cultural incompatibility) with the possibility of future uses of the
site for mineral extraction and/or processing.

c) Mining of the identified sand resource would degrade the
current capability of the site as an aquifer.

The Draft EIR adequately addresses PCC-grade construction aggregate
from a regional perspective. Section 2.1.3a identifies that such
minerals are important natural resources and stresses that there is a
regional shortage of PCC-grade mineral resources. Issues related to
"Market Region" and "Mineral Sector M" were not specifically
addressed because the general purpose of the analysis was to provide
for a meaningful comparison of the current and future situation
regarding use and availabtlity of mineral resources relative to the
potential of the project to preclude extraction of PCC-grade aggregates
on the project site. The comparison illustrates the decision process
for alternative land uses on site relative as affected by supply and
demand in the construction aggregates market. The Draft EIR
established that extraction of mineral resources could become
economically viable or necessary in the future. Should this occur,
mineral extraction could become the highest and best use of the site
at that time. However, because the project is predominantly open
space (i.e.. no residential. commercial. or industrial development),
conversion of the site from a golf course to a mineral extraction facility
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would be relatively easy should mineral extraction be determined to be
the highest and best land use for the site.

7.7. Substantial peripheral commercial and residential development is not
proposed as part of the project. nor is it anticipated. General Plan
land use designations. physical constraints such as steep slopes. and
environmental constraints would substantially limit development in
the valley.

7.8. Refer to Response No 7.6.
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November 23, 1998

Larry Campbell
Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue,
La Mesa, California 91941

RE: REVIEW OF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT, EL CAPITAN
GOLF COURSE P98-014

Dear Mr. Campbell

The Department of Planning and Land Use has reviewed the draft Environmental
Impact Report (dEIR) and attached technical appendices for the proposed EI Capitan
Golf Course. The document is dated September 28, 1998 and was completed by
EnvironMINE. The dEIR has been completed for the Helix Water District that is working
in the role of lead environmental agency in the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) review of the document. The County of San Diego is a responsible agency in
the review of the dEIR and would issue a Major Use Permit (P98-104) for the facility.
The supplied dEIR would be the CEQA review document for the requested Major Use
Permit. .

The dEIR has been deemed inadequate by County standards and must be revised
before the Department could recommend approval of the requested Major Use Permit.
The following topics and issues must be resolved before the County would be able to
recommend for the approval of the Major Use Permit for the project.

Bibloaical Resources

The project must comply with San Diego County's Multiple Species Conservation
8.1.1. Program (MSCP) plan. Since it our understanding that no approved plan exists for the

Helix Water District, the project must comply with the existing and approved County's
plan. To comply with this plan the following must be completed:
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~.1.7. .

I If any of these species were present in a proposed development area, the project would
probably have a significant not-mitigable effect on biological resources. Redesign of the
project to avoid impacts would be required.

I
I
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2.I 8.1.9.
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Larry Campbell - 2- November 23, 1998

Discuss the project's MSCP setting and a summary of the MSCP findings for the
project in the biology sections of the dEIR Also, please discuss compliance with
the County's MSCP in the Land Use section.

Provide MSCP findings (See attachment). This would include a justification of
the effectiveness of the proposed open space design.

Provide resource mapping according to the County's Mapping Guidelines. The
mapping that is provided is not adequate in scale, definition of vegetation types,
nor clarity to be used for our purposes.

The document must describe compliance with the County's Biological Mitigation.
Ordinance (BMO) (through the required findings).

Consider redesign of your project. Significant wildlife corridors such as the ones
found on this project site. should be designed to comply with the 1OOOcfootwide
criteria in the County's MSCP Subarea Plan (Metro-Lakeside-Jamul Segment-
Goals and Criteria for Linkages and Corridors), or present a rational for adequacy
of lesser width.

A determination of significance cannot possibly be made until definitive information is
provided including results of the Stephens' kangaroo rat trapping program, and results
of directed surveys for San Diego ambrosia and Southwestern arroyo toad. On page 2-
86 reference is made to arroyo toad surveys but no documentation is provided in the
technical appendices. Night surveys during the breeding .season would be required.

The following must also be addressed in the MSCP findings:

1.

8.1.8.
The project will have to provide beller compensation for the impacts to this
significant raptor foraging area. More natural open space must be included in the
plan, particularly the grassland habitats. Roosting sites, which are removed,
should also be replaced

A major river corridor should have a 1DO-foot biological buffer, and preferably an
additional 1DO-foot planning buffer. The standard for wetland mitigation under
the County's Resource Protection Ordinance is no-net-Ioss, which should be
stated in the document.

New biological information relating to the above comments should be presented in the
technical appendix and be reflected in Section 2.4, biological summary. Details of
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I In general, the mitigation measures presented in the Summary Table must be more

.1.10. detailed. Particularly, how will Off Road Vehicle usage be stopped? What is "in-kind"
8.1.11. replacement of a mature sycamore tree? Where is the mitigation site for the oaks that 8.1.12.

I will be replaced? What is your definition of "proper design" of a bridge crossing (are you
_.1.13. using the County MSCP guidelines for this measure)?

I
I

The Department of Public Works has reviewed the dEIR and will require traffic

I mitigation for a portion of Lake Jennings Park Road. Please see the attached memo
(Attachment 2) to Gary Pryor from John Snyder dated November 16, 1998 for additional
details.

'1, 8.2.1.
The traffic study states that a portion of Lake Jennings Park Road is operating at a LOS
of 'E'. The study further states that the project will add approximately 692 ADT to Lake

I Jennings Park Road. The project as proposed does not conform with the Public Facility
Element of the County General Plan, Objective 1, Implementation Measure 1.1.3. It
should be noted that, in order for the Department of Planning and Land Use to

I recommend approval of the project's.Major Use Permit, a General Plan Conformance
finding must be made.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Larry Campbell - 3- November 23, 1998

mitigation measures and implementation requirements should be presented in the dEIR
summary table (Pages S-8 to S-13)

Please see Attachment 1 that provides findings for conformance with the Biological
Mitigation Ordinance.

Traffic

Groundwater

Since the project will use groundwater it falls under the requirements of the County
Groundwater Ordinance #7994. It must be found for the project (as a water intensive
use, Section 67.722 B) that "groundwater resources are adequate to meet the
aroundwater demands both of the project and the groundwater basin if the basin were
develooed to the maximum density and intensity oermitted by the General Plan".
Progress has been made within the document, however additional work will be required
before this finding can be made. Specific items of concern include:

1. The estimate of groundwater storage assumes storage in the residuum and
fractured rock in the hillsides (2-123, page 11 Earth Tech report dated
September 9, 1998). For the most part these resources will not be available for
extraction during drought conditions It is clear that during such conditions that
wells in the Valley floor will go dry before any drawdown occurs in the fracture
rock wells in the upper reaches of the watershed. It is very questionable to
include this quantity of storage in analyzing the potential impacts of the project to
the wells in the Valley.

8.3.1.
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Larry Campbell - 4- November 23, 1998

2.8.3.2. Mitigation measure #9 on page 2-130, that addresses water quality, has no
enforcement procedures. Without identified enforcement there is no way to
ensure that the mitigation measure will be followed.

3.
8.3.3. Further refinement will be necessary in the mitigation measures on page 2-128

and 2-129.

a. A table should be constructed that indicates the connected production well
and monitoring wells. As an example EW 1 and 2 would correlate to
monitor well MW-1 and EW-3 would correlate to monitoring well MW-2.

b. A reporting requirement must be added to ensure compliance with the
shut down limitations. The current standard just assumes that the
operator will shut down with no additional reporting requirements.

c. Mitigation measure 3c on page 2-128 does not work. It at first states that
if any well has a drawdown of greater than 75 feet, then all extraction must
be stopped. However, the second sentence does not agree with the' first
sentence. The second sentence allows for continued production even
though a production well might have a water level greater than 75 feet.

d. The type of water level (within the production well) is not identified. Is this
the maximum production water level or a resting non-pumping water
level?

e. The payment of connection charges for impacted wells has not been
identified. item 6 page 2-129. Would the property owner or the developer
be responsible for these charges?

Please contact John Peterson at 694-3820 if you have any questions regarding this
review.

Gft: RYOR, Director
Department of Planning and Land Use

GLP:SW:tf

cc: See next page ...
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Larry Campbell - 5- November 23, 1998

cc: Brian Mooney, Mooney and Associates, 9903-8 Businesspark Avenue, San
Diego CA. 92131
Warren Coalson, EnvironMINE, 3511, Camino Del Rio S. #403, San Diego CA
92108
Marrty Eslambolchi, Department of Public Works, MS 0336
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DIRECTOR
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lOC ...TlON CODE 550

bEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

5555 OVERLANO AVE. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92123.1295

November 16, 1998

TO: Gary L. Pryor, Director
Department of Planning and Land Use
Attention: John Peterson

(0650)

FROM: John L. Snyder; Deputy Director
Department of Public Works (0336)

THIS LETTER SUPERSEDES OUR LETTER OF OCTOBER 19,1998

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR) DATED SEPTEMBER 28,1998,
EL CAPITAN GOLF COURSE-MUP 98-014

We have reviewed the subject EIR and find the following:

Traffic/Circulation

1. The document indicates LOS "E" along a portion of Lake Jennings Park
Road. The methodology to determine this LOS is not readily apparent in the
document. Provide a LOS analysis using the Highway Capacity Manual for
Lake Jennings Park Road for the "Existing" and "Existing plus project"
conditions. Provide appropriate mitigation as necessary. Provide traffic
mitigation in the main body EIR text that is consistent with the traffic mitigation
in the traffic appendix.

Flood ControllTrails

1. The flood control and trails aspects have been adequately addressed.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Marty Eslambolchi at
·495-5804.

(~~~~
J HN L. SNYDER
Deputy Director

JLS:MKJ:ks

cc:
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AITACHMENT 1

I. FINDINGS FOR CONFORMANCE WITH THE
BIOLOGICAL MITIGATION ORDINANCE

The Biological Mitigation Ordinance has several sets of criteria that must be met when projects
are designed. They include Findings under Article V. A. Project Design Criteria, and findings in
Attachments G and H. These findings are to be made in addition to the overall findings listed for
conformance with the Subarea Plan.

FINDINGS (EACH FINDING MUST EXPLAIN HOW THE IMPACT HAS BEEN AVOIDED.
SUPPORTING FACTS RELATED TO THE PROJECT MUST BE PRESENTED):

Project Design Criteria.

I
I

1. Project development shall be sited in areas to minimize impact to habitat;

2. Clustering to the maximum extent permitted by County regulations shall be considered
where necessary as a means of achieving avoidance;

I
I
I
I
I

3. Notwithstanding the requirements of the Slope Encroachment Regulations contained
within the Resource Protection Ordinance, effective October 10, 1991, projects shall be
allowed to utilize design which may encroach into steep slopes to avoid impacts to
habitat;

4. The County shall consider reduction in road standards to the maximum extent
consistent with public safety considerations;

5. Projects shall be required to comply with applicable design criteria in the County
MSCP Subarea Plan, attached hereto as Attachment G (Preserve Design Criteria) and
Attachment H (Design Criteria for Linkages and Corridors).

Preserve Design Criteria (Attachment G).

A. Acknowledge the no-net-loss of wetlands standard that individual projects
must meet to satisfy state and federal wetland goals, policies, and standards
and implement applicable County ordinances with regards to wetland
mitigation.

I
I
I
I
I

B. Include measures to maximize the habitat structural diversity of conserved
habitat areas, including conservation of unique habitats and habitat features,

C. Provide for tlie conservation of spatially representative examples of extensive
patches of coastal sage scrub and other habitat types that were ranked as
having high and very high biological value by the MSCP habitat evaluation
model.

D. Create significant blocks of habitat to reduce edge effects and maximize the
ratio of surface area to the perimeter of conserved habitats (use criteria in
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.3 of the Plan).

E. Provide incentives for development in the lease sensitive habitat areas.

F. Minimize impacts to narrow endemic species and avoid impacts to core
populations of narrow endemic species.

I
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G. Preserve the biological integrity of linkages between Biological Resource core
Areas.

H. Achieve the conservation goals for covered species and habitats (refer to .
Table 3-5 of MSCP Plan).

Design Criteria for Linkages and Corridors (Attachment H).

A. Habitat linkages as defined by the Biological Mitigation Ordinance, rather than
just corridors, will be maintained.

B. Existing movement corridors within linkages will be identified and maintained.

C. Corridors with good vegetative and/or topographic cover will be protected.

D. Regional linkages that accommodate travel for a wide range of wildlife
species, especially those linkages that support resident populations of
wildlife, will be selected.

I
I
I
I
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E. The width of a linkage will be based on the biological information for the
target species, the quality of the habitat within and adjacent to the corridor,
topography, and adjacent land uses. Where there is limited topographic relief,
the corridor must be well vegetated and adequately buffered from adjacent
development. .

F. If a corridor is relatively long, it must be wide enough for animals to hide in
during the day. Genl:!rally, wide linkages are better than narrow ones. If
narrow corridors are unavoidable, they should be relatively short. If the
. minimum width of a corridor is 400 feet, it should be no longer than 500 feet.
A width of greater than 1,000 feet is recommended for large mammals and
birds. Corridors for bobcats, deer and other large animals should reach rim-
to-rim along drainages, especially if the topography is steep.

G. Visual continuity (i.e., long Iines-of-site) will be provided within movement
corridors. This makes it more likely that animals will keep moving through it.
Developments along the rim of a canyon used as a corridor should be set
back from the canyon rim and screened to minimize their visual impact.

H. Corridors with low levels of human disturbance, especially at night, will be
selected. This includes maintaining low noise levels and limiting artificial
lighting.

I
I
I
I
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I. Barriers, such as roads, will be minimized. Roads that cross corridors should
have 10-foot high fencing that channels wildlife to underpasses located away
from interchanages. The length-to-width ratio for wildlife underpasses is less
than 2, although this restriction can be relaxed for underpasses with a height
of greater than 30 feet.

J. Where possible at wildlife crossings, road bridges for vehicular traffic rather
than tunnels for wildlife use will be employed. Box culverts will only be used
when they can achieve the wildlife crossing/movement goals for a specific
location. Crossings will be designed as follows: sound lnsulatlcn materials
will be provided; the substrate will be left in a natural condition, and vegetated
with native vegetation if possible; a line-of-site to the other end will be

I
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8.

I

'provided; and if necessary, low-level illumination will be installed in the
tunnel.

K. It continuous corridors to not exist, archipelago (or stepping-stone) corridors
may be used for short distances. For example, the gnatcatcher may use
disjunct patches of sage scrub for dispersal if the distance involved is under
1-2 miles.

II. FINDINGS IN CONFORMANCE WITH THE SUBAREA PLAN

All projects whether considered an exception or an exemption to the Biological Mitigation
Ordinance must conform to the San Diego County Subarea Plan. The concept of conformance
to the plan does not mean specific and direct compliance with the mitigation ratios. Exemption
and exception is intended to provide for flexibility from those standards when there are specific
reasons to do so. Conformance with the Subarea Plan does involve the review of the project to
see that it does not create a situation where a project is affecting the potential for preserve
design. All projects within the Multiple Species Conservation Program. with the exception of the
clearing exemptions, must be found in conformance with the Subarea Plan.

FINDINGS (EACH FINDING MUST EXPLAIN HOW THE IMPACT HAS BEEN AVOIDED.
SUPPORTING FACTS RELATED TO THE PROJECT MUST BE PRESENTED):

1. The project will not conflict with the no-net-Ioss-of-wetlands standard in satisfying
state and federal wetland goals and policies.

The project includes measures to maximize the habitat structural diversity of
conserved habitat areas including conservation of unique habitats and habitat
features.

2.

3. The project provides for conservation of spatially representative' examples of
extensive patches of coastal sage scrub and other habitat types that were ranked
as having high and very high biological values by the MSCP habitat evaluation
model.

4. The project provides for the creation of significant blocks of habitat to reduce edge
effects and maximize the ratio of surface area to the perimeter of conserved
habitats.

5. The project provides for the development of the least sensitive habitat areas.

6. The project provides for the conservation of key regional populations of covered
species, and representations of sensitive habitats and their geographic
subassocialions in biologically functioning units.

7. Conserves large interconnecting blocks of habitat that contribute to the
preservation of wide-ranging species such as mule deer, golden eagle, and
predators as appropriate. Special emphasis will be placed on conserving adequate
foraging habitat near golden eagle nestsltes,

All projects within the San Diego County Subarea Plan shall conserve Identified
critical populations and narrow endemics to the levels specified in the Subarea
Plan. These levels are generally no impact to the critical populations and no more
than 20 percent loss of narrow endemics and specified rare and endangered
plants.
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9. No project shall be epproved which will jeopardize the possible or probable
assembly of a preserve system within the Subarea Plan.

10. All projects that propose to count on-site preservation toward their mitigation
responsibility must include provisions to reduce edge eHects.

11. Every eHort has been made to avoid impacts to sensitive resources and specific
sensitive species as defined in the Biological Mitigation Ordinance.

III. CONCLUSION

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Review of the project's impacts on biological resources and a determination of whether or not
necessary mitigation has occurred in compliance with Section 10 of the Implemer.ting Agreement
between the County of San Diego and the California Department of Fish and Game and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. Third Party Beneficiary Status shall occur at the point in time that (1)
necessary mitigation has occurred in compliance with Section 10 of the Implementing Agreement
(2) the determined mitigation includes an immediately effective requirement to maintain the
biological values of the land committed for mitigation, and (3) the mitigation has been imposed
through a condition of development (such as a mitigation agreement) that is recorded and runs
withthe land and is enforceable against and binding upon the Third Party Beneficiary and any
successor in interest to the Third Party Beneficiary. Third Party Beneficiary Status may be
attained for the project as a whole, or for a discrete phase(s) of the project so long as the
mitigation for the discrete phase(s) is not functionally dependent in the context of the MSCP and
Subarea Plan upon the mitigation proposed for subsequent phases.

TO COMPLY WITH THE MSCP EACH PROJECT MUST BE ABLE TO MAKE THE
FOLLOWING FINAL FINDING:

This project has been found to conform to the San Diego County Multiple Species
Conservation Program Subarea Plan, Biological Mitigation Ordinance and Implementing
Agreement. Upon fulfillment of the requirements for permanent mitigation and
management of preserved areas as outlined in Section 17.1 (A) of the County's
Implementing Agreement for the MUltiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Plan,
Third Party Beneficiary Status can be attained for the project. Third party beneficiary
status allows the property owner to perform "incidental take" under the State and Federal
Endangered Species Acts; of species covered by the MSCP plan while undertaking land
development activities in conformance with an approval granted by the County in
compliance with the County's Implementing Agreement.

I
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Responses to Comments: Letter from County of San Diego, Department of
Planning and Land Use, dated 11/23/98

Biology

8.1.1. The Helix Water District, along with the Sweetwater Authority,
Padre Dam Municipal Water District and Santa Fe Irrigation
District, is in the final stages of completing a subregional plan in
compliance with the NCCP to insure the preservation of higher
long-term conservation value as defined by the extent of
sensitive habitat, proximity of the sensitive habitat to other
resources, value as wildlife corridors, or presence of species of
concern. Water Agency projects would, therefore, be directed
toward areas that have lower long-term conservation value such
as areas that are smaller in extent. are more isolated. have
limited value as corridors, support relatively fewer individuals of
species of special concern. or are in a disturbed non-natural
state. Each of the water agencies that are forming the Joint
Water Agency Subregional Plan are also developing their own
subarea plans. The Helix Water District is in the process of
submitting its Subarea Plan for review by the Wildlife Agencies.

Each of these programs is identifying biologically based planning
areas to target as potential preservation areas. Each subarea plan
will include large manageable habitat areas and suitable
peripheral corridor and buffer habitat areas. Corridor and buffer
areas may consist of a variety of habitats. Lands consisting of
remaining biological resources are presently being identified by
these programs. and conservation areas and wildlife corridors
are being designed. The efforts are being coordinated to create
a regional habitat conservation system. although each subarea
plan is tailored to its specific area.

The project site is identified as "golf course" within the Helix
Water District Subarea Plan and has been extensively reviewed by
the Wildlife Agencies. The Subarea Plan will be consistent with
the other NCCP programs adopted by the Wildlife Agencies.
including the County of San Diego MSCP. The Helix Water
District takes the position that the proposed golf course project
has to be in conformance with their Subarea Plan. and not with
the County of San Diego MSCP.

However. if the proposed golf course project were subject to the
County of San Diego MSCP. it would be in conformance based on
the designation of the site and the mitigation measures provided
in the EIR. It is important to note that the proposed golf course
site is identified as "Agricultural Lands" and included within
TIER IV in the County of San Diego MSCP.
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8.1.2.

8.1.3.

The Helix Water District Subarea Plan will supersede the County
of San Diego Subarea Plan. The project site is currently
designated as Unincorporated Lands within the Metro-Lakeside-
Jamul Segment of the County of San Diego MSCP. The site has
historically been used for intensive agriculture. With the
exception of a narrow corridor associated with the San Diego
River channel identified as High, the majority of the site is
.identified as Agriculture on the Habitat Evaluation Map. The site
is associated with the Lake Jennings/Wildcat Canyon - EI Cajon
Mountain critical biological resource area, however, it is
specifically excluded from the Pre-Approved Mitigation Area.

All projects subject to the MSCP must be found in conformance
with the County of San Diego Subarea Plan. Conformance with
the Subarea Plan and the required findings is discussed in
response #3.

Although the project is not subject to the County of San Diego
MSCP, the project is in conformance with the Subarea Plan
because of the following project design features and
environmental mitigation measures:

A The proposed project will create permanent impacts to 0.69
acres of riparian scrub and riparian woodland habitat. penn anent
impacts to 0.3 acres of waters of the U.S., and temporary
impacts to 0.9 acres of disturbed riparian scrub and riparian
woodland. Using applicable County ordinances for mitigation
ratios of 3: 1 for permanent impacts to riparian habitat. 1:1 for
permanent impacts to waters of the U.S.. and 2: 1 for temporary
impacts to riparian habitat, a total of 4.17 acres of wetland
mitigation would need to be restored or preserved to meet the
no-net-loss of wetland standard for the project. This standard
will be met by the creation of wetland habitat on 1.9 acres and
the enhancement of a minimum of 4.54 acres (2.27 acres of
impact at an enhancement ratio or 2:1) of the existing riparian
habitat in the river channel.

B. The integrity of the San Diego River channel corridor will be
enhanced by the establishment of a biological buffer averaging 50
feet and a: 1DO-footwide planning buffer on both sides of the
channel. The biological buffer will remove exotic invasive plant
species and be revegetated with native plant materials.

A north-south wildlife movement corridor will be created to
mitigate for impacts to small scattered patches of coastal sage
scrub and associated species as well as potential impacts to
wildlife movement. Approximately 21 acres of coastal sage scrub
habitat will be created in the corridor zone. The corridor ranges
in width from approximately 500 feet to over 1,000 feet wide

c
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and is approximately 1,300 feet long. The corridor is located in
an area with a low level of human disturbance, especially at
night. This enhanced wildlife corridor will connect Pre-
approved Mitigation Areas that were previously separated by the
agricultural land use and will contribute to the preservation of
wide-ranging species.:

The project site has been extensively disturbed by agricultural
activities. All proposed development is located within the least
sensitive habitat area of the site which is designated as
"Agriculture" . The mature Coast Live Oak, California sycamore
and western cottonwood trees have been incorporated into the
golf course design and will be retained. The highly disturbed
riparian/wetland habitat within the San Diego River channel will
be conserved and enhanced over time to function as a wildlife
corridor.

No critical populations or narrow endemics specified in the
Subarea Plan have been identified within the project site and no
critical populations of narrow endemics are anticipated to occur
due to the historic agricultural use of the site.

Biological resource mapping can be provided according to the
County's Mapping Guidelines.

Although the project is not subject to the County of San Diego
Biological Mitigation Ordinance. the project is in conformance
with the Subarea Plan because of the following project design
features and environmental mitigation measures:

All proposed development is located within the least sensitive
habitat area of the site which is designated as "Agriculture".

Clustering cannot be considered to avoid impacts to sensitive
habitat since no residential development is proposed.

Encroachment into steep slopes will not be allowed to avoid
impacts to habitat since the project site does not have any steep
slopes. .

Reduction in road standards will not be considered since no
public or private roads are proposed.

The proposed project complies with the applicable design
criteria in the County MSCP Subarea Plan as previously described
in response No. 8.13.
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8.1.6.

8.1.7.

8.1.8.

8.1.9.

The wildlife corridors proposed for the project site have been
extensively discussed with the Wildlife Agencies and adequately
provide the desired linkages.

The trapping study is complete, and no Stephen's kangaroo rats
were found.

With concurrence of the resource agencies, directed studies for
the Southwestern arroyo toad will not be required. Significant
water flow has only occurred in the San Diego River five (5)
times since construction of EI Capitan Dam was completed in
1935, and the habitat is unsuitable for this species.

The golf course project will conduct protocol surveys in Spring,
1999 for Least Bell's vereo, California gnatcatcher, and San
Diego ambrosia. If any of these species are found, the project
will provide appropriate additional mitigation in banks
established by the Helix Subarea Plan as a first choice, or in
another approved NCCP bank.

Although golf courses do not typically provide native grassland
habitats, they do attract a significant population of rodents' that
become prey for raptors. In addition, patches of native
grasslands will be interspersed throughout the 21 acre north-
south corridor to produce a mosaic of grassland and coastal sage
scrub. All or most of the existing native trees' used as roosting
sites have been incorporated into the golf course design. A large
number of additional trees will be planted on the golf courses
that will become additional roosting sites.

A biological buffer with an average width of 50 feet has been
provided. This width of the biological buffer is appropriate due
to the low intensity of activity for the golf courses. A 100 foot
wide planning buffer outside of the biological buffer has also been
provided. The proposed project will create permanent impacts
to 0.69 acres of riparian scrub and riparian woodland habitat.
permanent impacts to 0.3 acres of waters of the U.S., and
temporary impacts to 0.9 acres of disturbed riparian scrub and
riparian woodland. Using applicable County ordinances for
mitigation ratios of 3: 1 for permanent impacts to riparian
habitat, 1:1 ratio for permanent impacts to waters of the U.S ..
and 2: 1 for temporary impacts to riparian habitat, a total of 4.17
acres of wetland mitigation would need to be restored of
preserved to meet the no-net-loss of wetland standard for the
project. This standard will be met by the creation of wetland
habitat on 1.9 acres and the enhancement of a minimum of 4.54
acres (2.27 acres of impact at an enhancement ratio or 2: 1) of
the existing riparian habitat in the river channel.
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8.1.10.

8.1.11.

8.1.12.

8.1.13.

Traffic

8.2.1.

The entire golf course development will be fenced using a
variety of fencing types to prevent unauthorized entrance onto
the property while also allowing for wildlife movement through
the proposed wildlife corridor as well as equestrian use of the
equestrian trail. In addition, the golf course operators will
actively discourage off-road vehicle activity since it is inherently
incompatible with the golf course use.

No sycamore trees are planned to be removed. If any sycamore
trees are removed in error or unintentionally destroyed, the
replacement ratio will be 5: 1. .

The golf courses have been designed to incorporate the existing
native oak trees. Most or all of the native oak trees on-site will
be preserved. Replacement of native oaks that may need to be
removed will be at a 5: 1 ratio and will be planted on the golf
courses in areas located between fairways, out-of-play areas, and
biological buffer areas.

The bridge crossing the river channel at the main entrance to
the project has been designed to have the least impact to the
existing highly disturbed riparian/wetland habitat in the San
Diego River channel. The area of temporary and permanent
impact will be mitigated at the appropriate ratios.

A supplemental analysis was performed (Darnell and Associates.
12/7/98) to address conformance with County General Plan
Public Facility Element Objective 1. Implementation Measure
1.1.3. This analysis is included in the Final EIR in the Technical
Appendices. The analysis addresses the level of service on the
segment of Lake Jennings Park Road north of Interstate 8. This
two lane segment of roadway was re-analyzed using the PM Peak
hour traffic volumes, as presented in the Technical Appendices
of the Draft EIR, and the Highway Capacity Manual methodology.
The segment was examined under two scenarios: 1) Existing
Conditions. and 2) Existing Conditions Plus Project Conditions.
The result. of the analysis found that the actual operational level
of service during the period of highest hourly volumes is D. not
E as originally reported in the Draft EIR, as would be indicated
by the application of the County Public Road Standards Level of
Service Table. Therefore. the level of service for this segment of

. Lake Jennings Park Road will operate at an acceptable level of
service under both scenarios.
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Groundwater

8.3.1.

8.3.2.

It is agreed that the amount of water available for use within the
immediate proximity of the golf course is less than the total
storage listed in the draft EIR. However. the majority of existing
groundwater users within the valley would not be affected by golf
course pumping because most users derive their groundwater
from wells completed into the residuum and granitics. These
wells should not be significantly effected by golf course pumping
which would utilize water within the alluvium found in the
central portion of the valley. The groundwater mitigation and
monitoring plan has been developed in recognition that
pumping by the golf course would have the potential to effect
existing nearby users. Measures have been provided to require
cessation of pumping when water levels decline to critical levels.
Without regard for total storage. the mitigation measures protect
existing users from the potential for groundwater overdrafts.

The lease between EI Monte Canyon, LLC and Helix Water
District (the lead agency) incorporates strict criteria for
monitoring water quality and specific remedies for violations of
that criteria. Exhibit "F" to the lease contains Golf Course
Maintenance Specifications covering such areas as quantities and
application of fertilization, pest control. and weed control.
Exhibit "G" contains specific standards relating to groundwater
quality with a protocol for monitoring quality. Those same
standards are incorporated into Mitigation Measure #9.

Section 18.1-1 of the lease provides that "failure by LESSEE to
observe and perform any provision of this Lease to be observed
or performed by LESSEE shall constitute a default of this Lease."
The sections that follow contain specific notice and enforcement
procedures under which Helix can hold the lessee in default of
the lease. regain possession of the premises. and sue the lessee
for breach of the lease covenants. In short. because Helix holds
title to the premises and has incorporated specific water quality
standards and measuring procedures into its lease. Helix stands
in a position to enforce Mitigation Measure #9 through the
lease's default provisions.

8.3.3. Mitigation Measures:

a The following text and table have been added to mitigation measure in
section 2.7.4 of the EIR:

Water level monitoring to determine impacts for individual production
wells shall relate to the following table. If water levels in etther '
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monitoring well listed in the second row drops below a threshold
level, production in the corresponding well shall be reduced or
curtailed.

Production Well Monitor Well(s)
EW-1 MW-7, MW-1
EW-2 MW-l, MW-6
EW-3 MW-2, MW-5
EW-4 MW-3, MW-4

b. The following text has been added to in section 2.7.4 of the EIR:

"Should groundwater levels drop below minimum levels (65' in MW-l,
MW-2, MW-4, MW-5, MW-6, MW-7, or 100' in MW-3) in monitor
wells, the golf course operator shall begin reporting monitor well
groundwater levels on a monthly basis."

The second sentence of mitigation measure 3.c. on page 2-142 has
been changed in the EIR to state the following: "Extraction may
resume when groundwater .depths in all monitoring wells (MW-1
through MW-7) returns to a level of less than 65 feet bgs (l00 feet bgs
for well MW-3) for at least 7 days."

c.

d. Water levels will not be monitored in production wells. Monitoring
wells have been installed to monitor groundwater levels (unaffected by
pumping conditions at production sites). No pumping of monitoring
wells is anticipated.

If the property owners identified in mitigation measure 6. on page 2-
143 prefers to be connected to a potable water source, the golf course
operator shall be responsible for paying water service connection fees.

e.
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667-6235 HELIX WATER DISTRICT 94S Pe2 NOV 19 'S8 15:01
Paoe 1

November 19, 1998

Heli~ Wato~ Di5tr1ct
Board of Oirsctcr&
7811 Univarmity Avenue
L~ M&.a. ca. 91941-4927

Rei aol~ CourB~-~l Honte VallPy-L~ko~lde
Dgar Siren

I att@nd~ your meB~ing on Novgmbsr lB. 199B ccncmrning th~
conGtruction Df the golf course in El HontQ Valley. A ridinQ
and hiking trail is prDpoued which He 5trongly agrgg And
want. It mU5t be an irrevocable offgr to dgdicata to ~he
cOLlnty 0-1' SlIn Dil!go. l'rail clubB .n; warll alli th~ cDunty c~n
maintain this trail. We al&o nead access from ~h9 alln Diego
Flume Trfiilwhich ie a county trail and would makl! a complstu
loop around the Qolf ccurSB. We urge you to plsaaw get
t.6gather with a person from Dloasom VDllay. preferrably
Marvanng Vancic. 561-7755 and make a decision whe~~ thIs
access should be. The v~riou. tra115 In the river vall~y
havg bos" UBGd for DY&r ~O years. Thgrg ~rg many equestrian
cl!!nters on EI Monto ROOld And Willow Road. I hDP~ thoat yOll
will ccn~idgr tha Tact that thQY h~v~ basn th~rs for many
years, and to completely didrupt their use would bg vary
hurtful to the equostrt.an community.

Youra trUly,
,

..Mt~~Marilyn Gram.1I
1~04~ Qu~il Vall~y Way
El C~jon, Ca 92021
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Responses to Comments: Letter from Marilyn Grames, dated 11/19/98

9.1. Comment Noted. The trail would be subject to a revocable license
agreement associated with the Major Use Permit. The license
agreement for the trail would stay in force until the permitted use on
site changes (t.e., expiration of the Major Use Permit], at which time
the location of the trail could change to suit any new changes in land
use.

9.2. Comment Noted.
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12.4.

12.5.

12.6.

12.7.

667-6235 HELIX WATER DISTRICT 838 Pes DEC 04 '98 13:39

Mr. Larry Campbell
~oven1ber23, 1998
Page Four

maintaining a viable wildlife movement corridor is critical to the overall preserve design in this
area. Ina previous letter to the District dated December l l, 1997, attached and incorporated by
reference, the Wildlife Agencies emphasized, among other things, the need to ensure an
adequately-sized north-south wildlife movement corridor. While some redcsign of this corridor
has taken place, we remain concerned that it is too narrow for its length. To increase the
functional value of the north-south wildlife movement corridor, we recommend retaining the
previously proposed 6-hole practice center, and widening the northern segment of the corridor by
relocating Hole 5 adjacent to the practice center and west olthe power lines. This would allow
for the retention of a corridor width that is more consistent with the MSCP guidelines which
recommends a width of no less than 400 feet for a length for SOD feet, and a width of 1,000 feet
for large mammals and birds ..

We arc also concerned that the area proposed for revegetation in the nortb-southcorridor
will not be adequately buffered from surrounding uses including, horse trail, golf cart path, and
golf greens which reduce the effective width of the corridor by making the edges Jess suitable for
wildlife use and movement. We recommend that the wildlife corridor be appropriately fenced
off to prevent encroachment by humans and horses.

The Wildlife Agencies typically recommend a I OO-footbiological buffer to protect
riparian corridors and reduce disturbance to wildlife, however, due to land dimension constraints
and the proposed golf course design, it would appear that the preferred I OO-foot width cannot be
accommodated. If the project retained the proposed 25- toSO- foot biological buffer, then
additional enhancement and restoration of the river channel is recommended. This would
include removing jnvasive, exotic plants such as giant reed (Arundo donca) and salt cedar
(Tamara spp:) and planting native riparian vegetation such as willows (Salix spp.). To ensure
success, turf irrigation systems and landscape terracing should be designed for irrigation water to
flow from the turf through the wetlands buffer and into the river channel to provide soil moisture

. for riparian plant survival and growth. .

Wlld1ife impacts:

The Wildlife Agencies do not concur that adequate surveys have been conducted for the
following species: coastal California gnateatcher (Polioptila caltfornica cali/ornica), arroyo toad.
least BeU's vireo, southwestern willow flycatcher, and rare plants including the San Diego
ambrosia. The OEIR states that a survey for the San Diego ambrosia will be performed in the
spring when it is most detectable. Surveys for these other species should be conducted at the
appropriate time of year and time of day when the species are active or otherwise detectable. We
concur with the recommendations presented in the survey report for the Stephen's kangaroo rat
(Dlpadomys stephens!) (Appendix H) that a trapping program should be conducted on the
proposed project site to conclusively determine the presence or absence oflhis federally-listed
endangered species.
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667-6235 HELIX WATER DISTRICT 8::38 P86 LEC 04 • 98 1::3:48

Mr. Larry Campbell
NoVember 23, 1998
Page Five

The Wildlife Agencies are concerned with the loss of raptor foraging habitat that would
occur with the currently-proposed project design, The DEIR states that the project will result in
the conversion of approximately 400 acres of open foraging area to a public golfcourse,
Biological surveys conducted for this project documented that this site is used by at least five
sensitive raptor species. We concur with the finding that displacement of the raptor fauna from
the large foraging area onsite would be a significant impact. However, we disagree that the
mitigation. as proposed, consisting of a plan to manage lighting and watering, offsets this impact.

12.8. We recommend a combination of onsite and offsite mitigation. Onsite mitigation could consist
of planting of: (1) patches of native grasslands interspersed throughout the 21 .I-acre north-south
corridor to produce a mosaic of grassland and coastal sage scrub; and (2) native grasses under the
onsite power lines and on the narrow strip of land attached to the north-south wildlife corridor

12 9 that runs alongside EI Monte Road. Offsite mitigation should consist of preservation of raptor
• • foraging habitat (grassland or sparse coastal sage scrub) within an area that has long-term

biological viability. In addition, we are concerned with the displacement ofraptoIS during the
construction of1he golf course. To offset these temporary impacts we recommend that raptor

12.1O.roosts and nesting boxes and platforms be considered for placement and maintenance on the
project site.

Hydrologic issues:

.. J. In our December letter to the District, we requested that a hydrological analysis be
conducted asswning a fully-vegetated channel to detennine if the 100-year flood would be

12.11.contained within the channel. It is not clear if the hydrologic analysis presented inAppendix E
included this parameter.

2. A Streambed Alteration Agreement (Section 1600 of the Fish and Game Code) is
required for any impacts extending into wetlands that arc associated with streams, and the
Department should be contacted for consultation. To obtain a Streambed Alteration Packet

12.12. please contact the Department at 330 Golden Shore, Suite 50, Long Beach, California 90802
(attention: Ms. Sherry Avants). Also. a U. S. Army Corps of Engineers pennit pursuant to
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act will likely be required.

3. According to the Environmental Development Program (Appendix G), groundwater
wells will be installed for extracting water and testing for potential contaminants, however, a
maximwn contamination level for all chemicals In the groundwater was not indicated. We are
concemed that if the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency does not have a maximum

12.13. contamination level, chemicals could continue to be applied even after detection in the .
groundwater wells. nus is especially significant because ofthc alluvial soils present in the
floodplain.
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12.14.

12.15.

12.16.

667-6235 HELIX WATER DISTRICT 030 P07 DEC 04 'S8 13:41

Mr. Lcrry Campbell
Novcmbcl' 23. 15191
Pago Six

Other IUUC':

1. The Biological RcsolJfCeSsecdcn of thoDm mcnl10DJ the preparatJon and
ImplcmCllltlltion of. BiologIcal Resource Management Plan In ccrUunctlon with rho preparation
of alte spcclflo development plml. 'IhCl Wildlife Aicao1C1 Rqueat tho opportunIty to review lIIld
comment on tho plan.

2. It Is not clear Intho DEJR what. if any. aetlOIlI wlU bo implemented to control the re-
Infeltstton of'l1Ml91VOl.exodu plantaaner the inJllal removal and enhancemcnL otrlpllrian
babj(allt in lind adjacent to 1110f1oodway. Although thQro I, rof\:ronc:o and eeknowicdgmcnL of
SlIohnocd in tho nI31R. no speclfl.- measures were outll.aedto malnwn theso BrtlBS Innative
vClletatlon. Without such measurea. thue would be 1IC11ogala of habItat valuo over the long-term
that would benefit tho 0",110 blololl[ca] rClOurcea.

In conclusIon. tho WIldlife Agencies nmalll concemod reeardlng the Issues taised above.
especially: (1) tho width of the nonh'l()u!h corridor. (2)thD Joss or raptor !orBglns habitat; (3)
dislurbMCc to the riparian conidor resuJtlDa flom numerous crosaJaga and lnadc:quatl) butt'er: (4)
look of adequate bIologiCAl aUI'Ve)'.: and (5) tbe Ions-term D\l1.Da~Qt of the slte, TlllI Wildlife
Aienclcs rceommcnd that the "R.cduccd Intenslty ODlfDcvdopmtnt" alternative be .oloctcd ILlI
the prOjool. In the event tbat thlJ JeaJt damaging IiJtemBtlvlI can not bit Il:Ilcoted. we recommend
that the prcjccllncorponrte tho rede.lgn elemCllli distUSsod abovo.lneiudlna onsitct and off site
mltieallon for raptar forag1ns habItat, improved wlldUfe corridor, increased riparian bUffer. and
habitat enhancement. 1110WJIdlife AtOMics are ava11ablo to work with tho DIstrict to prc"ldo .
leclmical Bsslslilnce to ensure that project impactl are ade4}ur.telymfnlmlzed Md mltlgatod. We
recommond that tho Final Environmental Impact Report bemodified to address our concerns. If
you have an)' furthel questlom please contact Ms. Kim Marsden at (760) 431·9440 (~ervrce) Clr
Ms. Staey Hewlts4n at (619) 467-4219 (Dcp~rll1lent)wlth My q~&5tion. or ocmmonts.

Sincerely.

~.m:~
A,sl,c:tanl Field Offico SUpc1'Vlsor
U. S. Fi.h and Wlldllfo Servlco

vtAt- 1:1ffi.l
William E. Tippets
Habitat COl'\6ervaUon SuptMlIor
CallfomlaDepartment ofFish lIJld OllD'IC
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667-6235 I-ELIX WATER DISTRICT

, Mr. Larry Campbell
~~bcr23.1998
Page Seven

ce: Department ofFish and Oame
Tom Hall
Sacramento

Stacy Hewitson
San Diego

U, S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Nancy Oilbert
KimMarsden

DEC 04 'S8 13:41
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Responses to Comments: Joint letter from US Fish and Wildlife Service and
California Department of Fish and Game. recteved 11/23/98

12.1. Comment Noted.

12.2. Development" Alternative. This alternative would be
environmentally beneficial in many respects; however, this
alternative substantially reduces the overall scope of the project,
thereby compromising long-term project viability.

12.3. The wildlife corridors proposed for the project site have been
extensively discussed with the WildlifeAgencies and adequately
provide the desired linkages.

A north-south wildlife movement corridor will be created to
mitigate for impacts to small scattered patches of coastal sage
scrub and associated species as well as potential impacts to
wildlife movement. Approximately 21 acres of coastal sage scrub
habitat will be created in the corridor zone. The corridor ranges
in width from approximately 650 feet to over 1,000 feet wide
and is approximately 1,300 feet long. The corridor is located in
an area with a low level of human disturbance, especially at
night. The wildlife corridor has been redesigned on the north
side of the river by changing the footprint of golf hole No.5.
The area north of the fifth hole will be revegetated in a mix of
coastal sage scrub and native grassland species. The cart path
has been moved so that it wraps around the east end of the fifth
green and has limited impact on the wildlife corridor. All trees
will be planted on the "golf side" of the cart path. This
enhanced wildlife' corridor will connect Pre-approved Mitigation
Areas that were previously separated by the agricultural land use
and will contribute to the preservation of wide-ranging species.

12.4. The entire golf course development will be fenced using a
variety of fencing types to prevent unauthorized entrance onto
the property while also allowing for wildlife movement through
the proposed wildlife corridor as well as equestrian use of the
equestrian trail. In addition, the golf course operators will
actively discourage off-road vehicle activity since it is inherently
incompatible with the golf course use.

Natural barrters comprised of thorny shrubs or other
appropriate vegetative barriers and signage shall be incorporated
along both sides of the cart paths and equestrian path wherever
they enter or cross the river channel, wildlife corridor/habitat
creation area. or other areas specifically designated as biological
open space by the golf course design or the Helix Water District
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12.5.

Subarea Plan. These barriers shall be designed to prevent
golfers. equestrians. or other humans from casual entry into
biological resource areas.

The wildlife corridors proposed for the project site have been
extensively discussed with the Wildlife Agencies and adequately
provide the desired linkages. The integrity of the San Diego
River channel corridor will be enhanced by the establishment of
a biological buffer averaging 50 feet and a 100-foot wide planning
buffer on both sides of the channel. The biological buffer will
remove exotic invasive plant species and be revegetated with
native plant materials. These issues are discussed in more detail
in the following text.

The proposed golf course design is not linear in character and is
compatible with a variable width biological buffer rather than a
uniform width biological buffer would be more appropriate .
adjacent to more intense development that may include streets,
parking lots. and buildings. The proposed variable width
biological buffer starts at the edge of the Army Corps of
Engineers jurisdiction boundary (approximately two feet in
elevation above the base of the river channel bank) and varies
from a minimum of 25 feet to as much as 200 feet wide in
several areas.

The area included within the biological buffer will be re-
contoured to accommodate the overall grading concept of the
golf course. All of the non-native plant species, including a
significant amount of invasive exotic plants. will be removed
while protecting and retaining the riparian woodland species
rooted in the channel and overhanging the bank of the river
channel. The variable biological buffer will be revegetated with
native plant species such as toyon, sumac, rhus species. live oak,
and western sycamore. The golf operator will irrigate and
maintain the buffer area to preclude invasion of non-native
species and preserve its function as a biological buffer for
current and future revegetation efforts in the river channel.

Specific details regarding revegetation/enhancement and
restoration within the portions of the river channel that would
remove invasive and exotic species is described as follows:

Introduction and Goals

In response to projected direct and indirect impacts to wetland
and riparian habitat from the proposed golf course, the resource
agencies (i.e., CDFG and USFWS) have recommended that the
project: (l) revegetate the channel banks that will be
recontoured with appropriate native upland and riparian plants,
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and (2) perform a 10-acre revegetation/enhancement program
within the San Diego River channel with a combination of native
wetland and alluvial wash plants. Revegetation of the
recontoured channel banks will encompass approximately 28
acres and is intended to enhance the buffer between the golf
course and the river channel by providing a physical barrier with
native shrubs and trees and creating wildlife habitat. Since this
effort is outlined previously in the draft EIR response to
comments. this review focuses on the proposed 10-acre
revegetation/ enhancement program within the river channel.

Various enhancement options within the channel have been
discussed with the agencies. During a May 6. 1999 field visit.
representatives of CDFG and USFWS recommended that a 10-

. acre pilot revegetation/enhancement program be performed.
Recommended guidelines for the program include that part of
the effort occur within the portion of the river channel that
coincides with the proposed north-south wildlife corridor. and
that the program be divided between existing wetland and
alluvial wash habitats. As indicated in the project's biological
technical information and EIR, the majority of vegetative cover
in the channel is provided by undesirable exotic species (non-
native) that degrade wildlife habitat value.

Portions of the channel have water near the surface and support
wetland species in the overstory such as willow (Salix sp.) and
understory such as rushes (Juncus sp.). Although due to a
highly variable water table. most of the channel vegetation is
characterized as alluvial wash with riparian scrub species
comprising the mid-story and upland plants in the understory.
Based on discussion with the agencies. the two primary goals of
the pilot program will be to: (1) revegetate and enhance existing
habitat to improve wildlife habitat values as mitigation for golf
course impacts. and (2) determine what methods are most
feasible and successful for performing .
revegetation/enhancement and how long will it take to establish
native vegetation.

The following conceptual review discusses proposed
revegetation/ enhancement locations and implementation
methods. and recommended maintenance and monitoring
gutdelmes. Prior to implementation of the proposed golf course.
a detailed plan for the channel revegetation/enhancement
program will be prepared for final approval by the agencies.
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Locations and Implementation Methods

To meet the guidelines and goals listed above, it was determined
during the May 6 site meeting that the lO-acre program will be
divided between two locations: an approximate 5-acre area that
corresponds to a wetter portion of the channel adjacent to
existing offstte homes, and an approximate 5-acre area that
corresponds to the alignment of the proposed north-south
wildlife corridor. For ease of discussion, the more easterly,
wetter area will be referred to as Area A and the more westerly
area within the wildlife corridor will be referred to as Area B.
The proposed locations are shown on the attached figure. For
Area A, it is estimated that approximately 2 to 3 acres can
support willow woodland, while the remaining portion will
support alluvial wash (t.e., riparian scrub) with scattered trees
such as California sycamore (Platanus racemosa). In both
locations, the revegetation/enhancement will occur across the
entire channel bottom. The eastern limit of Area A will be
defined by the proposed entry bridge and cart path, while the
eastern limit of Area B will be defined by the proposed
equestrian trail and cart path. The western limits of these areas
will be defined by permanent markers such as metal t-posts.

The primary implementation steps will include contractor
education and delineation of access; initial removal of invasive
exotic plants; installation of temporary irrigation; installation of
container plants and seed: and follow-up maintenance and
monitoring. No grading is proposed in the channel bottom. The
proposed implementation steps and methods are reviewed
below.

Contractor Education and Access. Prior to the initiation of
revegetation/ enhancement activities, the project biologist will
meet with maintenance personnel to review project guidelines
and goals. Native species to be retained and exotic species to be
removed will be reviewed at that time. The least impactive
access routes for equipment and program personnel will also be
determined in the field and marked.

Initial Control/Removal of Exotic Species. The primary exotic
species that should be removed include tamarisk/ salt cedar
(Tamarix sp.l, pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), giant reed
(Arundo donax) , castor bean (Ricinus communis), eucalyptus
(Eucalyptus sp.), tree tobacco (Nicotiana glaucal, and fennel
(Foeniculum vulgare). This list may be adjusted by the project
biologist during the implementation phase. It is recommended
that the initial exotic species removal effort begin in the late
summer. There are 3 basic methods for initial removal of
exotics that can be used depending on the specific conditions
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within portions of Areas A and B. The 3 methods are: (1) hand-
cutting most of the above-ground biomass and then applying
herbicide to the stump; (2) applying herbicide without cutting
the specimen; and (3) physical removal with motorized
equipment. In cases where there is an isolated exotic with a
sufficient density of native species around it (such that no follow-
up planting will be necessary where the exotic presently
occurs). herbicide can be applied without cutting the exotic. In
cases where there is a grouping of exotics but motorized
equipment could not avoid impacting existing native species.
specimens should be hand -cut and herbicide applied so space
will be created for follow-up native planting. In cases where
there is a grouping of exotics and motorized equipment could
avoid impacting native species. this method can be used.

Since there is a significant amount of weed seed that already
exists in the seedbank, physical removal of all the exotic biomass
and seedheads out of the channel is not considered necessary.
Except for a species such as giant reed. it is considered
acceptable to chip this biomass and distribute it as mulch within
the channel. It is understood that after the initial
control/removal of exotics. follow-up maintenance will be
necessary to ensure these species are completely eradicated. In
the case of initial control/removal and follow-up maintenance.
very small specimens can hand-pulled if the entire root system
can be removed.

Installation of Temporary Irrigation System. To ensure survival
and establishment of native container plants. some form of
temporary irrigation will be necessary at least in the alluvial
wash areas. It is expected that more than one method of
irrigation may be used. It is likely the primary method will be a
drip system (extended from the golf course irrigation system) to
deliver water to individual container plants. Another potential
method is selective hand-watering or installation of slow-release
water products (e.g.. DriWater) for more isolated container
plants. An overhead irrigation system is not recommended
because the spray is likely to be blocked by existing vegetation
and it is not a feasible way to promote deep-watering.
Particularly within this setting. periodic deep-watering is
preferable over more frequent surface watering. The intent of .
irrigation will be to establishment the container plants by
promoting root systems that tap into channel's available water.
For most of the planted species it is expected that temporary
irrigation will be needed for 2 to 3 years -.after which time it can
be permanently discontinued. For the wetter areas in Area A. it
is expected that little to no temporary irrigation will be needed
to establish the plants.
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Installation of Container Plants and Seed. The primary method
for native plant revegetation will be container plants and
promoting establishment of native volunteers. although some
limited hand-seeded may be tried in select areas. Generally in
openings without native plants larger than 8 by 8 feet.
appropriate container plants will be installed. Planting will
include a mixture of shrub and tree species. As a gutdeline.
container shrubs can be installed with spacing on center ranging
from 6 to 12 feet with an 8 foot average. while trees can be
installed from 12 to 25 feet apart with a 15 foot average (this
assumes some mortality). Most of the container plants will be 1-
gallon. although some 5-gallon trees may be included. For
experimental purposes. some vegetative cuttings should be
installed in the wetter Area A and possibly in Area B. Also for
experimental purposes. some selective hand-seeding should
occur in Areas A and B. Mer the initial control/removal of
exotics. native planting should occur with the onset of the rainy
season.

In regard to the wetter portions of Area A that will support
willow woodland (approximately 2 to 3 acres). recommended
container plants include. but are not limited to. arroyo willow
(Salix Iastolepts). black willow (Salix gooddtngnl. shining willow
(Salix lucid a ssp. lastandra), and Fremont cottonwood (Populus
fremontnl. Seeded species could include Mexican rush (Juncus
mexicanus). spikerush (Eleocharis sp.l, and monkey flower
(Mimulus nasutus). In regard to the drier portions of Area A and
all of Area B that will support alluvial scrub with scattered trees
(approximately 7 to 8 acres). recommended container plants
include. but are not limited to, mule fat (Baccharis salicifolia),
sandbar willow (Salix exigua), arroweed (Pluchea sertceal, blue
elderberry (Sambucus mextcana), and California sycamore.
Seeded species could include Douglas mugwort (Artemisia
douglastana), giant wild rye (Leymus condensatusl, and evening
primrose (Oenothera hooken). Many of the plants listed here
are appropriate for both habitat types, although the final palettes
should be "weighted" toward more wet- and alluvial-adapted
species, depending on planting locations.

Maintenance and Monitoring

Once installation of the planting pallettes is complete, a
recommended 5-year maintenance and monitoring program will
begin. In addition since invasive exotics from upstream portions
of the river channel will continue to re-Invade the 2
revegetation/enhancement areas over time, some form of
periodic long-term maintenance and monitoring beyond 5 years
is considered necessary. The focus of the 5-year maintenance
effort will be to eradicate all invasive exotics in the
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revegetation/enhancement areas and to promote establishment
of a self-sustaining native plant community in the portions of
Areas A and B that are currently nonnative. The focus of the 5-
year monitoring effort will be to provide direction to
maintenance personnel, document progress and success of the
.program .. and determine what methods of exotic plant control
and native plant revegetation are most beneficial. Ultimately.
monitoring will also help determine if the
revegetation/enhancement is self-sustaining and whether this
approximate 2-mile stretch of the river channel is a good
candidate area for other projects to perform
revegetation/enhancement mitigation. Maintenance and
monitoring are discussed in more detail below.

Maintenance. During the initial 5-year period. the primary
maintenance items will include exotic plant control, maintaining
the irrigation system. promoting establishment of container
plants. promoting establishment of seeded. species and native
volunteers. trash removal and site protection .. After the initial
exotic control/removal effort. exotic plant control will focus on
treating re-sprouts with herbicide and eradicating new
specimens that germinate from the seedbank. After the initial
effort is conducted between July and August. it is recommended
that herbicide be applied to the re-sprouts (before they get over
4 feet high) between August and October. before the first frost.
In the following spring (i.e.. between March and .May) and late
summer /fall of the next year. herbicide should be applied again
to the re-sprouts. This follow-up treatment should be conducted
each year until the individual specimen is dead. In terms of
promoting establishment of container plants. the primary items
will include overseeing temporary irrigation. maintaining weed-
free basins. and adding fertilizer as necessary. Once some of the
faster growing species such willow and cottonwood reach
approximately 25 feet in height in 2 to 3 years. temporary
irrigation should no longer be necessary. Scattered annual
weeds. such as mustard (Brassica sp.) and clover (Melilotus sp.l,
should only need to be controlled when they occur in dense
patches in open areas or in container planting basins. Once the
5-year program is considered successful and complete. long
term maintenance may only be necessary twice a year to
eradicate any exotics that have re-invaded.

Monitoring. A qualified biologist will oversee the initial 5-year
monitoring period. The biologist will meet with maintenance
personnel on a regular basis to review the condition of Areas A
and B and the highest maintenance priorities. Horticultural and
botanical monitoring will be performed. Horticultural
monitoring will focus on exotic plant control and the health and
growth of container plants. Botanical monitoring can use a
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12.6.

combination of techniques. such as transects and quadrats. to
quantify the progress of native plant development in areas
previously dominated by nonnative plants. Permanent
photographic viewpoints should also be established to document
revegetation progress over time. As part of monitoring. a set of
success standards will be established to assess revegetation
progress. Within the alluvial wash habitat for example. success
standards for the end of year 5 could include 90 percent survival
of container plants. 65 percent native cover in areas previously
dominated by non-native. and no invasive exotics present.
Success standards could be similar within the wetter willow
woodland area. except for a slightly higher native plant cover
goal. Horticultural and botanical monitoring results. including
any recommended remedial measures (e.g.. replacement plants.
fertilizer etc.), will be included in five annual reports to be
submitted to the agencies. The annual reports should also
review the relative success of the revegetation techniques
conducted in Areas A and B. so potential future
revegetation/enhancement programs performed by other
projects in the channel can benefit from the results of this pilot

. program.

Once the program has met its 5-year success standards in Areas
A and B. that portion of the program will be complete. If
portions of Areas A and B have not met their success standards
after 5 years. then consultation should occur with the agencies
to determine whether sufficiently beneficial
revegetation/ enhancement can be feasibly performed within this
setting. If revegetation/enhancement was successful after 5
years. then some form of long term monitoring and reporting
should be coordinated with the long term maintenance effort to
ensure invasive exotics do not re-tnvade and intended wildlife
habitat values are retained.

The Pilot Revegetation/Enhancement Program is shown on the
attached figure.

With concurrence of the resource agencies. directed studies for
the Southwestern arroyo toad will not be required. Significant
water flow has only occurred in the San Diego River five (5)
times since construction of EI Capitan Dam was completed in
1935. and the habitat is unsuitable for this species. Stevens
kangaroo rat surveys have been completed and no animals were
found. The golf course project will conduct protocol surveys in
Spring. 1999 for Least Bell's vereo, California gnatcatcher, and
San Diego ambrosia. If any of these species are found. the
project will provide appropriate additional mitigation in banks
established by the Helix Subarea Plan as a first choice. or in
another approved NCCP bank.
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12.7.

12.8.

12.9.

12.10.

12.11.

12.12.

12.13.

12.14.

Comment Noted.

Although golf courses do not typically provide native grassland
habitats. they do attract a significant population of rodents that
become prey for raptors. In addition. patches of native
grasslands will be interspersed throughout the 21 acre north-
south corridor to produce a mosaic of grassland and coastal sage
scrub. All or most of the existing native trees used as roosting
sites have been incorporated into the golf course design. A large
number of additional trees will be planted on the golf courses
that will become additional roosting sites.

Refer to comment No. 12.8 above.

Comment noted.

Appendix E identifies four (4) changes in the main channel as a
result of the completion of sand mining by Woodward Sand in
1982.

Change 1: There has been extensive growth of vegetation' in the
channel. The trees. shrubs. and other plants are nourished by
the steady groundwater through the alluvium underlying the
chanriel bed. The dense vegetation growth indicates a higher
degree of roughness for the channel, a higher flood level, and a
lower velocity.

It goes on to state: Such changes in the post mining channel has
altered conclusions form the Nolte study. The original HEC-2
computations by Nolte were updated to reflect changes in
channel roughness.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Comment noted. The plan will be on file at the Helix Water
District main office. The golf course project will prepare the
biological resource management plan for submission to the
District with the project's construction plan. The District will
review the plan based on overall guidelines in the Joint Water
Agency Subregional Plan. and evaluate the plan for consistency
with the County MSCP. Jamul-Lakeside Subunit Plan. The
wildlife agencies will be given an opportunity to review and
comment on the Management Plan at that time. The golf course
project proponents will be responsible for implementation of
the Management Plan in concert with its regular maintenance
and management operations.
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12.15.

12.16.

- Refer to Response Nos. 12.5.

Refer to Response Nos. 12.3 through 12.15.
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Responses to Comments: Public Responses to Draft EIR at November 18.
1998 Helix Water District Board Meeting

16.1. Gwen Eatherton

Following public comment on the Draft EIR. design of the
maintenance facility was further changed to relocate the compound
approximately 900 feet to the east which is 900 feet farther away from
the adjacent residences. The closest residence to the relocated
maintenance facility would be approximately 200 feet to the west. (see
Section 2.1.4 of the Final EIR and Figure 2.1-5). Access to the
maintenance compound would be taken from El Monte Road
approximately 100 feet to the east of the structure. This would
further buffer any associated land use impacts to near by residences.
With these land use mitigation measures and design changes in place.
the project would not be considered to have an significant impact on
near be residences. In addition. the relocated maintenance compound
is approximately 20 feet lower than El Monte Road. This elevation
difference will further reduce the visual impact to motorists using El
Monte Road.
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Responses to Comments: Public Responses to Draft EIR at November 18.
1998 Helix Water District Board Meeting

17.1. zack Noonan

Design of the maintenance facility has been further changed to include
relocating the structure approximately 900 feet to the east (see
Section 2.1.4 of the Final EIR and Figure 2.1-5). Access to the
maintenance compound would be taken from EI Monte Road
approximately 100 feet to the east of the relocated maintenance
facility. Project access driveways and channelization will bbe designed
to the satisfaction of the Director of Public Works.
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Responses -to Comments: Public Responses to Draft EIR at November 18,
1998 Helix Water District Board Meeting

David Van Ommertng

18.1. Table 3 indicates that the dairy currently uses approximately 56 acre
feet on an annual basis, while Table 4 does not list the dairy as a
continuing user. Itwas assumed that, over the long term. the dairy
would not continue in operation. The golf course would result in an
improvement in land values which would have the potential of bringing
improved value for the dairy property. However. by adding the dairy
back into the future land use calculations. future groundwater
utilization with the project would be 1.813 acre feet per year. The
EIR analysis on page 2-142 states that threshold of significance for
extraction is 50% of recoverable storage. If no recharge were to
occur. this threshold would be reached in roughly 3 years (4.750 af +
1.757 afy = 2.7 years). Adding the dairy into the future use would
result in the threshold being reach in about the same period of time
(4.750 af + 1.813 afy = :2.6 years).

18.2. Groundwater monitoring will be conducted by the golf course
operator. Semi-annual reports are to be submitted to Helix Water
District. the County of San Diego. and the City of San Diego. If
significance thresholds are reached (t.e.. if groundwater depths drop
below 65' below ground surface), monitoring reports will be submitted
more frequently. Mitigation measure 2 on page 2-142 requires that
monitoring wells will be equipped with automated monitoring devices
capable of contacting the golf course operator and Helix Water District
if specified water levels are reached. As identified in mitigation
measure 3.d., Helix Water District will provide supplemental raw water
through a metered connection if groundwater extraction limits are
reached. As SUCh.Helix Water District will be responsible for assuring
compliance with groundwater monitoring and mitigation.
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January IS, 1999

Lany Campbell
Helix: Water District
LaMesa,CA

RE: GolfC'.ourse Impact on the E1 Monte Valley

Dear Larry:

19.1.

First Ict me thank YOu for returning my call today in such a timcly fashion, and taking time
from your busy schedule to update me on the proposed Golf Course development. As ,
shared with you it has been frustrating to receive information secondhand from my closet
neighbors and dear mends Don and Lucille Foster. Personally up to this point 1 have fell
like the entire Devdopment has been somewhat secretive and that the Fosters are being
taken advantage of due to there age, not ne:cessarily by you or the wata district but by
others who have " buddied up" to them suggesting they sell ther"ehome, or grant easement
access through there property for a proposed maintenance building. The Fosters informed
me sevCrat months ago that they did intend to grant an casement, until J pointed Out to
them all that a maintenance facility entails. Yesterday I received a call from the Fosters
alerting me to the new proposed location ofthe maintenance facility. Apparently enough
complaints from neighbors to the west of the Fosters have convinced the designers to
move it to the east side oflhe Fosters adjacent to my property line. It now would be built
directly into the "million dollar view" of the Fosters, all the rim properties in Quail
Canyon, all the properties on the north side of the EJ Monte Valley, the properties.
adja=t to mine and especially my property and my dream home, which I designed and
built myself to take full advantage of this magnificent view.

1would lilce my opposition of this proposed location of the maintenance facility to go on
record as of today. As you suggested, 1 have listed my concerns for the entire project as
well as the proposed location of the maintenance faCility below. Thank you for your
assurance that each and every one will be addressed by the Helix Water District and will
be outlined in the environmental impact report.

A: TRAFFIC IMPACT TO EL MONTE ROAD (A.K.A- EMR.)
19.2. El Monte Rd. is narrow two lane road with little or no shoulder. What improvements will
19.3. be made to accommodate the increased traffic 011 E.M.R.? What is the estimated vehicle
19.4. impact to E1 Monte Rd.? How many big rig type ddivery trucks will usc E.M.R
19.5. daiIy/wceldy? Can the road Structure take that much heavy truclc use? Has a struetural19.6.
19.7. analysis been performed on EMR? Sections of the road are built over a raised sand berm,
19.8. and have had a history ofscttlcment and surface fractures! What type of products will be
19.9. in those delivery trucks? How many times will fuel trucks be on EMR? Will left turn lanes 19.10.
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19.11. be provided? Will any improvements be made to the already taxed intersection of EMR
19.12. and Lake Jennings Rd.? Why net access the course from Willow Rd.? What improvements
19.13. will be made to accommodate pedestrian, equestrian, and bicycle use ofE.'dR when little
19.14.or no shoulders exist? Has an historical accident survey ofEMR. been incb.lded in the ElR?
19.15.How many pedestrians, equestrians, and Of" bicyclists have been injured or killed on EMR.?

Is the water district and or the Golf'Course Deve10pers willing to put up Itbond to cover
19.16.damages and or injuries caused by the Golf Course its users Of" suppliers, to residents of

the valley?

B. WA~CONTAWNATION
19 17 Underground water via wells is the only source of domestic water available to

• • residents oftbe valley. What measures will be taken to monitor and protect the water
19.18. quality? How many wells will be drilled and or used on the course? How deep will .
19.19. those wells be? How many lakes and or water feawres are to build on lhe course? 19.20.
19.21. What is the estimated water consumption orttlc course? How will that consumption 19.22.

19 23 affect wells in the valley? Why can't the course be irrigated from the untreated water
• • main in EI Monte Rd. as the farms on Water District land were befOIe their demise?

19.24. How many septic systems will be on the course? Where wilI those septic systems be 19.25.
19.26. located? What pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, fertilizers. surfactants etc. will be
19.27. used on the course? Are these products compa11blc to our drinking water situation? Is
19.28. there & plan to monitor their usage? Is the water district and or the Golf Course

Developers willing to put up a bond to cover damages, repairs, redrilling, etc. and or
19.29.injlJdes from water contamination caused by the Golf Course its users or suppliers, to

residents of the valley?
C. NOISE POUITION

This rural area is an elltremely quiet and peaceful place to dwell. Visitors to our home
19 30 always comment on how quiet it is here. It is one of the major factors in our decision to

• • build here and the tranquility we experience is therapeutic and priceless.
19.31.What kind of plan is in place to mitigate noise pollution? How many vehieles will have
19.32.back up alarms? How early in the morning will equipment began working on the course?
19.33.How late at night will equipment began working on the course? Will golf carts be e1ectric19.34.

or gas powered?
D. AIR. POLLUTION

19.35. The air in this IWTOW deep valley is cleansed daily by prevailing winds. What kind of
19.36. plan is in place to mitigate air pollution? Will golf carts and or maintenance vehicles be
19 37 electric or gas powered? How many sasldiesel powered vehicles or equipment will be

• • working on the course at any given time? (Include an analysis of vehicles delivering to or
19.38.accessing the ccurse.) Has as any kind of air pollution impact study been performed? If

not I request onc!
E. LIGHT POLLUTION

The night sky was extremely dark and viewable 18 years ago when I flrst moved
here and have gradually deteriorated over the years. Not from developm~t in the
vaIley but from developments to the south (Blossom VaIley) and Viejas Casino and

19.39. Barona Casino to the north. There has been very little development in the valley, we
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persoaally do DOt leave any lights on over night. Win there be a lighting impact plan
19 40.developed and presented for review? Will Lights be left on overnight? How late will
19:41.most lighting be left on? What type afligbring will be used?

F. ENIROMENTAL IMPACT
The EI Montc wlley and Upper San Diego River is rich with unique varied eeo-

systems. It is also a major wildlife corridor. A111houghdevelopment has diminished
many of the corridor routes North and Soutb> it is not uncommon to see deer. coyote,
racoon, bobcat ,skunk, oppossum, rabbit, fox and Ive been told mountain lion cross
EMR especially between the .S to tbe I.S mile markers and around the 2.2S mile

19.42.marker, Many species of birds exist permanantny or migrate in the valley including
ducks, geese, golden eagles. 1frcquentUy see maDy spcciea of repble and ampIubians
as well. Although I am unable to identify many of them I suspect some are protected
or endangered, California. Rosy Boa, Homed Toad, etc how will these eco-systc:ms
and all the flora and fauna within them be identified and preserved within the

19.43. development? Will thc enviromental impact report be available for review and .
comm.eot by the community ?
G. QUALITY OF LIFE

Most of the residents of the valley did not come here to speculate. They came to
build a home and stay. Many families like my own are forth generation residents of
the valley. Some like the Fosters go back further and were instrumental in the
formation of tile early community of Lakeside. I feel extremely blessed and lucky
to Jive here. It gives me great pleasure to look: across this beautiful valley and
know it virtually looks the same as it did when my children's great grandfather

19.44; looked out from the same spot on his way to hand milk cows at the Foster daUy.
Alas change is inevitable and a golf course is probably the best of all evils, but
please do not come here to take. This is unique development in a unique scenic
environment with a varied and sensitive eco-system. Most courses are built then
the development forms around it, this is just tbe reverse, so special consideration
must be taken to form a marriage that is satisfactory to everyone. To just say here
we come and everyone's property value will increase when were finished is .
unacceptable. Most folies would choose our quality of life over higher property
value and taxes. A way oflife that for some has been their entire life is about to
change forever.

Very tIUly yours,

Luke J. Ninteman.

ce: Janis Shackleford
Diane Jacobs
Lakeside Planning Commision
San Diego County Plannlng Commision
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Responses to Comments Received After Close of Public Comment Period:
Letter from Luke Ninteman. dated January 15. 1999.

19.1.

19.2.

19.3.

19.4.

19.5.

19.6.

19.7.

19.8.

19.9.

19.10.

19.11.

19.12.

Comment Noted.

Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are not
considered to be a significant impact. Therefore. the project is
not required to make improvements to EI Monte Road to
address increased traffic volume.

No significant impacts have been identified.

Occasional deliveries of fertilizer. soil amendments. grass seed.
fuel. etc. would occur to support maintenance and operations of
the golf courses. However. "big rig" truck usage associated with
the project was not considered to be a substantial component of
the overall traffic mix; and was therefore considered to have a
negligible effect to traffic/ circulation on EI Monte Road.

Refer to Ninteman response No.4 above. Additionally. EI Monte
Road was built in accordance with applicable construction
standards. It is not anticipated that vehicular use of EI Monte
Road attributable to the project would jeopardize the structural
integrity of the roadway.

Refer to Ninteman response Nos. 19.4 and 19.5 above.

Refer to Ninteman response Nos. 19.4 and 19.5 above.

Refer to Ninteman response Nos. 19.4 and 19.5 above.

Refer to Ninteman response Nos. 19.4 and 19.5 above.

As part of project-related mitigation. project access driveways
and channelization will be designed to the satisfaction of the
Director of Public Works.

All of the study area intersections (including EI Monte Road and
Lake Jennings Road) would operate at LOS D or better durtng
peak hours with the addition of future without project and future
with project traffic. Since the County's minimum standard for
peak hour intersections is LOS D. no significant project-related
impacts would occur for any study area intersections at peak
hours. Therefore. no significant impacts from the project are
expected. Refer to section 2.3.3 of the ErR.

The project proposes to use Willow Road only as a secondary
access in case of emergency. Willow Road is classified as a Light
Collector facility. East of the park property. the Willow Road
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19.13.

19.14.

19.15.

19.16.

19.17.

19.18.

19.19.

19.20.

19.2l.

19.22.

extension is an unpaved roadway along the northern edge of the
project site. Willow Road is a private road from the east end of
Stelzer County Park. A General Plan Amendment. structural
improvements. and real property acquisitions/easements would
be required to bring Willow Road up to acceptable levels of
service for use by the project. This would therefore render use
of Willow Road infeasible for primary access to the project site.

Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are not
considered to be a significant impact. Therefore. the project is
not required to make improvements to EI Monte Road.
However. the project does propose the establishment of an
equestrian trail.

No historical accident survey for EI Monte Road was scoped as a
potentially significant project-related issue for the EIR to
address.

Refer to Ninteman response No. 19.14 above.

Project-related damage or injury to residents of the valley are
not anticipated. .

See section 2.7.3.b of the EIR.

Additionally. The lease between EI Monte Canyon. LLC and Helix
Water District (the lead agency) incorporates strict criteria for
monitoring water quality and specific remedies for violations of
that criteria. Exhibit "F" to the lease contains Golf Course
Maintenance Specifications covering such areas as quantities and
application of fertilization. pest control. and weed control.
Exhibit "G" contains specific standards relating to groundwater
quality with a protocol for monitoring quality. Those same
standards are incorporated into Mitigation Measure #9. Helix
Water District stands in a position to enforce Mitigation Measure
#9 through the lease's default provisions.

Four production wells and seven monitoring wells will be used.

Depth of wells would be variable.

Eight ponds are proposed.

Refer to Section 2.7 .3.a of the EIR.

Refer to Section 2.7 .3.a of the EIR.
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19.23.

19.24.

19.25.

19.26.

19.27.

19.28.

19.29.

19.30.

19.31.

19.32.

19.33.

The 48-inch untreated water main in EI Monte road was
- const:n.Jcted circa 1935. and has been jointly owned by the City

of San Diego and Helix Water District. There has never been
anyone using water from this main in the project vicinity.

There are five septic systems planned for the facility.

One septic system will be located at each of the following
facilities: the main club house. maintenance compound. golf
clinic. east restroom. and west restroom.

Refer to Sections 2.7.3.a 2.7.4 of the EIR. Additionally. a
groundwater quality monitoring and reporting program shall be
conducted by a Certified Hydrogeologtst, or qualified Registered
Civil Engineer. and reported to the Helix Water District on an
annual basis.

Water quality impacts will be reduced to below a level of
significance by implementation of Best Management Practices
for golf course irrigation and chemical use. Implementation of
the prescribed mitigation measures will reduce project related
impacts to below a level of significance.

Refer to Response No. 19.26 above.

Helix Water District and the Golf Course developers have taken
reasonable precautions against any potentially significant adverse
impacts resulting from the project.

Comment noted ..

Noise impacts were not scoped as a potentially Significant
project-related issue for the EIR to address. Specific noise-
related mitigation would not be required.

All small construction maintenance vehicles used at the golf
courses would have buck-up alarms. per OSHA requirements .

. However. only a limited number of vehicles would be in
operation at any given time.

Hours of operations would vary depending on season. Summer
hours would be the most intensive (t.e.. approximately 5:00 AM
to 10:00 PM). In the absence of night lighting. golf play would
be limited to the day-light hours. while other in-door-oriented
activities could extend into the evening hours. Repair and
maintenance crews typically work while there is enough daylight
to perform their required tasks.
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Final Environmental Impact Report

EI Capitan Golf Course

Helix Water District

Helix Water District
Work Order Number: W.O. 2505

96091016State Clearing House Number:

EIR Prepared By: Rick R. Carpenter
Project Manager
EnviroMINE
3511 Camino Del Rio S.. #403
San Diego. CA 92108

Prepared For: Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
La Mesa. CA 91941

Mr. Larry Campbell
Senior Right-of-Way Agent
Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
La Mesa. CA 91941-4917
(619) 667-6268

Helix Water District Contact:

Date: May 20. 1999
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19.34.

19.35.

19.36.

19.37.

19.38.

19.39.

19.40.

19.41.

Golf carts are currently planned to be powered by electric
motors. Maintenance vehicles/equipment would be powered by
small 1. 2, or 3 cylinder internal combustion gas engines,
equipped with manufacturer's specified exhaust mufflers.

Substantial air quality impacts were not scoped as a potentially
significant project-related issue for the EIR to address. Specific
noise-related mitigation would not be required.

Golf carts are currently planned to be powered by electric
motors. Maintenance vehicles would be powered by small
internal combustion gas engines. equipped with manufacturer's
specified exhaust mufflers.

The precise number of vehicles operating at any given time
cannot be accurately counted because daily operations and
maintenance is highly variable. However. the project would have
a work crew of about 20 individuals working during the most
work-intensive parts of the day (t.e., AM. hours). Some. but not
all, of these individuals would be operating gas-powered
equipment intermittently throughout the day. Maintenance
vehicles/equipment typically would be powered by small 1, 2. or
3-cylinder internal combustion gas engines. Significant air-
quality impacts related to operations and maintenance are not
anticipated.

Substantial air quality impacts were not scoped as a potentially
significant project-related issue for the EIR to address.

Other than lighting required for security and safety. there no
outdoor nighttime lighting of the project site is proposed. As
part of the project's required biological resource mitigation. a
plan to manage lighting shall be developed to limit the .
potentially significant impacts to foraging raptors. Elements of
.this plan may include a prohibition against lighting of the golf
course and driving range.

Refer to Ninteman response No. 19.39 above.

Lighting associated with the proposal is anticipated to include:
driveway lights. security lights. and limited outdoor lighting for
equipment yards. This type of lighting is categorized as Class II
Outdoor Lighting. Class II lighting is described in the San Diego
County Dark Sky Policy and refers to all outdoor lighting used
for. but not limited to. the illumination of walkways. roadways.
equipment yards. parking lots and outdoor security. Lamp types
anticipated for use on the project site would use low pressure
sodium. full shielded lighting fixtures, or 4,050 lumens and
below lamps if the lamps are shielded and focused to minimize
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19.42.

19.43.

19.44.

spill light into the night sky or adjacent properties. Lamp types
of 4.050 lumens and below include: 200 watt and less standard
incandescent. 150 watt and less tungsten-halogen (quartz), 75
watt and less mercury vapor. 50 watt and less high pressure
sodium. 40 watt and less fluorescent.

Refer to the Project Summary section and section MM of the
EIR for a summary of baseline environmental conditions.
potential impacts. and mitigation measures proposed to reduce
impacts.

Although the official public review and comment period for the
EIR has closed. the EIR is on me with Helix Water District.

Comment Noted.
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Helix Water DistrIct
Boara of Directors:.

. "1 " ••.•. - .. - ....~. ' ...... JAN 19 199<)

I We, the daily and frequent drivers on £1 Monte Rd.

definitely oppose movIng the Maintenance Area to the east,

I locatIng in tne vicinity of the most dangerous curve on
1:1 Monte Rd. This will require another exit or improving

I the Dairy Rd exit, either way it will bring addItional
20.1. tra~flc to the ClJrVe section, Where many accidents, many

I near misses. and many anxious moments have occurred. On

I this 1/4 mile curve, there are 8 exits, all with

inadequate visibility. The speed and variety-of vehicles,

I mixed with walKers, Joggers, bikers, horses. ~nd dogs.

add to tlte hazardous condition~

I However, we have no objection to the original west.

location of Maintenance Area, Travel safety will not be

I compromIsed. The 1/2 mile of straight roadway allows good

visioility. The building would be l~ss obtrusive ~itllatea

I 20.2. wIth th~ present. structures. than standing alone in the

I
SAN DIEGO RIVER BED in foreground of our

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Responses to Comments Received After Close of Public Comment Period:
Letter from Foster/Drivers of El Monte Road. dated January 15. 1999.

20.1. Project-related increases of traffic on EI Monte Road are not
considered to be a significant impact. Project access driveways and
channelization shall be designed to the Public Roads Standards of the
San Diego County Department of Public Works. These standards satisfy
all highway and operational concerns. Therefore. the project is not
required to make improvements to El Monte Road. However. with
regard to other users of the roadway corridor te.s.. pedestrians.
equestrian. etc.l, the project does propose the establishment of a trail.

20.2. The relocated maintenance compound would be approximately 20 feet
lower in elevation than EI Monte Road. and would abut against the
existing hillside below the roadway. The elevational difference and
location of the facility would reduce the visual impacts making it less
obtrusive (refer to Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5 in the Final EIR).
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Responses to Comments: Letter from Lacey. Krissy. and Paula Everhart. and
Members of the Blossom Valley Riders. dated December 8. 1998

13.1. Comment Noted
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December 7. 1998

Rhonda M. Kabot
10337 Vista del Capitan
Lakeside, CA 92040

Larry Campbdl
Helix Water District
7811 University Ave.
La Mesa, CA 91941-4927

To Whom It May Concern;

14.1.

I wish to express my gratitude as a homeowner and horseowner in Lakeside regarding the
proposed inclusion of an equestrian use trail on the EI Capitan Golf Course plan. Ihave
lived at my present home since 1982 and enjoy riding my horses several times each week.
My home adjoins the Hering Ranch and the area leased by the Lakeside Team Penning
Association. We arc fortunate to live in an area that has been actively used by people
riding their horses for many years. We treasure the rural atmosphere and hope the
golfcourse will be an asset to the community. Lakeside is one of the last few communities
where there are still areas to ride horses. Thank yOll fer being sensitive to the needs of the
community.

Sincerely.

Rhonda M. Kabot

'~8 11: : =
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e-Padre Dam Moniclpal
, Water District. ,.-_M.

Fr:,·.r '.,-'- 10887 ~ A..enue / P.O. Box 719003

i Santee. C4 92072-9003IB I 5 1998· T9/ephone: 619-448-3111
I ! FAX MnilisbatOn: 619-449-9469
l~. ~-~-__ FAX~· 619-449-9537

HEliX WATEP. D:ST.11CTI

December 14, 1998

Board or Directors:
Jesse T, Di"on~,
MarkRobek

DMsionz
Andrew J. Menshek

o.tsJon 3
Lex Boswell

llo\o#IIi:>n4
Dan McMillan

DMsIcnSMr. Lany Campbell
Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
LaMesa, CA 91941

SUBJECT: EL CAPITAN GOLF COURSE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT

Thank you for providing a copy of the Draft Environmentallmpaet Report (OEIR) for the El
Capitan Golf Course for our review.

15.1.

The DEIR identifies Padre Darn Municipal Water District (District) as a potential source of
potable water for domestic and fire protection purposes. The procedures for applying for, and the
policy governing out-of-district water services are set forth in the District's Rules and
Regulations. Out-of-District Service Agreements are authorized by Padre Dam Municipal Water
District's Board of Directors on a case by case basis (PDMWD Rules and Regulations, Section
4.10. t), and (as of this date) no formal request for cut-of-district water service has been received
for the subject project. Based on the historical cooperation between the two water agencies,
District staff believes (pending no unforeseen adverse impacts to the District's water system) that
the Board of Directors would grant the request for out-of-District service.

15.2.

However, an area of concern to the District is that the project will take water directly from the
water transmission main serving our entire Eastern Service area; the District has no retail water
storage facility designated to serve the project's vicinity. Therefore, in the unlikely event that the
District's transmission main in EI Monte Road is shut down, there currently is no water storage
in the project's vicinity for domestic use and fire projection purposes. When domestic and fire
protection water demands have been identified, Padre Dam will determine the storage
requirements. If our wholesale transmission system cannot support their storage needs, Padre
Dam may determine that retail storage may have to be built. Off-site and on-site water system
improvements needed to serve the project would be the financial responsibility of the project's
developerl applicant.
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Responses to Comments: Letter from Padre Dam Municipal Water District.
dated December 14. 1998.

15.1. Comment Noted.

15.2. Comment Noted.

15.3. The project as described in the DEIR identified four (4) wells that
were potentially at risk due to their depth. These are the only wells
that will be either deepened. or offered a public water supply system
(l.e.. Lakeside Water District/PDMWD-Eastem Service Area).
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PUBLIC RESPONSES TO DRAFT EIR AT November 18, 1998 BOARD MEETING

Gwen Eatherton -

16 1 Wanted to know of alternate locations for the maintenance building in addition to the
• • noted alternate site which is not acceptable to her due to the proximity to her home.:

Zack Noonan-

Concerned with the location of the future access road to the maintenance road as well as
17.1. the stated location and the alternate location of the maintenance building due to their

proximity to his properties,

David Van Ommering-

18.1. Wished to call our attention to the technical appendices, specifically appendix F, Table 3,
page ] 3 - current ground water needs relative to the dairy

Page 16 - ground water monitoring and management plan; accountability of the
18.2. monitoring, who is going to be responsible should the levels dip to or below the specified

level,
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PROJECT SUMMARY

Project Synopsis

Project Location

The project site is located in southwestern San Diego County. California
immediately east of the community of Lakeside. The project site is generally
aligned along both sides of the San Diego River. beginning approximately one-half
mile east of the intersection of Lake Jennings Park Road and EI Monte Road and
extending for a distance of approximately 2 miles to the east along EI Monte Road.
The proposed golf course would occupy low land (i.e.. floodplain) areas within the
river valley.

Project Description

The project includes approval of a golf course master plan on land leased from
Helix Water District. The proposed golf course master plan is part of a lease for an
approximate 481-acre site for the purpose of constructing two 18-hole golf
courses. 9-hole practice facility. driving range. club house. and maintenance
facilities. The lease will run for 50 years from the date of issuance and would
require construction and maintenance of the golfing fac1l1ty as descrtbed in the
lease document. Also included in the proposal is the construction of access roads.
a roadway bridge across the San Diego River channel. and construction of
approximately 4 cart bridges for cross channel access to various playing areas on
the golf course. The project would be a "public" golf course (as opposed to a
"private" or "municipal" facility). Approximately 460 acres of the 481-acre project
site is proposed to be the subject of a Major Use Permit pursuant the Zoning
Ordinance of the County of San Diego for use as a golf course. The remaining 21
acres would be used for plant propagation. ZOning for this 21-acre area is A-70
Limited Agricultural. Because this would be an agricultural land use. pursuant to
the Zoning Ordinance. the 21 acres would not be subject to the Major Use Permit.

Construction of the golf courses would require alteration of the natural ground
surface for the development of fairways. greens. sand traps. and ponds. Tentative
estimates identify that approximately 1.300.000 cubic yards of total grading will be
required to construct the golfing facil1ties. This would be balanced cut and fill (i.e..
importing or exporting graded materials is not anticipated). It should be noted.
however. that the listed grading quantities are subjective estimates.

Water supplies for maintenance of the golf course playing areas and landscaping
would. be drawn from the groundwater resources located beneath the project site.
The lease allows for extraction of up to 1.200 acre-feet of groundwater per year to
be used for golf course irrigation. although irrigation requirements are expected to
be much lower than this amount. Water would be drawn from a number of water
supply wells to be drilled in various areas throughout the site.

The proposed Club House facility would occupy a footprint of approximately 18.000
square feet and would feature a Pro Shop. Restaurant. and Lounge on the upper
level. wtth a below-grade golf cart storage and maintenance area on the lower level.
Parking facilities would be placed adjacent to the Club House and would
accommodate approximately 409 automobiles. The proposed driving range would
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provide practice facilities for golfing patrons and is planned for location
immediately north of the club house area. Driving range facilities would provide
approximately of 35 practice positions. Rangenight lighting is not proposed at this
time.
Maintenance facilities will be necessary to maintain equipment. and to store
maintenance supplies and equipment. The maintenance area of the facility would
be located on an approximate two-acre site at the south-central portion of the
property. These facilitieswould include a large maintenance yard for the storage of
irrigation supplies. mulch. sand. fuel, fertilizers. pesticides. and landscaping
supplies. In addition. a 10.000 - 15.000-square-foot workshop/garage would be
constructed for the purpose of equipment repair and housing. and storage of spare
parts. The entire maintenance compound would be approximately 80.000 square
feet in size. and would include a 33-space parking lot for employees.
Approximately27 acres in the western portion of the project site would be utilized
for a nine-hole golfclinic. This facilitywouldhave a 3.000 square-foot office.snack
bar and Pro Shop building. 680 square-foot practice pavilion. and approximately49
parking spaces.
Project Setting
The site is located in an area known as the "EI Monte Valley" within the historic
flood plain of the San DiegoRiver. The EI MonteValley is located at the western
frtnge of the foothills of the Peninsular Ranges; a transitional area between the
steeper mountain valleysand the gently slopingcoastal plain. .
On site elevations range from 484 feet above mean sea level (AMSL)on the east to a
low of about 430 feet AMSLon the west. Site topography is nearly level with the
river channel dropping at a .04% grade over a horizontal length of approximately
14.500-feet through the central portion of the property. The San Diego River
bisects the site with gently sloping, agricultural lands .located on the north and
south sides of the river channel.
The geologtc setting is dominated by the granitic rocks of the Southern California
Batholith. This formation is expressed' in rock outcroppings and low hills that
become more prominent to the east. In this stretch of the river. the channel
gradient has been reduced resulting in the deposition of sand sized particles across
the historic flood plain. This process has resulted in the formation of a broad.
nearly level, alluvial plain overlyingthe granitic basement rocks.
Currently. water flows in the river during periods of extended precipitation only.
The highly permeable nature of endemic soils in the project vicinity and other
man-induced controls have reduced historic flows to minor levels. In 1935. the
City of San Diego constructed the EI Capitan' Reservoir immediately east of the
project site. This reservoir was constructed to capture runoff from the San Diego
River basin for drinking water purposes. As a result. water releases from the
reservoir are limited to periods of extended precipitation across the water shed.

Groundwater in the project vicinity is found under two separate conditions. The
greatest abundance of groundwater supplies are associated with the alluvial fill
materials of the San DiegoRiverValley. The other source of groundwater would be
found within cracks and crevices of the underlying granitic rocks which are
prominent to the north and south of the project site.
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The biological characteristics of the project site and surrounding area have been
significantly altered by a variety of man-caused influences. These include
agricultural production on upland areas. sand extraction within the river channel.
residential development. recreational use. and control' of water releases from EI
Capitan Reservoir.

Vegetation associated with the San Diego River floodway occupy the central portion
of the site. Three major Riparian Scrub plant associations were identified in this
area. including Southern WillowScrub. Tamarisk Scrub. and Mule Fat Scrub. These
habitats are found throughout the riparian corridor and tend to overlap into a non-
distinct community.

Existing conditions find a variety of land uses in the project vicinity. These land
uses include rural residential, dairy farming. extractive. field and orchard crops.
and open space. Existing land uses are of low intensity with the valley exhibiting a
rural residential/agricultural setting. Land use is limited by physical constraints
with the presence of the San Diego River floodwaywhich passes through the site in
an east to west direction and by steep terrain on the north and south.
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Summary of Significant Effects and Mitigation Measures

Note: INIA Not Applicable IILOS Level of Service ILS - Less than Signiftcant IS - Significant- - - -
LOS

ISSUE POTENTIAL EFFECTS LOS MITIGATION MEASURES WIMIT.

Land Use
Regionally Golf course development LS No mitigation required. Only minimal permanent N/A
significant sand could impact the feasibility structures would be constructed on the site.
resource of recovering sand Therefore. future recovery of the sand resource

resources at a future date. would not be comoromised.
Agricuttural Prime soils, Important LS No significant impacts were identified to prime N/A
Resources Farmlands soils and important farmlands. Therefore, no

mitication measures are reauired.
Recreation and The project could displace LS No Mitigation Required. NlA
Equestrian existing equestrian uses.
Compatibility However, as part of project

design, an equestrian trail
would be developed
through the property. It is
expected that a revocable
license agreement would'
be executed with an
appropriate custodial
entity (e'~'i. the County of
San Dieco.

Land Use Operational activities, S Other than lighting required for security and
Compatibility: especially near the safety, there shall be no outdoor nighttime
Operational maintenance compound, lighting of the project site.
Impacts could potentially result in Berming Imounding and landscaping shall be

land use incompatibility
with near by residences.

installed between the maintenance facility and
residences west and southeast of the facility to
provide an intervening bufferfor noise and light
effects.

All vehicles/equipment powered by intemal
combustion engines shall be equipped with
mufflers in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications.

The maintenance facility shall be redesigned to
eliminate entry gates on the sas~, SSIl~RaAa
west sides.of the perimeter wall. ~Is gatss sRall
bs alls"'sd SR~RSsasl, sSIlIR sr "'SS~ sidss sf
IRS rAaiAIsRaASS fasilil)'. This measure is
necessary to reduce the potential for
significant impacts which could result from
maintenance facility operations.
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LOS
ISSUE .POTENTIAL EFFECTS LOS MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

Land Use ~l1tiUm211M maintenance ~IDsIlM LS
Compatibility: changed m include relocating 1M compound
Operational approximately 900 feet to the east ~ shown in
Impacts 1M ~~z.H smI.Eial.laz..J..2 ~
(continued) relocated maintenance compound lliJlQil.

approximately.l.QQ.~ Jl2L1h.21Md.2Q.~
1.2:li.li in. e ley at ion 1h.M.E.l M..2..o.a B...2ll
compared m1M preyious location ~1.Q
the maintenance compound shall be taken from
.El ~ .B2M approximately .1.Qll.1u1m1M
~211M structure ~!W!~E.sll
eljminate maintenance employee ~ ami
deliyery access usm behind existing
residences

Visual aualitv
Rural Golf courses would S Landscaping and proposed structures shall be LS.
Agricuttural change the character of designed in conformance with the Lakeside
Views the visual environment Design Guidelines. The lan.dscaping plan shall

through elimination of provide for use of trees along EI Monte Road.
agricultural production and 80% of tree species shall be naturally occurring
planting of lawn areas and species typical of the valley (e.g. Oak,
either landscaping. Sycamore, Willow, Cottonwood, etc.).

Landscaping along Willow Road shall respect
the current open view corridors to the south,
with the exception of planting trees to screen off
site areas from errant golf shots. Landscaping
shall either be below 3 feet in height, or, in the
case of trees, widely spaced clusters with
branching above 8 feet in height.

The parking lot proposed for location adjacent to
Willow .Road shall be set back from the roadway
a minimum of 30 feet with liberal use of
landscaping planted within the buffer area and
throughout the parking lot. No buildings shall be
placed within 50 feet of the edge of the
pavement along EI Monte Road.

The proposed maintenance facilities shall be
constructed with materials typical of residential
development in the Lakeside community.
Landscaping shall be used to screen the view of
this facility from adjacent residential
development.

Adherence to Section 2.1.3.c Mitigation for Land
Use Impacts shall be a requirement of the
building and grading permit.
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL EFFECTS LOS MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

Traffic
Additional ACT Julian Avenue and Lake LS Less than desirable LOS on Lake Jennings LS
added to Julian Jennings Park Road Park Road (SABl 0), north of I-B for exisliR!l,
Avenue and segments are currently near-term future without project. and future with
Lake Jennings operating below County project conditions). Future increases (199B)
Park Standards. over existing conditions without the project will

be approximately 1,290 ADT. Future increases
(199B) with the project will be approximately
l,B42 ADT - the project represents only a 6
percent increase to the existing traffic on this
road segment. This condition is less than
significant and no mitigation is required.

SR671 Intersections operating at LS Julian Avenue (SC191 0), west of Lake LS
Mapleview or above County Jennings Park Road (LOS D for existing, near-
Street circulation standards. term future without project, and future with
intersection. project conditions). Future increases (1998)
Lake Jennings over existing conditions without the project will
Park RoadlEI be approximately 790 ADT. Future increases
Monte Road (199B) with the project will be approximately
intersection. 1,066 ADT. This condition is less than

significant and no mitigation is required.

Under existing traffic conditions, all studies
indicate that each intersection operates at LOS
C or better during peak hours. Project related
traffic would decrease the intersection traffic
standard to LOS "D". However, the minimum
County standard is LOS "D" , so project
implementation would not create significant

. traffic impacts. No mitication is necessary
Driveway into Limited sight distance for S Design project access driveways and LS
Golf Course oncoming traffic. channelization to the satisfaction of the

Director of Public Works.

BioloQV
Riparian Scrub Construction of five river S A Biological Resource Management Plan shall LS
Vegetation crossings and be prepared, approved and implemented in

development of play areas concert with the preparation of site specific
adjacent to the sensitive development plans.
floodway. Direct impacts
of 0.4 acres due to A comprehensive revegetation/habitat
construction of bridge enhancement component to compensate for
pilings and shadow effects direct losses of wetland habitat associated with
from bridge on riparian river crossing improvements.
vegetation.

A biological buffer with an average width of 50
feet, but not less than 25 feet, shall be
established adjacent to the f1oodway.

A 100-foot "planning buffer" shall be
established at the outer edge of the biological
buffer.
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Riparian Scrub S Mature Coast Live Oak. Calitcrnia sycamores LS
Vegetation and Westem cottonwood trees shall be
(Continued) retained. Where retention cannot be

accommodated. like-kind replacement for any
trees unavoidably lost shall be required.

Landscape plans and plant pallets shall be
reviewed for wetlands compatibility.

Ongoingequestrian and ORV usage of the
sensitive riparian area within the San Diego
River tloodway shall be discouraged. The
project proposes to construct an equestrian
trail. This element shall be enhanced by
placing vegetation barriers to discourage riding
within the floodway, and signage to advise
riders to use the trail.

Plants S Coast live oak trees with a DBH of 4 inches LS
or greater indirectly impacted by grading at
adjacent driplines. will be mitigated at a 5:1
replacement ratio utilizing five-gallon
container stock. Based on the
replacement ratio of 5:1, a total of 170
trees should be planted onsite to mitigate
for the 34 trees that would be indirectly
impacted. It is recommended that most or
all of these replacement trees be installed
in the biological buffer that is proposed on
both sides of the river.

Isolated specimens of this sycaniore will be
protected to the extent feasible.
Specimens that may be directly or

- indirectly impacted should be replaced in-
kind.

In response to the USFWS project
comment letter dated December 11. 1997,
a focused survey for San Diego ambrosia
along the river terraces should be

. conducted in the spring (i.e., after May) .
This survey should also be used as an
opportunity to re-check for sensitive plant
species that are known for the general
vicinity, but that have not been detected
onsite during past surveys.

I
I
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Coastal Sage 5 The impact to 1.9 acres shall be LS
Scrub adequately mitigated by the proposed

creation of 21.1 acres of coastal sage
scrub as part of the wildlife
corridor/preserve area. Creation of this
habitat onsite will result in over an 11:1
reolacement ratio.

Disturbed 5 The projected permanent and temporary LS
Riparian Scrub, impacts to three wetland resources shall
Riparian be mitigated by an onsite habitat
Woodland and restoration program including wetland
Waters of the creation and enhancement.
U.S.
Wildlife Bridge crossings may 5 Any crossing of the San Diego River could LS
Corridor effect wildlife movement result in significant impacts to wildlife

within the riparian corridor movement. Proper design of the
corridor. proposed bridge crossings will mitigate this

impact to less than significant levels.

Signage shall be erected at appropriate
locations along cart paths and equestrian
trails to educate users about the biological
resources and prohibited uses in the
biological open space areas.

Natural vegetative barriers shall be
incorporated along both sides of the cart
paths and equestrian path wherever they
enter or cross the river channel, wildlife
corridor or habitat creation area.

Wildlife Constrains Wildlife 5 The approximately 21 acres of coastal LS
Movement Movement sage scrub habitat to be created in the
Corridor corridor zone should compensate for

any adverse effects on these
biological resources.

In addition to habitat creation within the
wildlife corridor/habitat creation area,
approximately 44 additional acres of
the golf course will be landscaped
using the Zone 1 (19.2 acres) and
Zone 2 (24.9 acres) olantina oalettes.
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
least Bell's Numerous site specific LS No mitigation is required. LS
vireo focused surveys for this

.species were negative.
Habitat which typically
supports this species is
of marginal quality,
fragmented, and
generally disturbed in
many locations on site.
Therefore, significant
impacts to this species
resulting from the
project are not
anticioated.

Arroyo Toad It is unlikely that the LS No mitigation is required. LS
project would
significantly impact this
species. EI Capitan
Dam has altered the San
Diego River valley
hydrology such that the
habitat may no longer
be conducive to long-
term viability of the
species and no arroyo
toads were found on
the project site during
field surveys. For these
reasons, the proposed
project is not expected
to significantly impact
arrovo toads.

Willow Numerous site specific LS No mitigation is required. LS
Flycatcher focused surveys for this

species were negative.
Habitat which typically
supports this species is
of marginal quality,
fragmented, and
generally disturbed in
many locations on site.
Therefore, significant
impacts to this species
resulting from the
project are not
anticioated.

I
I
I
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
BioloQV
Stephens' The site was surveyed LS N/A N/A
Kangaroo Rat for this species. No

evidence was found
which suggests that this
specific species
inhabits the site.
However, limited "sign" .
was found that
suggests the site may
be inhabited by some
type of kangaroo rat. A
trapping program will be
undertaken to
definitively determine if
the Stephens' kangaroo
rat inhabits the site.

Oaks Oaks could be indirectly S For any coast live oak trees with a DBH of 4 LS
impacted by grading inches or greater that are indirectly
activities. impacted by proposed grading at adjacent

driplines, it is recommended that they be
mitigated at oil 5:1 replacement ratio utilizing
five-gallon container replacement stock. It
is recommended that most or all of these
replacement trees be installed in the
biological buffer that is proposed on both
sides of the river.

Raptor Golf course S A plan to manage lighting and watering shall LS
Foraging Areas construction could be developed to limit the potentially

result in the removal of significant impacts to foraging raptors.
roost trees and Elements of this plan may include a
management activities prohibition against lighting of the golf
could limit foraging course and driving range, and variable
activities. irrigation schedules which would be less

disruptive to morning and evening foraging
by raptors.
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ISSUE POTENTIAL. LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Archaeology
Archaeological Golf course S CA-SDI-13,652 shall be preserved by LS
site identified construction would "capping" the site. This will mitigate any
within project impact CA-SDI-13,652 adverse impacts that might result from
area. construction of the proposed project.

Capping will involve the placement of 6
inches of clean sand followed by 2 to 4 feet
of clean, sterile fill soil over the entire site.

The boundaries of CA-SDI-13,652 shall be
appropriately delineated on all project maps
with prohibitions against future excavation,
grading, or other substantial subsurface
disturbance. Irrigation, other utilities, and
improvements must not penetrate the sand
stratum demarcating the top to the site.

All archaeological resources mitigation work
shall be performed under the direct
supervision of a qualified archaeologist.

The boundaries of the site area shall ~
appropriately delineated Q!l project maps
with prohibitions against future excavation

I and/or disturbance. Irrigation. other utilities.
and improvements must not penetrate !h.g
sand stratum demarcating the !QQ of the
site. Additionallv. g qualified archaeological
monitor shall be present during any
extensive grading and subsurface I·

excavation during the construction phase
of the project.

All archaeological collections resulting from
the testing program and subsequent
excavations shall be currated.

Hvdroloav
River crossings Bridge supports would S The project proposes the construction of LS
could result in change flow four golf cart path crossing and an
changes in the characteristics of the automobile/cart bridge crossing the main
hydraulics of river. river channel. The golf cart path crossings
the river. would follow the existing channel bed

profile. Such crossings would have no
significant impacts on flood level. The
design for the automobile/cart crossing
.(bridge) shall be evaluated based on a
hydraulic analysis. If proposed design are
found to cause adverse impacts on the
flood level, design modifications shall be
implemented to maintain existing flood
levels.
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ISSUE
LOS
W/MIT.POTENTIAL

EFFECTS
LSGrading for golf

course
construction
could increase
flow velocities
on offsite
properties.

Potential for increased
erosion of floodway.

MITIGATION MEASURES

Proposed
impoundments
could act as
sedimentation
ponds.

Impoundments could
act as sediment traps
and increase the flow
velocity of the river
during high flow events.

LO
S
S A 50-foot grading buffer shall be enforced

along portions of the golf course at the
upstreamand downstream property
boundaries that are lower than the 100-year
flood level. No grading shall occur within the
buffer zone. Compliance with this condition
mitigates for potential increases in overbank
flow velocities and consequent channel
erosion off of the project site.

LS

(continued)
LS

Hydrology
Grading for golf
course
construction
could alter
erosion and
sedimentation
equilibrium.

Removalof materials
from the site would
increase channel
erosion. Excessive
topographic changes
resulting from site
grading could increase
erosion and
sedimentation.

s Proposed water impoundments shall be
constructed such that they will not become
sediment traps. The following measures
shall be implemented:

a. Where ponds are lower than the 100-
year flood level, a berm surrounding
each impoundment shall be
constructed to prohibit floodwater
encroachment. said berm shall havea
top elevation that is at least 2 feet
above the 1co-year flood lel(el.

b. Impoundmentsshall have a clay core, or
other impermeable barrier, to prevent
seepage of water from the water table
into the impoundments.

c. All impoundments shall respect a
minimum setback of 150 feet from the
main channel.

S No export of materials shall occur during
development of the golf course. An
exception to this measure would include
any materials extracted from the lakes.

The applicant shall submit the grading plan,
and the design and plan for the lakes to the
County of San Diego for review and
approval. The design of berms shall be
prepared by a registered civil engineer
specializing in geotechnical engineering.

The applicant is responsible for the
maintenance of the lakes, golf cart
crossings, and the bridge.
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Groundwater
Groundwater Could substantially S If any individual monitoring well shows LS
use for golf reduce groundwater declining water levels, the golf course
course supplies within the EI operation will eliminate use of the nearest
irrigation. Monte Groundwater production well until water levels return to

Basin an acceptable level. Water extraction will be
based on the remaining six monitoring
well's thresholds.

A minimum of four production wells shall be
drilled for water supply purposes. Each well
shall be separated by a minimum of 500 feet
and shall be metered to measure output.

A report summarizing flow meter and water
level data shall be provided to the Helix
Water District and the County of San Diego
on a semi-annual basis. The monitoring
reports shall be signed by a Certified
Hydrogeologist or Registered Engineer
with experience in groundwater
management.

Flow meters shall be installed on-site. A
record of flow meter readings shall be taken
twice per month. Should groundwater
levels drop below minimum levels (65' in
MW-1, MW-2. MW-4, MW-5 MW-6, MW-7
or 100' in MW-31 in monitor wells, ~ golf
course operator shall begin reporting
monitor well groundwater levels Q!l g
monthly basis,

Permanent monitoring devices (such as .

pressure transducers) with data loggers will
be installed in seven unpumped wells on-
site. Figure 2.7-2 shows the approximate
locations of the proposed production and
observation wells. The observation wells
are located at least 100 feet from any
production wells. The monitoring devices
will record depth to water every 12 hours. In
the event that water levels decline below
the target depths shown on mitigation
measure No.3, the monitoring devices will
be capable of contacting the golf course
operator and Helix Water District. The type
of connection/notification system shall be
designed to the satisfaction of Helix Water
District.
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LOSISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.EFFECTS SGroundwater
.. Groundwater production shall be limited inuse for golf

accordance with the follOWing criteria;course

A maximum of 1,172 afy shall be
irrigation a.
(continued).

extracted from groundwater at a rate
reasonably anticipated to reflect the
Estimated Consumptive Water Use for
Proposed Golf Course described in the
table in Section 2.7.3.a. This rate of
extraction shall be maintained while
groundwater levels measured in the
seven monitoring wells remains at 65
feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-3) or
higher. 'lf~~ in ~
monttoring ~ ~ in thf: second !Q:tl
~~a threshold ~
production in thf: corresponding ~
~ ~ redYCed QC cyrtailed

b. If the groundwater levels measured in
any of the seven monitoring wells drop
lower than 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for
well MW-3), groundwater extraction
from the nearest production well or
wells shall be stopped until the
groundwater depth retums to a level of
less than 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for
well MW-3). for at least seven days.
Once groundwater depth remains
above 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well
MW-3) . for seven days, extraction from
the nearest production well may
resume.

c. If the groundwater levels measured in
any of the seven monitoring wells drop
lower than 75 feet bgs (110 feet bgs for
well MW-3), groundwater extraction
from the nearest production well or
wells shall be stopped until
groundwater depth retums to an
acceptable level for 7 days. Extraction
may resume when groundwater depths
in all monitoring wells lMW-1 through
MW-?l retums to g level of less than 65
feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-3)
for at least Z days.
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Groundwater d. Groundwater extraction is dependent
use for golf on the elevation of groundwater (below
course ground surface) as measured in each of
irrigation the seven monitor wells identified on
(continued). Figure 2.7-4. If groundwater extraction

is not sufficient to meet project irrigation
demands. the golf course operator shall
implement irrigation conservation
and/or utilize an alternate water source.
Such alternative source shall be non-
potable water provided by Helix Water
District or other approved water
purveyor.

Groundwater Helix Water District has storage capacity of
use for golf 10,000 acre feet of water in EI Capitan
course Reservoir. This water is captured at Lake
irrigation Cuyamaca, and transferred to EI Capitan
(continued). through Boulder and Conejos Creeks. The

stored water is pumped to either Lake
Jennings or the R.M. Levy Treatment Plant
through a jointly owned Helix/City of San
Diego 48-inch diameter pipeline located
within EI Monte Road via Helix's EI Monte
Pump Station.

Helix Water District is constructing a new EI
Monte Pump Station that will be on line in
the year 1999. This pump station will allow
the District to pump raw water from and to EI
Capitan through a metered 36-inch
diameter pipeline that connects to the
existing 48-inch diameter pipeline.

Helix Water District will provide
supplemental raw water as necessary for
this project through a metered line off of the
new 36-inch diameter pipeline. The new
36-inch diameter line lies along the
southerly edge of EI Monte Road. directly
across from the project's westerly
boundary.

The golf course irrigation system shall be
designed for non-potable water use. All
piping shall be color-eoded purple to
denote this reouirement.

.

I
I
I
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Groundwater The applicant shall replace any wells located
use for golf on properties adjacent to the project site
course (within 500 feet of the property boundary)
irrigation that has not been completed to at least 90
(continued). feet in depth. Such wells shall be

deepened to 100 feet below ground
surface. At the option of the applicant, and
approval of the affected homeowner, the
home may be connected to a potable water
source. Any increase in pumping costs or
monthly bills for purchasing potable water
would be the sole expense of the property
owner. Wells W, Y, Z. and DO, shown on
Figure 1 in Appendix C, Groundwater
Monitoring and Management Plan, of
Appendix F, Groundwater Study have been
desionated for deepenino or replacement.
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Groundwater Golf course chemical S A groundwater quality monitoring and LS
quality use could impact reporting program shall be developed by a

groundwater quality. qualified Hydrogeologist. Turf grasses shall
be selected from "new varieties" of cultivars
developed specifically for low nutrient and
water requirements. Organic and slow
release fertilizers shall be used. Water
soluble fertilizer applications shall be closely
monitored. Azospirillum soil bacteria shall
be incorporated into soils. Fertilizers shall
not be applied within 24 hours of expected
precipitation events. Soils and plant tissue
analysis shall be conducted on an annual
basis. Fertilizer application rates shall be
adjusted according to the results of these
tests. Prior to initiating planting and grow-
in, the applicant shall develop an integrated
pest management.program (IPM). The IPM
shall be submitted to Helix Water District for
review and approval prior to initiating
planting and grow-in. The IPM shall include
the following:

a. Monitoring to detect pest populations.
b. Determination of pest injury levels and

establishment of treatment thresholds.
c. Integrated biological, cultural, and

chemical control strategies.
d. Education program for personnel

involved in biological and chemical
control planning and implementation.

e. Identification of guidelines for timing
and spot treatment of chemical control
agents.

f. Evaluation of test results and
modification of practices.

g. Record keeping.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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LOS
ISSUE POTENTIAL LO MITIGATION MEASURES W/MIT.

EFFECTS S
Groundwater Golf course chemical use S County of San Diego Department of LS
quality could impact groundwater Environmental Health standards for septic

quality. system setbacks from wells shall be observed.

If applied fertilizers. pesticides, and herbicides
are detected at levels which exceed 75% of
USEPA's Primary Maximum Contamination
Levels. use of the detected chemical(s) shall
be terminated.
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Project Alternatives

This EIR discusses a range of alternatives to the proposed project. including
changes in the design or scale of the project. The following alternatives are
described in this EIR in Sub chapters 4.2 through 4.7 of this EIR. respectively, and
summarized below.

• No Project - Site Used for Agricultural/Extractive Uses

• Reduced Intensity Golf Development (Single 18-hole Golf Course and
Executive Course)

• Commercial Nursery Alternative

• Extractive/Mineral Resource Alternative

• Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and Maintenance Facility Alternative

• Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Alternative

• Alternative Project Location

No Project - Site Used for Agricultural/Extractive Uses

The No Project Alternative would result in the continued use of the project site
within current limitations. Neither the whole of the project. nor any of its
components would be implemented.

The predominant use of the project site has been for agricultural production. This
has included row crops on the south side of the river including melons; squash.·
oats and bamboo. as well as grain crops and cattle pasture on the north. Continued
use of these lands for agricultural purposes would likely be reinstated should the
proposed project not be developed as planned. In addition. the San Diego County
General Plan and Zoning Ordinance have designated approximately 380 acres of the
project site for extractive uses. This designation was applied to the site due to the
high quality sand resource that exists within the alluvial valley. Because of the value
of the underlying mineral resource found on the project site. and the presence of
active extractive operations located immediately adjacent to the site on the west. it
is reasonable to assume that sand extraction could expand onto the project site.

Adoption of the No Project alternative would result in a continuation of the existing
conditions in the project vtctruty, Significant impacts identified as a result of the
proposed project would occur upon project implementation. although mitigation
measures have been proposed that would reduce these impacts to a level below
significance. However. under the No Project Alternative. the potential wouldex1st
for a more intensive. and therefore more impactive land use on site in lieu of the
proposed golf course. .

Reduced Intensity Alternative (One Championship 18-hole and One Executive Golf
Course)

This alternative evaluates the development of one Championship 18-hole and one
Executive 18-hole Golf Course. The Championship course would be developed on
the eastern portion of the site with an Executive course constructed on the
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western portion of the site. Executive golf courses are typically much smaller than
Championship golf course~. .The Championship course would be developed in
accordance with the concept development plan set forth for the East Course. The
club house, parking lot. roads. water impoundment features. water wells, driving
range. maintenance compound. and other facilities would remain unchanged from
this design. The existing course layout for the East Course would' remain
unchanged. The executive course in the western portion of the site require only
60 to 85 acres of land for development. The land developedwould be to the north
of the floodwayand would abut the club house area. Rivercrossings for golf carts
would not be necessary/built. Therefore. approximately 190 to 175 acres of the
western portion of the site would not be developed for golf activities under this
alternative. and would remain unchanged.
Significant impacts to traffic, biology, hydrology, and ground water. occurring as a
result of the East and Executive Courses only would occur upon project
implementation. although mitigation measures have been proposed that would
reduce these impacts to a level below significance. Development of this alternative
would reduce significant environmental impacts relative to the proposed 45-hole
course. thereby rendering this alternative environmentally preferable. Thereby. it
would accomplish many of the project's objectives and would reduce the overall
scope of the project. However, it is considered by the project proponent to be
Itnanctally infeasible.
Commercial Nursery Alternative
The commercial nursery alternative proposes installation of a, commercial plant
propagation facility. The facility would require approximately 300 acres of land,
graded into relatively flat pad areas. which would be used for both plant
propagation and plant transplanting procedures. Since this location has been used
for plant development in the past. it is viewed as a favorable location for this type of
commercial use. The project would utilize approximately 30 acres for green houses
and shaded plant-growing facilities, although all structures on-site would be
temporary and portable It.e .. 'greenhouses. offices. storage trailers. etc.). The
project would demand about 1.000 acre-feet of water per year. This water would
either be extracted from local ground water sources. or it would be imported.'

Visual. biological, and groundwater segments of the environment could sustain,
significant impacts from implementation of this alternative. Traffic. noise.
groundwater. and air quality would receive similar impacts as the proposed use.
Although this project alternative creates similar impacts to the site as the proposed
project. this alternative cannot be viewed as environmentally preferable and would
not accomplish project objectives.
Extractive/Mineral Resource Alternative
This alternative would result in the implementation of an extractive/mineral
resource operation on-site. This site reflects many desirable qualities sought after
by mineral extraction operators and would be compatible to surrounding land uses.
as there is a similar use adjacent to the southwest of the project site. In addition.
an extractive/mineral resource use would comply with the provisions of the S82
Extractive zoning designation. of the County of San Diego ZOningOrdinance. which
provides for mining. quarrying and oil extracting uses. and is designated as
Extractive by the Lakeside Community Plan.
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This project alternative would produce potentially significant impacts to biology.
truck traffic. visual qualities. groundwater. air quality. and noise. It would be about
as impactive as the proposed project in terms of erosion. sedimentation. and water
quality effects. Automobile traffic would decrease. Upon review of the potentially
significant environmental impacts stated above. this alternative cannot be viewed as
environmentally preferable and would not accomplish project objectives.

Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and Maintenance Facility Alternative

This alternative evaluates the development of two full sized Championship 18-hole
golf courses and one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed
similar to the proposed project except the main entry bridge and maintenance
facility would be relocated. This alternative would reduce impacts resulting from
traffic. and traffic related noise/dust, and land use compatibility resulting from the
proximity of the entry road. bridge. and maintenance facility to residences.
Relocating the bridge to the east results in similar biological resource impacts. but
reduces land use compatibility impacts. However. golf course circulation would be
hindered and the functionality of the maintenance facility would be substantially
compromised if it were not centrally located within the project site. Therefore.
this alternative is considered but rejected.

Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Alternative

This alternative evaluates the development of two full sized Championship 18-hole
golf courses and one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed
similar to the proposed project except the main entry bridge would be relocated
approximately 200 feet to the west of its currently proposed location. This
alternative would reduce biological impacts. The existing alignment will traverse
through disturbed riparian scrub with approximately 40 percent cover (i.e.. evenly
distributed between native and non-native species) and riparian woodland along the
north side of the channel. Shifting this alignment approximately 200 feet to the
west could substantially avoid these impacts to riparian woodland and would result
in impacts to lower quality riparian scrub (t.e .• dominated by non-native species
such as pampas grass). However. the golf course circulation and sound design of
existing play areas on hole numbers 10 and 18 on the East Course would be
substantially compromised if the main entry bridge were be relocated
approximately 200 feet to the west. Therefore. this alternative is considered but
rejected.

Alternative Project Location

This alternative involves re-locating the proposed 45-hole golf course to an off site
location. The off site location chosen for this analysis is a 356-acre development
curreritly proposed for. a combination residential/golf community in Alpine. The
development is referred to as the Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan. The Stagecoach
Ranch Spectflc Plan provides residential and recreational opportunities including
131 single-family lots. an 18-hole golf course. and a waste water reclamation facility
within the planned development. This alternatives analysts :considers the
replacement of development proposed under the Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan
with a full-sized 45-hole golf facility and ancillary structures. Therefore. under the
Alternative Project Location scenario. conditions would remain unchanged at the EI
Monte valley site (as described in the No Project Alternative), but would reflect
changes associated with development of a 45-hole golf facility at the Stagecoach
Ranch Specific Plan site.
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Potential impacts at the alternauve site would include non-compliance with the
Resource Protection Ordinance, -landform alteration. traffic, archaeological
resource. biological resources. and hydrology/ground water. Because development
of the 45-hole golf course at the alternative site location would likely result in above
referenced environmental impacts. it cannot be considered environmentally
preferable to the proposed project location.

Areas of ControveJSy
Section 15121 of the State CEQAGuidelines state that an Environmental Impact
Report (EIRJ is an informational document which will inform public agency
decision-makers and the public of the significant environmental effects of a
project. identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects. and describe
reasonable alternatrves to the project. While the information in the EIR does not
control the agency's ultimate discretion on the project. the agency must respond
to each significant effect identified in the EIR by making findings under Section
15091, and if necessary, by making a statement of overriding considerations under
Section 15093 of CEQA.
This Draft EIR~ available for public review for a minimum of 1.5. ~ DurtIl2
this period. the Helix Water District received written comments from interested
individuals and public agencies and responded to these comments in this Final EIR
The Final EIR along with public comments will be considered 11£ Helix Water
District prior 1Q making 9 decision QIl this project.

Correspondence regarding this document should be directed to:

Mr. Larry Campbell.
Right of-WayAgent
Helix Water District
7811 University Avenue
La Mesa. CA91941
Re: El Capitan GolfCourse EIR

This report has been prepared under the direction of the Helix Water District in
accordance with both the District's procedures for implementation of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQAJ.and the State of Caltfornia Guidelines for the
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act of I970, as amended.

Areas of controversy related to the significance of environmental effects,
mitigation. or alternatives known at the time of the writing of this EIR include:
Groundwater Use. This issue is summarized below.

Groundwater Use

A number of different entities rely on groundwater in the EI Monte valley. including
residential and agricultural users, as well as the City of San Diego which asserts
Pueblo Water Rights. Extraction of groundwater to serve the golf course may effect
this resource. Management of groundwater resources and adequate monitoring of
extraction rates/use have been an evolvingissues associated with this project.
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Issues to be Resolved by the Decision-Making Body

Issues expected to be resolved for this project by the decision-making body are
expected to include whether and how to mitigate for significant environmental
effects. The decision-making body is expected to make a reasoned choice between
the proposed project and among project alternatives with regard to which of the
feasible alternatives that satisfy the project's objectives would be the
"environmentally preferable alternative." Based on these. and other issues, the
decision-making body must make a determination as to whether the project has
been evaluated such that the legal requirements of CEQA have been satisfied [i.e.,
certification of this EIR).

Cumulative Impacts

The proposed project would contribute to the cumulative effects associated with
other projects in the Lakeside area. These effects include incremental social and
visual changes in Lakeside's rural community character to a more suburbantzed
setting, traffic impacts, a reduction of sensitive habitat and impacts to sensitive
wildlife species. and degraded surface and groundwater quality. Mitigation has
been proposed to reduce these impacts to a level below sigil1ficance.

Growth Inducing Impacts

The proposed project is not growth inducing. The project would not provide a
new source of an essential resource, nor would it extend critical infrastructure to
an area not already serviced. The project would. however. provide a new amenity
to the area (recreation). Although, since no housing is proposed as part of the
project, and since prevailing land use designations, zoning, and physical
development constraints would substantially limit any secondary residential
development that might occur as a result of the project. growth would not occur
beyond that which has already been planned.

Effects Found Not To Be Significant

Pursuant to CEQA Section 15063. an Environmental Initial Study was prepared for
the project. In addition to potentially significant environmental issues addressed
in this EIR, such issues as population/housing. geology, air quality. health hazards.
noise. and public services/utilities were also evaluated. The results of this initial
study indicated that the project would not have the potential to cause significant
adverse environmental effects associated with these issue areas. Therefore, they
have not been addressed in depth in this EIR.

•
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1.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION, LOCATION,AND ENVIRONMENTALSET lING

1.1 Project Description and Location

Project Location

The proposed El Capitan Golf Resort is located in southwestern San Diego County.
California. immediately east of the community of Lakeside, as shown on Figure 1.1-
1 and west of El Capitan Mountain (also known as El Cajon Mountain). The project
site is generally aligned along both sides of the San Diego River, beginning
approximately one-half mile east of the intersection of Lake Jennings Park Road
and El Monte Road and extending for a distance of approximately two miles to the
east, as shown in Figure 1.1-2. The proposed golf course wou occupy low land
[t.e., flood plain) areas within the river valley.

The site is accessed from Interstate 8 (I-8) by exiting the free ay at Lake Jennings
Park Road, then turning north on Lake Jennings Park Roa for a distance of
approximately 1.75 miles to its intersection with El Monte Roa . At this point the
traveler would turn east and travel approximately one-half mile 0 the project site.
The project also has frontage on Willow Road on the north. However, Willow Road
is a private road and access other than emergency purposes is not proposed by the
project.

Project Description

The project includes approval of a golf course master plan on land leased from
Helix Water District. The master plan includes an approximate 481-acre site for
the purpose of constructing two 18 hole golf courses. a golf cl1nic/9 hole golf
training course. a driving range, club house. and maintenance facilities. One of the
18-hole courses would be located towards the west. and one towards the east of the
clubhouse. Tables 1.1-1 and 1.1-2 provide a conceptual course length as shown on
Figures 1.1-3 and 1.1-4. The lease runs for 50 years from the date of issuance and
requires construction and maintenance of the golfing facil1ty as described in the
lease document. The project would be a "public" golf course (as opposed to a
"private" or "municipal" facility). These project components are described in
more detail in the followtng text.

Of the 481-acre lease area, approximately 460 acres are proposed to be subject to a
Major Use Permit pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance of the County of San Diego for
use as a golf course. and 21 acres would be used for plant propagation. ZOning for
this 21-acre area is A-70 Limited Agricultural. Because this would be an
agricultural land use. pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, this 21 acre area would
not be subject.to the Major Use Permit.

Approximately 65 acres of the golf course use area is within the streambed of the
San Diego river and has been determined to be jurisdictional wetland habitat of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE). Use of this area by the golf course is
proposed to be l1m1ted to one bridge crossing. four Arizona-style at-grade cart
path/util1ty crossings. and one equestrian trail crossing. An existing access road to
a dairy is also located within the ACOEjurisdictional area but is not proposed to be
improved or used by the golf course.

The project site is located on lands owned by the Helix Water District. and used by
this agency for watershed. Until recently, these lands have been uttl1zed for
agricultural production and floodway.
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Construction of the golf courses would require alteration of the natural ground
surface for the development of fairways, greens, sand traps. and ponds. Tentative
estimates identify that approximately 1,300.000 cubic yards of total grading will be
required to construct the golfing facilities. This would be balanced cut and fill lt.e..
importing or exporting graded materials on/off the project site is not anticipated).

The proposed club house facility would be approximately 18,000 square feet in size
and would feature a Pro Shop. Restaurant. Lounge. banquet facilities, and
underground cart storage. The club house and parking plan are shown on Figure
1.1-5. Building elevations for the club house are lllustrated on Figure 1.1-6. The
project is designed with the club house located central to both the east and west
18-hole courses. Parking facilities would be placed adjacent to the Club House and
would accommodate approximately 409 automobiles.

The proposed driving range would provide practice facilities for golfing patrons
and is planned for location immediately north of the club house area. Driving range
facilities would provide upwards of 35 practice positions. Night lighting is not
proposed for the driving range. Approximately 27 acres in the western portion of
the project site would be utilized for a nine-hole golf clinic and would have a
separate 3.000 square-foot office, snack bar and Pro Shop building. 680 square-foot
practice pavilion and approximately 49 parking spaces.

The access road proposed for the facility would require construction of a two-lane
road between EI Monte Road (on the south side of the river) to the Club House
facility (on the north side of the river). This will require construction of
approximately.70 miles of access roads and a two-lane bridge crossing the San
Diego River. Where the road is adjacent to existing residences, the roadway would
be approximately 3 - 4 feet below grade. would have an approximate 3 - 4-foot-high
mterverung vegetation screen, and a 30-foot-wide setback/vegetation buffer from
the houses. as shown on Figures 1.1-7 and 1.1-8. The bridge would be elevated on
support pillars and would have a length of 350 feet and a width of 38 feet (two 15-
foot-wide travel lanes and an 8-foot-wide cart path) as shown on Figures 1.1-9 and
1.1-10. The access road would also connect ·the Club House with the maintenance
facilities located immediately north of EI Monte Road near the eastern portion of
the project site. Emergency access for the project would be taken from Willow
Road. located to the north of the site.

In addition to automobile traffic, four Arizona-style at-grade equestrian/cart/utility
crossings would be placed at various locations along the river. The foot/cart
crossings would be approximately 10 feet wide.

The project proposes construction of an equestrian trail through the site as shown
on Figures 1.1-3. 1.1-4. 1.1-7. and 1.1-8. The equestrian trail would have a width
of 8 feet and would be screened from golf course play areas as necessary to protect
and separate equestrian users from golf activities and to protect sensitive habitat
along the trail. Where the trail is aligned with the entry road to the golf course, the
trail would be located between the road and the existing residences. This would
help buffer the trail from the golf course and the residences from the entry road.

Maintenance facilities will be necessary to maintain equipment. and to store
maintenance supplies and equipment. The maintenance area of the facility would
be located on an approximate two-acre site at the south-central portion of the
property. The maintenance facility plot plan is shown on Figure 1.1-11 and
building elevations for the maintenance structure are illustrated on Figure 1.1-12.
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These facilities would include a large maintenance yard for the storage of irrigation
supplies. mulch. sand. fuel. fertilizers. pesticides. and landscaping supplies. Fuel
storage would include two 1.000-gallon above ground storage tanks for diesel and
gasoline fuels (2.000 gallons total). In addition. a 10.000 - l5.000-square-foot
work shop/garage would be constructed for the purpose of equipment repair and
housing. and storage of spare parts. The entire maintenance compound would be
approximately 80.000 square feet in size, and would include a 33-space parking lot
for employees.

Other minor buildings include two restrooms, an irrigation water pump station.
snack bars. greeter's booth. and a driving range control center. Identification signs
would be located on EI Monte Road at the main project entrance and at the golf
clinic.

Daily operations would require the services of approximately 50 to 60 full-time
equivalent positions (25 to 30 golf course maintenance staff and 20 to 30 golf shop
and restaurant staff). Hours of operations would vary depending on season.
Summer hours would be the most intensive It.e., 5:00 AM to 10:00 PM). In the
absence of night lighting. golf play would be limited to the day-light hours. while
other in-door-oriented actiVities could extend into the evening hours.

The golf course architectural plans call for the courses to have approximately 264
acres of irrigated turf and 19.5 acres of lakes. An additional 44 acres will be
planted to low water use native vegetation in the wildlife linkage corridor and non
play fringe areas.

One existing (east-west) and one potential (north-south) regionally significant
wildlife corridor cross the project boundaries. Both of the corridors are important
design features under consideration for protection and enhancement as part of
Helix Water District's "Natural Communities Conservation Plan" (NCCP) Subarea
Plan. The existing river channel and associated vegetation communities provide a
regionally important east-west corridor through the site for· a wide variety of
species. The project proposes to maintain the functionality of the river channel as
a wildlife movement corridor.

A regionally significant north-south wildlife movement corridor crosses the site at a
narrow portion of the valley directly north of the Lake Jennings area. where coastal
sage scrub habitat currently exists off-site of the project on both the north and
south slopes of the valley. The project proposes to create a wildlife corridor across
the site linking these sage scrub habitats. The corridor would average at least 500
feet wide, and would increase coastal sage scrub habitat within the on-site corridor
area by at least 20 acres. This would serve as habitat for California gnatcatchers and
other species in the valley, and facilitate movement across the valley.

The project proposes two distinct native planting zones. The first zone. Zone 1. is
a pure native coastal sage scrub planting pallet (also used for the north-south
wildlife corridor). The second zone. Zone 2. is native Caltfornta shrub which
includes plant species from within and outside of this geographic region. The
planting pallets for these zones is shown in Table 1.1-3. The conceptual landscape
plan for the project is shown on Figures 1.1-13 and 1.1-14.

The project proposes two planning buffers (t.e., a biological buffer and a planning
buffer) along either side of the river channel: buffers will range from a minimum
25-foot buffer to an average 50-foot-wide biological buffer and a 100-foot-wide
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planning buffer. The biological buffer would be revegetated with strictly native.
indigenous shrubs and herbs. Permanent thorny shrubs or other appropriate
vegetative barrters or stgnage would be establ1shed to prevent encroachment and
habitat degradation resulting from human activity. Signs would indicate that
persons found beyond the sign (t.e.. within the biologicallysensitive areas posted as
protected habitat) would be removedfrom the course. Trespassing for any purpose
would be prohibited. The 100-foot-wideplanning buffer would be established at
the outer edge of the biological buffer and would preclude the establishment of
structures or other improvements (except bridge and designated cart path and
equestrian crosstngsl, but would permit golf play. Appropriate stgnage stating "No
Trespassing" will also be installed on-site.

Water supplies for maintenance of the golf course playing areas and landscaping
would be primarily drawn from the groundwater resources located beneath the
project site. The lease allows for upwards of 1.200 acre-feet of water extraction
per year for use in meeting project trrtgaticn needs. Ground water would be drawn
from a number of water supply wells to be drilled in various areas throughout the
site. The irrigation requirements for golfing facilities are variable depending on a
variety climatic factors. In addition. the area available for the golf courses and
ancillary uses totals approximately 361 acres. Therefore. not all of these areas
would be dedicated to turf propagation. Other. less water consumptive. vegetation
would be planted over portions of the project site. Much of this vegetation would
be comprised of native species.

Although the lease allows for upwards of 1.200 afy of groundwater extraction. a
conservative estimate of water requirements for the proposed golf course finds
total requirements of approximately 1.172 afy (Environmental Development
Program 1998). Should the project require more irrigation water than is available
from on-site wells. an alternative water supply would be used to supplement local

. groundwater supplies. This alternative supply would be raw (t.e.. non-potable)
water provided by HelixWater District. ..

The project proposes several ponds. The purpose of the ponds is three fold: water
storage. aesthetics. and recreation (water hazards). As a secondary benefit. water
ponds will also serve as aquatic habitat for a variety of fish and wildlifespecies. The
ponds would range in size from approximately 2.5 to 4.3 acres. Each pond would
be constructed as an impoundment and would be lined with an impermeable liner
to prevent infiltration of the water into the groundwater table. During normal
operations. water would be pumped from the groundwater aquifer and stored in
the ponds for use as irrigation. This will allow for high flow rates required for
irrigation purposes.

The proposed trrtgation system is designed to meet the supplemental water
requirements of the turf beyond natural rainfall. The irrigation system will
incorporate computerized controllers utilizing a weather station that calculates
meteorological Information on a daily basis. Since the soils maintain low water-
holding capacity. and turf grass is shallow rooting. supplemental irrigation will be
required to produce a healthy turf. While supplemental irrtgation will be needed
on a continuous basis. based on long term climatic records. it appears that the
major irrigation needs will occur from March through September.
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Ground water monitoring wells will be installed for the purpose of extracting water
samples. and testing for potential pollution from fertilizers. and pesticides. Tests
will start prior to the construction of the golf course and the use of fertilizers and
pesticides to establish a base line before the development of the golf course. These
wells also serve to monitor the ground water reserves,

1.2 Project Objectives

The overall objectives of the project are to:

• Obtain the necessary approvals to develop the project as described in
Section 1.1 of this EIR. In so doing, the project proponents may receive a
reasonable economic return on their real property investment.

• Service the established market area for the facility over the life of the 50-
year lease of the property.

• Mitigate to a level that is less than significant. by design. and through
proposed mitigation measures. significant potential environmental impacts
on the land that might otherwise be created by project implementation.

• Provide biological open space to comply with the District's MSCP Subarea
Plan. .

• Create a championship golf course serving San Diego County.
• Provide a land use which generates revenue for the District.

1.3 Intended Uses of this EIR

This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is an informational document which will
inform public agency decision-makers and the public of the significant
environmental effects of the construction and operation of a project. identify
possible ways to minimize the significant environmental effects. and describe
reasonable alternatives to the project. This document is a "project" EIR. The
public agency must consider the information in this EIR along with other
information which may be presented to the agency.

While the information in the EIR does not control the agency's ultimate discretion
on the project. the agency must respond to each significant effect identified in the
EIR by making findings under Section 15091, and if necessary, by making a
statement of overriding considerations under Section 15093 of CEQA. The
information in this EIR may constitute substantial evidence in the record to
support the agency's action on the project.

This EIR will be used by the Helix Water District in their: 1) assessment of
potentially significant project-related environmental impacts. 2) identification of
feasible alternatives to the proposed project, and 3) identification of feasible
mitigation measures that could substantially reduce any significant adverse
environmental effects of the project. Responsible agencies will use this EIR in
their discretionary approval processes involving issuance of the required permits
(e.g.. County of San Diego Major Use Permit).

This EIR has been submitted to the Helix Water District in accordance with both
the District's procedures for implementation of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA).and the State of California Guidelines for the Implementation oj
the California Environmental Quality Act oj 1970, as amended.
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Persons reviewing this document should bear in mind that the material provided
herein is informational in nature. It is intended to provide a complete base of
informational concerning the. environmental impacts associated with the project
covered herein. thus permitting the Helix Water District to complete a necessary
environmental analysis Withoutadditional major research.

1.3.1 Matrix of Project ApprovalsjPemrlts

This environmental analysis has been prepared to cover discretionary approvals
necessary to construct and operate the project as proposed.

The project site is located on lands owned by the Helix Water District. Until
recently. these lands have been util1zedexclusively for agrtcultural production and
floodway. Developmentof the golfing facility requtres approval by the HelixWater
District Board of Directorsof a golfcourse master plan. Therefore. the Helix Water

-District will be the Lead Agency.with responsib1l1tyfor preparing the EIR
Discretionary approvals required for this project include the following:

Agency Status Discretionary ADulOval
Helix Water District Lead Agency Conceptual Approvalof

GolfCourse Master Plan
County of San Diego Responsible Agency Major Use Permit (No.

P98-014). Grading Permit
CADept. of Fish & Game Responsible Agency Streambed Alteration

Asreement (§1601)
U.S.Army Corps of Responsible Federal §404 Nationwide Permit
Enatneer s I Aaencv

In addition to the agencies listed above. a number of government agencies have an
interest in the project due to the project's potential effects on certain resources
(e.g.. mineral resources. groundwater resources. wetlands. etc.). These agencies
are identified in the Notice of Preparation

1.4 Environmental setting

ThiS section - is intended to provide information related to the project's
environmental setting. For more detailed and site-specific information on existing
environmental conditions as they relate to potentially significant environmental
effects of the project. refer to tndlvtdual subject area existing conditions
discussions contained in Section 2.0 of this EIR

Site .Access

The site is accessed from Interstate 8 (I-8) by exiting the freeway at Lake Jennings
Park Road. then turning north on Lake Jennings Park Road for a distance of
approximately 1.75 miles to its intersection with EI Monte Road. At this point the
traveler would turn east and travel approximately one-half mile to the project site.

Site Physiography

The project site and vicinity holds the appearance of rural agricultural lands placed
within a broad floodplain contained by steeply sloping valley sidewalls. The site is
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located in an area known as the ~EIMonte Valley" within the historic flood plain of
the San Diego River. The El Monte Valley is located at the western fringe of the
foothills of the Peninsular Ranges: a transitional area between the steeper mountain
valleys and the gently sloping coastal plain.

On site elevations range from 484 feet above mean sea level (AMSL)on the east to a
low of about 430 feet AMSL on the west. Site topography is nearly level with the
river channel dropping at a .04% grade over a horizontal length of approximately
14.500-feet through the central portion of the property. The San Diego River
bisects the site with gently sloping agricultural lands located on the north and
south sides of the river channel.

Past sand mining operations conducted in the 1970's and early 1980's have
resulted in a clearly defined river channel. which, varies in width from 250'. to
nearly 400'. The channel is typically 10' to 20' lower than the elevations of the
surrounding lands.

Geology/Soils

The project site lies within the Foothills Physiographic province of San Diego
County. This is a transitional area between the mountainous. areas to the east and
the coastal plain. The geologic setting is dominated by the granitic rocks of the
Southern California Batholith. This formation is expressed in rock outcropptngs
and low hills that become more prominent to the east. The San Diego River cuts
through the foothills in this area as it descends toward the Pacific Ocean. In this
stretch of the river. the channel gradient has been reduced resulting in the
deposition of sand sized particles across the historic flood plain. This process has
resulted in the formation of a broad. nearly level. alluvial plain overlying the granitic
basement rocks.

The EI Capitan Golf Course is proposed within an area of relative seismic safety. No
faults are known to traverse the project site. The Rose Canyon Fault zone is located
approximately 18 miles west of the site. Although this fault zone is currently
classtfled as potentially active. recent earthquake activity along' faults in the
southern extension of the Rose Canyon Fault zone indicates that this zone could be
reclassified as active. Other active fault zones in the region that could possibly
affect the project site include: the Coronado Banks and San Clemente Fault zones to
the west: the Elsinore and San Jacinto Fault Zones to the northeast; and the Agua
Blanca and San Miguel Fault zones to the south.

The most likely geologic hazard to affect the site is ground shaking as a result of
movement along one of the major active fault zones mentioned above. The
following table shows the relative distance of active fault zones from the project site
along with the expected maximum probable earthquake.

Maximum Probable
Fault zone Distance Earthquake

Rose Canyon 18 miles 6.5 magnitude
Elsinore 25 miles 7.3 magnitude
Coronado Banks 29 miles 6.5 mazrutude
San Jacinto 49 miles 7.8 magnitude
San Clemente 57 miles 7.3 maarutude
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Major seismic events are likely to be the result of movement along the Elsinore or
San Jacinto Fault ZOne. Recentlythere have been several earthquakes of magnitude
as high as 4.0 on the Rose Canyon Fault zone and earthquakes of this magnitude or
less are commonalong the CoronadoBanks fault zone.

The project site is primarily underlain with unconsolidated saturated sands. Such
materials are known to have liquefaction potential durtng strong earthquakes.
Liquefactionprimarily effects large rigid structures. especially with high floor-area
ratios (t.e., multi-story buildings). However. since the project is a golf course
having limited structural components. the potential for substantial liquefaction
hazards is considered relatively low.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service. San Diego County
Soil Survey (Bowman. 1973) identifies that the Tujunga Sand and Visalia Sandy
Loamsoil series are represented on the project site. In addition. areas within the
San DiegoRiverfloodwayare distinguished as Riverwash.

TUjunga Sand Is a recently formed soil derived from granitic alluvium found on
alluvial fans and flood plains with slopes of less than 5 percent. Tujunga Sand
exhibits a poorly differentiated horizonation. are low in fertility, and are highly
permeable. Typicaluses for Tujunga Sands soils Is for avocados, flowers, and truck
crops. Other uses common to this soil type would include rangelands and golf
courses.

The Visalia series consists of moderately well drained. very deep sandy loams
derived from granitic alluvium. These sotls are on alluvial fans and floodplains and
have slopes of 0 to 15 percent. Visalia series may be. used for a variety of
agricultural uses.

The State Department of Conservation. Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
establishes categories of farmland based on the various physical and chemical
attributes of the land. These categories are compiledfrom USDA-NRCSsoil surveys
and current land use information. The project site contains areas designated by
the State Department of Conservation. Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
as Prime Farmlands and Farmlands of Statewide Importance. Approximately 37
acres of the project site are designated as Prime Farmlands, and approximately 64
acres of the project site are mapped as Farmlands of Statewide Importance.

Surface and Ground Water Characteristics

The San DiegoRiver channel crosses through the project site in an east .to west
direction. Currently, water flows In the river during periods of extended
precipitation only. The highly permeable nature of endemic soils in the project
vicinity and other man-induced controls have reduced historic flows to minor
levels.

Changes in the river channel have resulted in significant alterations in the river
flow characteristics. In 1935. the City of San Diego constructed the El Capitan
Reservoir immediately east of the project site. This reservoir was constructed to
capture runoff from the San Diego River basin for drinking water purposes. As a
result. water releases from the reservoir are limited to periods of extended
precipitation across the water shed. Water releases from El Capitan Reservoir into
the San DiegoRiver are uncommon and have occurred only once since 1980..
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Other influences which have had an effect on the surface hydrology of the San
Diego River include sand mining in the river channel. Between 1970 and 1982.
the Woodward Sand & Materials company extracted sand and gravel along a 300-
foot wide section of the river channel extending from the Highway 67 bridge
(approximately 1 mile west of the project site) to a point approximately 300 feet
east of the project site. As a result of these activities. an entrenched floodway was
created. This floodway is capable of containing all but the largest of flows, with only
small portions of the 100-year flood flows escaping onto the adjacent flood plain.

A number of ephemeral drainage channels also cross the project site before joining
with the San Diego River channel. These drainage courses have small watershed
areas and would only be expected to flow in response to intense and extended
precipitation events.

Groundwater in the project vicinity is found under two separate conditions. The
greatest abundance of groundwater supplies are associated with the alluvial fill
materials of the San Diego River Valley. In this area. groundwater occupies the
highly permeable sand and gravel sediments which occur as valley fill. The depth
of groundwater occurrence from the surface varies considerably depending on
recharge as a result of precipitation and seepage from El Capitan Reservoir. Water
levels may range from 5 - 126 feet below the ground surface depending on annual
precipitation levels over extended periods. Aquifer capacity is estimated at 19.254
acre-feet.

The other source of groundwater would be found within cracks and crevices of the
underlying granitic rocks. which are prominent to the north and south of the
project site. Where large joints or fractures are located in these massive rocks.
significant quantities of water may be encountered. However. due to the limited
storage potential of this water source, granitic aquifers should not be expected to
produce significant water supplies for a high consumptive use.

Currently, water supplies for residential and agricultural use in the project vicinity
are provided by a combination of private groundwater wells and water agency
purveyors. The majority of the water wells are completed to shallow depths into
the alluvial aquifer. However. on residential properties to the north and south of
the river valley, wells are completed into the granitic basement rocks. Water
services are also provided by Lakeside Water District to a limited number of
residential properties.

Only limited historic groundwater quality data is available. AVailabledata identifies
that the alluvial aquifer does not meet federal drinking water standards for a variety
of parameters. However, the water is of sufficient quality to service agricultural
needs for most crops. A more detailed discussion of groundwater resources is
provided in Section 4.7 of this EIR. (Groundwater).

CUmate and Air Quality

Weather for the project site and vicinity is characteristic of a Mediterranean
climate: a long warm dry period (April through October) is followed by a cool wet
season (November through March). The average frost free period for the project
site is 280 days. and 15 inches of precipitation is expected in a normal year. The
average annual temperature for the project site is 580 F. Winter temperatures are
normally mild, but can fall below freezing at times. Summer temperatures normally
range between 80° to 90° F, with extremes exceeding 1000 F.
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Air flow in the project vicinity is influenced by a variety of factors including
topography and proximity to the Pacific Ocean. The site is located within a
transitional zone between the coastal terraces and the foothills of the Peninsular
Mountain Range. Air flow across the project site is generally from the west-
northwest.

A daily cycle of mountain and sea breezes affect air circulation on the site. In the
late morning and afternoon. a rapid rise in -temperatures causes lower atmospheric
pressures in inland areas. This causes coastal air masses to move toward the inland
valleys. After sunset. this process is reversed as land temperatures cool rapidly
with the absence of solar radiation. Coastal temperatures are warmer relative to
inland areas. and air moves back toward the oceans.

Some exceptions to this principle are observed. At times during the summer
months. sea breezes do not penetrate into inland valleys. These periods of air
stagnation result in inversion conditions where air pollutants are trapped within
inland basins. -

Other characteristics peculiar to the southern California air conditions include
sporadic -Santa Ana winds. High pressures building over Nevada and Utah often
cause a reverse air flowcondition. Winds blow from the deserts towards the sea
resulting in warm clear days. During these conditions. air pollutants originating in
the_coastalurban areas are pushed out to sea.

The project site is located in the San DiegoAir Basin. The basin is charactertzed as
a "non-attatnment area" for several air pollutants that periodically exceed state and
federal air quality standards. Occasionally.ozoneand suspended particulate exceed
federal standards at the nearby EI Cajon monitoringstation.

Biological Characteristics

The biological characteristics have been significantly altered by variety of man-
caused influences. These include agricultural production on upland areas. sand
extraction within the river channel. residential development. recreational use. and
control of water releases from EI Capitan Reservoir.

Agricultural uses occupy the largest portion of the site on upland areas of the
historic flood plain. Agricultural production includes a variety of specialty crops
including bamboo shoots and chives. but grain crops and other vegetables have also
been grown. In total. agricultural lands (including fallow agricultural vegetation)
occupy approximately 300 acres of the site.

Vegetation associated with the San DiegoRiverfloodwayoccupy the central portion
of the site. Three major Riparian Scrub plant associations were identified in this
area. including Southern WillowScrub. Tamarisk Scrub. and Mule Fat Scrub. These
habitats are found throughout the riparian corridor and tend to overlap into a non-
distinct community. This riparian corridor has been highly modified by past
extraction activities. In addition. relict floodplain vegetation is evidenced within a
break-out channel along the south-central area of the site between EI Monte Road
and the floodway.
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Vegetation typical to the riparian habitats include Southwestern Willow (Salix
Gooddingii), Arroyo Willow (SaLix Lucida spp. LasiandraJ. Sandbar Willow (Salix
hindsianal. Western Cottonwood (PopuLus jremontii), Mule Fat (Ba.ccharis
g!utinosal. and Salt Cedar (Tamarix gallical. Of these. Salt Cedar is a non-native
weed which is commonly found within riparian areas. This species has a well
developed tap-root system which is able to remove substantial amounts of
groundwater from available aquifers. It is also known to grow in dense stands.
crowding out and competing with native species.

Upland areas surrounding the project site on the north and south are occupied by
brushy vegetation. This is primarily represented by Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub and
Southern Oak Woodland plant communities.

Wildlife associated with the project site include a variety of amphibians. reptiles.
mammals. and birds. A single amphibian. Western Toad (Bujo boreasl was
identified on the site. but other species are expected. Reptiles include the Orange-
throated Whiptail (Cnemidophorus hyperythusl. Coastal Whiptail (Cnemidophorus
tigris), Western Fence Lizard (SceLoporus occidentaUsl. Side Blotched Lizard (Uta
stansbwianal. and Common King snake (Lampropeltis getulus). A number of other
reptilian species should also be expected. .

Common mammals include Coyote (Canis Latransl. Opossum (DideLphis
marsupialisl. Paciflc Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys agiUsl. Desert Cottontail (Sy!vilagus
o"d"bonil. Valley Pocket Gopher (Thomomys bottae). and Gray Fox (Urocyon
cinereoargenteusl. Typical birds of the area may include Song Sparrow (Melospiza
melodia). Northern Oriole (Icterus galbulal. Phainopepla (Phainopepla rurensl, and
Lesser Goldfinch (CardueUs psal.tri.oJ.

Recreational Uses

Due to the open. undeveloped nature of the project site. area equestrians utilize the
site for horse back riding. These activities are primarily limited to the river
channel. however. use of upland areas is common. This equestrian use has not been
sanctioned by the property owner.

Surrounding Land Use

Existing conditions find a variety of land uses in the project vicinity. These land
uses include rural residential, dairy farming. extractive. field and orchard crops.
and open space. Existing land uses are of low intensity with the valley exhibiting a
rural residential/ agricultural setting. Land use is limited by physical constraints
with the presence of the San Diego River floodway which passes through the site in
an east to west direction and by steep terrain on the north and south.

A number of notable public utility facilities are found in the project vicinity. These
facilities include the City of San Diego. Padre Dam Municipal Water District, which
provides water to the south. Lakeside Water District. which provides water service
to the west. and Helix Water District raw water pipelines which lie within an
easement immediately north of El Monte Road. In the project vicinity. this
pipeline extends from EI Capitan Reservoir along EI Monte Road past the project
site. The Helix Water District operates a water pipeline immediately west of the
project site. This pipeline crosses beneath the San Diego River and provides raw
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water to the R.M. Levy Treatment Plant. The San DiegoGas & Electric Company
maintains a-power line which crosses above the project site near the western one-
third of the property.

General Plan/ZOning

The project site is located within the Lakeside Community Planning Area as a
subset of the San Diego County General Plan. The Lakeside Community Plan
designates the project site as (24)Impact Sensitive with an (25) Extractive overlay.
The Impact Sensitive designation is typically applied to areas considered unsuitable
for urban development for reasons of public safety or environmental sensitivity. In
this location. this designation is applied due to the presence of the San DiegoRiver
floodwayand riparian zone. Under this designation. projects must be carefully
planned to assure that no significant adverse environmental impacts will occur.
Land uses which are typically compatible with designation would include large-lot
residential parcels. agricultural pursuits. limited recreational uses. mineral
extraction. or greenbelts connecting permanent open space areas.

The Extractive overlay designation is applied only to areas containing economically
or potentially economically extractable mineral resources. This designation
promotes extraction as the principal and dominant use. but allows other uses
where they would not preclude the future extraction of the mineral resources.

Zoning for the property is S-82 Extractiveand A-70 LimitedAgricultural. The S-82
Zone (or Use Regulations) is intended to identify and create areas within the
County where mining. quarrying. or oil extractive uses are permitted. Typically.
the S82 Use Regulations would be applied to areas of mineral depostts, to signify
the presence of such deposits and notify adjacent or affected properties of the
intention' to allow extraction of minerals within the zone. They may also be used to
preserve areas with valuable mineral deposits until extraction can take place.

The California Department of Conservation. Division of Mines and Geology in its
Special Report No. 153 classified and designated the majority of the site as
containing a regionally significant sand resource. The sand resources are contained
within the river laid sediments which make up the historic flood plain of the San
DiegoRiver. Due to the location of the designated resources. the County attached
the S82 Use Regulations to these lands. Approximately 420 acres of the project
site is zoned S82.

Although S82 zoned properties are ultimately intended for mineral extraction. a
number of other uses may also be allowed. Permitted uses include agricultural
crops and civicuses. A number of other uses may be allowedsubject to approval of
a Minor or Major Use Permit. Of the uses identified as allowable within the
restrictions of a Major Use Permit. outdoor recreation and Major Impact Services
and Utilities are cited. These use classificationswould include a golf course.

The A-70 zoned lands encompass approximately 80 acres 'of the project site and
allow limited development consistent with rural residential and a variety of
agricultural uses. A golfcourse is also an alloweduse by M.U.P.in an A-70Zone.
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1.4.1 Consistency of the Project with Applicable Regional and General Plans

The following regional and general plans were reviewed to determine project-
related consistency:

• County of San Diego General Plan

lakeside Community Plan

• County Zoning Ordinance

• County Resource Protection Ordinance

• Joint Water Agencies (JWA) Subregional Natural Communities Conservation
Plan (NCCP)

• Helix Water District's Multiple Species Conservation Plan (MSCP) Subarea
Plan

Joint Water Agency Subregional NCCPPlan and Helix Water District Subarea Plan

The proposed EI Capitan Golf Course project is intended to be incorporated into
the Helix Water District Subarea NCCP (hereinafter referred as the "Subarea Plan").
The proposed project is intended to be permitted for state and federal endangered
species acts purposed through take authorizations revised upon approval of the
Subarea Plan. The Subarea Plan is. in turn. developed under the Joint Water
Agency Subregional NCCP. The following discussions describe these two
interrelated plans.

Joint Water Agencies Subregional NCCP Plan

The Joint Water Agencies Subregional NCCP Plan (hereinafter referred as the
"Subregional Plan"). comprehensively addresses how participating water agencies
in San Diego County will manage their lands to conserve natural habitats, and
species while continuing to provide their mandated water services to the public. It
is a Subregional Plan adopted under the California NCCP Act of 1991. As such. it
serves as an "umbrella document" to gutde the preparation of NCCP Subarea Plans
by each participating water agency. Subarea Plans prepared under the Subregional
Plan will support the issuance of federal and state permits. and take authorizations
under the Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) and California Endangered
Species Act (CESA). The combination of the JWA Subregional Plan and a Subarea
Plan would serve as a multiple species Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) under
Section 10(a)(I)(B) of the FESA. as amended in 1982. The Plans also fulfill
requirements 'for issuance of take authorizations under Section 2835 of the
California NCCPAct (California Fish and Game Code Section 1900 et. seq.) and the
Migratory Bird Act. .

The Subregional Plan provides regulatory certainty to participating water agencies
in the siting, development. maintenance, and operation of facilities necessary to
provide water services to the public. It also will aid considerably in conserving the
region's biodiversity (a variety of biological resources necessary to maintain long-
term biological viability) and enhancing the overall quality of life for residents of the
San Diego County region. The Subarea Plan addresses potential impacts to natural
habitats and potential species endangerment due to water agency actions, and
develops a strategy to proactively mitigate for the loss of species and habitats. This
innovative approach emphasizes protection and management of functional
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ecological communities. rather than focusing preservation efforts on one species at
a time. It consequently provides parttcipattng agencies greater flexibility,
autonomy. and certainty in developing and operating water facilities, while
conserving biological resources more effectively than the former. "piece-meal"
approach. The Subregional Plan provides direct economic benefits by reducing
constraints on public facility development that result from the uncoordinated
application of federal and state resource protection laws.

The Subregional Plan is complementary to other subregional NCCP plans under
preparation in the greater San Diegoregion. including:

• Multiple Species ConservationProgram in south coastal San DiegoCounty:
• Multiple Species ConservationProgram in north coastal San DiegoCounty;
• County of San DiegoMultipleHabitat Conservation and Open Space Program

in eastern San DiegoCounty.

The JWA Subregional Plan serves to guide the preparation of agency-specific
Subarea Plans. Each agency's Subarea Plan describes how that water agency will
make land use decisions and manage its property pursuant to the Subregional Plan.
The Subregional Plan is designed to be expandable so that other agencies may
prepare Subarea Plans under its auspices in the future.

HelixWater District NCCPSubarea Plan

The Subarea Plan is under preparation by the Helix Water District (District) for
land owned and managed by the District to comply with theFESA. CESA.and the
California NCCP Act of 1991. The Subarea Plan summartzess the specific
conservation, management. facility siting. land use. and other actions that the
District will take to implement the JWA Subregional Plan. The Subarea Plan is
requtred to support an Implementing Agreement between the District· and the
USFWSand the CDFG. The Subarea Plan is designed to coordinate management of
sensitive habitats and their associated species with the public need for water
supplies. It is the intent of the District to manage its own resources in cooperation
with the USFWSand CDFG.and in a manner that complements the goals of the of
the wildlife preserve. Approval of the Subarea Plan and its Implementing
Agreement will allow the District to take individuals or habitats of covered plant or
wildlife species so long as such a taking is incidental to the siting. construction.
maintenance. or operation of District facilities.

Project Consistency with Joint Water Agency Subregional NCCP Plan and Helix
Water District Subarea Plan

The JWA has prepared "anNCCPSubregional Plan and Subarea Plans which include
the District facilities and the proposed golf course project. An Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Assessment (EIR/EA) is being prepared for this
comprehensive. multiple-agency planning effort. The District is coordinating
inclusion of individual projects within its Subarea Plan. No conflicts between the
proposed golf course project and theJWA NCCPSubregional and Subarea Plans are
anticipated.
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The Valley Course (West)

;:m:;;t:;!:;;: 375 352 325 300 275 4:;::tQ::g: 380 350 321 290 255 4
:I;:~';f:I, 417 399 381 366 315 41):I 400 380 345 328 310 4

;"'!H4MW; 353 330 302 260 245 41a:@ 460 427 399 373 350 4
'::\Hi5W:;:: 221 193 162 128 112 3!:t1tf 420 403 351 338 285 4
fiAG/@I 540 515 ,477 450 415 5 fits;;: 206 177 158 133 120 3
i::iM7i::;t 170 153 137 118 103 3'1&1' 410 385 362 103 296 4

430 416 387 355 325 4@':t7,::; 158 137 118 482 95 3
446 433 412 382 365 4 ·:1.8 574 548 520 487 447 5
3.482 3.286 3.065 2.814 2.562 361NI 3.598 3.337 3.089 2.980 2.604 36

QUT. 3,482 3.286 3.065 2.814 2.562 36
!9'fAP 7.080 6.623 6.154 5.794 5.166 72

The Bluffs Course (East)

357 327 300 4
368 345 273 4
345311283 4
536 478 450 5
190· 147 120 3
328 287 260 4
147 110 100 3
320 285 270 4
522 490 427 5
3.113 1.780 2.483 36
3.016 2.745 2.517 36
6.129 5.525 5.000 72

Table 1.1-1Golf Course Statistics
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N- Native plant to San Diego
CN- NaUve plant to California
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2.0 SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTALEFFECTS

2.1 Land Use and Community Character

Introduction

This analysis of land use and community character is based on a review of existing
land use conditions as they relate to a variety of planning policies and regulatory
requirements which apply to the project site and vicinity. These policies include
the San Diego County General Plan. Lakeside Community Plan. San Diego County
Zoning Ordinance. and the Resource Protection Ordinance. Aerial photos.
applicable maps. and field reconnaissance were also used to determine potential
project-related land use and community character impacts.

The purpose of this analysis is to 1) describe existing land use/community
characteristics in the project area. and to identify applicable land use policy; 2)
evaluate potential project-related impacts to land use and community character in
the vicinity of the project site; and 3) propose feasible mitigation measures
designed to reduce identified impacts to a level below significance.

The existing conditions section includes a basic description of four related issue
areas: existing land uses (I.e.. on site and surrounding land uses). planned larid
uses. the land use regulatory setting. and existing community character. An
examination of these general issue areas typically provides a comprehensive

-understanding (i.e.. a baseline) of existing land use/community characteristics of a
given area. From this baseline. the potential for impacts may then be assessed.
The land use impact section addresses physical land use conflicts. land use
compatibility. land use plan/policy consistency. and community character changes.
Because land use and community character issues involve a variety of
considerations. a number of important physical constraints influence this analysis.
These issues include the presence of regionally significant aggregate resources.
important agricultural lands. and recreational (equestrian) use of the property as it
would be affected by the proposed golf course. The following analysts addresses
each of these concerns.

2.1.1 Existing Conditions

Existing Land Uses

The EI Monte Valley is located at the eastern fringe of the unincorporated
community known as Lakeside. California. The site is located approximately three
miles north of Interstate 8. two miles east of State Route 67. and 1-1/2 miles west
of El Capitan Reservoir (see Figures 1.1-1 and 1.1-2). The project site
encompasses approximately 48 I acres of land within the San Diego River flood
plain between WillowRoad and El Monte Road. of which. 460 acres is the subject
of this analysts. Helix Water District owns and manages the subject property.
although land use authority lies with the County of San Diego. Figure 2.1-1 shows
existing land uses in the vicinity.

On-Site Land Uses

El Monte Valley has been used extensively 'over the years for agricultural
production. Typically agricultural production has included specialty vegetables for
oriental cuisine through contract to Taiwan Farms. Inc. These crops include
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Bamboo Shoots. Chives. Snow Peas. and other vegetables used in oriental dishes.
These uses are currently involved on portions of the site located south of the San
DiegoRiver channel. North of the river. much of the site is cultivated for dry land
cereal grain production during the winter and spring. and as livestock pasture
during the summer and fall. The San Diego River fioodwayoccupies the central
portion of the site and is characterized by riparian vegetation. This linear element
is aligned in an east/west direction and forms a narrow strip of natural open space
through the central portion of the property. The palm trees are used for
landscaping purposes and are stored as potted plants.

Surrounding Land Uses
Surrounding land uses are a mixture of agricultural and rural residential
development. Residential development typically consists .of low density ranch-style
homes. Agricultural uses are represented by an adjacent dairy operation (the Van
Omrnertng Dairy) and general agricultural production (fieldcrops and pasture).

A residential enclave of development is located immediately adjacent to the site on
the north side of EI Monte Road. This residential area includes 9 single family
residences within an area of approximately 15 acres. Improvements associated
with this residential area includes numerous agricultural out-buildings for
equtpmerit storage and other purposes. Other areas of residential development are
found immediately south of EI Monte Road and on the hillstdes north of Wtllow~~. .

A sand extraction operation is located immediately to the west of the project site.
This on-going operation is located within the regionally significant alluvial sand
deposits associated with the San Diego River valley. Activities on the site include
dredging of materials from an extraction pond. stockpiling of extracted materials.
and loading of sand onto trucks for transportation to off site users.

Several park lands are also found in the project vicinity. These parks include EI
Monte Park. Cactus County Park. EI Capitan Reservoir Recreational Area. the
Stelzer recreational facility. and Lake Jennings Park.

Other recreational uses important to EI Monte Valley include active use of the area
by equestrians. The Lakeside community has long been recognized for its
association with equestrian uses. As a result. undeveloped lands. such as the
project site. have traditionally been used for trail riding purposes. This has
primarily occurred wtthm the San Diego River channel. but use of upland areas is
not uncommon. The site and surrounding area are used as a primary riding area for
many area equestrians. .

Planned Land Uses
Other than' the proposed golf facilities. no other projects are currently
proposed/planned for the project site. However. a number of residential
development projects are proposed in the project vicinity. Planned land uses near
the site include two residential development Spectftc Plan Areas (SPA). These
development areas are in the process of buildout on lands located to the south of
the project site. These development areas are known as Los Coches Htlls and Quail
Canyon Estates. Los Coches Hills occupies an area of approximately 1,140 acres
with ultimate development to 236 dwelling units at full build-out (0.21 du/ acre).
Quail Canyon Estates occupies an area of approximately 819 acres with ultimate
development of 201 dwelling units at ultimate build-out (0.24 du/acre).
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The County of San Diegois in the process of developingOak Oasis Park. This future
park would be located off of Wildcat Canyon Road overlooking San Vicente
Reservoir.

Regulatory Setting

San DiegoCounty General Plan/Lakeside CommunityPlan,

Land use in the project vicinity is governed by the San DiegoCounty General Plan.
In the Lakeside area. the General Plan is implemented by the Lakeside Community
Plan and site specific use regulations (or zoning) for individual parcels. The Plan
establishes certain land use. community character. conservation. scenic highway.
and recreational goals and policies to help guide future development of the
planning area. The Lakeside Community Plan designates the project site as (24)
Impact Sensitive with an (25) Extractive overlay. The Extractive overlay
designation is applied only to areas containing economically or potentially
economically extractable mineral resources.

The Impact Sensitive designation is typically applied to areas considered unsuitable
for urban development for reasons of public safety or environmental sensttivity. In
this location. this designation is applied due to the presence of the San Diego River
floodwayand its associated sensitive riparian zone. .

San DiegoCounty ZoningOrdinance

Zoning for the property is S-82 Extractive and A-70 Limited Agricultural. These
land use designations and zones have been applied to the project area because the
site contains documented regionally significant mineral resources (t.e., sand
deposits associated with the San Diego River Valley). The site is also considered
well suited to certain agricultural operations.
The S-82 Use Regulations (San Diego County Zoning Ordinance Section 2820-
2829) are intended to identify and create areas within the County where mining.
quarrying. or oil extractive uses are permitted.
The A-70 zoned lands encompass approximately 80 acres of the project site and
allow limited development consistent with low-density rural residential and a
variety of agricultural uses. The A-70 Use regulations are intended to create and
preserve areas primarily for agricultural crop production. Additionally. a limited
number of small farm animals may be kept and agricultural products raised on the
premises may be processed. Typically. the A-70 Use Regulations are applied to
protect moderate to high quality agricultural land.

Special Area Regulations - FloodPlain Area Regulations

Portions of the subject property on the San Diego River Valley floor are subject to
Zoning Ordinance Flood Plain Area Regulations. Flood Plain Area Regulations (San
Diego County Zoning Ordinance Section 5500) protect the public health. safety.
and welfare and reduce the financial burden on the County and property owners.
This is accomplished by eliminating or reducing the need for the construction of
flood control channels. dikes. dams. and other flood control improvements that
would otherwise be required if scattered and unplanned development were
permitted to occur. A flood plain designator "F" is applied to properties not
planned for channelization but which are subject to inundation.

2-3
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Resource Protection Ordinance

In establishing the Resource Protection Ordinance (compilation of Ordinance Nos.
7739, 7685. and 7631) the Board of Supervisors proclaimed that the unique
topography. ecosystems. and natural characteristics of the County are fragile.
irreplaceable resources. vital to the general welfare of all residents. The Board
mandated that special controls on development must be established for the
County's wetlands. flood plains. steep slopes. sensitive biological habitats. and
prehistoric/historiC sites. Accordingly. prior to approval of most discretionary
applications including Major Use Permits. a Resource protection Study must be
completed and the approving authority is required to make a finding that the use
or development permitted by the application is consistent with the provisions of
the Ordinance.

Community Character

A commonly recognized reference point in defining the community character of an
area is its "sense of place." or uniqueness from an overall qualitative standpoint.
This is derived from the area's natural and formal boundaries. natural, and man-
made physical characteristics. and commonlyshared human attitudes.

The community of Lakeside is located in the western foothills of the Cuyamaca
Mountains on the San DiegoRiver. Lakesidewas essentially a rural community until
the 1950s. when growth began to surge. Lakeside's rural atmosphere was very
attractive to those seeking escape from the more densely settled areas of urbanized
San Diego. With the completion of Interstate 8. convenient access was provided to
employment centers located to the west. The result was a partial suburbanization
of Lakeside. Accordingto the Lakeside Community Plan, the population of Lakeside
is currently about 52,000 persons, and is projected to grow to about 53.800
persons by the year 2000. '

Despite the effects of suburbaruzation, Lakeside residents possess a strong desire to
maintain and preserve a rural lifestyle. For example. a considerable amount of
small-scale farrntrig still exists in the community and many homes in the
residential areas have small corrals evidencing a relatively high level of horse
ownership. This type of rural/ranch-style imagery lends a sense of place and
identity to the area.

The upper San DiegoRiver Improvement Project is a key factor in the development
of Lakeside. On-goingconstruction material sales at various sites are the basis for a
high profile industrial type component to the character of the community.

Community character surrounding the project site is a microcosm of the
community at large. Attributes contributing to the imagery and atmosphere near
the site include low-density rural or ranch-style residential housing. agricultural
operations (crops and dairy facilities); equestrian facilities. sand extraction
operations, natural open space. views of EI Capitan Mountain and chaparral covered
foothills. Disturbed (agricultural) and natural open space. and a rural ambiance are
combined as identifiable attributes of the area. These characteristics help
residents form and retain a viable. unique community identity.
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2.1.2 Thresholds of Significance

Criteria or thresholds for determining the significance of an impact are presented
in this section to clarify and quantify (if posslblel. to the extent feasible. at what
point an impact to land use is considered significant. Significance thresholds are
also presented here to achieve consistency when evaluating the impact associated
with the different project alternatives. It is important to note that the Significance
of an activity may vary with the setting.

The following are determined to be Significant land use impacts if the project
results in a:

• Substantial physical land use conflict/constraint

• Substantial inconsistency with planned land uses

• Substantial inconsistency with applicable policy or plan

Determination of significant effects to community character is derived from the
applicable goals and polices set forth in the Lakeside Community Plan.

• Significant community character impacts would result if the project or its
parts are found to be in substantial conflict (adverse) with the community
character attributes as outlined in the community plan.

Accordingly. discussion of potential land use impacts followsbelow.

2.1.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Detennination as to Significance

2.1.3.a Physical On-Site Land Use Conflicts/Constraints

Potential physical on-site land use conflicts/constraints associated with the
.proposed project include the followingissue areas: extractive/mineral resources.
agricultural resources. archaeological resources. biological resources. residences.
insitu public infrastructure/utilities. and construction impacts.

Extractive/Mineral Resources

Extractive/mineral resources It.e.. aggregate resources) are a regionally important
natural resource. Sand. gravel, and crushed rock are included among mineral
commodities classified as "construction materials." These commodities.
collectively referred to as "aggregate." provide bulk and strength to Portland
concrete cement (PCC). asphaltic concrete. and plaster. Aggregate is also utilized
as road base. sub-base. and fill. normally providing 80 to 100 percent of the
material volume of these uses.

Aggregate resources for the San DiegoCounty Production Consumption Region (P-C
Region) are discussed in the California Department of Conservation. Division of
Mines and Geology (CDMG)Special Report No. 153 (1982). In this report. the
CDMGhas classtfted land in western San Diego County according to the presence
or absence of construction aggregate resources. Special attention was given to
aggregate suitable for use in PCC. the highest quality use of sand. gravel, and
crushed rock. Emphasts was placed on PCC aggregate because the material
specifications for PCC aggregate are more restrictive than for other aggregate
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types; consequently. few sand and gravel deposits satisfy these spectftcattons.
Those deposits that are acceptable for use as PCCaggregate are thus the scarcest
aggregate resources in the county and therefore are of the most concern in terms
of planning future availability of this commodity. As such. prudent land use
planning to ensure conservation of this valuable natural resource is important.

Based upon projected population increases and predicted per-capita consumption
rates. approximately 760 million tons of aggregate will be needed to supply the
entire P-C Region to the year 2030. With a total aggregate reserve of 430 million
tons (a 32-year supply) this leaves a 330 million ton deficit of aggregate to supply
the region to the year 2030. Unforeseen events in the future such as massive urban
renewal or disaster reconstruction could increase this deficit.

Assuming that all PCCquality material will be used for PCC only. there is expected
to be a 60 million ton deficit of PCC aggregate within the next 50 years. Further.
there is an uneven geographic distribution of PCC sand reserves within the P-C
Region. According to Open-File Report 96-04. the total Portland Concrete Cement
(PCClgrade aggregate reserves of 352 million tons in western San DiegoCounty are
projected to last just 20 years. until the year 2016. at the present rate of
consumption. Approximately 70 percent of the current PCC sand reserves within
the region are located within the San Luis Rey River. in the northern portion of the
County. Transportation of these sand reserves to the major metropolitan and
urbanizing areas in the southern portion of the County will result in a considerable
increase in the cost of aggregate to the consumer. .

Aggregate resource reserves and non-permitted resources, for the P-C Region
represent the total quantity of aggregate material that is geologically and
technologically available for extraction. Except for the exclusion of urbanized areas.
they do not reflect such constraints to extractive operations as current land use or
political. sociological. and environmental issues. and other factors. Aggregate
resources not currently under permit may be translated into reserves by I),
extending the operating life of existing operations where there are resources
available beneath the permitted depth of extraction. 2) opening new operations. 3)
developing alternate resources such as off-shore sand. and/or. 4) crushing coarse
material to sand-size particles.

The proposed project is located within the CDMGstudy area referred to as the
Upper San Diego River. Sector M. The Upper San Diego River extends from the
head of Mission Gorgenortheast for a distance of approximately 15 miles to within
1 mile of the El Capitan Reservoir dam. an area totaling approximately 2.150 acres.
Because this deposit is centrally located. it has a long history of extractive activity.
Drill holes in this area indicate an average thickness of suitable aggregate of 155
feet. with the top 20 to 60 feet predominantly sand underlain by sand and gravel
and a basal layer of gravel and boulders. Fifteen percent of the material is waste.
Using a density factor of 0.055 tons per cubic foot. a total resource of 540 million
tons of aggregate is estimated to underlie Sector M (CDMG.1982). Total resources
of PCC-quality sand for Sector M are estimated at 300 million tons. of which 21.8
million tons consist of reserves. Coarse PCC-quality aggregate resources total 240
million tons. of which only 1.7 million tons consist of reserves. El Capitan
Reservoir dam precludes any substantial replenishment of these resources from
upstream.

In summary then. analyzing aggregate resource needs for the next 50 years. two
major issues emerge: A) there is a shortage of aggregate reserves for the Western
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Surroundlng'Resldential Development

Surrounding residential development consists of low-density rural/ranch-style
housing. Land uses that would typically be Incompatible with the large-lot single-
family detached housing near the project site would include high-density multi-
family housing. or intensive industrial or commercial uses. Increased noise.
light/ glare. traffic. loss of open space; and other adverse urban-related effects often
associated with these types of less desirable land uses would not occur as a result of
the proposed golf facility.

The project is a public golf facility. As such. limited social functions may take place
within the club house facilities from time-to-time. but are not expected to be a
nuisance to off site residents. Since the project Is not a resort/country club. large.
frequent "after-hour" activities are not expected: however. local noise abatement
ordinances must be observed during social functions. Therefore. the project is
considered compatible with the surrounding residential development.

The landscaped open space characteristics of golf courses are generally considered
to be desirable visual features and therefore compatible with adjacent residential
development. Residential property located near golf courses typically command
premium land values. On the other hand. some operations and structures
associated with golf courses may have characteristics which are not compatible
with single-family residential uses. This would include large buildings which are
out-of-scale with existing residences in the area. noise from maintenance
operations. and traffic from golfcourse patrons. '

The project proposes a clubhouse/pro shop and a below-grade golfcart storage area
approximately 18.000 square feet in size. It is a one-story structure with a height
of 24~feet above grade. except for a clock tower which extends to 34-feet high.
The nearest residences are located on the north side of WillowRoad over 500 feet
from the clubhouse. and over 300 feet from the driving range tees. This separation
reduces potential land use conflicts to a less than significant level. Parking for the
clubhouse consists of 409 parking spaces located adjacent to W1llow Road.
However. the factlity has no easement for access to WillowRoad. which is a private
road in this area. Therefore. only emergency access to WillowRoad is proposed by
the project. The parking area also maintains a minimum 3D-footwide landscape
setback from WillowRoad. provides Internal landscaping equivalent to a minimum
of 5 percent of the parking area. and locates every parking space within 30 feet of
the trunk of a tree. This setback distance and interior landscaping are In
accordance with GUidelineB2 of the Lakeside Design GUidelines. Because of these
site and landscape design features. the clubhouse area will not have significant land
use Impacts.

The main entry road to the golf course will be from EI Monte Road and runs near
adjacent to nine existing single-family properties. The access road is designed to
provide a minimum 30 foot landscaped setback from the adjacent residential
property lines and also proposes to depress the access road approximately 3 to 4

, feet and provide a landscaped mound of approximately 4 feet in height. relative to
adjacent residential lots. This design will minimize visibility of project traffic and
associated noise. while maintaining views of the golf course. Therefore. significant
land use compatibility impacts on the existing residences from the access road are
not anticipated.
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The maintenance faclUty for the golf course is also located adjacent to existing
residential properties and consists of the maintenance area plus 33 parking spaces.
Three office storage and operations buildings are located within the maintenance
area. These buildings are approximately 1,700. 6.200. and 6.700 square feet in
size. and 20-feet high. To minimize impacts to the adjacent residential properties.
the maintenance area is enclosed with a 7-foot high masonry wall with a stucco
finish which matches the stucco finish of the buildings. A landscape setback of
approximately 100 feet including topographic mounding is provided as a buffer
between the nearest adjacent residence located to the west. and approximately
200 feet from the nearest residence located to the southeast. The project does
not have frontage on EI Monte Road in this area and the maintenance faclUty is
located approximately 100 feet north of the road.

Because of the configuration of properties in this area. only the two properties
described above are adjacent to the maintenance facility. Other than these two
properties. the nearest other residence is located on the other side of EI Monte
Road approximately 200 feet from the maintenance facility. As currently designed.
gates for the maintenance facility are located on the west side of the compound.
However. the maintenance facility can be re-oriented such that all gates/doorways
into and out of the facility face north. away from all residential structures. Due to
these setbacks. walls. landscaping. and proposed architectural design. the
maintenance facility impacts would be limited but could still have a significant
impact. Refer to the discussion on Operational Impacts for more detail.

The golf clinic area is relatively low-tntenstty. limited use facility located next to a
sand mining operation and in an area with few nearby residences. The parking lot
will be setback 30 feet from El Monte Road and a landscape buffer will be provided
in accordance with the Lakeside Design Guidelines. All buildings will not be more
than 16 feet high. with the golf shop being a maximum of 3.000 square feet and the
practice pavilion being 680 square feet. The architectural and landscape design
features will ensure that the golf'clinic does not create significant land use impacts.

Operational Impacts

Start-up operations for the golf course would typically begin at approximately 1/2-
hour prior to sunrise. Activityassociated with motorized golf course maintenance
equipment. golf carts. mowers. etc.. would produce noise as operations begin in
the morning. and would be initially concentrated around the maintenance facility.
but then disperse throughout the project site. As currently designed. gates for the
maintenance facility are located on the west side of the compound. If outdoor
lighting is used to illuminate work areas around the maintenance yard before dawn
and after dusk. substantial light and glare could affect adjacent residences. Given
the degree and location of activity. and the potential for it to occur in the early
morning hours. daily operations at the golf course could result in substantial
conflict with near by residences. This is considered a significant land use impact.

2.1.3.c Regulatory Setting: Consistency with Plans and Policy

Land Use Designations
The Lakeside Community Plan designates the project site as (24) Impact Sensitive
with an (25) Extractive overlay. The Extractive overlay designation is applied only
to areas containing economically or potentially economically extractable mineral
resources. The Impact Sensitive designation is typically applied to areas
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San Diego P-C Region. and B) there is an uneven geographic distribution of sand
reserves within the P-C Region. While aggregate reserves (Le.. those deposits for
which use permtts have been issued) are insufficient to meet the 50-year demand
for the P-C Region. approximately 11 billion tons of aggregate resources It.e.. those
deposits for which no use permits have been granted) occur in the P-C Region.
Critical then. is the wise land-use planning by local governmental officialsto assure
the availability of these valuable mineral resources to future generations of San
DiegoCounty residents.

The California Department of Conservation. Division of Mines and Geology in its
Special Report No. 153 classified and designated the majority of the project site as
containing a regionally Significantsand resource. The sand resources are contained
within the river laid sediments which make up the historic flood plain of the San
DiegoRiver. Due to the location of the designated resources. the County attached
the S82 Use Regulations to these lands. Approximately 440 acres of the project
site are zoned S82.

The Lakeside Community Plan designates the project site as having a (25)
Extractive overlay. This designation promotes extraction as the principal and
dominant use. but allows other uses where they would not preclude future
extraction of the mineral resources. The Extractive overlay designation is applied
only to areas containing economically or potentially economically extractable
mineral resources.

As discussed earlier. sand resources are an important resource and there is a
deficit in permitted aggregate resources for the' P-C Region. The sand resources
that do exist are predominantly located in the northern portion of the County.
Therefore. construction of substantial permanent structures which would preclude
the extraction of aggregate resources on the project site would represent an
adverse significant impact. However. the project proposes development of a golf
facility and limited ancillary facilities. This type of land use. as an outdoor
participatory sports/recreation facility. is consistent with the intent of the S-82
zoning use restrictions and the (25) Extractive Overlay. With the exception of the
club house. maintenance building. and other small out-buildings. the project does
not propose development that would preclude future extraction of on-site
aggregate resources. These structures would require only a small percentage of the
overall acreage on-site.

It should also be noted that use of the site for a public golfingfacility is authorized
by the land owner in accord with a 50-year lease. Currently. extraction of aggregate
resources on-site is not permitted (Le.. no use permit has been authorized).
However. extraction of these resources could become economically viable or
necessary in the future. Should' this occur. mineral extraction could become the
highest and best use of the site at that time. Because the project is predominantly
open space (i.e.. no residential. commercial. or industrial development),
conversion of the site from a golf course to a mineral extraction facility' would be
relatively easy. The decision to convert from one use to another would be based
upon need and the economics of the resource involved. The issue then. is whether
or not one use would preclude conversion to another use in the event that
circumstances change in the future. Since the golf course would allow for
conversion to an aggregate extraction operation. the' project is not considered to
have a significant impact to future extractive resources.
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The proposed project is a public golf factltty, principally comprised of turf
propagation and inherently devoid of substantial permanent structures. The
project would not, therefore. preclude future extraction of aggregate resources on-
site. As such. no significant project-related physical land use impacts to aggregate
resources would result.

Agricultural Resources

Much of the project site has been used for a variety of agricultural purposes. Land
in the San Diego River valley floor has been. or is currently used by a dairy. with
other portions cultivated for field crops or used for pasture. Typically agricultural
production has included specialty vegetables for oriental cuisine through contract
to Taiwan Farms, Inc. These crops include bamboo shoots, chives. snow peas. and
other vegetables used in oriental dishes.

Agricultural production is a dominant land use in the project area. The California
Department of Conservation (CDC) Farmland Mapping and Monitortng Program in
its Farmland Conversion Report 1992 to 1994 (1996) indicates that some of the
agricultural production currently taking place on the project site utilizes
"Important Farmlands." This report indicates that portions of the project site are
either Prime Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance. The remaining
portions of the site are either characterized as Grazing Land or Other Land which is
either of marginal or no value for agricultural production. '

Because the project proposes to convert existing farmland to a non-farmland land
use. farmland conversion (t.e.. the loss of farmland) is an important local issue. The
loss of farmland is also a regional problem as well. Given the importance of
agricultural land preservation. on-site agricultural resources which could be
affected by project implementation are evaluated in this section. Agricultural
resources for the project site are evaluated according to the following issues: 1)

, soils. and 2) designated Important Farmlands.

Soils. Soils on the project site are principally mineral « 20% organic matter), as
opposed to organic (>20% organic matter). Mineral soils consist of four major
components: mineral materials. organic matter, water. and air. Soilcomponent
mixture ratios vary to form distinctive individual layers called "horizons." A soil
"profile" consists of its, constituent horizons to form a complete vertical section.
These horizons above the parent material are collectively referred to' as the
"solum," from the Latin legal term meaning soil or land. Every well-developed.
undisturbed soil has its own distinctive profile characteristics which are unitized in
soil classification surveys and are of great practical importance. In judging a soil.
its whole profile must be considered. ' '

The upper layers of horizons of a soil generally contain considerable amounts of
organic matter and are usually darkened due' to such an accumulation; this is the
"organic horizon" or "0" horizon. The underlying subsoil contains comparably less
organic matter than upper layers. The various subsoil layers present two very
general belts: "N horizon. an upper zone of transition or leaching. and "B"
horizon. a lower zone of accumulation of compounds. The solum thus extends to a
moderate depth below the surface. Here the noticeably modified lower subsoil
gradually merges with the less weathered portion of the "regoltth" (unconsolidated
debris above the bedrock) which may be material that has weathered from
underlying rock or it may have been transported by the action of wtnd; water, or
ice. This is the area of the "C" horizon. an area of least weathering. accumulation.
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intensive agriculture based on soil characteristics. Crop suitability is the suttabtlity
of soils for fivemajor crops in San Diego County. A soil rated good to fair in terms
of crop suttabtllty for anyone of the fivecrops is considered agricultural land.

Soil types found on the subject property. capability unit. Storie Index ratings. and
crop suttabtlity are shown in Table 2.1-1. Related Tables 2.1-2 and 2.1-3. define
capability classes and describe Storie Index ratings.
In general. capability classifications and the Storie Index are used to measure the
relative ability of various lands to sustain long-term agricultural crops. Accordingly.
the State Department of Conservation. Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
establishes categories of farmland based on the various physical and chemical
attributes of the land. These categories are compiled from USDA-NRCSsoil surveys
and current land use information. Table 2.1-4 lists the eight mapping categories.

As shown in Figure 2.1-3. the project site contains areas designated by the State
Department of Conservation. Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program as Prime
Farmlands and Farmlands of Statewide Importance. Approximately 37 acres of the
project site are designated as Prime Farmlands. and approximately 64 acres of the
project site are mapped as Farmlands of Statewide Importance. 'In comparing
Figures 2. I-2 and 2.1-3. it can be seen that the Prime Farmlands and Farmlands of
Statewide Importance occur primarily in the TuB soils. This soil type is Soil
Capability Class IV and has a Storie Index Rating of 39 (see Table 2.1-1). Both of
these ratings indicators severe limitations for crops for TuB soils per Tables 2.1-2
and 2.1-3. In the year 1994. San Diego County had approximately 11.788 acres of
Prime Farmland and 13.964 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance. As a
county-wide percentage. the loss due to the project of 37 acres of Prime Farmlands
and 64 acres of Farmlands of Statewide Importance would represent a reduction of
0.31 and 0.46 percent. respectively. This is considered a minor reduction of the
amount of Important Farmland and would therefore not be a significant impact.

From 1992 to 1994 San Diego County lost a total of 217 acres of Prime Farmland
and 504 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance. Under certain circumstances.
the loss of an additional 37 acres of Prime Farmlands and 64 acres of Farmlands of
Statewide Importance could be viewed as a cumulatively significant impact.
However. the project proposes a land use type that does not necessarily preclude
re-use of the site for agricultural purposes. The site could easily be converted back
to agricultural use. No permanent structures are proposed in areas mapped as
Prime Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance. In fact. cultivation of turf
could be a beneficial effect of the' project because long-term maintenance of turf
grasses and landscaping would reduce top soil erosion due to wind and surface run-
off and helps build a rich organic upper solid layer.

The conversion of these Important Farmlands (Le.. 37 acres of Prime Farmlands
and 64 acres of Farmlands of Statewide Importance) to a golf facility is considered
a minor and incremental change in land use. Further. this relatively small amount
of acreage may not be financially viable for efficientagricultural production.

However. agricultural production using on-site Prime Farmland and Farmland of
Statewide Importance could become economicallyviable or necessary in the future.
Should this occur. farming on these lands could become the highest and best use of
the site at that time. Because the project is predominantly open space (t.e., no
residential, commercial. or industrial development). conversion of the site from a
golf course to agriculture would be relatively easy. The decision to convert from
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one use to another would be based upon need and the economics of the resource
Involved. Similar to on-site extractive resources. the Issue then. Is whether or not
one use would preclude conversion to another use In the event that circumstances
change In the future. Since the golf course would allow for conversion to
agriculture. the project Is not considered to have a signiftcant impact to Prime
Farmland and Farmlands of Statewide Importance.

Therefore. the project would not result in significant. or cumulatively significant
Impacts to agricultural resources related to Important Farmlands.

Existing Residences/Structures
Residential uses are not represented on the project site. No displacement of
residents/tenants would occur. The land owners decision to replace two
unoccupied residential structures with a golf course is not considered a significant
physical land use impact.

2.1.3.b Compatibility with Current and Planned Land Uses

Off-site land use compatibility Issues associated with the proposed project include
parks/recreational/equestrian. and residential land uses. These topics are
discussed below.

Recreation/Equestrian

Recreational uses important to EI Monte Valley include active use of the property
by area equestrians. The Lakeside community has long been recognized for its
association with equestrian uses. As a result. undeveloped lands. such as the
project site. have traditionally been' used for trail riding purposes. Thts has
primarily occurred within the San Diego River channel. but use of upland areas Is
not uncommon. The site is currently used as a riding area for many Lakeside area
equestrians.

As part of project design. an equestrian trail would be developed through the
property. The equestrian trail would have specially designed entrance gates at the
east and west end that would allow horses/riders. walkers/joggers/hikers. and

.bicyclists to pass. These gates would however. prevent use of the trail by
automobiles and motorcycles. It is expected that a revocable license agreement
would be executed with an appropriate custodial entity. (e.g.. the County of San
Diego). Therefore. the project would not result In significant impacts to equestrian
recreational uses.
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considered unsuitable for urban development for reasons of public safety or
environmeRtal sensitivity. In this location. this designation is applied due to the
presence of the San DiegoRiver floodwayand its associated sensitive riparian zone.

The proposed project would result in the construction of a major golfing facility
over lands currently utilized for agricultural production. Because the majority of
the site is planned for future extraction of regionally significant mineral resources.
agricultural production is considered an interim use which would not conflict with
future resource recovery. Although golfing uses are significant commercial
enterprises. they do not require the development of high valued permanent
structures and infrastructure over major portions of the site. Therefore. the
development of a golfing facility is considered to be compatible with the mineral
resource designation for the project site.

The Impact Sensitive designation is typically applied to areas considered unsuitable
for urban development for reasons of public safety or environmental sensitivity. In
this location. this designation is applied due to the presence of the San DiegoRiver
floodway and its associated sensitive riparian zone. Under this designation.
projects must be carefully planned to assure that no significant adverse
environmental impacts will result from construction and operations. Land uses
which are typically compatible with this designation would include large-lot
residential parcels. agricultural pursuits. certain recreational uses (e.g.. golf
courses). mineral extraction. or natural green belts connecting permanent open
space areas. Therefore. the development of a golfing facility is constdered to be
compatible with the impact sensitive designation for the project site.

Lakeside Community Plan
A discussion of applicable elements and associated goals/policies of the Lakeside
Community Plan follows:
Lakeside Community Plan Land.Use Element
The Land Use Element of the Community Plan lists goals and policies applicable to
the proposed project. These items are discussed below.

Agricultural Goal

Provide Jor the preservation oj agricultural land uses while maintaining
their compatibility with other non-rural uses.

Findings

Lakeside has a unique agricultural heritage. which the community
wishes to perpetuate. In the urban core. large-scale agricultural uses
have given way to residential development In spite oj this. extensive
portions oj the Plan Area display significant primary and secondary
agricultural uses. These areas include Eucalyptus Hills. Moreno Valley.
the El Monte Road area and Blossom Valley.

Policies and Recommendations

1. Promote agricultural land uses which are compatible with the
topography and environment.
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2. Permit the co-existence of agricultural land uses which are
compatible with other land uses in the community.

3. Encourage the continued development of suitable land or orchards
and groves as well as truck and seed crops.

4. Promote agriculture as one of the highest and best uses for open
spaceandjlood plains.

The proposed project would result In the construction of a major golfing facility
over lands currently utilized for agricultural production. Because the majority of
the site is planned for future extraction of a regionally significant mineral resource,
agricultural production is considered an interim use which would not conflict with
future resource recovery. Therefore, while the project site is suitable for
agricultural production, agriculture should not be constdered the permanent use of
the site. Although golfinguses are significant commercial enterprises, they do not
require the development of extensive, high valued permanent structures and
infrastructure over major portions of the site. Golf courses are also considered as
favorableland use types in open space/flood plains. Should agriculture be deemed
as the highest and best use of the subject property. conversion from a golf course to
cultivated fields would not be difficult. Development of the proposed golf course
would not preclude future use of the site for agricultural production or the ultimate
extraction of sand. Therefore, development of a golfing facility would be
compatible with the agricultural goals and pollctes of the Lakeside Community Plan.

Lakeside Community Plan Community Character Element
Each community/subregional planning area within the San DiegoCounty sphere of
influence has community character attributes common to the area as outlined In
the respective community/subregional plans. The community character' goal as
outlined in the Lakeside Community Plan follows: '

CommunituCharacter Goal
Foster development which will preserve a rural atmosphere and
enhance a sense of spaciousness.

PoliCies and Recommendations

1. Protect Lakeside's unique natural environment: and preserve its
rural way of life and cultural heritage.

The proposed golf course would preserve and enhance a sense of spaciousness. and
provide the public with additional recreational opportunities. Additionally, the
green-belt established by the maintenance of large expanses of turf and landscaping
is an aesthetically pleasing use of open space. However. the rural heritage of
Lakeside connotes an agrarian, provincial. and somewhat rustic identity. where
ranch-style homes and equestrian/agricultural uses are abundant. The proposed
golf course. while maintaining open space. would suggest a more urban setting.,
This would differ from Lakeside's current rural/agricultural identity. However. the
proposed change is not considered adverse. The addition of the proposed golf
course is considered a compatible attribute to existing community character
because it maintains and enhances spaciousness and preserves it in this condition
for an extended period of time.
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Lakeside Community Plan Conservation Element

The Conservation Element of the Community Plan lists several goals and policies
applicable to the proposed project. These items include environmental. flood
plain, and sand and gravel extraction issues which are listed below.

Environmental Goal

Provide a desirable, healthJuL. and comfortable environment for living while
preserving Lakeside's rural atmosphere and unique resources.

Policies and Recommendations

5. Ensure the land uses within or adjacent to recreationaL natural
preserve, agricultural, or industrial areas are compatible with those
areas.

The golf course would establish an aesthetically appealing open space greenbelt.
Further. because the proposed golf course would not establish abundant permanent
structures. and would not preclude future agricultural or extractive uses on site.
the project is considered to be compatible with applicable environmental goals and
policies. Further. the riparian corrtdorassoctated with the San Diego River would
be preserved and enhanced. .

Flood plain Goal

Enhance the flood plains as an environmental recreationaL and economic
asset to Lakeside.

Findings

The appropriate utilization oj flood plains is oj primary interest to the
citizens oj Lakeside. The section of the Upper San Diego River Jrom Santee
to El Monte Park is utilized Jor a variety oj activities including: crop raising.
dairy farminq, commerce, and industry. The prevailing use involves the
extraction oj sand for construction. Studies have proven that the sand
resources oj this portion oj the San Diego River are substantiaL..

Policies and Recommendations

2. Encourage the utilization oj the flood plains outside oj the Current
Urban Development Area for recreation. open space. agriculture. and
planned extraction oj natural resources.

6. Design the use oj floodways where public access is available so that
all modes oj recreational transportation will have an opportunity to
enjoy this space.

The project would establish a recreational opportunity for the community. This
would occur in an existing flood plain. As. such. the project would be an economic
and recreational asset to the community. The project proposes the establishment
of a trail along the southern boundary of the site which would provide public access
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to the flood plain for recreational transportation. As such. the project Is
considered to be compatible with applicable floodplain goals and policies..

Sand and Gravel Extraction Goal

Balance the regional need jor construction materials with the community
need jor jreedom jrom any disturbing effects oj the sand and gravel
extraction.
Policies and Recommendations

6. Protect areas designated in the Plan jor sand. gravel. and rock
excavation jrom scattered and incompatible urban intrusion by
applying extractive use regulations to such areas.

The proposed project would not preclude future extraction of aggregate resources
on site. As such. the project is a suitable interim land use until such time that sand
extraction on site is deemed as the highest and best use of the site. Therefore. the
project is considered to be compatible with applicable extraction goals and
policies.

Lakeside Community Plan Recreation Element

The Recreation Element of the Community Plan lists several goals and policies
applicable to the proposed project. These items are listed below.

Provide a wide variety oj recreational activities and jacilities which wiU meet
the needs and enrich the lives oj all the residents of Lakeside.

Pdlicies and Recommendations

4. Minimize conflicts between trail users and adjacent properties.

12. Minimize costs oj a trails system by utilizing flood plains. drainage
channels. public lands. and major utility rights-oI-way wherever
legally possible.

16. Where appropriate. require trail easement dedication.

The project would provide a dedicated trail along the southern boundary of the site..
The trail would have a landscape buffer from the golfcourse. The trail would utilize
a portion of the San Diego River flood plain. Trail riders would therefore be
encouraged to utilize flood plain land rather than the more sensitive riparian
floodway. The trail would be buffered from golfers using the proposed facility.
Therefore. the project is considered to be compatible with applicable recreation
goals and policies. .

Lakeside Community Plan Scenic Highway Element

The Scenic Highway Element of the Community Plan lists several goals and policies
applicable to the proposed project. These items are listed below.
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Establish a network' of scenic highway corridors where scenic. historicaL.
and recreational resources are protected and enhanced..

Findings

There are Jour scenic corridors identified on the "Scenic Highway System"
plan map which pass through the Lakeside COT1lTTlW1.ityPlanning Area. Three
of the corridors are listed as second-priority scenic routes in the Scenic
Highways Element oj the General Plan. They are as JoI.1Dws:

3. Willow Road and El Monte Road. from State Route 67 to the
southern end oj El Capitan Reservoir.

Policies and Recommendations

4. Do not permit development which will detract form those unique
environmental features which are intended to be protected by virtue
oj being Located within or in clear view oj a designated scenic
corridor.

The project site currently exists as open space associated with the San Diego River
floodway and ongoing agricultural operations. The project proposes to preserve the
floodway as natural open space. Other areas would.be converted from disturbed
pastures and vacant land to turf. rough. and landscaping (principally with natural
vegetation species). The maintenance facilities are proposed to be located on the
north side of EI Monte Road in an area adjacent to existing residences and where
the project is separated from the road by an intervening ownership. The
maintenance area would consist of buildings and a 7-foot high stucco wall located
with a minimum setback from the edge of the road of 50 feet. Vegetation on the
intervening ownership and proposed project landscaping would screen the
maintenance area. though not completely obscuring if from view to motorists and
other users of WillowRoad. However.its location adjacent to a residential area and
its overall length of 350 feet would represent relatively minor obstructions along an
improved scenic golf course view extending for approximately 8,400 feet along
WillowRoad. This would not cause a significant conflict with the scenic corridor
designation. However. the maintenance facilities are proposed to be located with
frontage along EI Monte Road adjacent to existing residential development.
Although this facilitywould be concealed from the roadway and adjacent residences
by landscaping. it would block the views onto the agricultural fields to the north for
a short distance. This effect could be partially mitigated by moving the
maintenance facility back from the roadway a greater distance; however. location of
the maintenance facilities in this area. as proposed. would not represent a
Significant change from the existing conditions.
With exception of the maintenance facilities. the resultant greenbelt created by
development of the golf course is considered aesthetically beneficial relative to the
existing vtewscape. Therefore. the project is in compliance with the Lakeside
Community Plan Scenic Highway Element. Significant adverse impacts to visual
resources along the scenic roadways would not be expected.
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San Diego County ZonlnllOrdinance
Zoning for the property is S-82 Extractive and A-70 Limited Agricultural. These
land use designations and zones have been applied to the project area because the
site contains documented regionally significant mineral resources (t.e., sand
deposits associated with the San Diego River Valley). The site is also considered
well suited to-certain agricultural operations.
Although S-82 zoned properties are ultimately intended for mineral extraction. a
number of other uses may also be allowed. Permitted uses include agricultural
crops and civic uses. A number of other uses may be allowed subject to approval of
a Minor or Major Use Permit.

Typically. the S-82 Use Regulations are applied to areas of mineral deposits. to
signify the presence of such deposits and notify adjacent or affected properties of
the intention to allow extraction of minerals within the zone. These regulations
may be used to preserve areas with valuable mineral deposits until extraction can
take place. Special regulations are to be imposed governing the conduct of mineral
extraction. associated operation characteristics. and care of the site at conclusion
of the extraction operation. -

Permitted uses subject to a Major Use Permit include Major Impact Services and
Utilities as well as Administrative Service. Medical Services (ambulance. cltnicl,
Cultural Services. Postal and Parking Service. Explosive Storage. Scrap Operation
(commercial) Mining and Processtng (extractive). Community Recreation and
Assembly. and Participatory Sports and Recreation (outdoorl.. .Therefore. the
proposed golf course. as an outdoor participatory sports and recreation facility. is
in compliance with the S-82 Use Regulations. .

Typically. the A-70 Use Regulations are applied to areas throughout the County to
protect moderate to high quality agricultural land. Permitted use types include
Family Residential (Residential)· Essential Services and Fire Protection Service
(Civic),and HOrticultural (all types). Tree Crops. Rowand Field Crops. and Packing
and Processing (limited) (Agricultural). Permitted uses subject to a Major Use
Permit include. among other uses. Community Recreation and Participatory Sports
andRecreation (t.e .• outdoor). Therefore. the proposed golf course. as an outdoor
participatory sports and recreation facility. is in compliance with the A-70 Use
Regulations.
SpeCialArea Regulations - FloodPlain Area ReiUlations
Portions of the property lie within the San Diego River flood plain and are
therefore subject to Zoning Ordinance Flood Plain Area Regulations. Flood Plain
Area Regulations are designed to protect the public health. safety. and welfare and
reduce the financial burden on the County and property owners. This is
accomplished by eliminating or reducing the need for the construction of flood
control channels. dikes, dams. and other flood control improvements that would
otherwise be required if scattered and unplanned development were permitted to
occur.

Permitted uses in this zone are those identified by applicable use regulations. No
building or structure can be placed. erected. constructed, altered, or enlarged
within the area subject to the Flood Plain Area Regulations except in accordance .
with such regulations and provisions of the San Diego County Code. No permanent
structure used for human habitation. a place of work. or by the public. can be
constructed in a floodway.
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The project -proposes use of the site as a golf course. Pennanent structures would
be limited to the club house. maintenance facility. and small out buildings. Under
current conditions. these structures would be placed within the flood plain. (not in
the floodway). Structures developed on site would be raised above the IOO-year
floodlevel. The floodwaywill be preserved as undisturbed open space. Therefore.
the project would be compatible with Flood Plain Special Area Regulations

Resource Protection Ordinance

The Resource Protection Ordinance (RPO) addresses the unique topography.
ecosystems. and natural characteristics of the County. RPO states that certain
resources are fragile and irreplaceable and are vital to the general welfare of all
residents. RPO has established special controls on development regarding
wetlands. flood plains. steep slopes. sensitive biological habitats. and
prehistortcyhtstortc sites. Accordingly. prior to approval of most discretionary
applications including Major Use Permits. a Resource Protection Study must be
completed and the approving authority shall make a finding that the us.e or
development permitted by the application is consistent with the provisions of the
Ordinance. However. there are a number of exemptions to the Ordinance. These
exemptions are outlined below:

Any essential public facilityor project. or recreational facility which includes
public use when the authority considering an application makes the following
findings:

The facility or project is consistent with adopted community or
subreqionai plans:

AU possible mitigation measures have been incorporated into the facility
or project, and there are no feasible. less environmentally damaging.
location. alignment. or non-structural alternatives that wouLd meet
project objectives:

Where the facility or project encroaches into a wetland or flood plain.
mitigation measures are required that result in a net gain in the wetland
and/ or riparian habitat:

No mature riparian woodland is destroyed or reduced in size due to
otherwise allowed encroachments.

The project meets these requirements in the followingmanner:

• The project is consistent with the goals and policies contained in the
Lakeside Community Plan.

• Mitigation measures have been proposed for the project which reduce
potentially significant impacts to a level below significance. including
wetlands impacts.

• The alternatives analysis has revealed that the proposed project is the
least environmentally damaging practicable alternative that would meet
project objectives. .
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• The riparian areas associated with the floodway would remain as open
space.

As such. the project as a public recreational facility. meets the findings criteria.
and should be exempt from the Resource Protection Ordinance.

In the absence of such an exemption. RPO permits only certain uses as well as
requires particular development standards and criteria within the various
categories of sensitive lands. The followingare applicable in this case:

Wetlands. Permitted uses in wetland areas are -restricted to the following
(not involving grading. filling. construction or placement of structures):
scientific research. educational or recreational uses provided that they do
not harm the ecosystem; and wetland restoration projects where the
primary function is restoration of the habitat.
Wetland BufferAreas. In wetland buffer areas permitted uses are limited to:
access paths; other improvements necessary to protect adjacent wetlands;
and all uses permitted in wetland areas.
Floodwavs. The development of permanent structures for human habitation
or as a place of work is not permitted in a f1oodway. Uses permitted in a
f1oodway-are limited to agricultural. recreation. and other low-tntenstty uses
provided that such use does not substantially harm the environmental values
of the particular floodwayarea.

Flood Plain Fringe. All uses permitted by zoning and those that are allowable
in the floodwaywhen the followingcrtterta are met: fill must be limited to
that necessary to elevate the structure above the elevation of the floodway
and to permit minimal functional use of the structure.

Sensitive Habitat Lands. Development. grading. grubbing. clearing or any
other activity or use damaging to sensitive habitat lands is prohibited.
Developmentmay be allowed when all feasiblemeasures necessary to protect
and preserve the sensitive habitat lands are required as a condition of permit
approval and where mitigation provides an equal or greater benefit to the
affected species.

Si2nificant Prehistoric/Historic Site. Development. trenching. grading.
clearing and grubbing. or any other activity or use damaging to significant
prehistoric or historic site lands is prohibited. except for approved sctenttftc
investigations.

The project is a recreational land use which does not propose permanent
structures within the floodway of the San DiegoRiver. Cart operators would utilize
one elevated bridge. and four at-grade Arizona-style crosstngs. The club house,
maintenance facility. and other structures would be constructed in the flood plain.
away from any wetland or floodwayareas. Feasible mitigation measures have been
proposed which would protect and preserve sensitive-habitats. Cultural resources
identified on site would be capped and no grading would occur below the cap.

Ther-efore. the project would be in compliance with the provisions of the Resource
Protection Ordinance. either via exemption. or through project design features and
mitigation measures.
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2.1.3.d Community Character

A commonly recognized reference point in defining the· community character of an
area is its "sense of place." or uniqueness from an overall qualitative standpoint.
This is derived from the area's natural and formal boundaries. natural and man-
made physical characteristics. and commonly shared human attitudes. In San·
Diego County. community character attrtbutes are clearly identified in community
and subregional plans along with goals and policies to preserve these attrtbutes.
The goals and policies are implemented through land use designations. zoning
classifications. and other regulatory ordinances. This assessment considers
potential changes to community character from the perspective of the subject
property. vicinity. and community as a whole. 0

Community character is not defined by CEQA. but is specifically addressed in
Article 9.2 of the County of San Diego CEQA GUidelines. The County CEQA
Guidelines define community character as:

An overall qualitative perception oj a community. a sense oj uniqueness.
also commonly known as a "sense oj place" is a common reference
point in defining the community character oj an area. It is based on a
sense oj space und boundaries. physical characteristics (i.e ..
geographical setting. presence oj unique natural and man-made
features, ambient noise and air quality) and qualitative psychological
responses shared in common (i.e.. "rural" and "friendly").

Potential changes to the existing character associated with the community of
Lakeside in general. and the project vicinity. is discussed in the following text.
relative to the County CEQAGuidelines addressing "community character."

A vartety of land uses in the project vicinity contrtbute to the area's community
character. These land uses include rural restdenttal, dairy farming. extractive. field
and orchard crops. and open space. These land uses are of low intensity with the
valley exhibiting a rural residential/ agrtcuItural setting. Land use is limited 1::y
physical constraints with the presence of the San Diego River floodway which
passes through the site in an east to west direction and the steeply sloping
hillsides which border the valley to the north and south. The existing viewshed of
the river valley and nearby EI Cajon Mountain lend a sense of spaciousness to the
area.

Attributes contrtbuting to the imagery and atmosphere near the site include low-
density rural or ranch-style residential housing. agrtcultural operations (crops and
dairy facilities). equestrtan facilities. sand extraction operations. and natural open
space. Agricultural. natural open space. and a rural ambiance are combined as
identifiable attrtbutes of the area. These attrtbutes help residents form and retain a
viable. unique community identity as reflected in the Lakeside Community Plan.

The rural heritage of Lakeside involves an agrarian. provincial. and somewhat rustic
identity. Ranch-style homes with equestrtan facilities are abundant. SmaIl scale
agrtcultural operations exist throughout the community. The proposed golf course.
as developed open space. would suggest a more manicured recreational setting.
Additionally. the facility would.attract an approximate 1,500 average daily trips to
the area. many of which would originate from areas outside of the Lakeside
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community. This introduced manicured recreational setting would represent a
deviation from characteristics that normally lend to Lakeside's rural identity and
unique agrarian atmosphere,

Although the golf course would establish a recreational land use indicative.of a less
than rural setting. this change is not considered to be adverse. However, the
project would contribute to incremental changes in the community character of
Lakeside. The project would preserve open space and view corridors. and establish
a green-belt along scenic roadways, Further. the project would provide additional
public recreation opportunities and establish a trail system within the flood plain
area. As such. the project should be viewed as a contributing addition to. rather
than an adverse change in, the existing community character. The addition of the
proposed golf course is considered a compatible attribute to existing community
character. and would not be a significant adverse land use impact.

2.1.4 Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for Impact 2.1.3.b: Current Land Use Compatibility· Operational Impacts

1. Other than lighting required for security and safety. there shall be no
outdoor nighttime lighting of the project site.

2. Berming/mounding and landscaping shall be tnstalled between the
maintenance facility and residences west and southeast of the facility to
provide an intervening buffer for noise. visual. and light/glare effects.

3. All vehicles/equipment powered by internal combustion engines shall be
equipped with mufflers in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

4. The maintenance facilityshall be redesigned to eliminate entry gates on the
east. sel:1th ane 'Nest siees west side of the perimeter wall. as shown in
Figure 2.1-4. (Note: Figure 2.1-4 has been revised from the Draft EIR for
the Final ~ !Q reflect additional mitigation brought about ~ Mitigation Wh
5 below.) Ne gates shall be allewee en the east. sel:1thSF 'Nest siees sf the
me:.intenaneefaetlity. This measure is necessary to reduce the potential for
significant impacts which could result from maintenance facility operations.

5. The design of !J:ll: maintenance facility shall be changed to include relocating
the compound apprOximately 900 feet to the east as shown in the revised
Figure 2.1-4 and Figure 2.1-5. The relocated maintenance compound shall
be approximately 100 feet north of and 20 feet lower in elevation than EI
Monte Road compared to the previous location. Access ill. the maintenance
compound shall be taken from EI Monte Road approximately 100 feet to the
east of the structure. This ~ access shall eliminate maintenance employee
vehicle and deliverv access from behind existing residences.

No other significant adverse land use impacts were identified. Therefore. rio
further mitigation is required.

2.1.5 Conclusions

Proposed operational limitations on. noise and lighting sources would reduce
impacts to adjacent residences to below a level of significance.
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Following public comment Q!1 the Draft ErR. mitigation measure No. ~ above ~
added to Section 2.1.4 that required that the design of the maintenance facility be
further changed to include relocating the compound approximately 900 feet to the
east. This location is 900 feet farther ~ from the residence to the west that was
previously 100 feet to the ~ of the facility. The closest residence to the
relocated maintenance facility would be located approximately 200 feet to the west.
This is the ~ residence that ~. previously approximately 200 feet to the
southeast of the facility. In addition, the relocated maintenance compound is
approximately 100 feet north of and 20 feet lower in elevation than El Monte Road
compared to the previous location that was 50 feet north of and only several feet
lower than El Monte Road. This elevation difference will further reduce the visual
impact to motorists using ElMOnte Road (see Section 2.1.4 of the Final ErR and
Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-51.

Access to the maintenance compound would be taken from El Monte Road
approximately 100 feet to the east of the structure. This new access would
eliminate maintenance employee vehicle and delivery access from behind existing
residences and further buffer any associated land use impacts to ~ Ql
residences. With these land ~ mitigation measures and design changes in place.
the project would not be considered 1.Q.. have i!. significant impact Q..!1. nearby
residences.

Proposed to the maintenance compound location. design. and access would reduce
impacts to adjacent residences to below g level of significance.

No other significant adverse land use impacts were identified.
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EICapitan Golf Course

Project Site Soils Capability Unit and Crop Suitability

VIII >10 ···················Nol Llsled·················· ........
N 39 . Good *•••• Fair ••••••• Good

2

90 Good Good Good Fair Good
2

Rm Riverwash

TuB Tujunga sand, 0-5% slopes

Visalia sandy loam, 0-2% slopesVaA

Notes: Only arable sotls are listed for crop suitability: dashes Indicate soli Is poorly suited or not suited to specified
crop: numbers Indicate adverse affects due to (I) slope, (2) surface layer texture. (7) penneability rate.
(9) depth to hard rock. and (2/1 permeabillty can be Improved.

£'viro)/f){k-:- Project Site SoilsCapability Unit & Crop Suitability Table 2.1-1



Table 2.1-2
Soils capability Class Definitions

Class 1. Soils have few ltmttations that restrict their use.

Class II. Soils have moderate limitations that reduce the choice of plants or
that require moderate conservation practices.

Class III. Soils have severe ltmttauons that reduce the choice of plants."require
special conservation practices. or both.

Class IV. Soils that have very severe limitations that reduce the choice of plants.
require very careful management, or both.

ClassV. Soils that are not l1kelyto erode but have other limitations.
impractical to remove. that limit their use largely to pasture or range.
woodland. or Wildlifehabitat.

Class VI. Soils have severe l1mitationsthat make them generally unsuited to
cultivation and l1mlttheir use largely to pasture or range. woodland. or
Wildlifehabitat.

Class VII. Soils that have very severe limitations that make them unsuited to
cultivation and that restrict their use largely to pasture or range.
woodland. or Wildlifehabitat.

Class VIII. Soils and landforms have limitations that preclude their use for
commercial crop production and restrict their use to recreation.
Wildlifeor water supply. or to aesthetic purposes.
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Table 2.1-3
Soils Storie Index Descriptions

Index Rating Grade Suitability for General Intensive Agriculture

80 to 100 1 Few or no limitations restricting use for crops

SUitable for most crops: few special management
needs: minor limitations narrowing choice of crops

60 to 80 2

40 to 60 3 Suited to a few or special crops: requires special
management

20 to 40 4 Severely limited for crops: requires careful
management

Not suited to cultivate crops; can be used for
pasture and range

Not suited to farming

10 to 20 5

a to 10 6

Source: Roy H. Bowman. Soil Survey of the San Die20 Area. California (San
Diego: United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service. 1973)
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Table 2.1-4

Important Farmland Map categories

PRIME FARMLAND
Farmland with the best combination of physical and chemical features able to
sustain long term production of agricultural crops. This land has the soil
quality. growing season. and moisture supply needed to produce sustained
high yields. The land must have been used for the production of Irrigated
crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to the mapping date.

FARMLANDOF STATEWIDEIMPORTANCE
Farmland similar to Prime Farmland but with minor shortcomings. such as
greater slopes or with less ability to hold and store moisture. The land must
have been used for the production of Irrigated crops at some time during the
two update cycles prior to the mapping date.

UNIQUE FARMLAND
Farmland of lesser quality soils used for the production of state's leading
agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated. but may Include non
irrigated orchards or vineyards as found in some climatic zones in California.
The land must have been cropped at some time during the two update cycles
prior to the mapping date.

FARMLANDOF WCAL IMPORTANCE
Land of Importance to the local agricultural economy. as determined by each
county's board of supervisors and a local advisory committee that meets all
the characteristics of Prime and Statewide. with the exception of irrigation.
Farmlands not covered. by the above categories but are of significant
economic importance to the county. They have a history of good production
for locally adapted crops. The soils are grouped in types that are suited for
truck crops (such as tomatoes. strawberries. cucumbers. potatoes. celery.
squash. romaine lettuce. and cauliflower) and soils suited for orchard crops
(avocados and citrus).

GRAZING LAND
Land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of livestock.
This category is used only in California and was developed in cooperation
with the California Cattlemen's Association. the University of California
Cooperative Extension Service. and other groups interested in knowing the

. extent of grazing activities. The minimum mapping unit for Grazing Land is
40 acres.

URBAN AND BUILT-UP LAND
Land occupied by structures with a building density of at least one unit to one
and one-half acres. or approximately six structures to a ten-acre parcel. .
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2.2 Visual Quality

2.2.1 Existing Conditions

The project site is located within the EI Monte valley which lies at the fringe of the
community of Lakeside. a growing suburban community at the outskirts of the
greater San Diego metropolitan area. The EI Monte valley is a narrow valley formed
by the westward flowing San Diego River.

Local physiography is characterized by steeply sloping hillsides rising to the north
and south of the east/west trending EI Monte valley. Of these hills. EI Cajon
Mountain (known locally as EI Capitan Mountain) rises rapidly to the northeast and
overlooks the valley floor. This mountain is a predominant element in the visual
environment. EI Monte valley is relatively narrow lowland area. The valley ranges
from 4.000 feet in width near the eastern limits of the property to approximately
1.300 feet in width on the west. The valley floor is nearly level except for the river
channel which bisects the valley. Here. a lO-foot deep by 300-foot wide floodway
has been created by past sand extraction activities.

Vegetation in the project vicinity varies depending on land use and location.
Brushy vegetation dominates the hillsides to the north and south of the site. These
lands are steeply sloping with residential development limited to the lower margin
adjacent to the valley floor. Vegetation within the historic San Diego River
floodplain includes a mixture of riparian species (within the defined floodway).
agricultural field crops. dry land cereal grains/pasture .. and ruderal vegetation
found in fallow fields. This mixture of vegetation on the valley floor gives the site a
distinct characteristic of a rural river valley in southern California.

Land use in the project vicinity varies with location. The floodplain is
predominantly developed for agricultural uses with residential uses limited to small
tnholdtngs. However. a number of exceptions do exist. . These areas include a
residential enclave just north of EI Monte Road near the central portion of the
project area. In this area. 9 homes and associated out-buildings ate found south of
the floodway on approximately 15 acres. In other areas of the valley. residential
development is located to the south of EI Monte Road. or to the north of Willow
Road. In all cases. residential development is characteristic of a rural community
showing evidence of equestrian and agricultural elements.

Agricultural uses dominate the visual environment. The majority of the lowlands
adjacent to the floodway have been used extensively over the past for field crops
and pastoral uses. These field crops include a variety of row crops used for oriental
cuisine (e.g. bamboo shoots. chives. etc.). North of the floodway. much of the
project property is used for dryland farming and as pasture for livestock. Although
not located on the project property. the Van Ommerring Dairy is located
immediately adjacent to the site on the north. The dairy operations include a
number of residences. pasture. barns. and other outbuildings.

Other uses important to the visual environment include an active sand extraction
operation located immediately adjacent to the site on the west. Although sand
extraction is expected to extend southward toward EI Monte Road. it is currently
located at extensive distance from the roadway and does not attract attention.
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Site Visibility

The subject property has a linear orientation and occupies an approximate 2-mile
length of the valley floor. As such. the site has a broad area of visibility. Areas of
visibility include vehicular traffic on EI Monte Road and Willow Road. residential
development within the valley adjacent to the site. and residential development at
the crest of the ridge to the south of the site.

Clear and open views of the project site are available from all areas looking south,
from Willow Road. This is primarily due to the character of land use on the north
side of the floodway. Cereal grains were farmed in this area durtng the winter and
spring months followed by livestock pasturing in the summer and fall (Figure 2.2-
1). Roadside vegetation elements which would screen views to the site are not
common. In contrast. views from El Monte Road are restricted somewhat. Lands
on the south side of the river valley are used for intensive agricultural production.
and in some areas, riparian vegetation adjacent to the roadway screens views across
the site to the north. At the west end of the site, views across the valley range
from fallow agricultural fields to intensive cultivation of bamboo plants for use as
bamboo sprouts. Views across fallow fields are unencumbered with exception of
sparse roadside shrubs and weedy vegetation (Figure 2.2-2J. In areas cultivated for
bamboo sprouts. bamboo plants have grown to greater than 10 feet in height and
screen near area views of the valley. Farther to the east along EI Monte Road. views
transition from a relatively open riparian corridor. through a concentrated
residential enclave (Figure 2.2-3), to agricultural fields (Figure 2.2-4).

Residential development adjacent to the site generally enjoys short range views of
the valley. with the prominent hillsides dominating the visual setting. Residential
development located to the south of the site along the ridgeline includes only a
limited number of viewers. These viewers are located along Quail Canyon Road and '
its adjoining residential roads. A number of residences are located west of the
project site. These residences have an open view of the site which extends to the
east. although the active sand extraction operations occupy the foreground (Figure

'2.2-5).

Scenic Highways and Planning Policies

The most important views of the project site and the EI Monte Valley are those
associated with EI Monte Road and Willow Road. Roadway travelers have a clear
view of the rural valley environment from automobiles and bicycles as they transit
through the valley enroute to EI Monte County Park or EI Capitan Reservoir along
EI Monte Road. Willow Road also provides scenic views although this roadway is
less traveled. This is likely due primarily to its unpaved condition.

EI Monte Road and Willow Road are identified as second-priority scenic routes in
the Scenic Highways Element of the County General Plan. The Lakeside
Community Plan further defines policies and recommendations for protection of
the unique scenic values these roadways provide. These policies and
recommendations include the following:

1. Apply Scenic Area regulations to those scenic highway corridors
identified in the General Plan and to areas adjacent to significant
recreational. historic or scenic resources; including. but not limited to
Federal and State Parks.
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2. Provide for diverse modes oj transportation in all scenic corridors.

3. Initiate a corridor study on the scenic route which runs along Willow
and El Monte Road. .from State Route 67 to the southern end oj El
Capitan Reservoir.

4. Do not permit development which will detract .from those unique
environmental features which are intended to be protected by virtue oj
being located within or in clear view of a designated scenic corridor.

5. Locate bikeways along designated scenic highways wherever possible.

The Lakeside Design GUidelines provide further guidance with regard to protection
of scenic roadways. These guidelines include:

• Maintain the existing character oj the scenic roads.

• Planted road edges are encouraged..

• Established. dominant tree species should be repeated in future
plantings along a scenic road edge.

• Existing significant trees should be preserved whenever possible.

• On Scenic Roads. bUilding setbacks in excess oj minimum
. requirements are encouraged.

• Low walls of native stone. wooden rail fences. boulders and native
rocks are encouraged.

• Retain existing land forms, stream beds. mature trees. and important
rock outcroppings, When possible. driveways and underground
utilities should be located to avoid destruction oj important natural
features.

• Enhance. rather than change. the qualities which are unique to the
particular section oj each road. If the road offers sweeping vistas.
keep plantings either below 3 feet; or. in the case oj trees. Widely
spaced clusters with branching patterns above 8 feet: Where roads
wind through canyons. canopy trees can enhance the experience oj
being "enclosed." Planting native oaks or CaliJornia Peppers along
the road edge will provide an evergreen canopy over the roads.
Shrubs oj varying height may be used beneath the trees. but native
grasses servejust as well

Development along scenic corridors must seek to embody these policies.
recommendations. and gutdehnes.

2.2.2 Thresholds of Significance

The following are determined to be significant visual effects in terms of a) degree
of viSibility. b) degree of contrast. and c) number of residences (t.e.. sensitive visual
receptors):
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• Physical change which is determined to be in substantial conflict with the
visual character of the project area.

• Physical change which may preclude future compliance with the design
criteria of the project area as defined by the design gutdeltnes for the area.

• Physical change which will substantially affect the viewshed of a designated
scenic highway.

• Physical change which will substantially degrade the quality of an identified
visual resource. including unique topographic features. undisturbed native
vegetation. and major drainages.

2.2.3 ADa.lysis of Project Effects and DetenniDatioD as to Slgniflcance

The project proposes the establishment of two IS-hole golf courses. a 9-hole
practice facility. driving range. club house. and maintenance facilities on the
project site. Construction of the golfing facility will require the elimination of
existing agricultural crops: planting playing areas with lawns. native shrubs and
trees: other types of landscaping. grading to establish ponds. fairways. course
hazards. and greens; and construction of the club house and maintenance facilities.

The proposed golfing facility would change the visual environment in a variety of
ways. The removal of agricultural crops followedby replacement with landscaping
and lawns .wtll' change the character of the site from a rural/agricultural setting. to
more of a park/recreational complex. Landform alterations can also change the
visual character of a site and cause the viewerto pause at apparent anomalies in the
surface configuration. The club house and maintenance facilities will also introduce
buildings to an area that is currently used for livestock pasture/agricultural
production. further altering the visual character of the site.

Visual analyses are generally quite subjective. To the resident that is familiar with
an area. even slight changes in the visual environment will be noticeable and
potentially significant. However. to the infrequent visitor. major changes in the
landscape may be accepted as common place. Due to this subjectivity. it is
important to use a systematic approach in analyzing the visual impacts of a
proposed activity. The followingmethods are proposed for use in this evaluation:

Methods

The potential for visual impacts will be based on the followingmethods:

• The degree of 'Visibility the proposed golfing facility would have from
adjacent residences and roadways:

• The degree of visual contrast that the proposed golfing facility would have in
the existing and future landscapes. based upon changes in line. form. bulk.
color. and texture: and.

• The number of residents that would be within view of the proposed golfing
facility.
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2.2.308 Degree of Visibility

Views of the proposed golf courses would be visible to a limited area given its
location at the bottom of a narrow river valley. However the site is located directly
adjacent to EI Monte Road. a thoroughfare for visitors to EI Capitan Reservoir and
EI Monte Park. Although daily roadway traffic volumes are quite low (2.300 ADT).
visitors and residents of EI Monte Valley have come to associate the valley With a
rural agricultural community. Although no traffic counts are available. roadway
travelers on Willow Road also enjoy views of the valley.

A number of nearby residents also enjoy broad views of the valley. These residents
. are generally located in close proximity to the site with view positions located
slightly above the valley floor. Approximately 30 residences are located at positions
just above the valley floor. providing views which extend across the valley. Of these
residences. properties along Willow Road will notice the greatest changes as a
result of the golf course. Currently. views from this area are largely unrestricted.
with lands on the north side of the river channel used for livestock pasture. In
most cases. no intervening vegetation is in place which would block views.

A number of other residences are located at roughly the same base elevation as the
project site. These residences have restricted views of the site and are located on
the southern perimeter of the site approximately 1.5 miles east of Lake Jennings
Park Road. A total of 23 residences fall into this category. with nine residences
congregated in an enclave located on the north side of EI Monte Road. The
remainder are located in more isolated locations. both east and west of these
residences.

A number of residences will be able to view the golfing facility from upland areas
south of EI Monte valley (Figure 4.2-5). These residences are located (generally)
along QUail Canyon Road and enjoy extensive long range views of the EI Monte
valley and other locations in Lakeside to the west. EI Cajon Mountain to the north.
and the Cuyamaca mountains to the east. In total. 15 residences in this area will
have unrestricted (although incomplete) views of the golfing facility.

Impacts resulting from degree of visibility are not considered significant.

2.2.3.b Number of Residences

As described in the previous section. a total of 63 residences have full or partial
views of the proposed golfing facility. None of the residences will have an
unrestricted view of the facility due to intervening topography. and/or screening
vegetation. In some cases. nearby residents will not be able to view the golf course
due to screening vegetation or other structures located within their vtewshed.
Therefore. significant visual quality impacts to these sensitive receptors are not
constdered significant.

2.2.3.c Degree of Visual Contrast

The proposed golfing facility Will change the visual environment and character of EI
Monte Valley. This will occur primarily as a result of the landscaping. planting of
lawn areas and extensive watering to result in an overall greening of the valley floor
will change the visual environment and character of EI Monte Valley. Although
these changes should not be viewed as negative influences. they would significantly
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change the rural agricultural character of the project vicinity. This change would
be most noticeable from WillowRoad. From this view area. existing land use, as
dryland grain (winter-spring) and livestock pasture (summer-fall). allows
unrestricted views of an open undulating agricultural field. Developmentof the golf
course would change this to provide variations in local relief. fairway separation
with landscape buffers. and extensive lawn areas. This change would result in
almost no change in line and form. although (depending on seasonal influence) the
change in color would be substantial. During the dry season (May through
December), annual grasses tum to brown and provide the predominant color in the
visual backdrop. However,most viewerswould welcome this change.

The eastern portion of the site, as viewed from Wtllow Road. would find high
intensity use areas (t.e.. driving range. maintenance facilities, parking lot. and club
house). Views of these facilities would be readily visible from W1ll0wRoad and
nearby residences in this area. Of these elements. the parking lot would result in a
strong color contrast and if untreated by landscaping. would be considered a
significant visual impact. The club house would result in slight changes in the line
and form of existing visual conditions of the valley floor. Due to it's proposed
position near the central portion of the site. and low elevation. these changes
would only result in moderate changes from existing conditions. However. the
parking lot is located directly adjacent to Wtllow Road and if not properly
landscaped. the harsh appearance of the parking lot would represent a significant
visual impact. .

The maintenance facility is proposed for location immediately east of an existing
residential enclave adjacent to EI Monte Road. Many.of these residences are large-
lot rural-residential compounds (t.e.. displaying prominent views of agricultural
equipment, corrals. feed. etc.). Due to similarities of the maintenance facility (t.e..
having horticultural equipment. piping. fertilizers. etc.) with existing development
in this area. only limited differences from' existing conditions should be expected.
However.the maintenance building and other related structures would be partially
concealed from the roadway and adjacent residences by landscaping and/or
bermtng. Mitigation measures proposed for significant land use impacts would also
reduce visual impacts.

Roadwaytravelers on El Monte Road would likely notice moderate changes in line
and form due. to the removal of the existing bamboo crops which occupy the
western one-third of the project site. Removalof these visual elements would allow
views for longer distances to the river channel and beyond. This change would
allow views of play areas on the golf course. The use of liberal landscaping
elements in this area would help to retain the existing visual conditions. However.
eliminating the bamboo from this area should not be constdered a significant
adverse change from existing conditions. Agricultural crops have been placed in
this area to the exclusion of native vegetation which once occupied the valley floor.
The bamboo would be replaced by other types of green vegetation and the net
effect would be to provide a visual environment similar to that which currently
exists. .

Further to the east along EI Monte Road. riparian vegetation with interspersed
annual grasslands occupy a "break-out" channel along the floodway. The proposed
golf course would occupy this area resulting in the removal of portions of the
existing vegetation. Much of this vegetation is the exotic "Salt Cedar". a noxious
weed. Regardless of the character of the existing vegetation. the existing visual
character would change from that of an undisturbed riparian woodland to that of an
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intensive recreation use. These changes would be seen as moderate changes in
color. and -weak in line and form as grading requirements are minimal and no
structures are planned which would block existing views.

Views from the residential enclave adjacent to the project site would not change
significantly with exception of color contrasts. Introduction of the golf course
would result in an overall "greening" of the valley. Dry season browns and yellows
would be replaced by well watered lawn areas and landscaping. However. the club
house and associated facilities are proposed directly north (approximately 800 to
1.000 feet) of this residential enclave. While these improvements will likely be
visible from these residences, the changes would represent only weak changes in
line and form as the predominant area of view are directed toward EI Monte Road,
away from the proposed club house and golf course. In addition. the low profile.
abundant landscaping. and limited surface area will help to screen the club house
and limit the overall effects of the ch~ges to the existing visual environment.

Views from residences which overlook the valley from the south would change
somewhat. These views currently include a patchwork of colors common to
agricultural cropping. livestock facilities at Van Ommering Dairy. and sporadic
residential compounds. This view would change through the elimination of the
agricultural patchwork in favor of fairways and greens. ponds. and the club house
and parking areas. This would represent a moderate change from the existing
conditions. although the character of the valley would change significantly from
these view areas. Although the character of this view would change substantially.
the change is termed moderated due to the overall "greening" that will occur as a
result of the introduction of landscaping and the establishment of extensive lawn
areas. Construction of the club house and associated facilities would change the
visual character of the northern portion of the valley. but these facilities would be
placed at distances of greater than 2.000 feet from the overlooking residences.
The distance from the viewer to the proposed club house, when combined with
expected landscaping and extensive lawn areas, would help to mitigate any
expected visual contrast that would occur. The landscaping and architectural
design proposed by the project are proposed to comply with the Lakestde
Community Plan and Design Guidelines.

Visual quality impacts resulting from degree of visual contrast are. constdered
significant.

2.2.3.d Impact on Scenic Nature of WiDow and El Monte Roads

As identified in Section 2.2.1 Existing Conditions. Scenic Highways and Planning
Policies. the most important views of the project site and the EI Monte Valley are
those associated with EI Monte Road and Willow Road. These roadways are
identified as second-priority scenic routes in the Scenic Highways Element of the
County General Plan. If not properly planned. the project has the potential to
significantly impact views along these scenic routes.

Views from EI Monte and Willow Roads are characterized by near-area agricultural
impressions, with longer range views typical of the foothills found at the eastern
fringe of urban development in San Diego County.

Agricultural/riparian images dominate the foreground. Existing visual conditions
will change with the construction of the golf course as a result of grading to create
play areas and ponds. construction of appurtenant facilities (t.e., club house.
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parking lots. drivingrange. maintenance fac1l1ty.and practice facility).and planting
of turf and landscaping. These changes will affect near area views. but many
viewers will see the overall greening of the valleyas a positive change. Elements of
the project which could detract from the existing visual environment include
structural development.

The Club House is proposed to be an 18.000 square foot building located within a
complex that will include a driving range and parking for approximately 400
automobiles. The Club House is designed to embodymany of the Lakeside design
guidelines. The building design includes variation in roof lines and earth tones are
used for exterior colors. The variation in roof lines helps to reduce the bulk of the
structure and lessen the effects of straight lines on a natural background. This
feature will be strengthen by the use of earth tortes on all exterior building surfaces.
In addition. the Club House is proposed for the central portion of the property and
will be partially screened from roadwayviews by abundant landscaping.

Although access is taken from EI Monte Road. the parking areas are directly
adjacent to Willow Road. The concept plan provides for plantings along the
perimeter and evenly spaced within the parking lot (see Figure 1.1-5). Screening
trees are proposed at the northern perimeter along WtllowRoad. but the proximity
of the parking lot to the roadway has the potential to significantly impacts views
from this scenic roadway. By respecting a minimum setback of approximately 30
feet and providingadditional plantings within the buffer. significant impacts can be
avoided.

The maintenance facility is located approximately 50 feet north of El Monte Road
near the east end of the project site. In addition. two residences are located
within 150 feet of this facility. As planned. the maintenance facility would be
completely surrounded by a block wall and would have abundant landscaping and
mounding between the building and the roadway and residences. These
treatments are designed to reduce the signature of the structure from the roadway
and residential viewers. In addition to landscaping. mitigation required for land
use impacts would require redesign of the maintenance facility to reorient the
structure on the site and provide visual relief through the architectural treatments
(see Figure 2.1-4). These elements effectivelyreduce the potential for significant
visual impacts.

The building for the practice facility is set back from the roadway approximately
150 feet. This building is designed to house a class room. snack bar. and
restrooms. Like the club house and maintenance facility. the color of the exterior
surfaces will be earth tones and abundant landscaping will partially screen the
building. These elements reduce the potential for significant visual impacts.

Long range views will not be significantly impacted by construction of the golf
course. EI Cajon Mountain (EICapitan). a prominent visual feature. is visible from
all areas of the project site except where roadstde vegetation screens these views.
Construction of the golf course will not significantly change the visibility of this
natural topographic feature. Other long range views are those of the steep hill
sides which surround the valley. Because the golf course is proposed for lowland
areas of the valley.construction willnot extend into upland areas.
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Other scenic Wghway issues deal with the preservation of existing significant trees
(oaks, sycamores). Wherever possible, the project proposes to preserve existing
significant trees. However, screening tree plantings should endeavor to utilize
natives where ever possible.

Because the project will result in "near area changes to views from scenic roadways.
it is important that landscaping/structural development respect the visual"
character of the lakeside community and the El Monte valley. Due to the potential
for the project to result in changes to the visual character of scenic roadways,
impacts are seen as potentially significant.

2.2.4 Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for Impact 2.2.3.c. Degree of Visual Contrast and 2.2.3.d. Scenic
Highways:

In conformance with the Lakeside Community Plan and Design Guidelines, the
project should adopt the following mitigation measures to lessen the potential
changes in visual contrast and significant impacts to scenic roadways.

1. Landscaping and proposed structures shall be designed in conformance with
the Lakeside Design GUidelines. At a minimum, the following shall be
required:

a Existing significant trees shall be preserved.

b. If fences or walls (other than security fencing at specific golf course
facilities) are proposed, low walls of native stone, wooden rail fences.
wire fences, boulders and native rocks building materials shall be used.

c. All utilities shall be placed underground in an effort to reduce vtsual
clutter.

2. The landscaping plan shall provide for liberal use of trees along EI Monte
Road. Eighty percent of tree species shall be naturally occurring species
typical of the valley (e.g. Oak, Sycamore. Willow, Cottonwood, etc.).

3. Landscaping along Willow Road shall respect the current open view corridors
to the south of the site. with the exception of planting trees to screen off site
areas from errant golf shots. Landscaping shall either be below three feet in
height, or, in the case of trees, Widely spaced clusters with branching
patterns above eight feet in height.

4. The parking lot proposed for location adjacent to Willow Road shall be set
back from the roadway a minimum of 30 feet with liberal use of landscaping
planted within the buffer area and throughout the parking lot.

5. No buildings shall be placed within 50 feet of the edge of the pavement along
EI Monte Road.

6. The proposed maintenance facilities shall be constructed with materials
typical of residential development In the Lakeside community. Building
materials shall be consistent with the Lakestde Design Review Gutdellnes.
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Landscaping shall be used to screen and buffer views from adjacent
residential development.

7. Adherence to Section 2.1.3.c Mitigation for Land Use Impacts shall be a
requirement of the building and grading permit.

2.2.5 COnclusions

As proposed. the project would result in significant changes to the existing visual
environment. These changes would result in a definite transition from a rural
agricultural environment to that of a manicured recreational environment.
Although most viewers would not consider these changes to be adverse. adherence
with the mitigation measures identified above would limit any negative effects
which could otherwise occur. No residual Significant impacts would be expected.

Adoption of the identified mitigation measures will reduce impacts to below a level
of significance.
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2.3 Traffic/Circulation

This evaluation is prtnctpally based on the El Monte Golf Course Traffic Impact
Study (Katz. Okitsu & Associates. 1996. revised August. 1998.) prepared for the
proposed project. Field reconnaissance of the project area. aerial photos and .
maps. and review of applicable planning documents (e.g.. San DiegoCounty General
Plan. Lakeside Community Plan) were also used in this evaluation.

The study approach for this analysis includes documentation of existing
traffic/circulation conditions in the project study area .. and a determination of
potential project-related impacts. This analysis consists of 1) an evaluation of daily
roadway segment operations. and 2) peak hour intersection operations during
morning and evening peak hours. The following conditions are included in this
traffic/ circulation analysis:

• Existing Conditions (year 1996)
• Future Conditions (year 1998)
• Future Conditions with the Project (year 1998)

Existing average daily traffic data was obtained from the County of San DiegoTraffic
Engineering Division. and the San Diego Association of Governments' San Diego
Region Average Weekday Traffic Volumes 1991-1995 (April. 1996). Supplemental
traffic counts were conducted specifically for this analysis in August. 1996.

Based on input from the San Diego County Department of Planning and Land Use.
the key issues addressed in this analysts are the impact of the project on the daily
and peak hour operations on the nearby circulation system. This analysts also
.addresses potential access-related problems to the project site.

2.3.1 Existing Conditions

The project is located in the unincorporated jurisdiction of the. County of San
Diego. as shown on the project location map (Figure 1.1-1). The project site is
located approximately three miles north of Interstate 8. two miles east of State
Route 67. and one and one-half miles west of the EI Capitan Reservoir dam. The
project area is situated at the eastern fringe of a rural community known as
Lakeside. California. The project would be accessed from EI Monte Road.
approximately two miles east of Lake Jennings Park Road.

Existing Roadways in the study area include State Route 67. Maplevtew Street/Lake
Jennings Park Road (SA810), Julian Avenue/El Monte Road (SAI910). and Willow
Road. These roadways are described below. and shown on Figure 2.3-1.

Description of Existing Roadwavs

State Route 67. State Route 67 is classified as a freeway on the County of San
Diego's Circulation Element. This roadway provides north-south access from
Interstate 8 (I-8) to the community of Ramona. where it meets State Route 78.
Traffic volumes on SR 67 average 24.500 vehicles daily (ADT). At the intersection
of Maplevtew Street. State Route 67 crosses at grade. with traffic signals
controlling each approach.
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Mapleview Street/Lake Jennings Park Road rSAB10). Maplevi.ew Street (SAB10)
extends west to east from Channel Road to its terminus east of Vista Del Capitan.
Between Channel Road and SR 67. MaplevtewStreet is a two-lane roadway. Where
it has four travel lanes. Maplevtew Street carries approximately 7.000 ADTand is
separated by a double yellow stripe in most locations. East of SR 67. Maplevtew
Street is classified as a Prime arterial and carries approximately 20.400 ADT.
Improvements to Maplevtew Street In this location include a curb. gutter. sidewalk.
and striping for a bike lane. but no on-street parking is allowed. East of Pino Drive.
Mapleview Street runs eastward as an unclassified residential collector to its
terminus just past Vista del Capitan.

The intersection of Mapleview Street at State Route 67 is located less than 120
feet east of its intersection with Maine Avenue. The next intersection to the east.
Vine Street. Is located less than 100 feet from Maine Avenue. Left turns to and
from Vine Street are currently prohibited by permanent-type channelizers
imbedded in the center of Maplevtew Street. The combination of the short left
turn lane for westbound vehicles on Pine Avenue and long delays for vehicles
accessing State route 67 at grade result in blockage of Maine Avenue in this area.
The County has attempted to ease this congestion by prohibiting left turns in and
out from Vine Street.

Lake Jennings Park Road serves as the extension of SABI0 where Mapleview Street
diverges to the east. Lake Jennings Park Road is classified as a Prime Arterial on
the County's Circulation element between Mapleview Street and EI Monte Road
(SC1910). Between Maplevtew Street and EI Monte Road. Lake Jennings Park
Road is currently constructed as a four lane MajorArterial. The roadway has a bike
lane and is separated by a painted median in this area. Generally. curb. gutter. and
Sidewalk improvements are in place. but no on-street parking is allowed.

Lake Jennings Park Road is classified as a Major Street from EI Monte Road south
to Jack Oak Road. and is constructed with two lanes southbound and one lane
northbound. Northbound and southbound traffic are separated by a painted double
yellow stripe. No curb. gutter. or sidewalk improvements are in place. and on-
street parking is not allowed. In the immediate study area. daily traffic volumes on
Lake Jennings Park Road north and south of Julian Avenue/EI Monte Road were
found to be 9.900 and 11.150 ADT. respectively. South of Jack Oak Road. Lake
Jennings Park Road narrows to one lane in each direction. separated by a painted
yellow stripe.

Julian Avenue/EI Monte Road rSA1910l. Julian Avenue (SA1910) provtdes east-
west connection from Channel Road (SC19101 to EI Monte Road. From Lake
Jennings Park Road to Los Coaches Road (SF1400). Julian Avenue is classified as a
Light Collector and accommodates 9.000 ADTon two travel lanes separated by a
pained double yellow stripe. On-street parking along Julian Avenue is not allowed.
From the intersection of Julian Avenue· to Lake .Jenmngs Park Road to
approximately 400 feet west. curb. gutter. and sidewalk improvements are in place.
Westbound from this point. the roadway is unimproved. except at intersections.

EI Monte Road (SA191O)continues eastward from Lake Jennings Park Road and
provides access to the EI Capitan Reservoir and the project site. EI Monte Road is
classtfled as a Light Collector roadway and carries approximately 2.300 ADT. EI
Monte Road is striped for two lanes of traffic. separated by a double yellow painted
stripe. No Sidewalks. curbing. or gutter improvements are in place.
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Willow Road. Willow Road (SA820) runs parallel and to the north of El Monte Road.
north of the San Diego River. Classified 'as a. Light Collector facility. Willow Road
provides access to SR-67 and continues eastward past Wildcat Canyon Road and the
southern portion of the Louts A Stelzer County Park. East of the park property. the
Willow Road extension is an unpaved roadway along the northern edge of the
project site. Willow Road crosses the river and connects to El Monte Road through
the Van' Ommerrtng Dairy. Willow Road is a private road from the east end of
Stelzer County Park.

Existing Daily Roadway Segment Performance
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Future Dailv.RoadwaySegment Performance - Without Project Conditions

Using the County of San Diego's adopted ADTthresholds for LOS. the daily capacity
of the study area roadway segments were determined and compared to the forecast
future volumes for a scenario without the anticipated project effects. Table 2.3-3
summarizes the results of this comparison.

Without any planned improvements. the same two roadway segments found to be
deficient under existing traffic volumes are expected to exceed their respective
LOScapacities in the future without the addition of project trips. These segments
are Julian Avenue. west of Lake Jennings Park Road. and Lake Jennings Park Road
north of 1-8. The remaining study area roadway segments operate at LOS C or
better under forecast future daily volumes.

Under existing and future conditions (without any additional traffic demands
associated with the project). the following roadway segments would continue to
operate at less than desirable levels:

• Julian Avenue (SC191OJ. west of Lake Jennings Park Road (LOS 0 for
existing and future conditions). .

• Lake Jennings Park Road (SA810). north of 1-8 (LOS E D for existing LOSE
for aflEI future conditions). . .

PB stated earlier. ~ supplemental analysIs was performed ·lDamell and Associates.
12/7 /981 to address conformance with County General Plan Public Facility Element
Objective .L. Implementation Measure 1.1.3. This analYSIsUi included in the f!D&
EIR in the Technical Appendices. The analysiS addresses !J:le. level gf service Q..!l
the segment of Lake Jennings Park Road north 2i Interstate fL This two lane
segment Qf roadway ~ re-analyzed using the PM Peak hour traffic volumes. 2§
presented in the Technical Appendices Qf the Draft EIR. and the Highway Capacity
Manual methodology. The result of the analysis for existing conditions found that
the actual operational level of service dUring the period of highest hourly volumes is
!1 not E as originally reported in the Draft EIR. illiwould be indicated lx the
application of the CountyPublic Road Standards Levelof Service Table. Therefore.
the level of service for this segment of Lake Jennings Park Road operates at an
acceptable level of service under this scenario.

Future Peak hour Intersection Performance - Without Project Conditions

Table 2.3-4 and Figure 2.3-4 summarize the peak hour intersection performance of
the study intersections. Accordingly. the addition of assumed growth/development
in the study area has little adverse effect on the peak hour operations in the project
vicinity.

Existing congestion would continue to occur in the vicinity of the SR 67/Mapleview
Street intersection. This condition could be resolved if Caltrans were to continue
the freeway to the north and grade separate the interchange at Mapleview Street.
This condition is discussed in the Lakeside Community Plan.

2.3.2 Thresholds of Significance

Traffic analysis methodologies are typically described in terms of the concept of
"Level of Service.M (LOS). This concept is fundamental to many forms of traffic
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analysis. Level of service measures are a method of quantifying the degree of
freedom or restriction roadway users experience. Level of Service is a scale
ranging from A to F which' describes the varying conditions on a roadway during a
specific time interval of study. '

The following is determined to be a significant project-related traffic impact:

• In accordance with County of San Diego minimum peak-hour intersection
standards. Significant traffic impacts would occur if project-related effects
result in levels of service (LOS)of peak-hour intersections to drop from LOS
D to LOSE or lower.

2.3.3 Analysis of Project Effects and DetenniDation as to Significance '

2.3.3.a Impacts to Future'Conditions With the Project

Trip Generation

Currently. the site for the proposed project generates only a small number of trips.
Therefore. any future development of the site would necessarily result in an
increased level of traffic activity in the project vicinity.

Any traffic that can be attributed to the proposed project site is known as "project-
related" traffic. as shown on Figure 2.3-5. Project-related traffic consists of trips
ori the street system which begin, or end on the project site as a result of the
development of the proposed project. Project-related traffic is' a function of the
extent and type of development proposed for the site. This information is used to
establish trip generation for the site.

Vehicular traffic generation characteristics for projects are normally estimated
based on rates in the standard trip generation manuals. These manuals provide ~
standards and recommendations for the probable traffic generation for various land
uses based upon nation-Wide and local studies of existing developments in
comparable settings. Based on thts. the estimated trip generation rates for the
proposed project were assigned to the surrounding circulation network by the
project traffic engineer. This assignment accounted for extsting land uses in the
project area and the most likely routes patrons of the new golf course would take to
access the site.

Trip generation is a measure or forecast of the number of trips which begin or end
at the project site. ,All. or part. of these trips will result in traffic increases on the
streets where they occur. Table 2.3-5 summarizes the daily and peak-hour trip
generation assumptions for the golf course. Through the addition of two 18-hole
golf courses and a 9-hole practice facility. the proposed golf course would generate
1.500 average daily trips. This estimated traffic volume was assigned to the
surrounding circulation network. It is assumed that all project-related trips would
enter and leave the site via the Lake Jennings Park Road (SA810)/EI Monte Road
(SC1910) intersection.

It is estimated that eleven percent of the project-related trips would enter and
leave the local ctrculation network from the north. via State Route 67. five percent
from the west on Maplevtew Road (SABI0). fifteen percent from the southwest on
State Route 67. twenty three percent from the west on Julian Avenue (SCI910),
fifteen percent from 1-8 to the west. twenty-six percent on 1-8 to the east. and
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finally five percent from the south on Old Highway80. Figure 2.3-6 shows project
trip dlstrtbution for the local circulation network. The amount of morning and
afternoon peak hour traffic that would be added by the project (project trip
assignment) was referenced earlier in Figure 2.3-5. It is not expected that any
substantial amount of project-related traffic would access the site via the Willow
Road/Van Ommerrtng Dairyroute.

Roadway Segment Conditions

Typically. the addition of even one average daily trtp to a roadway segment that is
already operating at less than acceptable levels could result in a significant impact.
However. it is important to note that LOSvalues reflect the County of San Diego's
adopted guidelmes for various functional classes of roadways. The values are not
intended to serve as an exact description of the actual operating conditions on a
particular roadway segment. The capacity of roadway facilities is affected by a
number of factors. including pavement width. access to cross streets/driveways and
related turning movements. intersection signal timing and geometry. and on-street
parking. The actual functional capacity of urban facilities is based on the ability of
arterial intersections to accommodate peak-hour volumes. Efficient designs of
intersections to achieve acceptable LOS could result in. higher capacities for
roadway segments. Thus. volumes in excess of assigned LOS values can occur on
arterial segments while still accommodating peak-hour traffic at acceptable
circulation performance.

The daily roadway segment analysts is a useful planning guideline to indicate where
further analysis may be required and provides technical support for the sizing of
.Circulation Element facilities in general terms. However. peak-hour intersection
LOS provides the primary source of information on which actual circulation
performance is judged.

Daily and peak hour project-related traffic were added to the future volumes to
determine the impact of the project on future conditions. Using the County of San
Diego's adopted ADTthresholds for LOS. and other factors. the daily capacity of the
study area roadway segments were determined and compared to the forecast future
volumes with project effects. Table 2.3-3 summarizes the results of this roadway
segment comparison. Figure 2.3-7 presents the future conditions on study area
roadway segments with the project.

The proposed golf course project would add approximately 1.500 additional ADTto
the project viCinity circulation network. Under existing and future conditions
(with and without any additional traffic demands associated with the project), the
followingroadway segments would operate at less than desirable LOS:

• Lake Jennings Park Road (SA81O).north of 1-8 (LOSE D for existing. LOS D
for existing ~ project conditions. LOSE for future without project. and
LOSE for future with project conditions). Existing ADTIs 11.800. Future
increases (1998) over existing conditions Without the project will. be
approximately 1.290 ADT (13.090). Future increases (1998) with the
project will be approximately 1.980 ADT (13.780). Future with project
increases (1998) over future without project increases would therefore be an
additional 690 ADT. The project represents only a 6 percent increase to the
existing traffic on this road segment.
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• Julian Avenue (SCI910). west of Lake Jennings Park Road (LOS D for
existing. future without project, and future with project conditions) .

. Existing ADT is 9.000. Future increases (1998) over existing conditions
without the project will be approximately 790 ADT(9.790). Future increases
(1998) with the project will be approximately 1.135 ADT (10.135). Future
with project increases (1998) over future without project increases would
therefore be an additional 345 ADT.

Ji.s stated earlier. ~ supplemental analYSIs~ performed (Darnell and Associates.
12/7 /98) to address conformance with CountyGeneral Plan Public Facility Element
Objective .1.. Implementation Measure ~ This analysis i§ included in the Final
EIR in. the Technical Appendices. The analysis addresses the level of service QIl
the segment of Lake Jennin~s Park Road north of Interstate §." This two lane
seiment of roadwaywas re-analvzed usini the PM Peak hour traffic volumes. as
presented in the Technical Appendices of the Draft EIR. and the HighwayCapaCity
Manual methodolo~. The se~ment ~ examined under two scenarios: 11
Existini Conditions. and ~ Existini Conditions Plus Project Conditions. The result
of the analysis found that the actual operational level of service dUrin~the period of
hiihest hourly volumes i§ 11. not ~ as Orii1nallyreported in the Draft EIR. S§ would
~ indicated ~ the application of the CountyPublic Road Standards Levelof Service
Table. Therefore. the level of service for this seiment Qf Lake Jenninis Park Road
will operate m ml acceptable level of service under both of these scenarios.

In order to achieve an acceptable LOS on Lake Jennings Park Road (SA8IO).north
of 1-8. the roadway would need to be improved to at least four-lane Collector
standards.' Since this roadway is classified in the General Plan as a Major Road. this
would be an interim improvement. Because this roadway segment is physically;
constrained (e.g.." along the earthen face of Chet Harrttt Dam). no feasible
mitigation is available.

The projected level of service on Lake Jennings Road does not represent actual
conditions. This segment of roadway is approximately 64 feet wide with limited
access and fewside obstructions. In addition. there is no parking on either side of
the roadway and there are intersection improvements to handle the peak-hour
demands. allowing an improved flow of traffic compared to other roadways having
similar ADT. Because of these factors. circulation performance is better than
typically associated with LOS D. The project would have only a minor and
incremental increase of traffic on this roadway segment. Therefore. the project
would not have a significant impact on this roadway segment.

As shown in Table 2.3-3. the addition of project-related trips slightly increases
daily traffic demand on study area roadways. but it does not significantly change the
overall level of service on any other roadway segment.

Peak-Hour Intersections

As shown in Table 2.3-4. all of the study area intersections would operate at LOS D
or better during peak hours with the addition of future without project and future
with project traffic. Figure 2.3-8 shows intersection conditions with project
implementation. Since the County's minimum standard for peak hour
intersections Is LOS D. no significant project-related impacts would occur for
intersections at peak hours. Since a true indication of roadway conditions is
determined by peak hour operations at arterial intersections. and since no study
area intersection was found to operate below the County of San Diego standard of
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LOS0 under existing and near-term future conditions with or without the project.
no significant impacts from the. project are expected.

Existing congestion would continue to occur in the Vicinityof the SR 67/MapleView
Street intersection. This condition could be resolved if Caltrans were to continue
the freeway to the north and grade separate the interchange at Maplevtew Street.
This condition is discussed in the Lakeside Community Plan.

2.3.3.b Project Site Access

The project would take access from EI Monte Road. with one main driveway on the
north side of EI Monte Road to the club house with another access to the golf clinic
area. Given the speeds and curves on El Monte Road. the main project driveway
should either align with Miss El11eLane on the south side of EI Monte Road. with
opposing left turn channelization provided. or provide enough site distance to allow
for safe turning movements. Site access impacts are considered Significant.

The provision of a northern leg to this existing intersection at Miss Ellie Lane
provides an opportunity to enhance vtstbtltty for vehicles entering the roadway from
the opposite side. A solid granite bluff exists on the south side of EI Monte Road
west of Miss Ellie Lane. Therefore. the widening of EI Monte Road to provide left
turn channelization may require moving the center of the road to the north at this
location to achieve Sight distance. .

The project site can also be accessed by.way of WillowRoad. which borders the site
to the north. Although WillowRoad is tdentifted as a Circulation Element facility.
there is little impetus for developing an additional access route through El Monte
valley. However. should this unlikely scenario eventuate. it would be necessary to
acquire sufficient right-of-way to accommodate the ultimate improvements of this
roadway to Light Collector standards. Albeit remote. it may be necessary to
dedicate sufficient right-of-way to the County of Sari Diego for the ultimate
improvements to the WillowRoad Extension abutting the northern boundary of the
project site.

2.3.4 Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures are required as conditions of permit approval
and. when implemented. would reduce significant project-related impacts to a
level below significance: _
Mitigation for Impact 2.3.3.b: Project Site Access

1. - Design project access driveways and channelization to the satisfaction of the
Director of Public Works. Figure 2.3-9 lllustrates site access changes made
.tQ the golf clinic training facility to improve site distance/Visibility.

2.3.5 Conclusions

Implementation of the proposed mitigation measures would reduce all traffic
impacts to a level below significance. No other significant impacts were identified.
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EI Capitan Golf Course
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I
..... ?
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Classification! Maximum Existing
Roadway Segment Lanes Recommended ADT LOS

Volume·
Lake Jennings Park Road SA810)

North of EI Monte Road Major/4 ' 29,600 9,900 ,A
.

South of EI Monte Road Collector/3** 20,600 11,150 A
".

North of Interstate 8 Lt. Collector/2 7,100 11.800 i- II
EI Monte Road (SC1910)

East of Lake Je,nnings Park Road Lt. Collector/2 7,100 ,2,300 B

Maplev/ew Street (SA810)

East of State Route 67 Collector/4 27,400 20,400 B

Julian Avenue (SC1910)

West of Lake Jennings Park Road Lt.Collector/2 7,100 9,000 0

Note: ·LOS C capacity
**3-lane Collector capacity estimated based on% of 4·lane Collector capacity.

Table 2.3-1
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EICapitan Golf Course

AM Peak PM Peak
Siqnalized Intersection Delav tsec.) I . LOS Delav tsec.) LOS
SR-67 at Mapleview Street 17.9 C 28.7 0
All-way Stop Contr.olled Intersec-
. tion .

Lake Jennings Park Road at EI Monte 4.1 A 4.2 A
Roadl Julian Avenue

Minor Street Sto" Controlled Intersections
Lake Jennings Park Road at 1-8WB 0.7 C 0.8 C

Ramps
Lake Jennings Park Road at 1-8EB 3.2 B .9.0 C

Ramos
For unsignalized intersections, average delay is quoted for all vehicles entering the intersection. Level of service is
quoted for the worst-case movement.

c;,viro)//j{Et7" Existing Peak Hours Intersection LOS Table 2.3-2
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EICapitan Golf Course

,)

..I
o

Maximum Existing Forecast 199B Forecast 199B

Roadway Segment Classification! Recom- 1996 wloProject wI Project

Lanes mended
Volume"

ADT I LOS ADT I LOS ADT I LOS

Lake Jennings Park Road (SAB10)
North of EI Monte Road Major/4 29,600 9,900 A 10,630 A 11,295 A

South of EI Monle Road Collectorl3" 20,600 11,150 A 12,390 A 13,080 B

North 01 Interstate 8 Ught CoUeclorf2 7,100 11,800 E Q 13,090 E 13,780 E-

El Monte Road (SCI910)
East 01 Lake Jennings Light Collector/2 7,100 2,300 B 2,400 B 3,900 B

Park Rd.

Mapleview Street (SAB10) -
East 01 State Route 67 Collector/4 27,400 20,400 B 21,730 B 22,195 B

Julian Avenue (SCI910)
West of Lake Jennings Light Collector/2 7,100 9,000 0 9,790 0 10,135 0

Park Rd.

Notes: 'LOS C capacity.
"3.lane Collector capacity estimated based on 3A 01 4-lane capacity .

. ~ •.,iUfrp0!Y of FulureRooc!woVSegment Collditions Table 2.3-3
-. p> - ) \_"~



".'{.. -:. .'.
Existing 1996 . Future 1998 wlo Future 1998 wI Project

Project .
-' • db5lllCfi:¥1 DeIav (sec.) I La:> DeIav (sec.) I LOS . DeIav (sec.) I LOS

AM Peak Hour
Sianalized Intersection
SR-67 at Mapleview SI. 17.9 C 18.1 C 18.3 C

AII-wav Stoo Controlled Intersection
Lake Jennings Park Rd. . 4.1 A 4.4 A 5.4 . B
at EI Monte Rd.1Jul-
ian Ave.

Minor Street Stoo Controlled Intersection
Lake Jennings Park Rd. 0.7 C 0.7 C 0.8 C

at 1-8WB Ramps
Lake Jennings Park Rd. 3.2 B 3.3 B 3.3 B
al l-B EB Ramos

PM Peak Hour '.

Sianalized Inlersection
SR-67 at Maoleview SI. 28.7 0 33.4 0 35.7 0
AII-wav Stop Controlled Intersection
Lake Jennings Park Rd. 4.2 A 4.5 A 5.3 B
at EI Monle Rd.! Jul-
ian Ave.

Minor Street Stoo Controlled Intersection
Lake Jennings Park Rd. 0.8 C . 0.8 C 0.8 C

at 1-8WB Ramps
Lake Jennings Park Ad. 9.0 C 10.1 C 11.9 0
all-8 EB Ramos

As shown in this table, all of the study area intersections operate at LOS 0 or better during peak
hours with or without the project traffic. Since the County's minimum standard for peak hour inter-
sections is LOS 0, no project impacts are found.

£'viro)//){ft-; Future Peak Hour Intersection Conditions Table 2.3-4
_. -_ ..

EICapitan Golf Course



EICapitan Golf Course

Table 2.3-5

..-- .•.
___ , .N._. ___

Dailv AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

Land Use Total AM% Total In- Out- PM Total In- Out-

Existing Land Use Intensity Rate- Trios Trips bound bound % Trips bound bound

GolfCourse 2 Courses 600 1,200 6% 72 58 .. 14 9% 108 32 76
PracticeCourse 0.5Course 300 300 6% 18 14 4 9% 28 8 20
Total 1500 100 72 18 136 40 96
Trip Rate is based on number of 18·hole golf courses.
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2.4 Biological Resources

2.4 Biology

This biological resources evaluation is based on the Biological Resources Survey
Report Jor the El Monte Canyon Golf Course Project Site. (Scheidt 1996). El Monte
Golf Course Preliminary Reconnaissance Biological Report (Marquez and Associates
1996). El Monte Golf Course Wetland Delineation Report (Ogden 1997), and El
Monte Golf Project - Biological Update and Assessment oj the March 1998
Proposed Golf Course Design (Ogden 1998). These complete biological resource
reports can be found in Appendix C. This analysis was performed to: 1) assess the
local and regional significance of biological resources present on and adjacent to
the project site. 2) identify all project-specific direct and indirect impacts to these
resources. and 3) propose specific mitigation measures. as required under the
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). the Resource
Protection Ordinance (RPOI.Endangered Species Acts (Federal ESA,and California
ESA).and other applicable environmental regulations. '

2.4.1 Existing Conditions

The E1 Monte valley is located at the eastern fringe of the unincorporated
community known as Lakeside. California. The site is located approximately three
miles north of Interstate 8. two miles east of State Route 67. and 1-1/2 miles west
of EI Capitan Reservoir (see Figures 1.1-1 and 1. 1-2). The entire study area
encompasses approximately 460 acres, of land within the San Diego River flood
plain between WillowRoad and EI Monte Road.

The existing conditions discussion for this document is organized according to
three basic categories of biological resources found on the project site. including:
1) Plants and Vegetation Communities. 2) Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat; arid 3)
Wildlife Corridors. ,These topics are discussed in more detail in the following text.
Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2 show onstte biological resources.

Plants and Vegetation Communities

Plants

One hundred and fifty-three species of native and non-native plants have been
identified during the various project surveys. A complete list is provided in
Scheidt (1996). Most of the species detected are locally-common species. No
rare. endangered. or otherwise sensitive species have been detected during project
surveys other than coast live oak (Quercus agrifiolia) which is considered sensitive
by the County of San Diego. Scheidt (1996) lists 18 sensitive species known to

, , occur in the general vicinity of the project site. In addition. a United States Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) project comment letter dated December 11, 1997
indicates the site (t.e.. river terraces) may provide suitable' habitat for San Diego
ambrosia (Ambrosia purnila). '

The mature tree inventory conducted during the February 1998 surveys outside the
river channel revealed there are 3~ mature coast live oak trees scattered onstte
with diameters at breast height (DBH)ranging from approximately 16 to 44: inches.
In addition. there are 17 mature Western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) trees
scattered onstte with DBH's ranging from approximately 10 to 40 inches. The
locations of these trees are depicted, on the Existing Biological Resources and
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Proposed Development figures (Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). Four of the 30 coast live
oak mapped-locations have two trees each (Figure 2.4-2). Other scattered trees
outside the river channel onsite include Fremont cottonwood (Populus jremontii).
blue elderberry (Sambucus mexicanal. and a wide variety of ornamental species.

Vegetation Communities
Five major plant associations (vegetation communities) occur on the project site
including: 1) Agricultural vegetation. 2) 'Coastal Sage Scrub. 3) Tamarisk Scrub. 4)
Disturbed Riparian Scrub. and 5) Riparian Woodland. In addition. defined drainage
channels onstte outside the San Diego River are .designated as waters of the U.S.
Table 1 provides a summary of existing habitat acreages onstte. In addition to the
plant association identified above. a number of animal species are also known to
occupy the site. Some of these biological resources are considered sensitive and
are therefore evaluated in this context. From this baseline. the potential for
impacts may then be assessed.
Agricultural Vegetation: The majority of the upland areas onstte outside the river
.channel are characterized as agricultural vegetation which either support active
agricultural activities. crops. or fallow fields. Many of the fields are plowed
annually. Scattered within the agricultural land are 34 mature coast liveoak and 17
Western sycamore trees. in addition to other scattered native and non-native
shrubs and trees. This habitat totals 364.7 acres within the study area (Table 2.4-
1). .

Coastal Sage Scrub. Regenerating coastal sage scrub habitat occurs in four locations
onstte that have not been subject to recent agricultural activities/impacts. Three of
these areas occur on the north side of the river, and one area occurs on the south
side of the river adjacent to tamarisk scrub habitat (Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). The
primary species include' flat-top buckwheat (Eriogonum jascicuLatum ssp.
jascicuLatum), California sagebrush (Artemisiacalifomica), and broom baccharts
(Baccharis sarothroides). Other species in this habitat include California croton
(Croton. californiciis), deerweed (Lotus scoparius), brickellbush (BrickeLlia
califomica) and our lord's candle (Yucca whipplei). Native cover in this habitat
ranges from approximately 30 to 90 percent. and the habitat is generally in good
condition given that it is in a state of regeneration. This habitat totals 1.9 acres
within the study area (Table 2.4-0. This habitat is considered sensitive by the
County ofSan Diegoand USFWS.
Tamarisk Scrub. Tamarisk scrub occurs in a contiguous area south of the river
(Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). Mature and semi-mature tamarisk (Tamarix gaLlica)
specimens ranging from approximately 10 to 20 feet high dominate this non-native
habitat and account for approximately 95 percent of the overall cover within this
vegetation community. Additional mid-story and understory species include mule
fat (Bacchcuis saLicifolia), blue elderberry. flat-top buckwheat. tree tobacco
(Nicotiana gtaucal. stinking gourd (Cucurbita joetidissima), and primrose
(Camissonia sp.). Scheidt (1996) referred to this general area as relict floodplain.
This area probably did receive floodwaters periodically before the El Captain
Dam/Reservoir was constructed in 1935. This area was examined during the June
1997 wetland delineation surveys and was determined to be non-wetland. This
habitat totals 8.4 acres within the study area (Table 2.4-1).
Disturbed Riparian Scrub. The disturbed riparian scrub within the San Diego River
channel consists of mid-story plant species and younger tree species that are
generally under 20 feet in height. Riparian scrub onsite is a fairly generalized plant
community that can be more specifically described as consisting of overlapping
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areas of tamarisk scrub. mule fat scrub. and southern Willowscrub depending on
the nature and species composttion of the plant mix.. The riparian scrub onsite is
described as disturbed because over half of the plant cover is comprised of non-
native species. primarily tamarisk and pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana) with
some castor-bean (Rincinus communis). tree tobacco. and giant Wild reed (Arundo
donaxl.

Based on the wetland delineation surveys (June 1997). all the disturbed riparian
scrub habitat onsite is considered wetlands under the jurtsdtction of ACOE and
California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG). This habitat totals 59.8 acres
within the study area (Table 2.4-1). This habitat is considered sensitive by ACOE;
CDFG.and the Countyof San Diego. .
Riparian Woodland. The riparian woodland within the San Diego River channel
consists of an oyerstory canopy of willows and Fremont cottonwood with a mixture
of mid-story and herbaceous plant species. The willows and cottonwoods are
generally over 20 feet high. and in some cases approaching 70 to 80 in height. The
primary species in the overstory are shining willow.arroyo willow.black willow and
Fremont cottonwood. The majority of the this woodland is found along the outer
portions of the river channel (Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). presumably because these
areas have been subjected to less historical disturbance (e.g., man-inducted
alterations) and collect more available groundwater than the central portions of the
channel. Based on the wetland delineation surveys (June 1997). riparian woodland
occurring in the main channel that is under ACOE jurisdiction (and .CDFG
jurisdiction) totals 21.2 acres (Table2.4-2). Riparian woodland habitat/canopy that
extends beyond the limits of ACOEdefined wetland soils and hydrology (t.e.. beyond --
the channel bottom) that is only under CDFGjurisdiction totals 4.1 acres (Table
2.4-1). Riparian woodland is considered sensitive by ACOE.CDFG. and the County
of San Diego.
Waters of the U.S.
Defined Drainaie Channels. Waters of the U.S. consist of unvegetated or sparsely
vegetated drainages outside an area of tidal influence. Waters of the U.S. are
delineated by the limits of defined drainage patterns such as scoured areas and cut
banks. Within the project site. waters of the U.S. are ephemeral and occur in five
locations (Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). Depending on the particular drainage segment.
the dimensions range frorn-S to 12 feet wide and 1 to 7 feet deep. The five
locations where waters of the U.S. occur within the study area total 11.730 square
feet (sq. ft.) (t.e.• approximately 0.3 acre)"(Table 2.4-1). Waters of the U.S. are
considered a sensitive resource by ACOE.CDFG.and the County of San Diego.

WUdllfe and Wildlife Habitat
As indicated by results of the various biological surveys performed on the site
(Marquez & Associates 1996. Scheidt 1996. Ogden 1997). wildlife habitats on the
site are greatly degraded by past and present land management practices. Few
areas of native habitat remain followingagricultural conversion. streambed mining.
river channelization. upstream impoundment of water flows. and invasion by exotic
vegetation. Remnant and recovering coastal sage scrub patches in the river valley
are too small and scattered. with too many non-native plants. to currently
represent viable habitat for most coastal sage scrub vertebrate species. A fair
diversity of wildlifespecies use these habitats. but at generally lower densities than
would be expected under native conditions (Scheidt 1996). Encroachment by
tamarisk and other invasive exotic species is continuing to degrade habitat value
along the river.

,..
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Few sensitive and no listed wildlife species are known to rely on the remaining
habitats on the site for survival. Gnatcatchers (Polioptila caLifomical. coastal cactus
wrens (campylorhynchus brunneicapillus sandiegensis). and other coas tal sage
scrub species are relatively common on the more expansive coastal sage scrub
habitats around Lake Jennings. south of the site. No focused gnatcatcher surveys or
other wildlife surveys were conducted for this report.

The least Bell's vireo (Vireo beLlii pusiLLus)has been historically observed in
riparian habitats immediately downstream from the site (MSCP database) and
probably occurred on' the site prior to habitat degradation. Southwestern willow
flycatcher may also have occurred histortcally in the riparian woodlands. No least
Bell's vireos were observed durtng focused surveys (8-week protocol) for these
species conducted by Vincent Scheidt durtng 1994 (Scheidt 1996). Although a
focused site-specific search was not conducted for the southwestern willow
flycatcher, this species was not detected during the numerous site visits for the
least Bell's vireo. or durtng other biological surveys. No further riparian bird
surveys were conducted for this report.

Of the 68 animal species observed or detected on site. 14 are considered sensitive.
Sensitive animals on site include of 2 reptiles and 12 birds. The reptiles are the
orange-throat whiptail and the coastal whiptail. Sensitive birds include Cooper's
hawk. prairie falcon, American kestrel, turkey vulture. red-shouldered hawk. great
horned owl. barn owl, great blue heron. yellow-breasted chat. western blue bird.
Bewick's wren, and greater roadrunner. For, the purposes of this, analysis,
~sensitive animal species" are those listed as rare, endangered. threatened. or
otherwise noteworthy by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).the
U.S. Fish and WildlifeService (USFWSl.and the National Audubon Society (NAS).

Although not found on the project site during field surveys. the arroyo
southwestern toad is known to exist in habitat which is marginally present on site
(t.e., gravely alluvial drainages). The arroyo southwestern toad is a federally,
endangered species (USFWS 1994) and a California species of special concern
(CDFG1993). The toad has tustortcally occurred along the upper areas of the San
Diego River. If present on site, the arroyo toad would be found in association with
the open riparian scrub habitat adjacent to upland habitat areas.

The project site was surveyed between August 12 and August 28. of 1998 to
determine the presence/absence of Stephens' Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomys
stephensi). The Stephens' Kangaroo Rat was listed in 1988 as endangered under
the Federal Endangered Species Act (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). The
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat is a species that is supported by disturbed habitats. most
typically lands that have been heavily grazed, or exhibit a paucity of vegetation. The
distribution of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat has historically been generally limited to
western Riverside County and portions of extreme northeastern San Diego County.
However. a disjunct population of the species has recently been identified along
Santa Marta Creek. near the community of Ramona. The discovery of thts Ramona
population has led to additional questions as to the potential occurrence of the
species in the southern and, central portions of San Diego County. It was in
response to this discovery that the question as to the occurrence of the Stephens'
Kangaroo Rat along the San Diego Riverwas raised. In a general sense. many of the
habitats on the proposed El Capitan GolfCourse site are consistent with the habitat
requirements of the species. For this reason. it, was deemed appropriate to
conduct a survey of this species (AppendixH).
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The results of the survey indicate that no Stephens' Kangaroo Rats were positively
identified on the project site. However.a Single area in the eastern portion of the

. site does appear to support a dispersed colony of Kangaroo Rats. Initial signs (e.g..
scat) suggest that this colony may not be comprised of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat,
but rather is most likely the PacificKangaroo Rat. Because the presence/absence of
Stephens' Kangaroo Rat cannot be definitively' ascertained from sign alone. a
trapping program will be conducted. If the results of the trapping program
indicate the presence of the Stephens' Kangaroo Rat. adequate mitigation measures
will be imposed upon the project such that any potentially significant impacts to
this species are reduced to below a level of significance.

Wlldllfe Conidors

One existing (east-west), and one potential (north-south) regional wildlife
movement corridor cross the site. These corridors have been identified based on
topographic and vegetation features on and near the site. However. no focused
animal movement studies were performed for this report. Both are important
preserve design features under consideration for protection and enhancement as
part of the HelixWater District's NCCPSubarea Plan.

The Natural Community Conservation Planning Act of 1991 (NCCP)calls for the
preparation of regional habitat plans to coordinate and consolidate endangered
species protection by setting aside natural community habitats rather than
preserving individual species. Helix Water District's Subarea Plan describes how
this agency will make land use decisions and manage its property pursuant to the
more comprehensive Subregional Plan. Helix Water District's Subarea Plan
describes the specific operations and management. facility-siting. land use
conservation. and other actions that the District will take to implement the goals..
gutdeltnes. and standards of the Subregional Plan. The Subarea Plan will be the
subject of an Implementing Agreement between the District. the CDFG. and the
USFWS.· The agreement will convey "take" authorizations so that the District may
self permit their actions based on their Subarea Plan. As stated earlier. these
regional wildlife movement corridors are important design features of the District's
NCCPSubarea Plan. .
The existing river channel and associated vegetation communities provide a

. regionally important east-west corridor through the site for a wide variety of
species. Despite its generally degraded value as habitat. the corridor probably
functions as a multr-generational linkage between more suitable habitat areas for
these and other species that are more abundant outside the project area.

A regionally important north-south corridor may cross the valley between the large
block of wildlife habitat around Lake Jennings. and large blocks of habitat north of
the river in the Wildcat Canyon area. Under existing conditions. this potential
movement corridor is hampered by the existence of highly disturbed and
agricultural habitats in the valley.
These two wildlife corridors are considered regionally important in the Helix
Water District's evolving NCCPSubarea Plan. The plan's goals include maintaining
the functionality of the river channel as a wildlife movement corridor. and
improving the functionality of the north-south corridor by native habitat creation in
the agricultural fields. The Plan is intended to create a nearly continuous north-
south linkage across the valley through restoration of coastal sage scrub habitat in
the existing agricultural areas.
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The optimal site for creating a north-south linkage is at a narrow portion of the
valley which crosses the project site directly north of Lake Jermings. where coastal
sage scrub habitat exists on both of the north and south slopes of the valley. The
plan intends to create It.e., through enhancement and revegetation) a corridor
within the EI Capitan Golf Course project boundaries that averages at least 500 feet
wide. and that increases coastal sage scrub habitat by at least 20 acres onstte. This
would then serve as habitat for California gnatcatchers and other species in the
valley and facilitate movement across the valley. This is considered a positive
attribute of the proposed project because a net improvement in biological
resources would result due to project implementation.

2.4.2 Thresholds of Significance
Criteria or thresholds for deterrmnmg the significance of an impact are presented
in this section to clarify and quantify (if possible). to the extent feasible. at what
point an impact to a biological resource is considered significant. It is important to
note that the Significanceof an activity may vary with the setting.

CEQA Guidelines section 15065 states that an impact will be ~sign1ficant"if: ~the
project has the potential to substantially degrade the quality of the environment.
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or Wildlife species. cause a.fish or wildlife
species to drop below self-sustaining levels. threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community. or reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare and endangered
plant or animaL.."

CEQA Guidelines section 15002 (g) defines ~signitlcant effect on the' environment"
as ~a substantial adverse change in the physical conditionswhiL:h exist in the area
affected by the project ..."

In general. the primary criteria for determtntng significance is "sensttrvtty." With
respect to sensitive biological resources analyzed in this report. deterrntnatton of
significance was made pursuant to County of San Diego Department of Planning and
Land Use (DPLU)Guidelines for the Implementation of CEQA. and in accord with
sections 15065 and 15002 of the State CEQAGuidelines.

Sensitive biological resources occurring on the project site include Coastal Sage
Scrub. Disturbed Riparian Scrub. Riparian Woodland habitats. Waters of the U.S..
the 14 sensitive wildlife species found on the project site. and the wildlife
corridors.

With respect to the aforementioned criteria. significance thresholds for project-
related biological resources include the following:

• Any substantial impact to a sensitive habttatls) is considered a significant
environmental impact unless the habitat is isolated/fragmented. degraded.
or very small in size.

• Any substantial impact to sensitive wildlifespecies is considered a signifiCant
environmental impact.

• Any substantial impact to identified onsite wildlife movement corrtdors is
considered signltlcant environmental impact.
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2.4.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

The proposed golf course would change the biological nature of the project site.
Much of the site is either currently or has been historically utilized for agricultural
production. This activity has resulted in the near eltmtnauon of native vegetation
over 80 percent of the project site. Development of a golf course would require
grading to establish play area and ponds. planting with turf grasses and landscaping
with a variety of species. and construction of a club house. parking area. and
maintenance facil1ties.

The golf course and associated facil1tiesincludes all golf turfed areas (t.e.. holes and
practice areas), entry roads. cart paths (numbered 1 through 4 from east to west
for purposes of this analysis). facilities and buildings including the club house and
main maintenance building. The created lakes includes all the proposed
manufactured ponds and lakes. .

The wildlife corridor/preserve involves the proposed creation of coastal sage scrub
habitat in an area on either side of the river to provide a functional north-south
movement corridor. The natural planting zones include two zones. The first is a
pure native coastal sage scrub palette (also used for the wildlife corridor). and the
second is a native California shrub palette with species from within and, outside this
region (refer- to Table 1.1-3). This is considered a positive attribute of the
proposed project because a net improvement in biological resources would result
due to project implementation.

In general. the proposed project can be divided into development impacts (e.g..
golf course and roads) and landscape conversion impacts from one habitat type to
another. All proposed cart path crossings of the river will be constructed at grade.
The permanent width of the cart paths will be 10 feet. with an additional t o-toot-
wide temporary construction corridor. The equestrian. trail permanent. width will
be 8 feet. With an additional IO-foot-widetemporary construction corridor.

Many of the proposed habitat conversions are biologicallypositive. An example of
such would be the proposed conversions from agricultural land to coastal sage
scrub and open water. and the removal of harmful exotic species such as tamarisk.

2.4.3.a.

Plants

Impacts to Plants and Vegetation Communities

Since no rare. endangered. or otherwise sensitive species have been detected
during project surveys (other than coast live oak), no Impacts to sensitive plants
are expected. In regard to the 34 coast live oaksonsite. the project has been
designed to retain these oaks in place either within golf course turfed areas or
designated planting zones. The project proposes to grade only outside of the "drtp
line" of these oaks. However. grading adjacent to the drtplme may remove or cover
surface roots. or cause a change in drainage such that the oaks could be damaged or
eventually killed. Therefore. significant indirect Impacts to sensitive plants (34
oaks) are projected as a worse-case scenario.
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Vegetation Communities
Agricultural Vegetation and Tamarisk Scrub. The proposed' project will
permanently impact 279 acres of agricultural vegetation and 7.55 acres of tamartsk
scrub (Table 2.4-1). Since these habitats are not sensitive. the projected impacted
is not significant. The proposed project will actually result in a positive habitat
conversion for some of the acreage. A total of 20.7 acres of existing agricultural
vegetation and 0.35 acre of tamarisk scrub will be converted to coastal sage scrub
habitat as part of the proposed wildlife corridor/preserve (Table 1). An additional
19.2 acres of agricultural vegetation will be converted to natural Zone 1 planting
which includes a California native shrub palette.

Coastal Sage Scrub. The proposed project will permanently impact all 1.9 acres of
coastal sage scrub habitat (Table 2.4-1). Since this is a sensitive habitat. the
projected impact is significant.

Disturbed Riparian Scrub. The proposed project will permanently impact 0.56
acre and temporarily impact 0.74 acre of disturbed riparian scrub within the river
channel (Table 2.4-2). These impacts will result from the four cart path crossings.
entry bridge and equestrian trail. The proposed project will permanently impact
less than 0.1 percent of the disturbed riparian scrub onstte. Since this is a
sensitive habitat. the projected permanent and temporary impacts are significant.

Riparian Woodland. Based on a worst-case analysts. the proposed project will
permanently impact 4.1 acres and temporarily impact 0.16 acre of riparian
woodland within and adjacent to the river channel (Tables 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). a
these totals. the second and third cart path crossings. entry bridge and equestrian
trail will permanently impact 0.09 acre and temporarily impact 0.11 acre of
riparian woodland in the river channel that is under the jurisdiction of ACOEand
CDFG (Table2.4-2).

For the purposes of this analysis. the 38 foot wide elevated entry bridge will result
in permanent impacts from its ·shadowing-effect". although vegetation will
reestablish under the bridge to some extent after construction. These same river
crossing features will permanently impact 0.04 acre and temporarily impact 0.05
acre of riparian woodland that is under the jurisdiction of CDFG only (Table 2.4-2).
The remaining permanent impact to approximately 3.9 acres of riparian woodland
under the jurisdiction of CDFG would result from the golf course footprint/grading
and the edges of associated planting zones. The overlay of the existing habitat and
golf course footprint indicate up to 3.9 acres of this edge habitat could be
impacted. although the majority or all of this impact could potentially be avotded.

Since' this is a sensitive habitat. all the projected permanent and temporary
impacts to Riparian Woodland are significant.
Waters of U.S. The proposed project will permanently impact the five waters of the
U.S. drainages totaling 0.3 acre. Although the project's proposed turf drainage
corridors may reduce erosion and improve water quality as compared to. the
existing drainages. the worst-case analysts is that 0.3 acre of waters of the U.S. will
be permanently impacted. Since thts is a sensitive resource. the projected impact
is significant.
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2.4.3.b. Impacts to Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat

Creation of the golf course tsexpected to remove about 1.9 acres of existing coastal
sage scrub habitat. which is distributed in several small. isolated patches near the
river channel. However, as a positive effect. the project also proposes to create
over 20 acres of relatively contiguous and strategically located sage scrub habitat in
the wildlife movement corridor. Thus. the proposed project will result in a net
increase of about 18 acres of coastal sage scrub habitat. This will represent a net
increase in habitat value and presumably of coastal sage scrub wildlife species
expected to persist on the site. .

As discussed above (Vegetation Communities). the project is expected also to
adversely affect about 4.0 acres of riparian woodland with selective grading beneath
canopies of riparian trees at the top edge of the river channel slope. .This may
remove some understory that is used as habitat by wildlife. but is not expected to
remove or destroy mature trees. which are primarily rooted in the channel bottom.

Arroyo Toad
The arroyo toad has been known to utilize habitat similar to that found in the upper
San Diego River valley. However, thts species was not detected during the
numerous biological surveys on the project site. .

According to the Draft Recovery Plan for the Arroyo Southwestern Toad (USFWS
1998). arroyo toads were discovered initially in the San Diego River Basm fn ,-
Lakeside. The Draft RecoveryPlan states that arroyo toads are present in the San
Diego River above El Capitan Reservoir. However,since its construction, El Capitan
Dam/Reservoir has altered the river hydrology in the San Diego River basin below
the dam by reducing sediment flowand substantially limiting the amount of surface
water flow through the valley. Reservoirs regulate water flows which adversely
affects the quality of arroyo toad habitat downstream by altering stream hydrology.
The Draft Recover Plan lists EL Capitan Reservoir as a prime example of creating
this type of situation.

Although arroyo toads have historically inhabited portions of the upper San Diego
River valley, it is unlikely that the project would significantly impact this species
for the followingreasons: 1) El Capitan Dam has altered the San Diego River valley
hydrology such that the habitat may no longer be conducive to long-term viability of
the species down stream from the dam, and 2) no arroyo toads were found on the
project site during field surveys. For these reasons, the proposed project is not
expected to significantly impact arroyo toads.

Least Bell's Vfreo
Numerous site specific focused surveys for this species were negative. Habitat
which typically supports this species is of marginal quality, fragmented. and
generally disturbed in many locations on site. This species is not expected to
inhabit the site and was not detected during field observations. Therefore,
significant impacts to this species resulting from the project are not anticipated.

Willow Flycatcher

This species was not identified within the project boundaries during numerous
focused biological surveys of the site. Habitat which typically supports this species
is of marginal quality. fragmented. and generally disturbed in many locations on'
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site. This species is not expected to inhabit the site and was not detected during
field observations. Therefore. significant impacts to this species resulting from the
project are not anticipated.

Raptor Foraging Areas

Losses of open raptor foraging areas associated with fallow and active agricultural
areas is an anticipated impact of.the project. The conversion of approximately 400
acres of open foraging area to a public golf course would displace certain less
tolerant raptors from the property. including Cooper's hawk. prairie falcon. and -
great horned owl. The removal of mature trees. Include snags. would result In a
loss of numerous roost sites. Any substantial nighttime lighting would be disruptive
to nighttime foraging habits (i.e.. owls). In addition. early morning or evening
overhead spray irrigation could be disruptive to raptors that would otherwise forage
during this time on the project site. Displacement of the raptor fauna from the
large foraging areas on site due to loss of roost sites. lighting. and irrigation
practices would be a significant impact.

2.4.3.c. Impacts to WUcWfe Corridors

The existing east-west corridor along the river channel is likely to become further
constrained by construction of golf facilities and by the expected increase in human
activity on both sides of the river. In particular. the following golf facUities are
expected to negatively affect movement by wildlife along the San Diego River
channel: .

• The four cart crossings. the one' entry bridge crossing. and the equestrian
trail crossing will collectively and permanently remove about 0.69 acres of
natural vegetation in the river channel (Table2.4-2) and may disrupt natural
movement of some species along the river. The bridge. and to a lesser
degree the cart and equestrian crossings. may also be perceived as barriers
by some species. especially large mammals. Increased human presence in
the river channel due to the crossings could further constrain the
functionality of the movement corridor. In addition. construction of these
crossings will temporarily remove about 0.90 acres of natural vegetation
(Table 2.4-2),

• The. close proximity of golf holes along either side of the river channel may
result in increased noise levels and increased perception of human presence
by species using the channel. This may indirectly reduce use of the
movement corridor by some species. at least during daylight hours.

On the other hand. removing the existing. unofficial equestrian uses from the river
channel should have a positive effect on the movement corridor by allowing
recovery of mature vegetation and reducing human intrusion and disturbance in the
river channel. This is expected to at least partially offset the project's negative
Impacts on wildlife use of the river corridor. In total. the net effect of the
proposed project is still expected to result in a significant impact to the existing
east-west corridor ..

The potential north-south movement corridor across the valley will be Improved by
the proposed golf course design. Current agricultural fields and disturbed areas
will be replaced by a contiguous coastal sage scrub habitat area connecting the river
channel to existing coastal sage scrub habitats on either side of the valley.
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However. the two cart path crossings and one equestrian trail located within the
wildlife movement corridor will reduce habitat value in the area somewhat. due to
increased human presence within the corridor area.

2.4.4 Mitigation Measures
A number of existing project design features will minimize. enhance and mitigate
potential biological impacts. Some of these existing features include a biological
buffer averaging 50 feet wide (minimum' 25 feet wide) and a 100-foot Wide
planning buffer that shall be established on either side of the river banks. The
biological buffer shall have invasive exotics (e.g.. tamarisk. giant wild reed. etc.)
removed and shall be revegetated with strictly native. indigenous shrubs and herbs ..
thereby establishing a vegetation barrier on both sides of the river that will prevent
encroachment and habitat degradation. The 1DO-footplanning buffer will be
established at the outer edge of the biological buffer and shall preclude the
establishment of structures or other improvements (except bridge and designated
paths). but shall permit golf play. Implementation of these buffers will reduce any
potential indirect impacts to the riparian habitat (t.e.. from noise. light and human
intrusion) to below a level of Significance. In addition. the project's Environmental"
Development Plan (Golf Properties Design 1997) has been designed to protect
biological values onstte through proper management of. for example.' runoff.
pesticides. and groundwater.
The following mitigation measures for projected significant impacts should be
implemented in addition to those measures which are already part of project
design. Implementation of these measures will reduce impacts to below,a level of
significance..
Mitigation for Impact 2.4;3.a: Plants and Vegetation Communities
A Biological Resource Management Plan shall be prepared .. approved and
implemented in concert with the preparation of site' specific development plans.
The intent of this plan shall be to provide specific methodologies to reduce all
significant project-related impacts to a level below significance. The
implementation of. or mechanism to implement all recommendations' contained in
the plan. shall be made a condition of project approval. This plan shall contain at a
minimum:

• A comprehensive revegetation/habitat enhancement component to
compensate for direct losses of wetland habitat associated with river
crossing improvements. This plan shall define the specific area and
acreage of wetlands to be lost. establish revegetation ratios. define
spectflc areas to be used for revegetation. specify biological monitoring
periods. require maintenance. removal of exotics. and construction
monitoring. This plan shall be prepared by a County-certified and
qualified professional experienced in riparian wetland restoration and
enhancement.

• A biological buffer averaging 50-feet wide (minimum of 25 feet wide)
area shall be established adjacent to the fioodway. This buffer area
shall be revegetated with strictly native. indigenous. alluvtally-
dependent shrubs and herbs. .
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• A lOO-foot"planning buffer" shall be established at the outer edge of
the biological buffer. The planning buffer shall preclude the
establishment of structures (except brtdge crossings. cart paths. and
equestrian trail) and shall permit play. -

• Mature Coast LiveOak. California sycamores and Western cottonwood
trees shall be retained. Where retention cannot be accommodated.
like-kind replacement for any trees unavoidably lost shall be required.

• Landscape plans and plant pallets shall be reviewed for wetlands
compatibility as a function of the Biological Resource Management
Plan. .

The plan will ~ Q.!l file at the Helix Water District main office. The eolf course
project will prepare the bloloelcal resource manaeement plan for submission lQ the
District with the pr01ect's construction plan. Th e District will review the plan
based Q!! overall eUidelines in the Joint Water Aiency Subreilonal Plan. and
evaluate the plan for consistency with the County MSCP. Jamul-Lakeside Subtinit
Plan. The wildlife aiencies will be elven an opportunity to review and comment Q!l
the Manaiement Plan at that time. The iQ!f course project proponents will ~
responsible for implementation of the Manaiement Plan illconcert with Its reiular
maintenance and manaiement operations.

Ongoing equestrian and ORVusage of the sensitive rtpartan area within the San
Diego River floodway shall be discouraged. The project proposes to construct an
equestrian trail. This element shall be enhanced by placing vegetation barriers to
discourage rtdtng within the floodway.and signage to advise rtders to use the trail.

The entire ~ course development will ~ fenced usini a variety of fencini ~
to prevent unauthortzed entrance onto the property while also alloWinefor wildlife
movement through the proposed wildlife corridor as well as equestrian use of the
equestrtan trail. In addition. the iolf course operators will actively discouraie off-
road vehicle activity since it is Inherently incompatible with the iolf course use.

Natural barriers comprised of thorny shrubs Q.I other appropriate veietatlve
barriers and siinaie shall be incorporated aloni both sides of the cart paths and
equestrian P.S.lh wherever they enter 0 r cross the river channel. wildlife
corridor /habitat creation area. or other ~ speCifically desienated M bioloeical
open space Ql the ~ course desiin 0 r the Helix Water District Subarea Plan.
These barriers shall ~ desiined to prevent iolfers. equestrians. Q.t other humans
fram casual ~ !n!Q bioloiical resource areas.

Plants

• For any coast live oak trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater that are
indirectly impacted by proposed grading at adjacent drtplmes, it is
recommended that they be mitigated at a 5:1 replacement ratio utilizing flve-
gallon container replacement stock. Based on the recommended
replacement ratio of 5:1 (utilizing five-gallon container stock), a total of 170
trees should be planted onslte to mitigate for the 34 trees that would be
indirectly impacted. It is recommended that most or all of these
replacement trees be Installed in the biological buffer that is proposed on
both sides of the rtver.
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• Although' an isolated Western sycamore is not a sensitive species. it is
recommended that isolated specimens of this species be protected to the
extent feasible. Specimens that may be directly or indirectly impacted
should be replaced in-kind.' '

• In response to the USFWS project comment letter dated December II.
1997. a focused survey for San Diego ambrosia along the river terraces
should be conducted in the spring (i.e;. after May). This survey should also
be used as an opportunity to re-check for sensitive plant species that are
known for the general vicinity.but that have not been detected onstte during
past surveys.

The ~olf course oroject will conduct protocol surveySin Sprin~! 1999 for San Diego
ambrosia. If this species is found, the project will provide appropriate additional
miti~ation in banks established Q[ the Helix Subarea Plan as a first choice, m: ill
another approved NCCPbank. '

Ve~eta.tionCommunities

• Coastal Sage Scrub, The impact to 1.9 acres shall be' adequately mitigated by
'the proposed creation of 21.1 acres of coastal sage scrub as part of the
wtldlife corridor/preserve area. ' Creation of this habitat onstte will result in
over an 11:1 replacement ratio. A detailed coastal sage scrub restoration
plan should be prepared by a qualified biologist that details issues such as
site preparation. installation specifications. maintenance. monitoring and
reporting. To ensure the created habitat is adequately established.
maintenance and monitoring typically occurs for three to five years after
installation. or until specified success standards are achieved (e.g.. cover of -,
desirable native shrubs. and elimination of particular invasiveweed species).

• Disturbed Riparian Scrub. Riparian Woodland and Waters of the U.S. Upon
project implementation. the projected permanent and temporary impacts to
these three wetland resources shall be mitigated by an onsite habitat
restoration program including wetland creation arid enhancement. It is
recommended that permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and
riparian woodland be mitigated at a 3:1 ratio. while permanent impacts to
waters of the U,S. be mitigated at a 1:1 ratio. To satisfy typical ACOE and
CDFGpermitting requirements. temporary impacts to vegetated wetlands
should be mitigated at a 2:1 ratio. Assuming the projected impact to 4.0
acres of riparian woodland (CDFGjurisdictional habitat! can be avoided (see
mitigation measure below), then the combined permanent vegetated wetland
impacts would total 0.69 acre and temporary impacts wotild total 0.9 acre.

'Recommended mitigation ratios and acreages are listed below:

Permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland
total 0.69 acre -- multiplied by a 3:1 ratio equals 2.07 acres.

Permanent impacts to waters of the U,S. total 0,3 acre -- multiplied by
a 1:1 ratio equals 0.3 acre. ' '

Temporary impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland
total 0.9 acre -- multipliedby a 2:1 ratio equals 1.8 acres.
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Therefore. the recommended wetland mitigation restoration program (excluding
mitigation fer projected Impacts to riparian woodland along the river banks) would
total 4.17 acres. A detailed wetland restoration plan should be prepared by a
qualified biologist that details issues such as site preparation. installation
specifications. maintenance. monitoring and reporting. To ensure the created
habitat is adequately established, maintenance and monitoring for wetland
programs typically occurs for five years after installation. or until spectfted success
standards are achieved (e.g.. cover of desirable native overstory and understory
plants. and elimination of particular invasive weed species). As a guideline. ACOE
and CDFG typically requtre that at least 1:1 replacement of all impacts be
accomplished by wetland habitat creation (t.e., converting upland into wetland).
Based on the projected impacts referenced above. approximately 1.9 acres of the
recommended 4.17 acres should involve wetland habitat creation. The remaining
2.47 acres of mitigation could be accomplished through wetland enhancement
measures.

The project is currently in the process of identifying the most ecologically
appropriate onsite location adjacent to the river to accomplish 1.9 acres of wetland
creation. The remainder of the mitigation (t.e.. 2.27 acres) is proposed to be
accomplished by enhancing the existing riparian habitat in the river within and
partially upstream and downstream of the proposed wildllfecorridor. Since ACOE
and CDFG typically provide 1/2 credit for enhancement mitigation. at least 4.5 to
5.0 acres should be included in this enhancement effort. Enhancement in this
situation would involve removal and control of particular invasive weed species
(e.g.. tamarisk. pampas grass etc...) and possible planting of native species where
weed species are removed. Because there is a high volume of invasive weed species
upstream of this proposed enhancement location. removal of target weed species
would need to occur throughout the life of the golf course project to be effective.

-Avoidance of Projected Riparian Woodland Impacts. Necessary cart path
crossings and the entry bridge crossing of the river to complete golf course
circulation cannot be avoided.. although most or all of the projected Impacts
from the golf course footprint to riparian' woodland that -overhangs the
channel banks on either side of the river can be avoided. The overlay of the
existing habitat and golf course footprint indicate up to 4.0 acres of this edge
habitat could be impacted. Most of the riparian tree (e.g.• willow and
cottonwood) stems that provide canopy overhang on the river banks grow out
of the river bottom. such that most of the grading that is proposed on the
banks will actually impact scattered native and non-native upland understory
species without directly impacting the tree stems. To ensure potential
impacts to riparian woodland species do not occur. measures such as

-vegetation barriers to prevent intrusion and erosion. signage, construction
monitoring. and/or project redesign could be implemented. If the projected
worst-case impacts do occur to 4.0 acres of riparian woodland. then up to 12
acres of additional mitigation would be required based on a 3: 1 replacement
ratio.

_ Recommendations to Shift Proposed Crossings of the River. During the
February 24. 1998 survey. the five proposed river crossings (t.e.. one entry
bridge and four cart paths) were examined. Golf Properties Design indicated
in regard' to the cart path crossings. that field adjustments could be made
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durtng construction to avoid trees and align the paths between vegetation
..openings to minimize impacts', These alignment adjustments durtng

construction shall be made. The alignment shifting recommendations are
.contained in the BiologicalResources Technical Report..

Mitigation for Impact 2.4.3.b: Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat

Conduct directed field surveys for the arroyo toad. a federally-listed Endangered
Species. If found on site. specific mitigation shall be developed in consultation
with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
Potential impacts resulting from fairway construction would be mitigated through
buffers adjacent to riparian areas

Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway, field surveys for the least
Bell's Vireo. a state and federal listed endangered species. shall be conducted. If
this- species is determined to be present, specific mitigation shall be developed in
consultation with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
and California Department of Fish & Game. .
Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway, field surveys for the W1ll0w
flycatcher. a state and federally-listed Endangered Species shall be conducted. If
found on site. specific mitigation shall be developed in consultation with the U. S.

. Army Corps of Engineers. U.S. Fish & WildlifeService, and California Department of
Fish & Game. Potential impacts resulting from fairway construction would be
mitigated through buffers adjacent to riparian areas
A plan to manage lighting and watering shall be developed to limit the potentially
significant impacts to foraging raptors. Elements of this plan may include a
prohtbttton against lighting of the golf course and driving range, and variable
Irrigation schedules which would be less disruptive to morning and evening
foraging by raptors.
The wildlife movement corridor was specifically designed to mitigate for impacts
to coastal sage scrub and associated species In the study area, as well as potential
impacts to wildlife movement corridors. The approximately 21 acres of coastal
sage scrub habitat to be created In the corridor zone should compensate for any
adverse effects on these biological resources, subject to the followingconditions:

• A habitat restoration plan shall be prepared and implemented for the wildlife
corridor/habitat creation area .. The goal of the restoration plan shall be to
create at least 20 contiguous acres of potential breeding habitat for California
gnatcatchers in the river valley. The created habitat shall be configured to
accommodate north-south wildlife movement from existing 'coastal sage'
scrub habitat. on the north and south valley slopes. to the existing river
channel. This corridor area shall have a minimum width of 400 feet and an
average width of at least 500 feet across the valley.

• Success of the restoration plan shall be measured by a biological monitoring
program to last a minimum of 3 years, or until all success criteria are
achieved. The monitoring program will track the success of habitat creation
by recording appropriate success criteria for (l) individual plant species
(e.g., growth and reproduction by species), (2) appropriate vegetation
community characteristics (e.g.. · species composition, percent. canopy
closure) and (3) use of the area by gnatcatchers and other wildlife. Specific
success criteria shall be defined in the restoration plan.
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In addition to habitat creation within the wildlife corridor/habitat creation area.
approximately 44 additional acres of the golf course will be landscaped using the
Zone I (19.2 acres) and Zone 2 (24.9 acres) planting palettes. As discussed above.
the Zone I palette consists of native coastal sage scrub species and the Zone 2
palette consists of native California shrub species. Areas planted using these
palettes are expected to provide some additional habitat value to native Wildlife
species; however. no specific mttigation credit is expected for these areas. because
they are not designed specifically to re-create naturally occurring. native vegetation
communities. and because they are primarily small and non-contiguous areas
scattered throughout the golf course. However. some of the Zone I plantings are
positioned adjacent to native coastal sage scrub habitat along the project
bcundartes. and may enhance or expand habitat values in these areas.

Specific details re~ardin~ revegetation/enhancement and restoration Within the
portions ill the river channellhM would remove invasive ~ exotic species is
described g§ follows:

Introduction mill QQg!§
In response 1Q. prolected direct and indirect impacts 1.Q.. wetland ms1 riparian
habitat from ~ proposed golf course. ~ resource a~encies ~ CDFGsm1
USFWSl~ recommended that the prolect: ill revegetate ~ channel banks that
will be recontoured with appropriate native upland and ripartan plants ..m:mW
perform g IO-acre reve~etation/enhancement oro~rgm within ~ San Diego~
channel with ~ combination of native wetland and alluvial ~ plants. Reve~etatlonm: the recontoured channel banks ~ encompass approximgtelY ~ acres smsl !§.
intended to enhance ~ buffer between ~ iQ!f course and the river channel !z£
providin~ ~ physical barrier with native shrubs and trees gng cregtin~ wildlife
habitat. Since this ~ is outlined previously in the ErR. and Qmfi. ~ Response
lJL Comments, the follOWing text focuses Q.lL ~ proposed la-acre
revegetation/enhancement program within the river channel.

Various enhancement options within the channel have been discussed with the
a~encies. Representgtives gf CDFGmQ USFWSrecommended that.§. la-acre 12!l9.!.
reve~etation/enhancement pro~ram ~ performed. The Pilot
Revegetation/Enhancement Program !§. shown on Figure 2.4-3. Recommended
gUidelines fm: the pro~ram include that part of the effort occur within the portion
of the river channel !hat coincides with the proposed north-south wildlife corridor.
and that the program be divided between existing wetland and alluvial wash
habita.ts. ~ indicated in~ prolect's biological technical information. ~ maloritym: vegetative cover ill the channel is provided !z£ undesirable exotic species lnon-
nativel that degrade wildlife habitat value.

Portions gf ~ channel have water near the surface and support wetland species in
the overstory ~ S!§ willow ISalix§Ol and understory such g§ rushes lIuncas mJ..
Although due to .§.h1~hly variable water table, most of the channel vegetation !§.
characterized §§ alluvial wash with riparian scrub species comprising the mid-story
and upland plants ta the understory. Based Q!l discussion with the agencies,· ~
two primary ~ of the pilot pro~ram will ~ to: ill revegetate and enhance
eXistin~ habitat 1Q. improve wildlife habitat values M mitigation fQ.r. ~olf course
impacts. and W determine ~ methods are ~ feaSible and successful for
performing revegetation/enhancement and how !Qng will it take to establish native
vegetation. .
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The followine conceotual review discusses proposed reveeetation/enhancement
locations aas; implementation methods, and recommended maintenance and
monitoring gUidelines, Prior 1.Q. implementation of the proposed golf course, a
detailed plan for the channel revegetation/enhancement program will be prepared
for fugl approval Q! the agencies.

Locations and Implementation Methods

To meet the fluidelines and floals listed above. 11was determined that the IO-acre
program will Q.e. divided between two locations: m approximate 5-acre srm that
corresponds to ~ wetter portion of ~ channel adjacent to existing offsite homes.
and m approximate 5-acre area that corresponds to the al1flnmentof the proposed
north-south wildlife corridor. For ease of discussion. the more easterly. wetter
~ w1llbe referred to M Area A and the more westerly area within the wildlife
corridor will be referred tOll Area!L.. For Area a.... !.l i..§. estimated that
approximately ~ to ~ acres ~ support willow woodland. while the remaining
portion will support alluvial wash (i.e.. riparian scrub I with scattered trees such ~
California sycamore (Platanus racemosa!. In both locations, the
revefletation/enhancement will occur across the entire channel bottom. The
eastern limit illArea a will be defined Qlthe proposed entry bridge and cart path.
while the eastern limit of Area B will be defined Ql the proposed equestrian trail
and cart path. The western .limits of these areas will ~ defined Q! permanent
markers such .~ metal t-posts. .

Th e primary implementation steps will include contractor education and
delineation of access: initial removal Q.f invasive exotic plants: installation 0 f
temporary irrigation: installation Q.[ container plants and seed: and follow-up ~
maintenance and monitOring. No grading is proposed in the channel bottom. The .,..
proposed implementation steps and methods ~ reviewed below.

Contractor Education and Access. Prior to the initiation of revegetation/
enhancement activities. the pro1ect biologist will meet with maintenance
personnel to review project gUidelines and goals. Native species to ~ retained and
exotic species 1Q be removed will be reviewed at that time. The least impactive
access routes for eqUipment and program personnel will also be determined in the
field and marked.

Initial Control/Removal of Exotic Species. The primary exotic species that should
be removed include tamarisk/salt cedar (Tamarix §OJ.. pampas grass (Cortaderia
selIoana!. giant reed (Arlindo donax), castor bean (Ricinus communis), eucalyptus
(Eucalyptus §.Pl... tree tobacco (Nicotiana glaucal. and fennel (Foeniculum vulgare!.
This list may~ adlusted Ql the project biologist dUring the implementation phase.
It !§recommended that the initial exotic species removal effort begin ill the late
summer. There ~ ~ basic methods for initial removal of exotics that gn be used
depending Q!l the specific conditions within portions of Areas A and fL. The ~
methods are: ill hand-cutting most of the above-ground biomass and then applying
herbicide to the stump: ~ applying herbicide without cutting the specimen: and
ill phYsical removal with motorized eqUipment. In cases where there is an
isolated exotic with a sufficient density of native species around it. (such that !lQ
follow-up planting will be necessary where the exotic presently occurs), herbicide
can l2!: applied without cutting the exOtic. In cases where there is s grouping of
exotics but motorized eqUipment could not avoid impacting existing native species,
specimens should be hand-cut and herbiCide applied §Q space will be created for
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follow-uP native plantini. In cases where there Ui. ii. ir9upini 2.f. exotics and
motorized equipment could avoid Impactini native species. this method gn ~
~ .

Since there Ui. ii. siinificant amount Qi weed seed that already exists I n the
seedbank. physical removal of all the exotic biomass and seedheads out of ~
channel !§ not considered necessary. Except for S! species such S!§ ~ reed. 11!§
considered acceptable illchip this biomass and distribute it S!§ mulch within the
channel. It Is understood that after the Initial control/remoya.} Qf exotics. follow-up
maintenance will be necessary to ensure these species ~ completely eradicated.
ill ~ case Qi Initial control/removal and follow-up maintenance. ~ small
specimens san hand-pulled !f the entire rQQ1 system QY1 ~ removed.

Installation Qf Temporary Irri@tlon System. IQ ensure surv1ya1and establishment
Qf native container plants. ~ form of temporary Irriiatlon wtll ~ necessary Sit
~ In 1.ill:. alluy1alwash areas. 11. 15 expected that more than one method of
irriiation may ill: used. 11. is ltkely the primary method will ill: ii. drip system
(extended from the iolf course irriiatlon system) .t...Q. deliver water 12individual
container plants. Another potential method !.§.. selective hand-waterini 0 r
installation 2l. slow-release water products le.i" DriWater) for more Isolated
container plants. An overhead Irriiatlon system !§.not recommended because the
spray!§. likely ill ill: blocked Ix existlni veietation and 11!§!l.Q1s feasible way tQ
promote deep-waterini. Particularly within this settlni. periodiC deep-wateriniis
preferable over more frequent surface watertni. The intent Qf irriiatlon will ~ 12
establishment the container plants ~ promotlni!.QQ.1 systems that tao into
channel's availablewater. For most Qf 1.ill:. planted species 11 !§ expected that
temporary irriiation will be needed for 2 12 ~ years. after which 1i.!ill:.ll. san ~
permanently discontinued. For !ill:. wetter ~ in Ares & 11 !§ expected that l!!lli:

"12 !lQ temporary irriiation will be needed to establish the plants.

Installation Q..( Container PlantS and Seed. The primary method for native plant
reveietation will be container plants and promotinlt establishment of native
volunteers. althoulth some limited hand-seeded may be tried in select areas.
Generally ill openinlts without native plants larlter than ~ Qy a fee"t.appropriate
container plants will be installed. Plantinlt will Include S! mixture of shrub and tree
species. As g ltuideline, container shrubs £ID1 be installed with spacinlt Q.!l center
mnlting from § illli feet with an a foot avera~e. while trees £ill1 be Installed from
li to 25 feet apart with S! l§ foot average lthis assumes some mortality), Most of
the container plants will~ l-~allon. althou~h some 5-~allon trees may be included.
For experimental purposes. some ve~etative cuttin~s should ~ installed In the
wetter Area A and possibly in Area 8. Also for experimental purposes. some
selective hand-seedinlt should occur in Areas A ans; a....... After the Initial
control/removal of exotics. native plantinlt should occur with the onset of ~ mmv
season.

In re~ard to the wetter portions of Area A that will support willow woodland
lapproximately 2 !Q 3 acres), recommended container plants include. but are not
ltmited !Q... arroyo willow ISaltx lasiolepis), black willow ISalix ~ooddin~1il.shininlt
willow ISalix luclda ssp. lasiandral. and Fremont cottonwood IPopulus fremontlil.
Seeded species could include Mexican rush IJuncus mexlcanus), spikerush
IEleochgris §P.h and monkey flower IMlmulus nasutus), In reltard to the drier
portions Qf&:§ A and all of Areg 8 that will support" alluvial scrub with scattered
trees lapproximately Z to a acres), recommended container plants include. but are
not limited !Q... mule fat IBaccharis salicifolial. sandbar willow ISalix exiltual.
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arroweed (Pluchea sericeaL blue elderberry (Sambucus mexicanal. and California
sycamore. Seeded species could include Douglas mugwort (Artemisia dou~lasianal.
~ wild a.£:. (Leymus condensatusl. and evenine primrose (Oenothera hookerll.
Manyof the plants listed here are appropriate fQr both habitat types. althou~h the
fmal galettes should ~ "weighted" toward more wet- and alluvial-adagted species.
dependin~ on plantin~ locations.

Maintenance and Monitoring

Once installation 0 f the glanting palettes is complete. Sl recommended 5-year
maintenance and monitoring mogram will begin. In addition since Invasive exotics
from upstream portions of the river channel will continue !Q. re-invade th e ~
revegetation/enhancement areas over time. some form Q.,[ periodic ·lone-term
maintenance and monitoring beyond 2 years is considered necessary. The focus of
the 5-year maintenance effort will be 1.Q. eradicate all invasive exotics in the
reve~etation/enhancement areas and to promote establishment of g self-sustaining
native plant community ill the portions of Areas A and B that ~ currently
nonnative. The focus of the 5-year monitoring effort will ~ to provide direction to
maintenance personnel. document gro~ress and success 0 f the program. and
determine what methods of exotic plant control gog native plant reveeetation ~
most beneficial. Ultimately. monitoring will also help determine Lf ~
revegetation/enhancement is self-sustaining and whether this approximate 2-mile
stretch of the river channel is g good candidate area for other projects to perform
revegetation/enhancement mitigation. Maintenance and monitoring ~ discussed
in ~ detail below.'

Maintenance. During the initial 5-year period. the primary maintenance items will
include exotic plant control. maintainine the irrigation system. promoting
establishment of container plants. promoting establishment of seeded species and ._-
native volunteers. trash removal and site protection. After ~ initial exotic ---
control/removal effort. exotic plant control will focus Q!1 treatine re-sprouts with -
herbicide and eradicating ~ specimens that germinate from the seedbank. After
the initial effort is conducted between July and August. it i§. recommended that
herbicide be applied ill the re-sprotits (before ~ ~et over 4 ~ high) between
AugustmQ October. before the first frost. In the follOWingsprine 1.l&.:.... between
March and May) and late summer/fall of the next year. herbicide should be applied
again to the re-sprouts. This follow-up treatment should be conducted each year
until the individual specimen is dead. In terms of gromoting establishment of
container plants. the primary Items will include overseeing temporary irrigation.
maintaining weed-free basins. and adding fertilizer g§ necessary. Once some of the
faster erowing species such willow and cottonwood reach approximately 25 feet in
height in ~ iQ.. ~ years. temporary irrigation should no longer~. necessary.
Scattered annual weeds. such g§ mustard (Brassica §lW and clover (Melilotus ~

. should only need to ~ controlled when they occur in dense patches in open areas
QI in container glantlng basins. Once the 5-year program is considered successful
and complete. lon~ term maintenance may only be necessary twice g year to
eradicate goy exotics that have re-invaded.

Monitoring. A qualified biologist will oversee the initial 5-year monitoring period.
The bioloeis( will meet with maintenance personnel on g regular basis to review
the condition 0 f Areas a.. and Ii. and the hiehest maintenance griorities .

.Horticultural and botanical monitoring Yill! ~ performed. Horticultural monitoring
will focus on exotic plant control and the health and growth of container plants.
Botanical monitoring can ~ g combination Qf techniques. such as transects and
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quadrats. lQ quantify the progress of native plant development illareas previously
dominated ~ nonnative plants. Permanent photographic viewpoints should also ~
established 12 document revegetation progress over time. As Illlr!. of monitoring a
~ gf success standards will ~ established 1!2 asc:;ess revegetation progress. Within
the alluvialwash habitat for example. success standards for the end of year 5 could
include ill2 percent survival of container plants. 22 percent native cover in areas
previously dominated !l£ non-native. and !lQ. invasive exotics present. Success
standards could ~ similar within the wetter willow woodland area. except for g
slightly higher native plant cover goal. Horticultural and botanical monitoring
results. including ~ recommended remedial measures ~ replacement plants.
fertilizer etc.}, w1ll be included i!l five annual reports 1.Q.. ~ submitted ill the
agencies. The annual reports should ~ review ~ relative success 2f the
revegetation techniques conducted in Areas a. s..n..Q. ~ ~ potential future
revegetation/enhancement programs performed 12Y other projects ill the channel
can benefit from the results of this pilot program.

Once the program has met ll.§ 5-year success standards in Areas A and a.. !hat
portion gf the program will be complete .. If portions gf Areas A and B have not met
their success standards after .Q years. then consultation should occur with the
agencies !.Q. determine whether sufficiently beneficial revegetation/enhancement
can be feasibly performed within this setting. If revegetation/enhancement was
successful ~ 5 years. then some form oflong term monitoring and reporting
should be coordinated ~ the long term maintenance effort m. ensure invasive
exotics do not re-invade and intended wildlife habitat valUesmJ: retained.

The Pilot Revegetation/Enhancement Program !§ shown Q!l Figure 2.4-3.

Mitigation for Impact 2.4.3.c: WUcWfeCorridoJS

Any crossing of the San Diego River could result in significant ·impacts to wildlife
corridor movement. .Proper design of the- proposed bridge crossing. four at grade
cart paths. and one at grade equestrian trail will mitigate this impact to less than
significant levels. The bridge/crossing shall be of adequate height such that
wildlife movement within the riparian corridor is not discouraged.

The wildlife corridor/habitat creation area was specifically designed to mitigate for
potential impacts to wildlife movement corridors by the project. The following
condition shall be implemented as part of the biologicalmonitoring program:

• Natural barriers comprised of thorny shrubs or other appropriate vegetative
barriers and signage shall be incorporated along both sides of the cart paths
and equestrian path wherever they enter or cross the river channel. wildlife
corridor/habitat creation area. or other areas spectftcally designated as
biological open space by the golf course design or the Helix Water District
Subarea Plan. These barriers shall be designed to prevent golfers.
equestrians. or other humans from casual entry into biological resource
areas.

• Stgnage shall be erected at appropriate locations along cart paths and
equestrian trails to educate users about the biological resources and
prohibited uses in the biological open space areas.
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The wildlife corridors proposed f.Q.r. ihe, project ~ have been extensively
discussed with the WildlifeAgencies SYll1 adequately provide the desired linkages.

a north-south wildlife movement corridor will be created to mitigate for impacts to
small scattered patches of coastal ~ scrub and associated species S.§. well S.§.

potential impacts iQ. wildlife movement. Approximately II acres of .coastal ~
scrub habitat will be created in the corridor zone. The c'orridor ranges in width
from approximately 650 feet to over 1.000 feet wide and is approximately 1.300
feet long. The corridor is located in i!D area with ~ low level of human disturbance.
especially at night. The wildlife corridor has been redesigned Q!1 the north side of
the river !;ly changing the footprint of golf hole No. ~ (see Figure 2.4-4). The area
north of the fifth hole will be revegetated in ~ ~ of coastal ~ scrub and native
grassland species. The cart path has been moved ~ that it wraps around the east
end of the fifth green and.has limited impact Q!l ~ wildlife corridor. All trees will
~ planted on the ~ side" of the cart path. This enhanced wildlife corridor will
connect Pre-approved Mitigation Areas that ~ previously separated!:ll: the
agricultural land ~ and will contribute 1.Q. the preservation of wide-ranging
species.

The integrity of the San Diego River channel corridor will ~ enhanced !l£ the
establishment of~ biological buffer averaging 50 feet and ~ laO-foot Wide planning
buffer Q!1 both sides of the channel. The biological buffer will remove exotic
invasive plant species and be revegetated with native plant materials. The
proposed variable width biological buffer starts at the ~ of the Army Corps Qf i>
Engineers jurisdiction boundary (apprOXimatelytwo feet in elevation above the ~"
of the river channel bank) and varies from 9 minimum of 25 feet .tQ M much g§ 200
feet wide in several areas. e-

The area included within the biological buffer will be re-contoured to accommodate
the overall grading concept of the golf course. All of the non-native plant species.
including ~ significant amount of invasive exotic plants. will be. removed while
protecting and retaining the riparian woodland species rooted in the channel and
overhanging the bank of the river channel. The variable biological buffer will be
revegetated with native plant species such M toyon. sumac. rhus species. live oak.~"
and western sycamore. The golf operator will irrigate and maintain the buffer area '
ill preclude invasion of non-native species and preserve its function as 9 biological .
buffer for current and future revegetation efforts in the river channel.

2.4.5 Conclusions

The project has been designed to minimize biological impacts and to be compatible
with the local landscape and environment. The project also provides some positive
biological net benefits (e.g.. conversion of agricultural land to coastal sage scrub) .

.Unavoidable Significant biological impacts' resulting from the project can be
mitigated to.below a level of significance with the proposed measures.
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EICapitan Golf Course

EL CAPITAN GOLF COURSE
PILOT REVEGETATION! ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM

LEGEND
.._--,. PILOT 1 PROGRAM

PILOTS 2 & 4 PROGRAMS
PILOT 3 PROGRAM
DISTURBED RIPARIAN SCRUB
RIPARIAN WOODLAND
WILDLIFE HABITAT LINKAGE

-,

Located in the river channel, contiguous to the wildlife corridor, and involves the removal of
non-native species and revegetation with sycamore/alluvial wash habitat.
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Recontouring/Reve getati ng
the Wetland Butler

Incorporation of wetland buffers. However, changes to the wetland buffers as a result of
USACoE and CDFG section 1600 consultations may change size and extent of project.

Pilot Project No.2 Revegetation in the Wildlife
Corridor

The wildlife corridor will be modified by linking the upland components across the river channel.
This will be accomplished by removing vegetation in the linkage and revegetating with
a ro riate s ecies. A maintenancelmonitorin Ian will be an of this roiect.

Pilot Project NO.3 Wetland Revegetation This will be located on south side of river channel where surface water is currently present.
Proiect involves clearing of non-native invasive s ecies and lantin of native s cies.

Pilot Project NO.4 Sycamore Alluvial Wash
Reve elation
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EICapitan Golf Course

":xisting I'rojected
Impacts

Habitats Golf Course Created Wildlife Natural
and Lakes Corridor Plantings

Facilities' (CSS) Zones]
1/2

Agriculture 364.7 279.0 19.3 20.7 19.2/24.1

Tamarisk Scrub 8.4 7.55 0.35 --/0.5

Coastal Sage Scrub 1.9 1.7 --/0.2

Disturbed Riparian Scrub 59.8 0.52 --I--

Riparian Woodland 21.2 0.08 --/--

(ACOE/CDFG)
Riparian Woodland 4.1 3.90' --/0. I'

. (CDFG only)
N Waters of the U.S. 0.3 0.3 --/--,- Totals 460.4 293.115 19.3 21.1 19.2/24.9-0

•

Total
Impacts

Remaining
0llcn Space

Equestrian
Trail

I.S 363.8 0.9

8.4 0.0

1.9 n.o·
0.56 59.24

0.09 21.11

4.0 0.1

0.3" 0.0
379.1 81.4

0.04

0.01

0.004

1.55

, Golf course and facilities includes all golf turfed areas (i.e., holes and practice areas), entry roads, carl paths and associated facilities and buildings (e.g., club house and
maintenance building).

l Wildlife corridor is the coastal sage scrub (CSS) habitat creation/preserve area thaI is proposed for the north and south sides of the river.
] Natural planting Zone I includes a pure native coastal sage scrub palette (also used for the wildlife corridor). Zone I includes Ihe designated areas outside the wildlife

corridor/preserve area. Zone 2 is a native California shrub palette with species from within and outside the region.
4 The 0.0 acres under Remaining Open Space denotes the existing 1.9acres will be completely impacted by the project, although the project design proposes the creation

of 21.1 acres of coastal sage scrub in the wildlife corridor/preserve (plus an additional 19.2 acres of Zone I CSS planting) that will be preserved in open space.
, Based on a worst-case analysis, 4.0 acres of riparian woodland (CDFG jurisdictional) may be impacted by the project. Of this total, only 0.04 would be permanently

impacted by the river crossings (i.e., cart paths, entry bridge and equestrian trail) listed in Table 2. The remaining impact is projected from the golf course
footprint/grading and associated planting zones. Most or the tree sterns that provide canopy overhang on the river banks grow out of the river bouom, such that the
majority of grading that will occur on these banks will actually impact native and non-native upland understory species under the riparian woodland trees (e.g., willow

and couonwood).
s The five waters of the U.S. drainages will be replaced with turfed drainage corridors.

Table 2.4-1_._-_ ..Habitat Impact Acreage- -.
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EL MONTE GOLF COURSE PROJECT
EXISTING WETLAND HABITATS AND PROJECTED PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY MPACTS

FROM CART PATHS, ENTRY BRIDGE AND EQUESTRIAN TRAIL (in square feet and acres)
MARCil 1998

Habitats Existing Impacts'" Total Impacts
Habitats First Cart Second Cart Third Cart Fourth Cart Equestrian

Path Path Path Path Entry Bridge Trail
Perm.Zl'ernp. Perrn.rremp. Perm.Zl'ernp. Perrn.rremp. Perrn.rremp. Perrn.rremp. Perm/Temp.

Disturbed Riparian 59.8 ac. 2,800/2,800 2,200/2,200 2,900/2,900 3,50013,500 11,400/18,600 1,760/2,200 0.56/0.74
Scrub sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. Ii. sq. ft.zsq. ft. ac./ac.

Riparian Woodland 21.2 ac. 600/600 1,200/1,200 1,520/2,480 480/600 0.09/0.11
(ACOE/CDFG) sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. ac./ac.

Riparian Woodland 4.1 ac. 200/200 600/600 .760/760 160/200 0.04/0.05
(CDFG only) sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft./sq. tt.. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. ac.rac, .' .

Waters of the U.S. 0.3 ac. 0.0/0.0
ac./ac.

Totals 2,800/2,800 3,000/3,000 4,700/4,700 3,500/3,500 13,680122,320 2,400/3,000 30,080/39,320
sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq.ft.rsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq. ft.lsq. ft. sq.ft.lsq. ft.

85.4 ac, 0.065/0.065 0.0710.07 0.1110.11 0.08/0.08 0.31/0.51 0.05/0.07 0.69/0.90
ac.lac. ac.lac. ac.lac/ ac.lacl ac.lacl ac.lacl ac.lacl

, The firstthroughfourthproposedcan path crossingor the riveroccur in sequencefromwest to east. .
: Addirional wetlandimpacts 10 watersor the U.S. and riparianwoodland(CDFG jurisdictionalhabitat)resultingfrom the golf course(e.g., turfedareas and associatedplanting zones)

are includedin habitatimpactsummarytotals in Table I.
.

c;,viro)//)(b-;' Wetland Habitat Impacts Table 2.4-2

EICapitan Golf Course
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2.5 Archaeological Resources

This evaluation is based on the Cultural Resource Survey and. Evaluation prepared l:y
the project archaeologists. The archaeological resources study for the project was
performed to determine the presence or absence of potentially significant
prehistoriC and historic resources associated with the project site. The analysis
included a records search at the San Diego Museum of Man and the South Coastal
Information Center at San Diego State University. This records search was
followed by an intensive field survey of the project site and the immediate area.

The methods used to determine the existence of cultural resources in the project
area included records searches. a field reconnaissance. and a limited testing
program on one site. The records searches were conducted for a one-mile radius
around the project site. The field examination of the project site involved an on-
foot survey using 20 meter transects. In general. ground visibility was sufftcient for
the detection of archaeological resources.

Site records indicate that no archaeological sites or resources had been recorded
within the project area. although a total of 24 sites are recorded within a t-rmle
radius of the project site. Many of these are small temporary camp sites situated
on the hills to the north and south of the project area. These sites often contain
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milling. small scatters of !ithics and pottery. groundstone. and other artifacts. Very
few sites are recorded in the river bottom and presumably. they have been
destroyed by seasonal floodingor modem fanning.

Six sites are recorded as being directly adjacent to the project area. and therefore
merit brief discussion.

• CA-SDI-4517: This site is to the northeast of the project area. upon a south
facing knoll. The site consists of a bedrock milling station. and an associated
midden above a rock outcrop. including ceramics. lithtcs. and groundstone.

• CA-SDI-13.652: This extensive site is located on the northwest edge of the
project area. The site consists of bedrock milling features. a rock shelter.
midden. pottery. shell. bone. fire-affected rock. groundstone. and other
items. The area is considered a Late Prehistortc habitation site. Most of this
site and its features are located to the north of WillowRoad. with only a small
portion extending into the project property.

• CA-SDI-13.610: This site is located south of the project area on the south
side of EI Monte Road. The site consists of several loci with milling features
on large granite boulders and a small number of artifacts including a ceramic
shard and a mano.

• CA-SDI-13.609: This site is located east of CA-SDI-13.610.on the south side
of EI Monte Road and south of the project area. The site is a Single milling
slick on a granite boulder.

• CA-8DI-13.608/H: This site is located near EI Monte Road. southeast of the
project area. The site consists of two components: a prehistoric scatter of
artifacts and a historic concrete silo and associated historic debrts, The
prehtstortc and historic artifacts are scattered together in a plowed field.
Prehistortc items include a mano fragment and a possible hammerstone.
while the historic artifacts include some aqua glass fragments and a piece of
embossed purple glass.

• CA-SDI-13.607: Situated southeast of the project area on both sides of El
Monte Road. this site consists of a scatter of artifacts including groundstone.
hammerstones, ltthtcs, and ceramics; however. no features were recorded.

A field survey revealed that the project site is heavily disturbed by agriculture and
past sand extraction activities. There has been considerable alteration to the
original landscape particularly in areas where flood control work has been
conducted.

2.5.2 Thresholds of Significance

The project would have a significant impact to archaeological resources if
construction· or operation adversely effected important prehistortc or historic
resources. or resources having substantial value to NativeAmericans.
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2.5.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Detenn1Dation as to Significance

2.5.308 . .Impacts to Significant Archaeological Sites

The project proposes construction of two 18-hole golf courses and ancillary
facilities. Extensive grading consisting of up to 1.300.000 cubic yards of balanced
cut and fill would be required to contour the golf course. create roads and parking.
and provide for building pads. The project area contains one significant
archaeological site: CA-SDl-13.652. With the exception of this previously recorded
site. no other sites or artifacts were found in the project area. Grading activities
have the potential to impact the buried archaeological resources associated with
this site.

CA-SDl-13.652 is situated in a portion of the project area. adjacent to Willow Road.
Willow Road bisects this archaeological site in an east-west direction. Most of the
site is located outside of the project boundary among bedrock outcrops on the
adjacent hillside. The site consists of bedrock milling features. a rock shelter.
midden. pottery. shell. bone. fire-affected rock. groundstone. and other items.
The portion of the site south of Willow Road is located within the project boundary
in an agricultural field. The field is currently fallow but the site has been impacted
by extensive plowing.

Originally recorded in 1993 as a large. Late Prehistoric occupation site. CA-SDl~
13.652 consists of three loci covering an area 250 by 125 meters. Bedrock milling
features (mortars. basins. and slicks). Tlzon Brownware ceramics. shell. bone. fire-
affected rock. groundstone, debttage, a rockshelter, and a Desert Side Notch
projectile point were documented.

During the current study for the proposed golf course project. the presence of
cultural materials within the portion of the site south of Willow Road was confirmed
by a low density scatter of lithic flakes. ceramics. some grounds tone. and fire-
affected rock. A testing program was conducted to determine the lateral extent of
the site and relative significance. The testing program at CA-SDl-13.652 was
limited to .the south side of Willow Road. in the portion of the site within the
project boundaries. A total of 38 shovel test pits (STPs) and one 1.0 x 0.5 meter
unit were excavated to determine the horizontal and vertical extent of the
archaeological deposit within that portion of the site. Over 400 artifacts were
recovered. including 274 lithic flakes. 128 pieces of ceramics. and two
grounds tone fragments. Faunal material (burnt and unburntl including bone and
marine shell were also recovered. as was charcoal and fire-affected earth. With the
exception of the fire-affected rock. all recovered artifacts were transported to
laboratory facilities for further cataloging and analysts. These artifacts will be
retained until a permanent repository is available for curation.

The 38 STPs were excavated in 10cm levels to a maximum depth of 85cm. The
STPs revealed 15 - 20cm of heavily disturbed plow-zone underlain by gray silt of
varying degrees of compactness. The 1.0 x 0.5 meter unit was placed in the area of
heaviest artifact concentration as determined by the STPs and excavated in 10cm
levels to a depth of 80cm. Based on testing results. the portion of the
archaeological site that exists south of Willow Road and within the project boundary
has a subsurface cultural deposit to a depth of at least 85cm. The highest density of
artifacts appear below 30cm. The tested portion of the site covers an area
approximately 220 by 75 meters and revealed prehistoric cultural material
consisting of lithics. bone. shell. pottery. and groundstone.
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The results 'of this evaluation indicate the presence of a substantial subsurface
deposit that qualifies as Significantpursuant to CEQA. Grading activities required
for project implementation therefore have the potential to significantly impact
buried archaeological resources on-site.

2.5.4 Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for Impact 2.5.3a: SlgDificant Archeological Sites

The mitigation measures proposed should be included into the project permitting
process as conditions of project approval. Implementation of the proposed
mitigation measures would reduce the potentially significant impacts to on-site
cultural resources to a level below Significance. The mitigation measures are
described below: .

1. CA-SDI-13.652shall be preserved by "capping" the site. This w1llmitigate
any adverse impacts that might result form construction of the proposed
project. Capping will involve the placement of 6 inches of clean sand
followedby 2 to 4 feet of clean. sterile flll soUover the entire site.

2. The boundaries of CA-SDI-13.652 shall be appropriately delineated on all
project maps with prohibitions against future excavation. grading. or other
substantial subsurface disturbance. Irrigation. other uttltttes. and
improvements must not penetrate the sand stratum above .the site.

3. All archaeological resources mitigation work shall be performed under the
direct supervision of a qualified archaeologist.

4. The boundaries of the site area shall be aporoprtateiy delineated on project
maps with prohibitions against future excavation and/or disturbance.
Irrigation. other utilities. and improvements must !1Q1 penetrate the sand
stratum demarcating the top of the site. Additionally.~ qualified
archaeological monitor shall be present dUringsm extensive grading and
subsurface'excavation dUring the construction phase of the project.

5. All archaeological collections resulting from the testing program and
subsequent excavations shall be currated.

2.5.5 ()onc1usioEUS

Implementation of the proposed mitigation measures would reduce impacts to
archaeological resources to a level below significance because the resources would
be preserved intact onstte. No other significant impacts were identified.
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2.6 Hydrology

An analysis of surface hydrology for the project site and surrounding areas was
examined by Howard H. Chang Consultants (El Monte cetr Course River Hydrology
Study 1996. revised 1998. The results of this study are summarized in the
following discussion. Completed copies of the studies have been placed in the
Technical Appendices as Appendix E.

2.6.1 Existing Conditions

The El Monte Valley lies within the San Diego River drainage basin. This drainage
basin originates east of the site in the Cuyamaca MountainS and flows southwesterly
to the Pacific Ocean through Mission Bay. The drainage basin area totals 433
square miles and has an overall length of approximately 41 miles. The basin is
roughly pear-shaped elongated in a northeast to southwest direction (Figure 2.6-1),
with a width that varies from about 7 miles at the mouth. to about 14 miles in the
mountains to the east ..

Above the project site. the main channel and tributaries have steep slopes. Below
the site. most of the side slopes are gentle with the exception of the reach through
Mission Gorge which has a steep local slope within the rocky hill sides. Within the
lower portion of the watershed. the dominant. streambed constituent is alluvial
sand. However. bedrock surfaces through the steep Mission Gorge reach: These
durable bedrock materials serve as a base level for channel erosion between the
steeply sloping mountainous areas to the east and. Mission Gorge. Elevations of the
watershed range from 6.512 feet above mean sea level (AMSL)at Cuyamaca Peak to
sea level where the river enters the Pacific Ocean.

The climate experienced in the San Diego River drainage basin is typical of
southern California. Approximately 70% of annual precipitation falls between
December and March. However. due to the vast differences in elevation.
precipitation is unevenly distributed. Annual precipitation ranges from
approximately 35 inches in mountainous areas. while near coastal areas receive
approximately 10 inches. Rainfall in the project vicinity averages 15 inches per
year. It should be noted however. precipitation amounts vary significantly from
year to year.

Channel Characteristics

The San Diego River channel has undergone a number of changes over the course
of human history. These changes have resulted from activities such as sand and
gravel extraction. agricultural activities. roadway crossings. flood control works.
and water storage reservoirs.

Sand extraction has occurred within the river for an extended period. Past sand
extraction activities have resulted in the creation of numerous open water ponds
within the river channel. These ponds are located throughout the lower reaches of
the river below the project site. Today. only two sand extraction operations remain
in the Upper San Diego River. These operations include the Nelson & Sloan El
Monte Sand Pit. located immediately to the west of the project site. and the RCP
operations in the City of Santee. .
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Sand extraction operations in EI Monte Valley include past operations conducted
by Woodwar-aSand and Materials Company and the on-going operations conducted
by the Nelson & Sloan Company. The WoodwardSand operation started in the
early 1970's and continued until 1982. This project extracted sand within the
floodplain to create the present main channel of the river. This defined floodwayis
about 300 feet wide, 10 feet deep, and 2.7 miles in length. The defined floodway
extends from the eastern boundary through the project site to approximately 0.5
miles west of the site. .

On-going sand extraction operations conducted by the Nelson & Sloan Company are
located on the south side of the main channel. This operation started in the early
1970s, removing sand deposits well below the water table. As such, the project is
expected to result in the creation of a large side-channel pond. In order to avoid
impacts of the water pond on the river channel, the operator is required to provide
a partition between the river channel and the extraction site.

Other notable changes in the river's hydrology include the construction of a
number of water storage reservoirs. These reservoirs include: Lake Cuyamaca Dam
and El Capitan Reservoir on the San Diego River (abovethe project site), and San
Vicente Reservoir below the site on San Vicente Creek.

LakeCuyamaca Dam is located on the headwaters of the San Diego Riverwithin the
drainage basin of EI Capitan Reservoir. Lake Cuyamaca Reservoir has a storage
capacity of 8.233 acre-feet.

El Capitan Reservoir is' located on the San Diego River approximately. seven miles
east of Lakeside and has a capacity of 116,449 acre-feet. The total drainage basin
area for this reservoir is 190 square miles. including the small basin area for Lake
Cuyamaca. EICapitan Reservoirhas a storage capacity roughly six times the annual
runoffwithin the basin.

San Vicente Reservoir is located on San Vicente Creek. a tributary to the San Diego
River below the project site. This reservoir has a drainage basin area of about 75
square miles and provides a storage capacity of 90,230 acre-feet: San Vicente
Reservoir is important to San DiegoRiver hydrologybecause it influences flood flow
characteristics below the site. Any change in downstream channel characteristics
will influence upstream conditions until equilibrium is achieved.

EI Capitan and San Vicente Reservoirs are owned and operated by the City of San
Diego for municipal use and irrigation. Most of the water stored in San Vicinte
Reservoir is imported from other areas. while most of the water in El Capitan
accumulates from natural runoff. With the exception of high storm flows. water
releases from the reservoirs are generally to the water supply system of the region.
As such. normal operations do not affect the runoff of the river channel.

Water utilization policyfor the reservoirs requires the use of local runoff first before
imported water. The City's primary objective for the operation of these reservoirs
is to maximize the capture and utilization of local runoff water. For this reason. the
San Diego City Council has an established policy which requires El Capitan. San
Vicente. and Lake Murray reservoirs to maintain 60% of the annual water
requirement as active available storage. This policysets the lower level of storage
in these reservoirs. It is a normal practice to maintain a minimum water storage in
these reservoirs each fall just before the winter rainy season. This policy has
reduced the chances for water releases and spillage.
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Since completion of El Capitan and San Vicente Reservoirs in 1935 and 1943.
respectively. the flood flow characteristics of the river have changed dramatically.
Since completion of the dams. the greatest flow occurred on February 21. 1980.
The inflow to El Capitan Reservoir was estimated to be 40.000 cubic feet per
second (cfs) with San Vicente inflow measured at 11.500 cfs. The reservoirs
effectively controlled much of this inflow with El Capitan discharging only 1.080
cfs, while San Vicente discharged 6.000 cfs. Except for a minor discharge. El
Capitan Reservoir received more than the 100-year inflow without spillage. while
San Vicente effectively reduce inflows by half. The 1980 flood was the first spill for
El Capitan since 1941. The spill at San Vicente was the largest ever recorded.

Each dam has an uncontrolled spillway and spillage occurs when the water level
exceeds the spillway crest. Spillage has occurred infrequently: El Capitan
Reservoir spilled in 1938. 1939. 1941, 1980. and 1993: San Vicente Reservoir
spilled in 1978. 1980. 1983. and 1993.

Below El Capitan Reservoir. only a small watershed area contributes runoff to the
San Diego River above the project site. . As such. in most years. this small
watershed area does not yield sufflctent runoff to cause flow within the river
channel through the project site.

Other elements of the man-made environment which have an effect on the flow
characteristics of the river channel include a number of river crossings. At
present. all river crossings within El Monte Valley are "dip crossings." With one
exception. none of these crossings are equipped with low-flow culverts. Ashwood
Street (0.5 miles west of the project site) is constructed with low-flow culverts
under the roadway. The Helix Water District operates a 36-inch water
transmission main which crosses the river just west of the project site. This water
main lies less than 6 inches below the channel bottom. .

Flood Hydrology for EI Monte Valley

A number of river hydrology studies have been completed in the project area.
These studies were completed by the County of San Diego (County. 1973).
California Department of Water Resources (DWR. 1976). and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (ACOE. 1975). Each of these studies were completed using differing
methodologies. As SUCh. three different peak flow floods were computed (Table
2.6-1).

In 1975. the Corps of Engineers completed a hydrology study of the river basin.
This study identified flood discharges (Table 2.6-2) which are considerably greater
than those listed in Table 2.6-1. These discharges were used in the development
of flood plain maps for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

If the City of San Diego were to change current policies with regard to storage
levels within El Capitan Reservoir to accommodate additional raw water storage.
higher flood discharges would likely result. In view of this possibility. the FEMA-
adopted discharges were used as a conservative measure for hydrology.

2.6.2 Thresholds of Significance

The project would have a significant impact on surface hydrology if substantial
effects resulted to flow hydraulics. erosion. or sedimentation of the river channel.
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2.6.3 Analysis of Project Efrects and Determination as to Significance

2.6.308 Impacts on Flood Level due to Grading

The floodplain of the Upper San Diego River at the project site includes the main
channel and overbank areas. The main channel of a givencross section is typically
300 feet in width and 10 feet in average depth. Since the overbank areas have very
shallow flow depths and very low velocities. most of the flow is conveyed through
the main channel. -

Under the proposed project. no grading would occur within the main channel.
Grading would occur. however. in the overbank areas to create minor topographic
variation for golfcourse features. Avery small amount of flood flowwould occur on
the overbank areas. Except for those sections in the upstream vicinity of the
proposed bridge where minimal increases in water level would occur, the project
would not cause a substantial rise in water-surface elevation. Therefore, no
stgntflcant impacts on floodlevel due to grading would occur.

2.6.3.b Impacts Resulting from River Crossings

The project proposes the construction of four at grade golf cart crossings
throughout the site and an automobile/cart bridge to be built near the club house.
The cart crossmgs would span the main channel followingthe existing channel bed
profile. Such cart crossings would have no significant impacts on flood level.
Impacts from the bridge are discussed in the followingsection.

2.6.3.c Impacts on Flood Level due to the Proposed Bridge

The hydraulic design of the proposed bridge must meet the requirements.
regulations and policy set by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
including:

• conveyance of the base 100-year flood. and.
• backwater caused by the bridge and embankment and all other obstructions

to be within one footabove the surface of the base flood.

Water surface profiles and flow velocities for the proposed bridge were computed
using the HEC-2 computer program. Final engineering design for the main entry
bridge was not available at this stage of analysis. This analysis was based on
conceptual bridge design with six sets of piers. A pier width of four feet was used
in the HEC-2 modeling. The pier width includes a debris factor of approximately
three feet. The computed water-surface elevations indicate that the proposed
bridge would result in very small rises in water-surface elevation in the upstream
vicinity. However. these rises are within the one-foot limit. Therefore. these
impacts are not considered significant.

2.6.3.d Impacts on Floodplain Boundaries

In the majority of cases, flood flows are contained within the main channel. An
exception to this would be during periods of high flows. In these cases, flood
waters may overtop the main channel and move onto the overbank areas. However.
due to the higher flowvelocitieswithin the main channel, most water will continue
to flowwithin the floodway.
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A large portion of the golf course is proposed within the floodplain boundaries of
the river. Building sites/structures will be outside of the floodplain. Grading for
the golf course would probably change the ground surface features through cuts and
fills of local areas. Some areas would be cut to establish new elevations below the
1DO-year flood level, while other areas would be filled to establish elevations above
the IOO-year flood. As such ..areas subject to inundation may be changed by grading
for golf course construction. Figures 2.6-2 and 2.6-3 illustrate the IOO-year flood
plain boundary. Any area subject to inundation by the 1DO-year flood is within the
floodplain boundaries.

Grading activities undertaken for course construction may result in changes to the
existing flood plain boundaries. This would occur if certain areas are raised above,
or lowered below the 1DO-year flood level. Since grading would occur on areas
proposed for the golf course and not on adjacent lands. changes in floodplain
boundaries would only be expected to impact the golf course itself and not adjacent
properties. Grading activities which would result in changes to on-site floodplain
boundaries is not considered to be significant for off-site areas.

2.6.3.e Impacts on Flow Velocities

The main channel is the effective flow area of the upper San Diego River. Overbank
areas are the ineffective flow areas. With the exception of minor abuttrnents for the
main bridge. the proposed golf course involves no grading within the main river
channel. As long as the effective flow area is not affected by grading. the project
would not result insignificant impacts on the flow velocities of the river.

Flow velocities in the overbank areas of the main channel would be affected.
Grading for the creation of land features for the golf course may change the flow
pattern in the overbank areas. Under existing conditions. overbank flow is
distributed as overland flow and in small streams. or breakout channels. With the
creation of land features. overbank flow would tend to be concentrated in lower
areas. Such changes in flow pattern would also change the pattern of erosion and
sedimentation in the overbank areas. Because project grading is generally limited
to the golf course itself. the associated changes in overbank flow pattern should be
limited to the project area unless water is directed toward an adjacent property.
This is considered a significant impact. In order to assure that neighboring
properties would not be significantly impacted by changes in flow velocities on
overbank areas. a 50-foot setback is proposed at the up-stream and down-stream
property line within the 1DO-year floodplain. No grading should occur within this
setback. With the setback. the project impacts on adjacent properties would not
be significant.

2.6.3.f Impacts on Erosion and Sedimentation

Under the existing conditions, a general trend of erosion occurs along the flood
channel. This general trend of erosion is primarily attributed to El Capitan
Reservoir. The reservoir detains the bed sediment which would otherwise move
through the project site and onto the ocean. Clear waters flowing out of the
reservoir are highly erosive and pick up a new load of sediment from the banks and
bed of the existing river channel. The source of sediment transport in the river
below El Capitan Reservoir is the bed material now present in the valley.
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A number of areas are subject to SCOur(erosion) downstream of EI Capitan
Reservoir. The 36-lnch pipeline crossing Is located at a channel reach subject to
scour under the existing conditions. If this condition persists. the pipeline is
subject to eventual damage during high flowperiods. Pipeline damage would result
from the erosion of bed materials from the channel bottom. exposing the pipeline
to the direct effects of flood flowswithin the main channel.

Although this is an existing condition. the proposed project could impact the
existing pattern of erosion and sedimentation if the sediment source is affected.
However.this situation would be unlikely for the followingreasons:

1. Separation of lakes in the floodplain:under the proposed plan. several deep-
water lakes will be created In the overbank areas along the main channel. If
floodwaters should enter into the lakes. large quantities of sand would then
settle out of the water. For these reasons. these lakes can act as sand traps.
Trapping of river sand by a lake would result in sediment deficit for the river
channel. This deficit would further aggravate the existing pattern of channel
erosion. Under the proposed plan. however. these lakes are separated from
the main channel for a distance of at least 200 feet. The ground elevation in
the zone of separation is also above the tee-year flood level. The higher
elevation in the zone of separation is not considered a dam or embankment.
These measures would prevent river flowfrom entering the lakes.

2. Net import or export of material for golf course construction: The creation of
the golf course will involve grading. Although the proponent states that
grading quantities would be balanced (i.e.. no net import or export of soil).
detailed construction plans have not been developed. Generally speaking. a
net import of soil tends to increase the sediment supply to the river system
arid it thus tends to reduce potential downstream erosion. On the other
hand. a net export of soil will do the opposite. Of course. the effects also
depend on the distribution of the imported or exported soil. For the
proposed project. the grading will require no net import or export of
material from the site. .

3. The grading plan: While the main channel would not be affected by project
grading. the overbank areas would be graded to create golf course land
features. Major changes in topography in the overbank areas may affect the
flow pattern and potential erosion and sedimentation. For example. a large
depression created in the overbank area may become a sediment trap and
result in sediment deficit for the downstream river channel. In contrast. a
large mound extending above the flow level may keep some soil from the
river transport system. Under the proposed grading plan for the golf course.
grading would create gently rolling land features without major depressions
nor prominent mounds.

During later phases of the project involving more detailed engineering design. the
project would be requtred to comply with applicable storm water quality
requirements for various permits and plans. These would include. for example:
implementation of Best Management Practices through the grading permit
process. State Water Pollution Prevention Plan. State Construction Permit, County
Municipal Permit. and Storm Water Quality Management Plan. Because these are
non-discretionary actions. such plans and permits are not analyzed in this EIR
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Based on the above analysis. the proposed .project would have a significant impact
on erosion and sedimentation of the river channel.

2.6.3.g Impacts on Erosion at Road CrOssings

The proposed project would not impact the velocity of the main channel. For this
reason. the project would not result in significant erosion impacts at road
crossings. The project would not impact the sediment supply to the river system.
and therefore. would not cause greater erosion impacts at road crossings.

2.6.4 .Mitigation Measures

The project would not result in significant hydrology impacts if the following
mitigation measures are implemented. The following design features would add to
the assurance that no significant impacts would occur. Therefore. the following
mitigation measures shall be incorporated into the project design.

Mitigation for Impact 2.6~3.e: Impacts on FlowVe1ocitles

1. A 50-foot grading buffer shall be enforced along portions of the up-stream
and down-stream golf course property line that are lower than the 1DO-year
flood level. No grading shall occur within the buffer zone. Compliance with
this condition mitigates for potential increases in overbank flow velocities
and consequent channel erosion off of the project site.

Mitigation for Impact 2.6.3.f: Impacts on Erosion and Sedimentation

1. Proposed water impoundments shall be constructed such that they will not
become sediment traps. The following measures shall be implemented:

a Where lakes are below the elevation of the 1DO-year flood level. a berm
surrounding each impoundment shall be constructed to prohibit
floodwater encroachment. Said berm shall have a top elevation that is
at least 2 feet above the 1DO-yearflood level.

b. Impoundments shall have a clay core. or other impermeable barrier. to
prevent seepage of water from the water table into the impoundments.

c. All impoundments shall respect a minimum setback of 150 feet from
the main channel.

2. No export of materials shall occur durmg development of the golf course. An
exception to this measure would include any materials extracted from the
lakes.

3. The applicant shall submit the grading plan. and the design and plan for the
lakes to the County of San Diego for review and approval. The design of
berms shall be prepared by a registered civil engineer specializing in
geotechnical engineering.

4. The applicant is responsible for the maintenance of the. lakes. golf cart
crossings. and the bridge.
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2.6.5 Conclusions

Implementation of the prescribed mitigation measures will reduce potential
impacts to below a level of significance. Although channel erosion continues to be a
significant concern along this reach of the river. this condition would not be
exacerbated by implementation of the project as recommended.
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Table 2.6-1 Summary of Peak Flows for lOG-yr. Flood in cfs

Location DWR County ACOE Adopted
San Diego River 2 14,000 21,000 22,000 19,000
miles below El Monte
Park

Table 2.6-2 FEMA-adopted Flood Discharges for the Study Area

Dischar~e.cfs
Location 100-yr. flood 50-yr. flood 10-yr. flood

Downstream limit of study (Sec. 300) 31,000 12,500 2.500
Upstream limit of study (Sec. 456) 29,400 11,300 500
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2.7 GROUNDWATER

An analysis of groundwater resources for the project site and surrounding areas was
performed to determine the project's :potential to affect groundwater avatlabiltty
and quality. This analysis was completed by Ninyo & Moore, Inc., and Earth Tech.
The results of their investigations are summarized in the following discussion.
Technical studies have been placed in the Technical Appendices as Appendix. F.

2.7.1 Existing ConditioDS

Basin Characteristics

The EI Monte Valley lies within the east-west trending San Diego River drainage
basin. This alluvium-filled drainage basin originates east of the site in the Cuyamaca
Mountains and flows southwesterly .to the Pacific Ocean. The San Diego River
drainage basin area totals 433 square miles and has an overall length of
approximately 41 miles.

The EI Monte Valley is located at the western fringe of 'the mountainous areas,
which dominate to the east. In this area. Cretaceous-age granitic rocks of the
Southern California Batholith are clearly evident at the surface through numerous
exposures of bedrock outcroppings and remnant boulders found on steeply sloping
lands to the north and south of the river valley. The valley sits astride' the San
Diego River and is composed of fine to coarse grained alluvial materials that have
been deposited to form a narrow, but relatively deep. alluvial plain.

Although the San Diego River drainage basin encompasses a large area above EI
Monte Valley, the drainage area up gradient of the EI Monte Groundwater Basin
reflects only a small portion of the overall total. This is due to the placement of the
EI Capitan Dam approximately 3 miles east of the project site. The' modified
drainage basin. which contributes water to the groundwater basin. includes an area
of approximately 8,400 acres below EI Capitan Dam (Figure 2.7-1).

The steeply sloping mountains to the north and south and the nearly level alluvial
floor characterize topographic conditions within the watershed. Watershed
elevations range from 3,675 feet AMSL (Above Mean Sea Levell at EI Cajon
Mountain. to an average of 460 feet AMSLwithin the project site.

Groundwater Characteristics

The most Significant groundwater resources on the project site are found within
alluvial materials that overlie granitic basement rocks .. In this area. groundwater
occupies the highly permeable sands that occur as valley fill. The California
Department of Mines and Geology reports that the average thickness of suitable
aggregate is 155 feet within the upper San Diego River between the upper end of
Mission Gorge to within a mile of EI Capitan Dam (CDMG, Special Report No. 153.
1983). A well log prepared by Woodward-Clyde Consultants indicates that Helix.
Water District's Well No. 101 encountered alluvium to a depth of 220 feet bgs,
Ninyo & Moore drilled production well (PW-1) in the eastern portion of the site
near the centerline of the drainage. That well encountered weathered granitic
rock at a depth of 80 feet. Lacking specific information to substantiate greater
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alluvial thickness, the alluvium along the centerline of the basin in the project area
is thought te be on the order of 100 feet. The alluvial thickness tapers to nothing
at the valleymargins.

Other important sources of groundwater occurrence would be found within
fractures and joints of the underlying granitic rocks that are prominent to the
north and south of the project site. Where large joints and fractures are located In
these massive rocks, significant quantities of water may be encountered. However.
due to the limited storage potential of this water source. granitic aquifers are
generally not used to produce significant water supplies for a high-consumptive
use. Groundwater use from within granitic rocks has not been considered as a
source of groundwater for the golf course.

Alluvial materials receive groundwater recharge from precipitation. streambed
infiltration. subsurface inflow (leakage)from EI Capitan Reservoir. irrigation return
flows. and septic tank infiltration. The most significant source of recharge is
thought to be precipitation. Annual precipitation within the EI Monte watershed is
estimated to range from 15 to 18 inches per year.

The depth of groundwater (from the surface) in the alluvial valley varies
considerably depending on the season. climatic trends (t.e.. drought cycles), and
extraction patterns. Helix Water District has monitored water levels in 15 wells
within the EI Monte Valley over the past 40 years. This data indicates that
groundwater levelshave fluctuated from as shallow as 5 feet to as deep as 126 feet
below the ground surface (bgs) depending on annual precipitation and basin
extraction. .

Groundwater Use

Groundwater supplies in the EI Monte basin are currently utilized for residential
and agricultural purposes. In addition, non-native (phreatophytic) vegetation
within the San DiegoRiver floodwaycontributes to groundwater consumption.

Water supplies for residential and agricultural use in the project vicinity are
provided by a combination of private groundwater wells and imported (water
agency) supplies. Groundwater use within the basin ranges from wells completed
to shallow depths (150 feet or less) into the alluvial and residuum aquifer. to wells
completed into the granitic basement rocks with depths ranging to more than 700
feet in depth. This information was gained by surveying surrounding property
owners to identify well depths and yields. Water well depths and locations can be
found in AppendixF. and Groundwater Resource Evaluation (AppendixC).

Existing groundwater use within the El Monte Basin is estimated at 1.143 acre feet
per year (afy). This estimate includes 70 afy for residential. 649 afy for agriculture
and livestock. 300 afy of extraction by HelixWater District's well No. 101, and 124
afy for evapotranspiration from phreatophytic species.

A number of groundwater users have been identified in areas lying west of the
project site. These users include the Lakeside. Riverview,and Padre Dam water
districts. Other water districts withdraw substantial quantities of groundwater
from the Santee Basin. which lies west of the El Monte basin and down gradient
from. the proposed project site. With the exception of Helix Water District.
groundwater extraction by these districts will have no stgntftcant impact on
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groundwater avatlabtlity within the ElMonte Basin since these wells are not only
located down gradient of the. Basin. but are recharged by additional watershed
areas. .

Groundwater Rights

The City of San Diego maintains primary groundwater rights within the basin. As
such. all water use within the basin is somewhat at the discretion of the City of San
Diego. Although land owners within the basin are not precluded from groundwater
use under existing conditions. should the City demonstrate a need and ability to
extract groundwater. their senior positions could result in restrictions to other
users. This relationship was defined in agreements between Helix Water District.
as a water purveyor. and the City of San Diego. dating back to 1931 and 1933.
These agreements identify that Helix maintains. a certain amount of annual storage
rights in El Capitan Reservoir. As a land owner. the District may extract water for
use on its lands. provided that this use would terminate. as would all other
groundwater use (by individuals) within the basin at the direction of the City of San
Diego. Before the City of San Diego could require existing users to terminate use. it
must demonstrate a need and ability (facHities in place) to utilize the groundwater
resources.

Availability OfWater From Other SOurces

A number of other water sources are available in the project vicinity. This includes
a raw water pipeline within El Monte Road that runs from EI Capitan Reservoir to
Lake Jennings and the R. M. Levy Treatment Plant. Water transported by this
pipeline is from reservoir storage which originates from local runoff. A second raw
water pipeline runs between the San Diego County Water Authority's aqueduct at
Slaughterhouse Canyon to Lake Jennings and the R. M. Levy Treatment Plant. The
latter pipeline crosses the San Diego River just west of the project site. Both of
these pipelines could be used to supplement irrigation water supplies for the golf
course.

Potable water sources are also present within the El Monte Valley .. The Lakeside
Water District provides water for residential use immediately southwest of the
project site. Padre Dam Municipal Water District provides water for residential
users to the north and west of the property and also provides water to a large
residential development to the south of the site (Quail Canyon Estates).

Future Groundwater Utilization

Future residential groundwater demand is not expected to increase significantly.
This is due to steep. rocky terrain within the watershed that limits accessibility
and use of these lands. Land Use designation (18) Multiple Rural Use and (24)
Impact Sensitive recognizes these constraints and limits parcel size depending on
slope conditions. In addition. three large preserve areas are located within the
basin. These areas include the Cleveland National Forest. El Capitan Open Space
Preserve. and the Louis A. Stelzer County Park.

Other considerations that will limit future residential groundwater demand include
the presence of imported water supplies and poor groundwater quality in the El
Monte Valley. Most new residential development would be expected to utilize
imported supplies in the future.
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Groundwater Investigation

In order to determine actual groundwater conditions on the project site. a study of
groundwater characteristics of the alluvial aquifer within the El Monte
Groundwater Basin was undertaken. This study included a review of available
literature. consideration of potential recharge sources and rates. and evaluation of
groundwater yield potential of the alluvial aquifer.

Pump tests were performed on two wells. Data obtained from this effort was
compared to other research data to estimate groundwater storage within the El
Monte Basin. Total groundwater storage is estimated to be 18.900 acre feet. To
comply with the County of San Diego Groundwater Ordinance. this amount was
multiplied by one-half to determine the recoverable storage. Therefore. the
recoverable groundwater stored within the El Monte Basin is estimated to be
approximately 9,450 acre-feet. Pump test data also identified the capability of the
alluvial aquifer to yield significantquantities of water from production wells.

In addition to these studies. 6 new monitor wells were installed and an existing
(MW-3)well were used to monitor groundwater levels adjacent to the golf course.
The location of the monitor wells was determined based on the location of
surrounding groundwater users. Groundwater levels were found to range from
about 10 feet to 45 feet belowthe ground surface in May. 1998. These wells willbe
used as part of the groundwater monitoringand management plan.

Groundwater Quality

A number of existtng conditions in the project vicinity contribute to the existing
water quality. These conditions include intensive agricultural use of the site and
nearby lands (e.g.. dairy). evapotranspiration from high water consumptive plants.
and residential use. Agricultural uses adjacent to the site include .the Van
Omrnertng Dairy which collects cattle droppings and processes this material in a
large containment pond north of the project site. Other important agricultural
uses which could impact water quality include intensive row crop production on
the site. The uncontrolled use of commercial fertilizers and pesticides can result
in migration of these chemicals into the groundwater table. In other areas.
·chemical constituents can be concentrated as a result of evapotranspiration (water
loss through vascular plants). Evapotranspiration tends to concentrate undesirable
chemical constituents (e.g.. dissolved minerals). As SUCh.current use has a net
adverse affect on the quality ofgroundwater within the EI MonteBasin.

During the course of the groundwater investigation. available sources of existing
groundwater quality data were reviewed. In addition. samples were taken from
pump test wells. The results of these analyses are listed on Table 2.7-1.

Based on the general mineral analytical data from the three wells tested. the
RWQCBwater quality objectives for the EI· Monte Basin have been exceeded in
samples collected from one well for manganese. sodium. iron and total dissolved
solids (TDS). The water samples collected from two other wells exceeded the
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCBl.El Monte Basin water quality
objectives for manganese and iron.

The water quality data obtained during this investigation indicates that overall
water quality. as reported from all tested wells. meets USEPA water quality
requirements for agricultural use.
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2.7.2 Thresholds of Significance

Thresholds of significance regarding groundwater have been separated into
thresholds for quantity and quality. Groundwater quantity has also been divided
into two independent thresholds.

Quantity

• Impacts to groundwater quantity would be considered significant if more
than 50% of basin storage It.e .. recoverable storage = 9,450 ail were removed
from the basin during an extended drought. If recoverable water in storage
were reduced by 50%. to 4.725 af, and golf course pumping were curtailed.
the basin would have adequate water to supply other projected users (585 af)
for 8 years. Typically drought cycles in San Diego County last 5 to 7 years.

• Impacts to existing nearby groundwater users would be - considered
significant if groundwater extraction by the project results in the lowering of
groundwater levels below the depths required by the nearby users to
continue use at historic rates.

Quality

• Impacts to groundwater quality would be constdered significant if applied
fertilizers. pesticides. and herbicides are detected at levels which exceed
75% of the USEPA's Primary Maximum Contamination Levels.

2.7.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

·2.7.3.a. Groundwater Quantity Impacts

The project is a proposal to develop two 18-hole golf courses. driving range and a
9-hole practice facility on an approximate 460-acre parcel. Groundwater extracted
from the alluvial aquifer would be placed within the ponds proposed as part of the
project and later used for irrigation of play areas. driving range. and landscaping.
The proponent estimates water requirements for the proposed golf course at
approximately 1.172 afy as shown on the following table.
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Estimated Consumptive Water Use for Proposed Golf Course

ET by ET Adjusted Monthly
MonffiTy
Xeriscape Monthly Total

Months Month to Mgt. Turf Plantings Lakes Requiremen
Factors Requiremen Requiremen ts

ts ts
IncheslMont Inches/Mont (Acre Feet) (Acre Feet) (ACre Feet) \Acre t-eet)

h h
Jan -2.00 U.38 14.44 0.21 . 1.64 1b
t-eO 2.20 U.4;j 1b.U~ 0.28 1.82 18
Mar 2.9U 1.58 ;jtl.12 --o:9T 4.32 42
Apr 41JO 3.27 7U.37 1.89 7.97 (t:!

Mav 5.30 0.14 100.07 3.46 12.U8 119
Jun 6.50 6.46 1;j;j.4U 4~5 15.11 14~
Jul I.6IT 7.57 156.17 5.51 17.69 18;j
Aug 7.20 7.1a 14(.26 5.16 16.08 If;j

sect 6.30 b.1t:! 12(.87 4.64 14.4tl 150
oct 6.90 6.56 iae.ez 4:03 15.47 16U
NOv ;j:2(f 2.57 55.52 2.17 629 b2

uec -ZZO U.62 1~.22 1.03 . 2.18 21

10tals 56.30 47.85 1,022.00 33.64 116.00 1,172

Note: Potable water for the club house and other domestic uses would utilize
imported water supplies

In addition to groundwater demand from the proposed golf course. other existing
and potential groundwater users must also be included in the impact assessment.
Helix Water District is expected to continue pumping from Well No. 101 with
extraction of approximately 300 afy. Residential development would be expected
to increase over time. However. some existing uses would be curtailed with
development of the golf course. These uses would include a 69% reduction in
irrigated agriculture and livestock demand from the existing rates of 649 afy to 203
afy. Construction of the golf course would also result in the elimination of
phreatophytic vegetation from the golf course property saving approximately 124
afy. Existing and future residential use in the EI Monte basin could reach 82 afy.
however. Imported potable water supplies should playa bigger role through the
passage of time. As such. groundwater extraction by existing users would be
reduced by approximately 49%. from 1,143 afy to 585 afy.

Although future demands are expected to be diminished as a result of golf course
construction. golf course irrigation demands would substantially increase overall
groundwater use. Groundwater use would be expected to increase from I, 155 afY
without the golfcourse and future residential. to 1,757 afy with the golf course and
future residential development. EStimated groundwater demands, with the
project. are listed in the followingtable for clarity:
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Estimated Water Demand with Project

use uemana (atvl
IAoncunurs ana uvestock 203
IResidentlal(exlstlna + nnurei !:l<!
IHelix water Dist. Well No. 101 300
IliOlt Course . 1,172 .

Iotat uemana 1,757

Note: Livestockdemands assume no cattle or dairy and 15 gpd per head of
750 horses

The 460-acre site will include 264 acres of irrigated turf and 19.5 acres of lakes.
Additional acreage will be planted in drought-tolerant. native plants. After
construction and grow-in. annual golf course water demand is estimated at 1,172
afy. Groundwater extraction for golf course irrigation has the potential to lower the
water table. However.it is difficult to quantify the amount the water table will.be
lowered, since there are many factors which' influence this process (t.e..
precipitation. pumping rates. well density and basin recharge.

As is typical of most places in San Diego County'. it is not uncommon to go many
years with Uttle to no recharge. During these periods. extracted groundwater must,
come from storage. resulting in basinwide water level declines. The majority of
recharge often occurs durtng a fewvery wet years. Durtng these periods. storage is
replenished and water levels rise. During some years. available recharge may
exceed the basin's capacity to store it. This results in rejected recharge.

Typical fluctuations from the drought of the mid-1970's to the wet period in the
early 1980's were on the order of 50 to 65 feet. However. historical records
indicate that maximum groundwater fluctuations have been on' the order of 115
feet in pumped wells. Since much of the recharge happens during a few very wet
years and much of the potential recharge is rejected because the basin may be "full"
at those times. increased groundwater production can allow enhanced recharge of
this high-quality rainwater.

Groundwater extraction by the golf course at the anticipated annual demand plus
withdrawls by other users would result in a net reduction in storage over the long
term. Based on the estimate of 9,450 afy of recoverable storage. and no recharge
or management. the threshold of significance (extraction of 50% of recoverable
storage) would be reached after about 3 years (golfcourse plus other users). This
would leave residual recoverablestorage of 4.750 afyif golf course usage were then
curtailed. The remaining recoverable storage would be sufficient to support eight
additional years of water supply for other users within the watershed.

In addition. the project could have a significant impact on nearby wells if it lowers
the groundwater elevation below depth of 75 feet bgs in unpumped wells. This
depth is based on existing and htstortcal data ofwelldepths. Individual wells could
be impacted at shallower depths depending on the ground surface level from which
depth is measured. The proposed project could have a significant impact during
extended drought periods. but implementation of an effective groundwater
monitoring and management plan should reduce that impact to a level of
insignificance.
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2.7.3.b. Groundwater Quality Impacts

The current on-site and surrounding agricultural uses (e.g.. daily and row crops). as
well as the domestic septic systems. all result in groundwater quality degradation.
This occurs because the return flows are concentrated in salts and organic
compounds. relative to the background water quality. Animal and human wastes.
and fertilizer. herbicide and pesticide usage all contribute to water degradation.

Most of the water used for irrigation is lost to evaporation and evapotranspiration.
Since the salts do not evaporate. the water left over which recharges the
groundwater system is concentrated with respect to these salts. This results in an
increase in total_dissolvedsolids (TDS)in the groundwater. Slow increases in TDS
concentrations typicallyoccur concomitant with basin buildout.

The proposed golf course may likewise contribute to basin wide water degradation.
However. experience elsewhere In San Diego County indicates the impacts to
groundwater from golf course extraction and irrigation can be minimal. Impacts to
groundwater quality resulting from intensive irrigation and the uncontrolled
application of fertilizers and pesticides may result.

If properly managed. large groundwater extraction can actually increase basin water
quality. It is typical in San DiegoCounty. as imported water becomes more easily
accessible. that homes switch from groundwater to imported water. This 15
because of declining groundwater quality and well reliabilityproblems. Basin water
levels usually rise in response to decreased pumping and increased irrigation and
septic system return flows. Concomitant with rising water -levels -is a further
decline in water quality. _Many times the basin will be full. or nearly full. in the
winter. causing potential rainfall recharge to be rejected in the form of runoff.
When this high quality water is lost. so it the chance to improve groundwater
quality. If. on the other hand. groundwater levels are lowered in the fall leading up
to the winter rains. there Is more storage space for the high quality rainfall
recharge. This can improvegroundwater quality.

If proper golf course management practices are not utilized. soil and turf
amendments can significantly affect the quality of groundwater in the basin.
Fertilizers. for instance. can increase the nitrate and TDS concentrations. as well
as. alter the pH of the groundwater. Typically. these amendments are fairly water
soluble and. therefore. can migrate to shallow groundwater. However.many of the
newer pesticides and herbicides are designed to degrade quickly. both on exposure
to sunlight and within the soil. Also. many of the modern fertilizers are time-
released and are applied in smaller quantities compared to prior techniques.

Although current agricultural practices and use for residential and livestock
purposes pose similar hazards. long term management of the site as a golf course
has the potential to cause significant water quality impacts.

As a final issue of potential water quality Impacts. existingwells could be impacted
if golf course septic systems are located too close to these wells. However.where
Department of Environmental Health standards for septic system setbacks from
wells are observed. significant impacts can be avoided.
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2.7.4 Mitigation Measures

Mitigation for Impact 2.7.3.8. Groundwater Quantity Impacts

Measures must be implemented to assure that the significant impacts to
groundwater supply do not occur. By placing limits on groundwater withdrawal
from individual production wells. stated impacts can be reduced to below a level of
significance.

1. Flow meters shall be installed on all production wells on the site. A record
of flow meters readings shall be taken twice per month. Monitoring reports
shall be provided to the Helix Water District and the County of San Diego
Department of Planning and Land Use semi-annually. The reports shall be
submitted no later than July 31 and January 31 of each year. for the periods
of January 1 through June 30 and July 1 through December 31, respectively.
The reports shall summarize the flow meter and water level data. The
reports shall be signed by a Certified Hydrogeologtst or Registered Engineer
with experience in groundwater management.

Should groundwater levels drop below minimum levels (65' in MW-l. MW-2.
MW-4. MW-5. MW-6. MW-7. ill: lOa' illMW-31 illmonitor wells. the golf
course operator shall begin reporting monitor well groundwater levels Q!l s.
monthly basis. .

2. Permanent monitoring devices (such as pressure transducers) with data
loggers will be installed in seven unpumped wells on site. Figure 1 of the
Groundwater Technical Report (Appendix F) shows the approximate
locations of the proposed production and observation wells. The observation
wells are located at least 100 feet from any production wells. The
monitoring devices will record depth to water every 12 hours. In the event
that water levels decline below the target depths shown on mitigation
measure No.3. the monitoring devices will be capable of contacting the golf
course operator and Helix Water District. The type of
connectton/nouftcauon system shall be designed to the satisfaction of Helix
Water District.

3. Groundwater production shall be limited in accordance with the following
criteria:

a A maximum of 1.172 afy shall be extracted from groundwater at a rate
reasonably anticipated to reflect the Estimated Consumptive Water
Use for Proposed Golf Course described in the table in Section 2.7.3.a.
This. rate of extraction shall be maintained while groundwater levels
measured in the seven monitoring wells remains at 65 feet bgs (lOa
feet bgs for well MW-3) or higher.

b. If the groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monitoring
wells drop lower than 65 feet bgs (loa feet bgs for well MW-31.
groundwater extraction from the nearest production well or wells
shall be stopped until the groundwater depth returns to a level of less
than 65 feet bgs (loa feet bgs for well MW-3) for at least 7 days. Once
groundwater depth remains above 65 feet bgs (loa feet bgs for well
MW-3) for seven days. extraction from the nearest production well ,
may resume.
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Water level monitoring 1Q determine impacts for individual production
wells shall relate 1.Q. the foUoWingtable. If water levels in either
monitoring well listed ill the second row drops below a threshold
level. production in the corresponding we II shall ~ reduced Q..L
curtailed.

Production Well Monitor Well(s)
EW-l MW-7, MW-l
EW-2 MW-l, MW-6
EW-3 MW-2, MW-5
EW-4 MW-3, MW-4

c. If the groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monttortng
wells drop lower than 75 feet bgs (110 feet bgs for well MW-3l;
groundwater extraction shall be stopped on all production wells.
EKtraetiofl mB:yresume fer eaefi produetiofl well ......fleR gfoufldwater
depths ifl the flearest moRitoFiHgweHretums to a level of less tl1aR 66
feet bgs (100 feet bgs fer '....ell MW2) fer at least 7 eays. Extraction
may resume when groundwater depths in all monitoring wells (MW-l
through MW-71returns to g level 9i less !bsn Q2 ~ ~ (100 feet ~
for well MW-31form. least Z ~ .

d. Groundwater extraction is dependent on the elevation of groundwater
(below ground surfacel as measured in each of 7 monitor wells
identified on Figure 1 of the Groundwater Technnical Report
(Appendix Fl. If groundwater extraction is not sufficient to meet
project irrigation demands, the golf course operator shall implement
irrigation conservation procedures and/or utilize a supplemental water
source. Such supplemental source shall be a non-potable water source
provided by HelixWater District or other approved water purveyor.

Helix Water District has storage capacity of lO,OOO-acrefeet of water
in EI Capitan Reservoir. This water is captured at Lake Cuyamaca, and
transferred to EI Capitan through Boulder and Conejos Creeks. The
stored water is pumped to either Lake Jennings or the RM. Levy
Treatment Plant through a jointly owned Helix/City of San Diego 48-
inch diameter pipeline located Within El Monte Road via Helix's El
Monte Pump Station.

Helix Water District is constructing a new El Monte Pump Station that
will be on line in the year 1999. This pump station will allow the
District to pump raw water from and to El Capitan through a metered
36-inch diameter pipeline that connects to the existing 48-inch
diameter pipeline.

Helix Water District will provide supplemental raw water as necessary
for this project through a metered line off of the new 36-inch
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diameter pipeline. The new 36-inch diameter line lies along the
southerly edge of EI Monte Road. directly across from the project's
westerly boundary.

4. The golf course irrigation system shall be designated for non-potable water
use. All piping shall be color coded purple to denote this requirement.

5. A minimum of four production wells shall be drilled for water supply
purposes. Wells shall be separated by a minimum of 500 feet and shall be
metered to measure output. '

6. The applicant shall replace any well located on properties adjacent to the
project site (within 500 feet of the property boundary) that has not been
completed to at least 90 feet in depth. Such wells shall be deepened to 100
feet below ground surface. At the option of the applicant. and approval of the
affected homeowner, the home may be connected to a potable water source.
Any increase in pumping costs or monthly bills for purchasing potable water
would be the sole expense of the property owner. Wells W, Y. Z. and DO.
shown on Figure 1 in Appendix C. Groundwater Monitoring and Management
Plan, of Appendix F. Groundwater Study have been designated for deepening
or replacement.

Mitigation for Impact 2.7.3.b. GroundwaterQuality Impacts

Groundwater quality degradation may occur with or without the project. However.·
implementation of the following mitigation measures are designed to lessen the
overall impact of golf course operations on groundwater quality.

1. Turf grasses shall be selected from "new varieties" of cultivars. "New
varieties" are species of turf grasses that have been developed for reduced
nutrient and water requirements.

_.

2. Organic. slow release, microfoliar application fertilizers shall be used. :

3. Water soluble fertilizer applications shall be closely monitored to insure that
the application rate does not exceed plant assimilation rates.

4. Azospirillum soil bacteria shall be incorporated into soils.

5. Fertilizers shall not be applied within 24 hours of expected precipitation
events ..

6. Soils and plant tissue analysis shall be conducted on an annual basis.
Fertilizer application rates shall be adjusted according to the results of these
tests.

7. Prior to initiating planting and grow-in. the applicant shall develop an
integrated pest management program (IPM). The rPM shall be submitted to
Helix Water District for review and approval prior to initiating planting and
grow-In, The rPM shall include the following:
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a Monitoring to detect pest populations.
b. Determination of pest injury levels and establishment of treatment

. thresholds.
c. Integrated biological. cultural. and chemical control strategies.
d. Education program for personnel involved in biological and chemical

control planning and implementation.
e. Identification of gUidelines for timing and spot treatment of chemical

control agents.
f Evaluation of test results and modification of practices.
g. Record keeping.

8. County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health standards for
septic system setbacks from wells shall be observed.

9. If applied fertilizers. pesticides. and herbicides are detected at levels which
exceed 75% of USEPA'sPrimary Maximum Contamination Levels.use of the
detected chemicalls) shall be terminated.

A groundwater quality monitoring and reporting program shall be conducted
by a Certified Hydrogeologtst, or qualified Registered Civil Engineer. and
reported to the HelixWater District on an annual basis. The water quality
analysis shall include the followingtests:

SM - Standard methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. 23rd
Edition: SW846 - Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste:
Phystcal/Chemtcal Methods. Update III: OW- EPA 500 Series. Methods for
the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water. including
Supplements I and n.

2.7.5 Conclusions
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Implementation of the proposed mitigation measures will reduce all groundwater
supply and quality impacts to below a level of significance. Groundwater supplies
for existing users within the valley will be protected through the establishment of a
monitoring and management plan to limit golf course groundwater extraction when
'groundwater levels reach a point where it would adversely affect existing
groundwater users. In addition. nearby wells which have not been completed to at
least 90 feet bgs in depth will be deepened by the project proponent. or (with
agreement of the property owner) connection to imported water supplies provided.

Water quality impacts are reduced to below a level of significance by
implementation of Best Management Practices for golf course irrigation and
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chemical use. Although continuous use of groundwater for domestic purposes may
continue to degrade groundwater quality. implementation of the prescribed
mitigation measures will- reduce project related impacts to below a level of
significance.

No other stgruftcant impacts were identified.
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Table 2.7-1
Groundwater Quality for Selected Wells

HWU~ts tsasan
EPA Agricultural Plan Water

Analysis Water Quality Quality PW-1 PW-2 PW-14
Goals Objectives

MeA::; .. U.U5 NLJ NU NLJ
pHa .. .- 7.1 7.3 oJ
I Nitrate as N .- 0 l.Tl NA NA
1l,;n10nae 106 <!bU 60:0 115 17

Total oissoiveo 450 000 310 686 4~U
Solids
Conductivitvb .. .. 500 ~U 740

I sunate .. 25U 66 1l:m 105
Total Alkalinity<: .. .. l;;U 183 151
ICafClum _. .. 37 60 51
(Copper U.2 .. l'Iru ND NU
IIron 5 U.J 0.4 2.7 2.0
!Magnesium .. .. 17 42 ·26
[Manganese U.2 U.U5 0.10 o.ez o.oa
I ::;ooum _. 6U --:l5 60 oi!
IZinc £.U .. 0-:00 ND U.lO
Total Hardness? -- .. 1bU 340 240

Notes:
RWgCB = Regional Water Quality Control Board
Units are reported inmilligrams per liter (mg/Il, unless otherwise specified
aReported in pH units
bReported inMicromhos per centimeter
CReported inmilligrams of calcium carbonate per liter
MBAS= Methylene blue active substances (surfactants)
ND = Not detected
NA= Not analyzed
-- = No water quality goal
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3.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The individual impacts of a proposed project may appear to be insignificant when
analyzed separately. However. these impacts may be significant if considered on a
cumulative basis. An ElR must discuss cumulative impacts when they are
significant and explain the rationale for the determination that certain cumulative
impacts are not Significant.

The California Code of Regulation's. Title 14 rCEQA Guidelines"). defines
cumulative impacts as two or more individual effects which. when constdered
together. are considerable or which compound or Increase other environmental
Impacts (State CEQA Guidelines. Section 15355).

(a) The individual effects may be changes resulting' from a single project or a
number of separate projects.

(b) The cumulative impacts from several projects is the change in the
environment which results fromthe incremental impact of the project when
added to other closely related past. present and reasonably foreseeable
anticipated probable future projects. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a
period of time. '

The proposed golf course would be located in the El Monte Valley. immediately
east of the community of Lakeside. The site is within the Lakestde Community
Planning Area. The project site is located along the San Diego River flood plain in
an area generally disturbed by past and current agricultural operations and
aggregate extraction operations. Riparian vegetation associated with the floodway
is. however. relatively intact. The general area is characterized as transitional:
from an open. rural. and agrarian setting. to suburban/estate residential. However.
land use restrictions generally limit development on site to agricultural and/or:
extractive. or other land uses that would be compatible with these designations.

The project proposes to develop an outdoor participatory sports/recreational
facility. The project does not propose current or future residential, industrial. or
commercial development. However. existing and future development throughout
the project vicinity has regionally cumulative impacts.

The study area selected for an evaluation of local cumulative impacts is the Lakeside
Community Planning Area and adjacent areas. In order to assess the potential
cumulative impacts of the proposed project in concert with other future projects in
the Lakeside Planning area, a detailed inventory was taken of approved. but not
constructed, or pending projects proposed in/near the Lakeside Community
Planning Area. '

3.1 List Of Past. Present, and Reasonably Anticipated Future Projects in the
ProjectArea

This section examines cumulative effects on' a regional or local basis depending
upon the nature of the impact. For the purposes of this cumulative impact analysis.
several scenarios of potential cumulative effects were considered.
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East County Square (SP 94-001. TM5050)

The East County Square Specific Plan area consists of approximately 370 acres.
located immediately south of Rancho Canada Road at the l-8/Los Coches Road
interchange in Lakeside. The project involves the processing of a Specific Plan.
General Plan Amendment. Zone Reclassification. Tentative Subdivision Map and
Major Use Permit. The Specific Plan designates approximately 48 acres of
commercial. 76 acres of single-family residential (10.000 SF minimum lots) and
246 acres of open space. The project proposes near-term development of
commercial uses and future developmentof residential uses.

The project would impact 89.9 acres of the 257-acre Diegan coastal sage scrub
habitat occurring on the project site. Additionally.4.9 acres of an approximate 10-
acre coast live oak woodland would be affected. California gnatcatcher. orange-
throated whiptail and San Diegohorned lizard also would be significantly affected.

The East County Square project also would affect potentially important cultural
resources. Site CA-SDi-13189 is considered an important archaeological resource
which would be adversely affectedby the East County Square project. Sites CA-SDi-
9774. CA-SDi-9775. CA-SDi-13187 and CA-SDi-13188 also are located on the
proposed East County Square project site and could be affected by that project.

This project has been approved and is currently under construction.

El Monte Sand Pit (P94-004/RP94-o01)

ThiS project involves a Major Use Permit and Reclamation Plan for sand extraction
below the water table. The El Monte Sand Pit is located on the northwesterly side
of EI Monte Road. one-half mile north of Lake Jennings Park Road.. The project
would generate approximately 108 average daily truck trips. The project site is
composed of 145.6 acres. including an extraction pit. agricultural fields and
support buildings. The project would not extend the limits of extraction but would
extend the length of operations for 15 additional years. Approximately 36.4 acres
of undisturbed Diegan coastal sage scrub occurs on the site. However.because the
project does not propose an expansion of extraction areas. impacts to this resource
would not occur. Therefore. the County concluded that this project would not
create any significant environmental impacts. and a Negative Declaration has been
prepared.

Asphalt. Inc. MUP Modification

The 296.4-acre site is located in the east-central portion of San Diego County.
northeast of Lakeside. and west of SR 67 at the terminus of Slaughterhouse Canyon
Road. The MUPmodification would allow for the extraction of additional aggregate
materials on unmined portions of the site as approved extraction areas are
depleted; replacement of the existing asphalt batch plant with a newer model, and
implementation of a new salvaged construction materials recycling plant. The
proposed modification would add approximately 108 acres to the extraction
operation. allowing for the phased extraction of materials on approximately 157
acres total. The Reclamation Plan for the project provides for revegetation of
extracted slopes and reclamation of the land in a manner suitable for the industrial
and multiple rural uses sited in the Lakeside Community Plan. This project would
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generate about 500 truck trips per day on average. with a maximum ADT of 800
truck trips. Other impacts include Visual/landform alteration. loss of biological
resources. and surface runoff to off site drainages (San Vicente Creek).

Nelson 8t Sloan/Baxter MUPExtension

Nelson & Sloan/Baxter proposes to extend existing aggregate extraction on areas
described as future reserves. The project site is located east of SR67 and south of
San Vicente Reservoir. encompassing approximately 120 acres in size. The
proposed Major Use Permit would extend extraction purposes but not result in
expanded production capability. On site actiVities would impact approximately 46
acres of coastal sage scrub habitat. The project would have impacts to sensitive
vtewsheds along SR 67 due to large cut slopes.

Boulder Valley Pumped Storage

The proposed project would be. at maximum. a SOO-megawatt (MW) hydroelectric
power generation facility connected to San Vicente Reservoir. Major features of
this pumped storage proposal include an upper reservoir with an approximate
capacity of 6.000 acre-feet of water. a concrete dam approximately 200 feet high
plus two saddle dams. a tunnel and shaft system to connect the upper reservoir to
the existing San Vicente Reservoir. and an underground powerhouse containing
two or three power-generating pump turbines.

SA-780 Extension

SCripps Poway Parkway Extension (County SA-780) is an approved extension
project. located approximately 3 miles east of the City of Poway. The proposed
project would involve the construction and operation of an approximate 3-mile-
long. 6-laneroadway between its exiting terminus and SR-67. Construction has
recently begun on this pr~ect.,

SR 67 WideDiDg

Caltrans is proposing to widen existing SR67 in a northerly direction from
Maplevtew Street in Lakeside to Poway Road. The existing roadway would be
widened from.2 lanes to 4 lanes for approximately 9 miles.

Latter Day Saints Church (P93-o12)

A Negative Declaration was prepared for this MUP to permit a church with seating
of 286 persons in a chapel and 325 persons in a cultural hall and parking for 208
cars on 5.07 acres. ADT for the project is estimated at 208. The site is located at
the junction of Lake Jennings Park Road and Maplevtew Street. This project has
recently been completed. A visual survey was completed for the project.
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Navy Housing

This project involves the construction of 290 residential townhouse units on 30
acres of a 41-acre site. located west of SR67. between WillowRoad and Santa Maria
Avenue. The project is in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act
and has recently begun construction. This project would impact 20 acres of the 30
acres of Dtegan coastal sage scrub occurring on-site. Traffic generation of the
project was based on 8 trips per unit. which yields approximately 2. 320 ADT.

Francher Development (P93-006)

The Francher Development project was approved in 1993 for the expansion of an
existing shopping center to permit a drive-through Rally's hamburger outlet with
outdoor dining facilities. Traffic generation for the project would be approximately
530 ADT. A Negative Declaration was prepared focusing on environmental issues
and mitigation measures for site plan design review and traffic signal mitigation
fees. No biologicalresources occur on the site.

EI Dorado MobUehome Park (P91-G03) -

The EI Dorado Mobilehome Park project involvedthe addition of24 spaces on 7.09
acres adjacent to an existing 51-space mobUehome park. The project was
approved in March 1993. The project would impact one archaeological site (SDi-
12248); however. it has been determined that this site is not significant. A
Negative Declaration was prepared focusing on environmental issues and mitigation
measures associated with site. plan design review. floodway/biology impacts.
archaeology and noise.

McDonald's Corporation (P85f-l02W3)

This approved project involves the modification and improvement of three
remaining commercial lots comprising 1.6 acres. Traffic generation for the project
would be approximately 384 ADT. A NegativeDeclaration was prepared addressing
environmental issues and mitigation measures associated with access. traffic
circulation. noise. landscaping and parking.

High Meadows Ranch (P77-141Wl)

Thts approved project plans for the development of 76 lots (62 DU's total) on 259
acres and the construction of a 0.5 million gallon reservoir. The Final Maps for
Units 1 and 2 have been delayed. pending Section 4(d) Permit approval under the
County of San Diego. emergency ordinance for NCC? conformance. Traffic
generation for the project would be approximately 2.610 ADT. An EIR was
prepared for the original project. Environmental issues and mitigation measures
addressed in that report included biology. archaeology. flood control fees and
traffic mitigation signal contribution fees to Wildcat Canyon Road/Willow Road
intersection.

The High Meadows Ranch project site contains 156.5 acres of chaparral and 47.5
acres of coastal sage scrub. Other on-site habitat includes southern oak woodland.
wetlands and non-native grasslands. .
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Nine archaeological sites and/ or features and six isolates were located on the High
Meadows Ranch project site. Historic features. including three buildings and a
grave site were also documented. "Of the archaeological sites encountered. four
were determined to have potential importance and were tested. Only HMR-2 was
found to be significant.

Alpha Investment Project (P69-073W3)

This project was approved in September 1992 for a 88-space addition to the
original 183-space mobilehome park/golf course driving range cage. A total of 271
spaces will be created on 80.8 acres of land. A Negative Declaration was prepared
for the project in 1986 with environmental issues and mitigation measures for
flood control (fees) and drainage (improvements or fees). This project is located
adjacent to 1-8 in the southern part of Lakeside. No biological resources occur on
the site.

Forror Property (TPM 20160. Log No. 94-14-13)

This project is located just south of the project site and involved the minor
subdivision of 36 acres into four home sites ranging from 3.8 acres to 19.8 acres.
Traffic generation for the 4-home site project would be approximately 48 ADT.

.The majority of the property (35 acres) is vegetated in Diegan coastal sage scrub.
providing habitat for seven California gnatcatchers. The project WOUld.impact
approximately seven acres Dtegan coastal sage scrub habitat.

3.2 Land Use/Community Character Cumulative Impact Analysis

3.2.1 Existing Conditions

Refer to Section 2.1.1 of this EIR.

3.2.2 Thresholds of Significance

Land use and community character impacts are often the cumulative result of
several independent actions which. when examined individually. might, not be
considered to be significant. For example. a given proposal might have traffic.
noise. or growth inducement implications which. taken as a whole. create a
significant impact on community character. The effects can incrementally result in
adverse changes to the community. Generally. significant public controversy is the
best indicator of this type of cumulative impact.

The project would have a significant cumulative land use/community character
impact if substantial public controversy might become associated with traffic. air
quality /dust. landform modification. compliance with design gutdelines. or land use
compatibility/conflicts.

3.2.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Other projects proposed in the vicinity of the golf course would have similar land
use concerns in terms of onstte physical land use constraints. compatibility with
adjacent and surrounding land use types. project consistency with applicable land
use policy. and consistency with existing community character.
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The proposed golf course project generally would not have physical land use
conflicts, is compatible with surrounding land uses, and is consistent with
applicable policy. However, from a cumulative perspective. much of San Diego
County is changing from rural to urban/suburban land uses. Althoughgeneral plans
and community plans have requirements designed to ensure that adverse impacts
are either avoided or mitigated, the cumulative change in rural character could be
significant,

Lakeside's rural atmosphere has been very attractive to those seeking escape from
the more densely settled areas of urbanized San Diego. Over the past several years,
Lakeside has experienced a partial suburbanization. Despite the effects of
suburbanization, Lakeside residents possess a strong desire to maintain and
preserve a rural lifestyle. Lakeside's rural/ranch-style imagery lends a sense of
spactousness, place. and identity to the area. These characteristics help residents
form and retain a viable. unique communityidentity.

The rural heritage of Lakeside connotes an agrarian, provincial. and somewhat
rustic identity, where ranch-style homes and equestrian/agricultural uses are
abundant. The proposed golf course. while maintaining open space, would suggest
a more urban setting. This would differ from Lakeside's current rural/agricultural
identity. The project would therefore contribute to incremental changes in
Lakeside's community character.

However. the proposed golf 'course' would preserve and enhance a sense of
spaciousness. and provide the public with additional recreational opportunities.
Additionally, the green-belt established by the maintenance of large expanses of
turf and landscaping is an aesthetically pleasing use of open space. Therefore. the
proposed change is not considered adverse in the sense that these changes would
be compatible with existing character. The addition of the proposed golf course is
considered a compatible attribute to existing community character because it
maintains and enhances spaciousness and would preserve it in this condition for an
extended period of time. .

3.2.4 Mitigation Measures

No Significant cumulative impacts were identified. As such, no mitigation is
necessary.

3.2.5 Conclusions

No significant cumulative land use impacts were identified,

3.3 Visual Quality

3.3.1 EzistiDg Conditions .

Refer to Section 2.2.1 of this EIR.

3.3.2 Thresholds of Significance

Substantial incremental physical changes to permanent landforms or other
aesthetic features within the viewshed of the project area would constitute a
significant cumulative effect.
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3.5.2 Thresholds of Significance

Substantial incrementally effects in a regional context to sensitive habitats or
species would be considered 'a significant cumulative impact.

3.5.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Regional biological recourses are becoming more scarce as growth and
development continue within the County. Generally. the loss of vegetation and
habitat associated with the proposed project represents a cumulative impact in a
regional context. especially given the number of other proposed projects in the
area and the sensitivity of many of the region's habitats.

The resource agencies consider all impacts to wetlands to be Significant (both
locally and cumulatively) because of the sensitivity of the habitat. Therefore. the
project's impacts to 0.4 acres of wetlands are considered cumulatively significant.
Impacts to coast live oaks are considered cumulatively significant because of their
rarity and capability to support declining species. The incremental loss of raptor
foraging habitat is also considered cumulatively significant.

The ongoing development of regional. multispecies conservation programs (MSCP
and MHCP) is the result of the cumulative reduction of natural habitats within
western San Diego County. These are recognized subregional planning programs of
California's Natural Community Conservation Planning (NCCP) Act. Cumulative
impacts within a region are most effectively mitigated by a comprehensive plan that
addresses the impacts of regional growth on wildlife and its habitats. The
MSCP/MHCP plans establish a framework to develop a preserve system that
provides for the continued existence of sensitive species and the maintenance of
natural diversity.

3.5.4. Mitigation Measures

Mitigation of the proposed golf course project's Significant direct and indirect
impacts would be consistent with the regional conservation plans and would reduce
impacts to below a level of significance.

On-going open space.and multiple habitat planning at the City of San Diego as part
of the MSCP and by the County and SANDAG as part of the Multiple Habitat
Conservation Plan area are working toward the identification of a comprehensive
open space system to ensure the long-term viability of native plant communities
and sensitive wildlife species. in concert with the preservation of regionally
important wildlife communities. these efforts also will address the connectiveness
of open space areas and the protection of wildlife corridors.

The project would mitigate its contribution to the cumulatively significant loss of
sensitive plant and wildlife species and native habitats through the implementation
of the proposed native plant species revegetation plan. Mitigation for regional
losses of sensitive, habitats would occur as a result of the multiple species habitat
planning programs.

3.5.5 Conclusions

Implementation of mitigation measures would reduce cumulative impacts to
biological resources to below significance.
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It is estimated that the proposed golf course would have a trip generation rate of
1.500 daily trips. Of these. there would be approximately 100 a.m. peak hour. and
136 p.m. peak hour trips. This estimated traffic volume was assigned to the
surrounding circulation network. It Is. assumed that all project-related trips would
enter and leave the site via the Lake Jennings Park Road (SA810)/EI Monte Road
(SC1910) intersection.

The addition of project-related trips slightly Increases daily traffic demand on
study area roadways. but It does not change the overall level of service at any
roadway segment. However. under existing and' future conditions (with and
without out any additional traffic demands associated with the project). the
following roadway segments would operate at less than desirable levels:

• Lake Jennings Park Road (SA810). north of 1-8 (WS E for existing. future
without project. and future with project conditions). Existing ADT is
11.800. Future increases (1998) over existing conditions without the
project will be approximately 1.290 ADT (13.090). Future increases (1998)
with the project will be approximately 1.980 ADT (13.780). Future with
project increases (1998) over future without project increases would
therefore be an additional 690 ADT. The project represents only a 6 percent
increase to the existing traffic on this road segment.

• Julian Avenue (SCI910). west of Lake Jennings Park Road (LOS D for
existing. future without project. and future with project conditions).
Existing- ADT is 9.000. Future increases (1998) over existing conditions
without the project will be approximately 790 ADT (9.790). Future increases
(1998) with the project will be approximately 1.135 ADT (10.135). Future
with project increases (1998) over future without project increases would
therefore be an additional 345 ADT.

Although the project would have only a minor and incremental increase of traffic on
these roadway segments. two roadway segments would be effected by the project.
Levels of service would remain unchanged. Therefore. the project would not have
Significant traffic impacts.

The golf course project itself would result in minor. but incremental reductions in
levels of service on certain roadways in the project area. This effect would
contribute cumulatively to reduced levels of service caused by other projects
occurring simultaneously or subsequently to the proposed project.

3.4.4 Mitigation Measures

No mitigation measures are required for cumulative impacts.

3.4.5 Conclusions
The project would not have Significant cumulative traffic impacts.

3.5 Biological Resources
3.5.1 Existing Conditions

Refer to Section 2.4.1.
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3.3.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

The visual character of open space and undeveloped areas of San Diego County will
continue to change as a result of growth and development. As urban areas expand.
large areas of open space are permanently lost. because of development. As the
level of residential. commercial, industrial. and other related urban land uses
increases. there will be incremental changes resulting in alterations of visual
aspects of community character. loss of open space. natural vegetation. and scenic
landforms.

The proposed project. combined with others in the area. will result in cumulative
loss of rural/agricultural settings. To a lesser degree. extsting topography and
natural landscapes would be lost. Planning agencies typically attempt to require
development projects to be visually compatible with the existing general setting.
However, cumulative effects of the project would alter the general visual character
of the landscape. The traditionally rural atmosphere in the community would
undergo further incremental transformation to an urban/suburban landscape.

However. the project would maintain open space and preserve the existing sense of
spaciousness in the area. Agricultural-related vegetation would be removed. but
replaced by managed turf in "playable" areas.. and a mix of native plant species in
"non-playable" areas. Therefore. while the project would incrementally contribute
to the change of visual character in the Lakeside area. these changes are
compatible with the existing visual setting.

3.3.4 Mitigation Measures

No significant cumulative impacts were identified. As such. no mitigation is
necessary.

3.3.5 Conc1usioDS

No significant cumulative visual quality impacts were identified.

3.4 Traffic

3.4.1 Existing ConditioDS

Refer to Section 2.3.1 of this EIR

3.4.2 Thresholds of Significance

Significant project-related cumulative' traffic impacts would result if current or
future levels of service drop below LOS 0 because roadway improvements planned
to accommodate current or additional future traffic volume in the project vicinity
were inadequate.

3.4.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to Significance

Increases in traffic are anticipated as a result of growth and other planned projects
in the County. Traffic volume increases are essentially those incorporated and
projected in SANDAO's growth management plan. While· forecasted traffic
increases in San Diego County are substantial. planned roadway improvements are
expected to accommodate the additional volume.
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3.6 Archaeology

3.6.1 Existing Conditions

Refer to Section 2.5.1 of this EIR.

3.6.2 Thresholds of Significance

Substantial incremental effectsto cultural resources adverselyaffecting the regional
resource base would be considered cumulatively significant.'

3.6.3 Analysis of Project Etlects and Determination as to Significance

The disturbance and degradation of cultural resources is a consequence of
extensive development. However.under NEPA.CEQA.and RPO. each individual
project is required to identify appropriate mitigation measures addressing
significant impacts to cultural resources. It is possible to mitigate for cumulative
impacts to cultural resources through testing. data recovery and artifact curatton,
avoidance and preservation. and other measures. '

A number of cultural resource sites occur within the Lakeside area: some of these
sites have been impacted by development. After mitigation however. the proposed
project would not adverselyaffect any known cultural resources on the project site.
Therefore. it is not anticipated that the proposed' project would incrementally
contribute to the 1055 or degradation of cultural resource sites. In the event.
however. that undetected resources become detected on site. and follow-up
surveys determine that such resources could be adversely affected by the project,
any subsequent loss of cultural resources would add to the-regional cumulative 1055.

3.6.4 Mitigation Measures

Direct significant potential impacts were identified and mitigated to below
significance. No significant cumulative impacts were identified. Therefore. no
mitigation measures for cumulative impacts are necessary.

3.6.5 Conclusions

No significant cumulative impacts were identified.

3.7 Surface Hydrology

3.7.1 Existing Conditions

Refer to Section 2.6.1 of this EIR.

3.7.2 Thresholds of Significance

Incremental impacts to hydrologywould be cumulatively significant if the project
contributed to increases in the potential for flooding. erosion. or sedimentation
downstream.
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3.7.3 Analysis of Project Effects and Determination as to SlgDificance

Basin-wide cumulative impacts can occur as a result of changes in erosion and
sedimentation' rates. and degradation of water quality in runoff waters. River
systems must be in balance with their environment. Any change in conditions
within the watershed will impact erosion and sedimentation rates. The proposed
project could change the erosion and sedimentation rates in the Upper San Diego
River by exposing the surface to increased erosion and subsequent sedimentation.
or by reducing the amount of sedimentation that is currently produced from this
project site. Any change in the existing conditions would result in increased
sedimentation or erosion downstream of the site.

Other areas of potential impact include the effects of increased "urban-related"
runoff. such as "flrst flush" storm runoff. irrigation runoff. and direct discharge of -
deleterious materials into drainage channels. These impacts could occur as a result
of accidental spills. vehicle collisions. illegal dumping. and other related events
that can act cumulatively to degrade downstream water quality.

Existing drainage' patterns. flow characteristics. and water quality could be
adversely affected by the proposed project. Large scale grading' and the
introduction of manufactured slopes and impervious surfaces have the potential to
incrementally affect surface hydrology. The project proposes the construction of a
relatively large' parking lot. club house. and maintenance facilities. Runoff from
these impervious surfaces' will yield a variety of urban pollutants (t.e., fuel. otl,
pesticides. fertilizers. etc.I. In addition. runoff from excessive irrigation could
contain fertilizers and pesticides. which in turn would affect surface and subsurface
waters.

While these changes would not be significant with regard to the project as an
independent action. the project would incrementally contribute to changes in the
hydrologic conditions within EI Monte Valley and the San Diego River basin as a
whole. Therefore. cumulative impacts to existing surface drainage and water
quality resulting from changes in the runoff characteristics of the project site
should be anticipated. Additionally. incremental water quality impacts resulting
from increased intensity of an urban-related land use should be expected. With
project-specific mitigation; these changes would be minor on a cumulative basis.
and would not be considered cumulatively significant.

Mitigation measures identified in Section 2.6.3 have been designed to eliminate
changes in the existing runoff characteristics of the project site. These measures
include grading limitations. restrictions on exporting materials from the site. and
maintenance of existing surface conditions adjacent to surrounding properties
within the floodplain. Incorporation of the prescribed mitigation measures
eliminates the potential for significant impacts on a project and cumulative level.

3.7.4 Mitigation Measures

The project mitigates for direct project-related hydrology impacts. Such impacts
would be reduced to a level below significance with implementation of proposed
mitigation measures. Since no significant cumulative hydrology impacts were
identified. no mitigation is necessary.
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3.7.5 ()o1lc1~OI1S

Nosignificant cumulative impacts to hydrologywere identified.

3.8 GroUlldwater

3.8.1 Existillg ()ollditiOI1S

Refer to Section 2.7.1.

3.8.2 Thresholds of Signific8Ilce

Groundwater impacts would be considered cumulatively significant if the project.
in combination with other groundwater users in the valley. substantially deplete
common groundwater resources.

3.8,3 AIlalysis of Project Effects and Determillatioll as to SignifiC8llce

The project has been evaluated with respect to groundwater use within the 8.400-
acre EI Monte Groundwater basin. This evaluation analyzed groundwater dynamics
within the basin. identified current and potential groundwater use. and determined
impacts which could be expected. should the project be implemented. The
project proposes a groundwater monitoring program that will regulate the amount
of groundwater use by the project so that aquifer levels may be maintained at an
acceptable level.

The impacts identified as potentially impacting groundwater are relative to the EI
Monte Groundwater Basin only. Water users surrounding the project site are
primarily dependent' on imported water supplies and would not be influenced by
groundwater extraction within the EI Monte Groundwater basin. 'Lakeside and
RiverviewWater Districts have developedgroundwater supply wells within the San
DiegoRiver alluvial aquifer. These wells are located approximately one and three
miles west of the projects site. respectively. These wells enjoy a significantly
larger groundwater recharge basin with inflows from several natural and manmade
features. As SUCh.groundwater use on the project site would not be expected to
have an impact on water extraction outside of the EI Monte Groundwater basin.

3.8.4 Mitigatioll Measures

The project mitigates for direct project-related groundwater impacts. Such
impacts would be reduced to a level below significance with implementation of
proposed mitigation measures. Since no significant cumulative groundwater
impacts were identified. no mitigation is necessary.

3.8.5 CoIlc1usiol1S

No significant cumulative impacts to groundwater were identified.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSEDACTION

Since a principal objective of the EIR process is to substantially reduce or avoid
significant environmental damage where feasible. the information and level of
analysis in such a disclosure document must be sufficient to permit a reasonable
choice of alternatives regarding the environmental aspects of the proposal. A
reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project. or to its location. that
could feasibly attain the project's basic objectives must be described. and the
comparative merits of each must be evaluated (State CEQA Guidelines Section
15126 (d)). The comparative merits of the alternatives must be evaluated in
accordance with certain criteria to include the following:

1) If there is a specific proposed project or a preferred alternative. the
rationale for rejecting the other alternatives must be discussed if those
alternatives were considered in developing the proposal.

2) The specific alternative of "No Project" must be evaluated along with any
associated impacts resulting from implementation of the "No Project"
alternative: .

3) The discussion must focus on alternatives capable of eliminating any
significant adverse environmental effects or reducing them to a level of
insignificance. even if they impede the objectives of the project and are
more costly.

4) Any significant effects of alternatives in addition to those that would be
caused by the project as proposed must be briefly discussed.

5) Only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. such that the
selection of alternatives is predicated on informed decision-making and
public participation are required to be discussed.· An alternative
characterized by effects that cannot be reasonably ascertained. and the
implementation of which is speculative need not be discussed.

This section discusses a range of alternatives to the proposed project. including
changes in the design or scale of the project. In so doing. it is possible to acquire
an increased perception of the comparative advantages or disadvantages of the
alternatives relative to the proposed project.

The following ·alternatives are described in this section. These alternatives are
reasonable possibilities and follow the above criteria.

• No Project - Site Used for Agricultural/Extractive Uses

• "Reduced Intensity Golf Development" (One Championship IS-hole and One
Executive Golf Course)

• "Commercial Nursery"

• "Extractive/Mineral Resources Use"
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• "Relocated Bridge/Maintenance Facility"

• Alternative Project Location

4.1 Rationale for Alternatives Selection

This EIR focuses on alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project.
that attain the basic objectives of the project and are capable of eliminating or
reducing any Significant adverse environmental .effects. With the exception of the
"No Project Alternative," alternatives that were not reasonably feasible or which
did not reduce at least one of the significant effects of the proposed project were
not considered.

4.2 Analysis of the No Project Alternative

4.2.1 No Project Alternative Description and Setting

The No Project Alternativewould result in the continued use of the project site
within current limitations. Neither the whole of the project. nor any of its
components would be implemented.

The predominant use of the project site has been for agricultural production. This'
has. included row crops on the south side of the river and grain crops and cattle
pasture on the north. Although the land owner has recently canceled all leases for
use of the property. continued use of these lands for agricultural purposes would
likely be reinstated should the proposed project not be developed as planned.

In addition. the San DiegoCounty General Plan and ZoningOrdinance have
designated the approximately 380 acres of the project site for extractive uses. This
designation was applied to the site due to the high quality sand resource that exists
within the alluvial valley. Because of the value of the underlying mineral resource
found on the project site. and the presence of active extractive operations located
immediately adjacent to the site on' the west. it is reasonable to assume that sand
extraction could expand onto the project site.

Other uses which would be possible would include limited residential use and other
uses allowedwithin this land use category. Equestrian and ORVuse of the San
Diego River floodwaywith its sensitive riparian vegetation associations would likely
continue.

With regard to the various impacts discussed in Section 2.0 of this document. the
anticipated differences'in the analysts are discussed in the followingtext.

4.2.2 COmparison of the Effects of the No Project Alternative to the Proposed
Project

Land Use/Community Character

The No Project Alternative would continue to respect the existing land use
designations and zoning for the properties in question. Current
designations/zoning allows continued use of the property for agricultural
development. and also allows mineral extraction as a primary use. Although
mineral resource development requires the issuance of a Major Use Permit and
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approval of a Reclamation Plan. the property is designated as a regionally significant
mineral resource. San Diego County is experiencing an overall shortfall of
aggregate materials. While there are extensive aggregate resources within the
county. in many cases. urban development has eliminated these lands from
development. Therefore. lands which hold economically recoverable mineral
(aggregate) resources are important to the county's economic well being.

The No Project alternative would not restrict future development of the project
site for aggregate recovery. and/or continued agricultural use. Implementation of
the project. however. would not eliminate these uses from future consideration.
With limited exceptions [I.e.. club house. parking lot. maintenance facilities). the
project would not restrict reversion of the site to these activities. If future
economic conditions resulted in a greater need for agricultural and mineral
resource recovery. such as found on the project site. the property could be
reverted to these uses over all or part of the site.

The No Project Alternative would continue to reflect the existing conditions found
in the project vicinity. Current conditions find the project site and surrounding
area involved. in agricultural, mineral extraction. rural residential. and open space
uses. This pastoral ambiance would continue until another intensive use were to be
developed in the project vicinity. These uses could include mineral resource
recovery. and/or limited residential development.

The No Project Alternative would result in a continuation of existing conditions.
The property, would continue to be used for agricultural purposes unless other
more intensive uses allowed within the existing planning and zoning designations
were put forward. The Prime Farm land would not be changed. and soils of prime
importance would not be disturbed. However. mitigation measures identified in
Section 2.1.3 effectively eliminate the potential for loss of these highly productive
soils. As such. no change in the impact scenario has been identified..

The project would result in an increase in traffic along area roadways. However.
adequate roadway capacity is available to accommodate project proposed. traffic.
However. the "No Project" Alternative would prohibit generation of any/all new
equestrian trails proposed on-site (adjacent to EI Monte Road). Although the No
Project alternative would eliminate these concerns. the analysis of the proposed
project indicates that no significant impacts would occur after mitigation.

Visual Quality

The No Project Alternative would allow for a continuation of the existing view
scapes and visual character of the project site and surrounding area. Open spaces
and the provincial imagery associated with the EI Monte valley would not
experience changes to a more urbanized setting should current land uses continue.
However. should the highest and best use of the land become a more intensive use
(e.g., sand extraction. residential development. etc.), the visual character of the
valley would be changed.

Traffic

The No Project Alternative would result in the continuation of existing traffic
conditions over area roadways. These conditions find relatively free flowing
circulation at most intersections and roadways. The project would add
approximately 1.500 ADT to the existing circulation system. However. the traffic
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analysis described in Section 2.3 found that no significant impacts would result.
Area roadways and intersections have adequate capacity for the additional trafflc
which would result from the project.

Archaeology

The No Project Alternative would llkely result In continued use of the project site
for agricultural purposes. This activity typically includes tillage of the soil and
pasture use by livestock. These activities would continue to disturb on site
archeological resources. Mitigation measures described in Section 2.5.3 for the
proposed project require that the site be capped by a minimum of 3 feet of ftll,
thereby retaining the site lntact

Biology

The No Project alternative would result in a continuation of the existing conditions
on the project site. This condition maintains the upland areas of the site in a
continuous state of disturbance. Agricultural uses include row crops. landscape
nurseries. cereal grains, and llvestock pasture. While these uses are primarily
confined to areas outside of the active river channel, livestock are free to roam over
all areas of the property. This activitywill continue to have a long term deletertous
effect to the riparian habitat found within the floodway.

.With the exception of approximately0.4 acres of wetland habitat. the project would
not result in direct impacts to the riparian habitat found wtthln the floodway.
Section 2.4.3 proposes mitigation measures that would reduce all impacts to
biological resources to a levelbelow significance. Almost all disturbance would be
limited to upland areas adjacent to the channel. Livestock pasturing would be
eltrntnated and continuous disturbance of riparian habitats would no longer occur.
In this manner. the project would be environmentally superior to continued use of
the site for agricultural purposes.

Should the site be developed for mineral extraction at some point in the future.
these activities could dramatically change the biological conditions in the project
vicinity. These activities would impact on site vegetation. and eliminate native
surflctal soils while exposing the water table.

Hydrology

The No Project alternative would not change the impact assessment with regard to
river hydrology. The existing dynamics of erosion and deposition would be
expected to conttnue. The project does not affect these conditions provided that
the mitigation measures identified in Section 2.6.3 are incorporated into the
project design. .

Groundwater

The No Project alternative would see a continuation of the existing groundwater
use conditions In the project vicinity over the near term. Current uses within EI
Monte valley include limited residential use and agricultural irrigation. In addition.
Helix Water District owns a production well west of the project site and extracts
groundwater for use in its potable water distribution system.
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Although near term use would not be expected to increase substantially. future
proposals could Significantly change this condition. These proposals could include
intensified agricultural production. mineral resource development. other golfing
development alternatives. and water resource development.

4.2.3 AppUcant's Rationale for Rejecting the No Project Alternative

Adoption of the No Project alternative would result in a continuation of the existing
conditions in the project vicinity. Significant impacts identified as a result of the
proposed project would not occur. However. under the No Project Alternative. the
potential would exist for a more intensive. and therefore more impactive land use
on site in lieu of the proposed golf course. The No Project Alternative would not
achieve the project objectives.

4.3 Analysis of the "Reduced Intensity Golf Development" Alternative
(Environmentally Preferable)

4.3.1 "Reduced Intensity Golf Development" Altemative Description andSettiDg

This alternative evaluates the development of one full sized' Championship IS-hole.
one Executive IS-hole Golf Course. the omission of one of the full sized IS-hole
courses (t.e., the west course). and the omission of the 9-hole practice facility
(Figure 4.3-1) The Championship course would be developed on the eastern
portion of the site as under the proposed project; however. an Executive course
would be constructed on the western portion of the site in lieu of the proposed full
sized course on the western portion of the site. as shown on Figures 1.1-3 and 1.1-
4. Executive golf courses are typically much smaller than Championship golf
courses. The Championship course would be developed in accordance with the
concept development plan set forth for the East Course. .The club house. parking
lot. roads. water impoundment features. water wells. driving range. maintenance
compound. and other facilities would remain unchanged from this design. -The
existing course layout for the East Course would remain unchanged. The executive
course in the western portion of the site require only 60 to S5 acres of land for
development. The land developed would be to the north of the Iloodway and would
abut the club house area.' Cart path river crossings would not be built for the
Executive course. Therefore. approximately 175 to 190 acres of the western
portion of the site would not be developed for golf activities under this alternative.
and would remain unchanged by this project alternative.

4.3.2 Comparison of the Effects of the "Reduced Intensity Golf Development"
Altemative to the Proposed Project

Land Use/Community Character

Similar to the proposed 45-hole golf course, this alternative would be in
compliance with applicable general plan land use and zoning designations upon
issuance of a Major Use Permit from the County DPLU. SInce' lntenstve
development of permanent structures would not occur, development of this
alternative would not preclude future reversion to agricultural or extractive uses at
the eastern portion of the project site. Under this alternative however, agricultural
activities and open space currently existing in the western portion of the site
would remain unchanged in the areas not developed for golfing activities; This
alternative would involve the development of one Charnptonshtp IS-hole golf course
in the eastern portion of the project site and one Executive golf course on the
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western portion of the site. The Championship course would be developed in
accordance with current design specifications set forth for the East Course. The
club house. parking lot. roads. water impoundment features. water wells. driving
range. maintenance compound. and other facilitieswould remain unchanged.

The approximate 175 to 190 acres of undeveloped land in the western portion of
the site could be developed under a separate proposal in the future for a more
intensive type of land use than currently exists. Depending on the nature of any
future development. these future land uses in the western portion of the site may.
or may not be compatible with the surrounding community character.
Development of golf fac1l1tteswould however. represent a change from the rural.
pastoral character of the community.but would be a compatibleland use.

VisualQuality

This alternative would allowfor the existing view scapes and visual character of the
southwestern portion of site and surrounding area to remain unchanged. Open
spaces and the provincial imagery associated with the El Monte valley would not
experience changes to a more urbanized setting in this area should current land
uses continue. However.should the highest and best use of the land become a
more intensive use (e.g.. sand extraction. expanded agricultural activity. residential
development. etc.), the visual character of the southwestern portion of the site
wouldbe changed. .

Under this alternative. changes to visual character in the eastern portion of the
site. and in the area of the Executive Course would be the same as under the
proposed project. Generally. this would entail changing the existing agrarian
setting to a more urbanized/recreational setting. However. the resultant "green-
belt" would be compatible with the existing visual setting. ,

'Traffic

Existing traffic conditions over area roadways are characterized by relatively free
flowingcirculation at most intersections and roadways. However.under existing
and future conditions (with and without any additional traffic demands associated
with the project). the followingroadway segments would continue to operate at
less than desirable levels:

• Julian Avenue (SCI910). west of Lake Jennings Park Road (LOS D for
existtngand near-term future conditions).

• Lake Jennings Park Road (SABI0).north of I-B for existing and near-term
future conditions

Because the capacity of the golf course would be reduced by about 20 percent.
traffic generation under this alternative would be reduced by approximately one
fifth of the amount (t.e., about 300 ADT)that would otherwise result from the
proposed project. Total project-related traffic generation would therefore be about
1.200 ADTunder this alternative. Howeverthe traffic analysis described in Section
2.3,-2 found that no significant impacts would result. Area roadways and
intersections have adequate capacity for the additional traffic which would result
from the project.
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Archaeology

The archaeological resources evaluation in Section 2.4.1 identified a significant
archaeological site in the western portion of the project area. This alternative.
would likely resultin continued use of the northwestern portion of the project site
for agricultural purposes. , This activity typically includes tillage of the soil and
pasture use by livestock. These activities would continue to disturb on site
archeological resources. While the Executive Course would be developed to the
north of the floodway. it would not extend far enough to the west to affect the
existing archaeological site. Therefore. direct impacts to the archaeological site
would not occur under this alternative since development of the Executive course
would not occur in this area. '

Biology

This alternative would result in a continuation of the existing conditions in the
southwestern and far-western portions of the project site. This condition
maintains the upland areas of the site in a continuous state of disturbance.
Agricultural activity would continue to have an undesirable effect on the .rtpartan
habitat found within the floodway.

The proposed wildlife' movement corridor could be expanded in width. Edge
effects along the corridor would be reduced by this alternative since development
of the golf coursed would be not exist near the corridor.

Project-related impacts to wetland habitat under this alternative. would be reduced
since four of the river crosstngs/brtdges would not be constructed. Project-related
impacts to Arroyo toad. oak trees. and raptor foraging areas would not occur in the
southwestern and far-western portions of the site. However. should the site be
developed for mineral extraction at some point in the future. these activities would,
change the biological conditions in the project vicinity. These activities would
impact on site vegetation and could eliminate native soils.

Significant impacts to biological resources in the north-central and eastern
portions of the project site would still occur under this alternative. Almost all
project-related disturbance would be limited to upland areas adjacent to the'
channel. ,However. Section 2.4.3 proposes mitigation measures that would reduce'
all impacts to biological resources to a level below Significance.

Hydrology

This alternative would not change the impact assessment with regard to river
hydrology in the southwestern and far-western portions of the site. The existing
dynamics of erosion and deposition would be expected to continue. Development
of the eastern portion of the site for golfing would not affect existing conditions
provided that the mitigation measures identified in Section '2.6.3 are incorporated
into the project design.

Groundwater

Development to this alternative would result in an overall reduction of irrigation
requirements for the golf courses. Estimated irrigation requirements for the
project are 1.172 afy. This total would be reduced to approximately 948 afy
through adoption of this alternative. Primary savings would be the result of
reduced fairway and landscape areas. Areas developed for tees and greens would
remain relatively consistent.
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However. agricultural crop production would likely continue to occur in areas
located south of the river. channel. This would result in an increase in water
demands within the groundwater basin. As such. the alternative project would
need to be constrained similar to that recommended for the project. This would
result in lower groundwater availability for golf course irrigation and a subsequent
increased demand on imported water.
4.3.3 AppUcant's Rationale for Rejecting the "Reduced Intensity Golf

Development" Alternative

The East Course under this alternative would be developed in accordance with
current design specifications set forth for the proposed East Course. A small
executive course would be developed on approximately 60 to 85 acres of land in
the western portion of the site. The club house. parking lot. roads. water
impoundment features. driving range. maintenance compound. and other facilities
would remain unchanged. The existing course layout for the East Course would
remain unchanged. However.the full sized West course and 9-hole practice facility
would not be built. The river crossings otherwise associated with the full sized
West Course would not be built.
Significant impacts occurring as a result of the East and Executive Courses only
would occur upon project implementation. although mitigation measures have been
proposed that would reduce these impacts to a level below significance. Adoption
of this alternative would reduce significant environmental impacts relative to the
proposed 45-hole course. thereby rendering this alternative to be environmentally
preferable. However. unless groundwater demand were restricted for agricultural
and/or residential use. the golf course would rely heavily on imported water for
course irrigation. This would increase operating costs and could have a negative
effect on the profitability of the proposed action. With this exception, the
alternative would accomplish many of the project's' objectives, but would
substantially reduce the overall scope of the project such that its long-term viability
may become compromised. Therefore. this alternative has been rejected.

4.4 Analysis of the "Commercial NurseIY"Altemative

4.4.1 "Commercial NurseIY" Altemative Description and Setting

A commercial nursery has contacted the HelixWater District about the posstbtltty
of utilizing the District's EI Monte parcel for commercial plant propagation
purposes. The relatively flat contour of the site. availability of groundwater. and
rural setting. all promote this site as compatible to a nursery use. additionally. the
County General Plan designates part of the site for agricultural use that would be
consistent with large-scale horticultural operations.
Development to meet facility demands would require approximately 300 acres of
land graded into relatively flat pad areas. These pads would be used for both plant
propagation and plant transplanting procedures. The project would utilize
approximately 30 acres for green houses and shaded plant-growing facilities. All
structures on-site would be temporary and portable (i.e.. greenhouses. offices.
storage trailers. etc.I.
The project would demand about 1,000 acre-feet of water per year. This water
would either be extracted from local ground water sources. or it would be
imported. Since all potted plants would be sprinkler-irrigated. each pad would be
graded to allow water drainage from the plant storage areas. Runoff would be
collected in a storage/settling pond where it would be clarified and thenrecycled.
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Daily nursery operations would consist of watering and ferttlizmg plant materials.
rotation of plants from one area to another. and retail and wholesale selling of
plants on-site. The nursery would receive several deliveries of plants. fertilizers.
and assorted miscellaneous garden-related merchandise each day. High volume
growing would take place on the site and would require approximately 50
employees.

4.4.2 Comparison of the Effects of t4e "Commercial Nursery Alternative"

Impacts which could be expected by the development of the Commercial Nursery
Alternative are as follows:

Land Use

Historically. this segment of the EI Monte valley has been used for vartous forms of
agriculture and much of the surrounding area currently retains an agricultural
aspect. As a large-scale horticultural use. a nursery use can be considered a form of
agriculture. and therefore. would retain the related characteristics of the
surrounding land uses. As such. nursery operations would be a compatible land use
for the site.

Vtsual Quality

The use of this site as a nursery would result in moderate landform alteration for
the construction of commercial pads and would be developedusing general grading
practices .

. Visual impacts would be noticeable from EI Monte Road to the south as well as from
many of the residential parcels located adjacent to the perimeter of the project
site. However.a nursery use can be constdered a form of agriculture and therefore
would retain the essential characteristics of the surrounding land uses.
Commercial development would be required to undergo review for compliance
with the Lakeside Design Guidelines and would result in the requirement for
structures and landscaping to followthese gutdelines. .

Much of the aesthetic value of this site would be diminished through
implementation of a commercial use alternative of this type. Although many. of the
expected visual impacts could be mitigated with careful planning and rigorous
mitigation measures. unless organized development plans were devised. changes in
the existing vegetation and topographic conditions of the site may be substantial.

Traffic

The generation of heavy truck traffic is coincidental to this type of commercial use.
The nursery would expect approximately 50 deliveries per day to the site. This
operation would have the capab1l1tyof generating a large number of vehicular trips.
as heavy deliveryvehicles arrive carrying plants and associated materials for sale on
the site. In addition to deliveries. adjacent roadway infrastructure would need to
support the employee and customer traffic generated by this use..

A commercial use such as this would create vehicular trips less than what the .
proposed golf course would generate.
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Noise

As, with many commercial uses. this alternative has the potential to result in
increased ambient noise levels throughout this segment of the EI Monte valley
corridor. As the applicant begins transporting commercialmaterials to the site for
growing and sales. noise generators such as customer traffic..fork lifts. and delivery
trucks would create a change in noise levels. These impacts have the potential to
become disruptive due to the project's proximity to adjacent residential uses and
wildlifehabitat.

Noiselevels may impact surrounding uses more than a golf course. but probably not
to the point of becoming excessive.

Air/Oust Quality ,

Development of a nursery project would result in a reduction in air quality and an
expansion of the percentage of particulate matter in the air. Initially, these
impacts would result from construction of pad areas and general operations.
Impacts resulting from a nursery use (t.e.. trucks and eqUipment usage) would be
expected to be similar to those currently experienced at other facilities of similar
scope. '

BiologicalResources

Impacts to biologtcal resources on the Helix Water District property would result
from the removal of vegetation and undisturbed natural habitat ahead of nursery
activities. Pad area construction would require removal of mature Oak and
Sycamore trees along with several other indigenous and non-native plant
communities. The San Diego River floodplain dominates the medial segment of
the project site. Within this floodplain area. three major plant associations occur
including Riparian Scrub. Agricultural Vegetation. and Relict Riparian Flood Plain
Vegetation. A narrow corridor of Riparian Scrub vegetation is present within the
immediate floodwayof the San Diego River. This community is comprised of
Southern WillowScrub. Tamarisk Scrub. Mule Fat Scrub. and small patches of
Freshwater Marsh. A nursery use would necessitate clearing most of the native
and non-native plant communities out of the project site as pad formation
proceeds. These habitat disturbances would occur coincident with pad
construction. As this natural habitat is removed. any animal species occurring
within the habitat would be displaced.

In addition to the plant associations listed above. a total of 68 vertebrate species
were observed or detected as occurring on the project site. Any contiguous
wildlife corridors may become fragmented or wholly displaced upon
implementation of a nursery use.

Biologicalimpacts to surrounding plant/animal communities from implementation
of this type of project would not increase in comparison to the proposed golf
course project. In general, this alternative is equally as' impactive to biological
resources as the proposed golf course.
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Archaeology

One section of the project site contains archaeological resources. In order to avoid
significant impacts to these resources. grading activities would have to avoid the
area and capping of the site would be required to protect it from any project
related intrusion. If the area could not be avoided. the site would require
appropriate removal and curation of cultural resources. Upon implementation of
mitigation measures. no significant impacts to archaeology would occur.

Erosion. Sedimentation. and Water Quality

This alternative project would effect runoff in various ways. Development of the
site has the potential to result in short-term surface hydrology impacts as pads are
constructed and the site is assembled. During the pad forming process. several
impermeable surfaces would be created. These surfaces. in combination with
typical nursery operations (t.e.. daily watering activities). would create an increase
in surface runoff. However, much of the water is collected and re-used. therefore.
net runoff is diminished.

Water quality degradation is a possible impact of a nursery use alternative.
Considering the proximity of this property to the San Diego River system. the
introduction of various forms of foreign matter including pesticides. fertilizers. and
many other types of general chemicals and sediment into the river and its
surrounding structure is possible.

Groundwater

The project would demand about 1.000 acre-feet of water per year. This water
would either be extracted from local ground water sources. or it would be
imported. Much of the water used on-site would be recycled and reused. Daily
water usage for this alternative project would be equal to that of. the proposed. golf
course.

4.4.3 Applicant's Rationale for Rejecting the "Commercial Nursery" Alternative

While the site is well suited for a golf facility, sales/production of plant materials
could become a desirable land use for the site. However, the Commercial Nursery
Alternative would not allow achievement of project objectives as identified in the
Project Description (Section 2.0) and may increase impacts to water use, water
quality. visual quality. and noise. This project would be about as impactive as the
proposed project in terms of biology. erosion, sedimentation. traffic. and air quality

. effects.

In conclusion. the objective of the current project applicant is to develop a golf
facility. Therefore. utilization of the site for a large-scale nursery facility would not
achieve the applicant's project objectives.
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4.5 ADalysis of the "Extractive/Mineral Resources Use" Alternative

4.5.1 ..Extractive/MlDeral Resources Use" Alternative Description and Setting

A potential alternative for the golf course/recreation use of the site would be the
development of an extractive/mineral resource facility. The California Department
of Conservation. Division of Mines and Geology in its Special Report No. 153
classified the majority of the project site as containing a regionally significant sand
resource. Expansive sand resources are found within the river laid sediments
upon the flood plain of the San Diego Riverbed. The location of these resources
have compelled the Countyof San Diego to apply an S82 zoning designation to this
project site since the S82 designation provides for mining. quarrying and oil
extracting uses. Approximately440 acres of the project site would fall under the
provisions of the S82 zoning designation.

The Lakeside Community plan designates the site as having a (25) Extractive
Overlay. This designation promotes extraction as the prtnctpal and dominant use
on the site. but does allow for uses which would not preclude extraction
procedures in the future. The Extractive overlay designation is applied only to
areas containing economically or potentially extractable mineral resources. Note
that high quality sand is an important local resource. However. permitted
aggregate resource extraction operations may not meet future demand. Therefore.
development of such sites for mineral extraction may become a higher and better
land use in the future. relative to recreational land use.

Upon consideration of all aspects of this project site. its inherent material content.
and its relatively rural location. this site reflects many desirable qualities sought
after by mineral extraction operators.

A typical extraction operation might consist of several open pits; some as deep as
50 feet. settling ponds. multiple dredge lines operating simultaneously. as well as
operation of loading machinery. In addition. empty and fully loaded haulers would
continuously run onto and off of the property site and vartous conveyor belts and
assorted industrial machinery would be scattered throughout the mine. It can be
expected that the site will contain several stockpiles of excavated matertal. Many
of these piles will reach as high as 50 feet. In the event that a batch plant is
constructed. the number of all related machinery types would increase.

4.5.2 Comparison of the Effects of the "Extractive/Mineral Resources Use"
Alternative to the Proposed Project

Land Use
Histortcally. this segment of the EI Monte valley has been used for various forms of
agrtculture and much of the surrounding area retains a residential/ agrtcultural
aspect. The property adjacent to the south is currently used as a mining facility. An
extractive/mineral resource use would be incompatible with most of the
surrounding land uses. however, the County's General Plan allows for this type of
land use on this site. therefore. there is no policy incompatibility.
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VisualQuality
The use of this site for an extraction/mineral resource project would result in
landform alteration for the construction of industrial pads. pits. haul roads. etc.
These areas would be developedusing general grading and extraction practices and
could result in relatively large cut and fill slopes and/or pits and stockpiles as
deep/high as 50 feet. This portion of the EI Monte valley corridor sun retains
much of the valley's original visual components and natural characteristics. These
components would assuredly be changed through implementation of a project
alternative of this type.

Visual impacts would be noticeable from EI MonteRoad to the south as well as from
many of the residential parcels located adjacent to the perimeter of the project
site. Industrial development would be required to undergo review for compliance
with the Lakestde Design Guidelines and would result in the requirement for
structures and landscaping to followthese gutdelmes.

Many of the visual aspects of this site would be diminished through implementation
of an industrial use such as this alternative proposes. Unless organized
development plans were devised. changes in the topographic conditions of the site
may be substantial. Although many of the expected visual impacts could be
mitigated with careful planning and rigorous mitigation measures. many visual
aspects of the newly disturbed site would result in significant impacts to the EI
Montevalley area. Although mitigation measures would be assigned to this. type of
project, significant visual quality impacts could remain.

Traffic
The generation of heavy truck traffic is coincidental to most industrial uses. This
operation would have the capability of generating intense usage of surrounding
roadway infrastructure as heavy equipment arrives at the site carrying raw
aggregate materials and as finished materials are transported away from the project
site. In the event that a batching plant becomes a component of the operation.
truck traffic. including dump trucks and sand haulers. would increase usage of the
site due to the intense nature of the batching process.

Air/Oust Quality
Development of an extraction/mineral resource project would result in a reduction
in air quality and an expansion of the percentage of particulate matter in the air.
Initially. these impacts would result from construction of pad areas and general
operations required by this type of use. Impacts resulting from an
extraction/mineral resource use would be expected to be similar to those currently
experienced at other facilities of similar scope. .

If this alternative project included construction and operation of a batch plant
facility. preparation of the finished product would require mixing .of various
components on-site. Resulting air quality impacts would be expected to increase.
inevitably affecting the local air basin. Operations of some industrial facilities may
be required to obtain air quality permits and appropriate mitigation measures
would be required to address the proposed uses. Although mitigation measures
would be assigned including the use of bag houses..chemical dust surfactant. and
water, compared to the proposed golf course project. substantial air quality impacts
may remain.
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Noise
As with many industrial uses. this alternative would have the potential to create
excessive noise levels throughout this segment of the El Monte valley corridor (e.g..
dredges. loaders. and trucks). If the applicant began transporting raw aggregate
materials to the site for processing. additional noise generators such as increased
roadway traffic. bulldozers. and loaders would create a significant change in noise
levels. These impacts have the potential to become excessive due to the project's
proximity to adjacent residential uses and wildlifehabitat.

Biological Resources

The San Diego River floodplain dominates the medial segment of the project site.
Within this floodplain area. three major plant associations occur including Riparian
Scrub. Agricultural Vegetation. and Relict Riparian Flood Plain Vegetation. A
narrow corridor of Riparian Scrub vegetation is present within the immediate
floodwayof the San DiegoRiver. This community is comprised of Southern Willow
Scrub. Tamarisk Scrub. Mule Fat Scrub. and small patches of Freshwater Marsh.
An extractive/mineral resource use would necessitate clearing most of the native
and non-native plant communities out of the project site (t.e.. over the 440 (+)
acres containing high quality deposits plus staging areas and haul roads). These
habitat disturbances would occur coincident with the extraction phases. As this
natural habitat is extracted. any animal species occurring within the habitat would
be displaced.

In addition to the plant associations listed above. a total of 68 vertebrate species
were observed or detected as occurring on the project site. Any contiguous wildlife
corridors may become fragmented or wholly displaced upon implementation of an
extractive/mineral resource use. After mitigation. compared to the proposed golf
course project. substantial biologicalresource impacts could remain.

Archaeology

One section of the project site contains archaeological resources. Mitigation would
require capping of the site to protect it from any project related intrusion. Upon
implementation of mitigation measures; no significant impacts to archaeology
would occur.

Erosion. Sedimentation. and Water Quality

Development of the site has the potential to result in short-term surface hydrology
impacts. This alternative project would effect runoff in various ways. As the site is
built. several impermeable surfaces are created. These surfaces in combination
with the coincident loss of vegetation and on-site dredging operations would cause
an increase in surface runoff and soil loss. Through implementation of this
alternative. the alluvium source would be greatly diminished. effectively reducing
capacity for holding groundwater.

Water quality degradation is a possible impact of many types of extraction/mineral
resource uses. As batching occurs. runoff potential increases. Such runoff could
contain chemical substances related to industrial-type land uses (e.g.. petroleum.
oils. and lime). Considering the proximity of this alternative. project to the San
Diego River system. the introduction of various forms of deleterious foreign matter

.into the river and its surrounding structure is possible. .
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These impacts would be mitigated through the use of drainage and detention
structures designed to control runoff from the site. Upon compliance with
assigned mitigation measures. significant impacts would not be expected.

4.5.3 AppUcant's Rationale for Rejecting the "Extractive/Mineral Resources Use"
Altemative -

The Extractive/Mineral Resource alternative would not allow achievement of
project objectives as identified in the Project Description (Section 2.0) and may
increase impacts to biology. air quality. visual quality. noise. and traffic. This
project would be about as impactiveas the proposed project in terms of erosion.
sedimentation. and water quality effects. However.over the long term. recovery of
the regionally significant aggregateresources that occur on the project site may be
necessary to meet demands in the market area.

4.6 Analysis of the "Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and Maintenance FaciUty"
Altemative

4.6.1 "Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and Maintenance Facility" Alternative
Description and Setting

This alternative evaluates the developmentof two full sized Championship IS-hole
golfcourses and one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed
similar to the proposed project except the main entry bridge and maintenance
facilitywould be relocated as shown on Figure 4.6-1. In summary, the bridge would
be located slightly farther to the east and its access road would take direct
ingress/ egress from EI Monte Park Road. rather than- looping around to the .north
of the existing residences which front on EI Monte Park Road. The maintenance
facilitywould be relocated to the western end of the project site. on the north side
of the river channel. ..

4.6.2 Comparison of the Effects of the "Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and
Maintenance Facility" Altemative to the PropOsedProject

Land Use/Community Character

Similar to the proposed 45-hole golf course. this alternative would be in
compliance with applicable general plan land use arid zoning designations upon
issuance of a Major Use Permit from the County DPLU. Since intensive
development of permanent structures would not occur. development of this
alternative would not preclude future reversion to agricultural or extractive uses at
the eastern portion of the project site.

Land use compatibility would be about the same as the proposed facility with the
followingtwo notable exceptions: 1) traffic and traffic-related noise/dust would not
occur immediately north of the existing residences since this entry road would be
relocated to the east of these homes: and 2) land use incompatibility between the
residences and maintenance facility (e.g., noise. light/ glare. potential odors.
visual/aesthetics) would be reduced since this facility would be relocated to a less
impactive location on site.
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VisualQuality

Visual effects of this alternative would be about the same as the proposed facility
except that visual/aesthetic impacts would be reduced because the maintenance
facilitywould be relocated to a less impactivelocation on site.

Traffic

Traffic impacts of this alternative would be about the same as the proposed facility
except that vehicular traffic and traffic-related noise/dust would not occur
immediately north of the existing residences since this entry road would be
relocated to the east of these homes. providing direct access to the relocated
bridge. Trafficwould instead occur in front off the residences on EI Monte Road.
Since the District does not have access to EI Monte Road at this point. the project
proponent would be required to acquire an easement.

Biology

Biologyimpacts of this alternative would be about the same ~ the proposed facility.

Archaeology

The archaeological resources evaluation in Section 2.4.1 identified a significant
archaeologtcal site in the western portion of the project area. Impacts to
archaeological' resources from this alternative would be about the same as the
proposed golffacUitysince no changes in project design would occur in the vicinity
of the buried artifacts. '

Hydrology

This alternative would not change the impact assessment with regard to river
hydrology. Project design would not change substantially with regard to
hydrological attributes onsite. Bridge design. support pillars. embankments. etc..
would be remain unchanged from a design perspective. The location of the bridge
under this alternative is assumed to have similar hydrologic characteristics as the
location proposed for the project.

Groundwater

This alternative would not change the impact assessment with regard to river
groundwater.

4.6.3 AppUcant's Rationale for Rejecting the "Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and
Maintenance Facility" Alternative

This alternative would reduce impacts resulting from traffic. and traffic related
noise/dust, impacts to riparian woodland. and land use compatibility resulting from
the proximity of the maintenance facUity to residences. Relocating the bridge
would still result in impacts to riparian woodland. The functionality of the
maintenance facUitywould be substantially compromised if it were not centrally
located within the project site. Therefore. this alternative is ,rejected.
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4.7 Analysis of the "Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Altemative

4.7.1 "Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Altemative Description and Setting

This alternative evaluates the development of two full sized Championship IS-hole
golf courses and one 9-hole practice course. The golf courses would be developed
similar to the proposed project except the main entry bridge would be relocated
approximately 200 feet to the west of its currently proposed location. This
alternative would reduce biological impacts. The existing alignment will traverse
through disturbed riparian scrub with approximately 40 percent cover (t.e., evenly
distributed between native and non-native species) and riparian woodland along the
north side of the channel. Shifting this alignment approximately 200 feet to the
west could substantially avoid these impacts to riparian woodland and would result
in impacts to lower quality riparian scrub (t.e., dominated by non-native species
such as pampas grass).

4.7.2 Comparison of the Effects of the "Relocated Bridge (Westerly) Altemative to
the Proposed Project '

Land Use/Community Character

Similar to the proposed 45-hole golf course, this alternative would be in
compliance with applicable general plan land use and zoning designations upon
issuance of a Major Use Permit from the County DPLU. Since intensive,
development of permanent structures would not occur, development of this
alternative would not preclude future reversion to agricultural 'or extractive uses at
the eastern portion of the project site. '

Land use compatibility would be, about the same as the proposed facility with the
followmg exception: 1) this alternative would slightly reduce traffic related dust

, and noise impacts to the houses located east of the bridge since the bridge would
be located 200 feet to the west and closer to the access road entrance.

Visual Quality

Visual effects of this alternative would be about' the same as the proposed facility
except that the proposed access road would be approximately 200 feet shorter in
overall length.

Traffic

Traffic impacts of this alternative would be about the same as the proposed facility
except that traffic related noise and dust would be reduced since the overall length
of the access road would be 200 feet less than the proposed facility;

Biology

This alternative would reduce impacts to biology by realigning the access road
approximately 200 feet to the west. The current alignment will traverse through'
disturbed riparian scrub with approximately 40 percent cover (t.e., evenly
distributed between native and non-native species) and riparian woodland along the
north side of the channel. Shifting this alignment approximately 200 feet to the
west could substantially avoid these impacts to riparian woodland and redirect
these impacts to lower quality riparian scrub (i.e., dominated by non-native species
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such as pampas grass). However.the golf course circulation and proper design of
existing play areas on hole numbers 10 and 18 on the East Course would be
substantially compromised if the main entry bridge were relocated approximately
200 feet to the west. Therefore. this alternative is considered but rejected.

Archaeology

The archaeological resources evaluation in Section 2.4.1 identified a significant
archaeological site in the western portion of the project area. Impacts to
archaeological resources from this alternative would be about the same as the
proposed golf facilitysince no changes in project design would occur in the vicinity
of the buried artifacts.

Erosion/ Sedimentation

, This alternative would not change the impact assessment with regard to river
hydrology. Project design would not change substantially with regard to
hydrological attributes on-site. Bridge design. support pillars. embankments. etc..
would remain unchanged from a design perspective. The location of the bridge
under this alternative is assumed to have similar hydrologic characteristics as the
location proposed for the projects.

4.7.3 Applicant's Rationale for Rejecting the "Relocated Bridge (Easterly) and
Maintenance Facility" Alternative

TWs alternative would reduce impacts to sensitive biologicalhabitat. However.the
golf course circulation and proper sound design of existing play areas on hole
numbers 10 and 18 on the East Course would be substantially compromised if the
main entry bridge were be relocated approximately 200 feet to the west.
Therefore. this alternative is considered but rejected.

4.8 Analysis of the Alternative Site Location

4.8.1 Alternative Site Location Description and Setting

This alternative involvesre-Iocatmg the proposed 45-hole golf course to an off site
location. The off site location chosen for this analysis is a 356-acre development
currently proposed for a combination residential/golf community. The
development is referred to as the Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan. The Stagecoach
Ranch Specific Plan provides residential and recreational opportunities including
131 stngle-famtlylots. an IS-hole golfcourse. and a waste water reclamation facility
within the planned development. This alternatives analysis considers the
replacement of development proposed under the Stagecoach Ranch Specific Plan
with a full-sized 36-hole golf facility and ancillary structures. Therefore. under the
Alternative Project Location scenario. conditions would remain unchanged at the EI
Monte valley site (as described in the No Project Alternative). but would reflect
changes associated with development of a 45-hole golf facility at the Stagecoach
Ranch SpecificPlan site.

The site is located approximately 35 miles east of downtown San Diego in the
unincorporated community of Alpine. The site is within the 108 square-mile
Alpine Community Planning Area. south of Interstate 8. east of Tavern 'Road and
north of South Grade Road. The site is approximately 5 miles to the southeast of
the proposed golfcourse project in EI Monte valiey.
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The project site is currently vacant and undeveloped except for one occupied
residence. Remnants of earlier occupation and past agricultural uses can also be
found. The site shows substantial evidence of off-road vehicle activity and
unauthorized dumping of refuse as well as disturbance of existingvegetation.

Within the flat southern portion of the property. native and non-native grassland is
the predominate vegetation habitat. Pockets of Coastal sage scrub. both
successional and disturbed occur on site. In the more topographically diverse
northern portion of the site. Coastal sage scrub. chaparral. riparian scrub. and
Engelmann oaks occur. .

There is considerable variance in topography between the southern and northern
portions of the project site. ranging from 1.825 feet above mean sea level to over
2.275 feet above mean sea level. A dominant ridgeline crosses the northeastern
portion of the property. A major drainage corridor flows along a portion of this
ridgeline and descends in a northwesterly direction towards the off site Alpine
Creek.

4.8.2 Comparison of the Effects of the Alternative Site Location to the Proposed
Project

Land Use/Community Character

The alternative site is currently designated as County ResidentialDevelopmentArea
(l dwelling unit/acre) and 1 Residential (l dwelling unit/l, 2. and 4 acres.
depending on slope classification)and is zoned A-70.

The Stagecoach Ranch Spectftc Plan proposes development of an 18-hole golf
course on site. Because it would be a similar land use type. it is anticipated that
development of 45-hole golf course would be in compliance with applicable land
use designations and zoning. However. similar to the Stagecoach Ranch project.
the 45-hole golf course would likely be in conflict with the Resource Protection
Ordinance. Even after on-site mitigation; significant impacts to southern California

'grassland. Engelmann Oak woodland. and Diegan sage scrub would likely occur. In
order to fully mitigate for this impact. off site in-kind mitigation would probably be
necessary.

Off site land uses consist of estate residential and open space. similar to the El
Monte valley site. Therefore. the project would not be incompatible with
surrounding land uses. .

No known extractive.or prime agricultural resources are known to exist on site.
Therefore. development of the 45-hole golf course at the alternative site would not
result in physical land use impacts to these resources. Physical land use impacts
could occur to the on site residence if project implementation required
displacement of this structure.' .
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VisualQuality

Much of the alternative site includes slopes between 15 and 50 percent grade. The
Stagecoach Ranch project would involve an estimated 900.000 cubic yards of
cut/flll. It is therefore anticipated that development of a 36-hole golf course on
this site would likewise require substantial grading. Grading required at the El
Monte valley site would be approximately 1.300.000 cubic yards of balanced cut/fill.
Therefore. land form alteration would be an issue at the alternative site.

Development of the 45-hole golf course at the alternative site would involve
conversion of the property from undeveloped open space to a more
urban/recreational setting. The resultant "green-belt" would represent a change
from the existing visual setting, and change the visual character of the vicinity.

Traffic

The County's travel forecast for the Alpine Community Plan Area had assumed that
the Stagecoach Ranch proposal would generate approximately 3.364 ADT. The 45-
hole golf course would generate about 1,500 ADT. or 1,864 fewer ADT than was
forecasted. The result would be less traffic than was planned. It is therefore
anticipated that the 36-hole golf course would not significantly reduce levels of
service at area intersections or roadway segments. However. localized road
widening and turn lanes would probably be necessary at the main entrance into the
project from Tavern Road. .

Biology

Implementation of the Stagecoach Ranch project would result in the loss of up to
84 percent of the vegetation-present on the project site. It is anticipated that
development of a 36-hole golf course would have similar impacts. although these
impacts might be reduced through careful design of open space and "rough" areas.
Significant and direct and cumulative impacts would occur to Southern California
grassland. Engelmann Oak. Diegan coastal sage scrub, and riparian scrub. One
sensitive animal species, the Grasshopper Sparrow. would be significantly impacted
due to the loss of the grasslands.

Archaeology

An archaeological resources survey of the alternative project site identified a
significant prehistoric site. This site consists of large milling areas with subsurface
deposits. If. prior to issuance of grading permits. the project were to dedicate an
open space easement which surrounds the limits of the site. impacts to

_archaeological resources would be mitigated to below a level of significance.· -

Hydrology/ Groundwater

Under the alternative location scenario. the golf course would not be expected to
have a significant impact on surface water runoff or groundwater supplies. This site
occupies an upland location With only minor surface drainage features evident.
Development of a golfing facility would not be expected to adversely impact runoff
conditions in these ephemeral water courses.

Impacts to groundwater supplies would not be expected. Water for golf course
irrigation would be totally dependent on imported sources.
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4.8.3 Applicant's Rationale for Rejecting the Alternative Site Location

This alternative involves re-locating the proposed golf course to a 356-acre off site
location. This alternative would involve replacement - of· the restdenttal zgolf
development with a golf facility and ancillary structures. Therefore. under the
Alternative Project Location scenario. conditions would remain unchanged at the El
Monte valley site (as described in the No Project Alternatrvel. but would reflect
changes associated with development of a golf facility at the alternative site.
Potential impacts at the alternative site would include non-compliance with the
Resource Protection Ordinance. landform alteration. traffic. archaeological
resource. -and biological resources. Because development of the golf course at the
alternative site location would likely result in above referenced environmental
impacts. it cannot be considered environmentally preferable to the proposed
project location.
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EI Capitan Golf Course
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5.0 LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTALEFFECTS

5.1 Growth-Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Action

Section 15126(g) of CEQA GUidelines requires a discussion of how the potential
growth-inducing impacts of a proposed project could foster economic. population.
or housing stock increases. Growth inducement therefore refers to accelerated
economic or population growth. or the construction of additional housing. that
could either directly or indirectly result from the development of a given project.
Growth inducement may place increased demands on existing community facilities.
Certain growth inductng aspects of a project may facilitate or exacerbate the effects
of other activities. either individually or cumulatively. The result can be a
significant effect on the environment. Attrtbutes of a project that remove obstacles
to population growth are also considered to be growth inducing. The discussion of
growth inducement pertaining to the proposed golf course is framed within this
context.

Although the requirement to address growth-inducing impacts is a clear legislative
mandate in environmental law. the methodology of how to measure these impacts
and evaluate their relative Significance is not. To ensure comprehensive treatment
of this issue. this analysis uses three different approaches. . The first approach
would be to determine if a particular project were a basic industry. deriving its
value from a high valued mineral development (e.g.. precious metals). agriculture.
or long term mdustrtal activity. These industries cause growth because they attract
other types of industry. thus causing existing regional growth projections to be
exceeded. The second approach uses a "limiting factor analysis" which evaluates
how the infrastructure provided by. a particular project (e.g., water supply.
transportation. sewerage. energy facilities. etc.) either provides. or fails to provide
an incremental path of sequentially implemented infrastructure improvements that
is critical to growth. The final element of this evaluation is to determine if a
particular project adds an amenity that could accelerate growth regionally. or in
the project vicinity. The growth-inducing potential of the proposed golf course
fac1l1tiesis evaluated in the following text using these three general methodologies.

Addition of an Essential Resource

Normally. for an essential resource to accommodate regional growth. its
production. use. distribution. and/or management must provide necessary
economic benefits as a basic element of economic development. In-migration to an
area is typically very closely related to the viability of the regional economy lt.e..
people generally migrate towards improved employment potential),

In this context then. economic activity is most often manifested as direct economic
benefits resulting from the production and distrtbution of an essential resource.
Other economic activity takes the form of secondary and indirect affects. For
example. development of an essential industrial activity (e.g., steel production)

. would generate direct economic activity through revenues from the sale and
distrtbution of finished products and subsequent taxation. This would provide a
stimulus to the regional economy. Typically. benefits would accrue in the
manufacturing and new construction sectors of the economy. These industries
typically provide a high return on investment and high per capita wages.
Secondary economic affects would occur through a multiplier effect. The
multiplier effect is closely related to the infusion of wage earnings. interest
income. and tax revenues into the regional economy in successive cycles of earning
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and spending. Increased employment opportunity. especially in the service sector.
is the result of an active multiplier effect. Indirect effects would occur when·
related and supporting tndustrtes interact with each other in the production/
consumption process as a result of the essential products being introduced into the
economy. In the case of steel production. this would occur as. for example.
stimulated rail deliveries. intensified maintenance and repair of plant equipment.
and increased sales in construction supplies/materials.

The project proposes to developa 45-hole golf course and associated facilities. As
a public golf course. essential resources (e.g.. water production. mineral resources.
petroleum. timber. etc.) normally associated with growth. would not be directly or
indirectly produced by the proposed project. Further. the construction and
operations phases of the golfcourse are not expected to use substantial amounts of
essential resources that would otherwise stimulate resource-based economic
activity.

Extension of Critical Infrastructure

SANDAG'sregional growth management strategy lists several environmental and
economic factors important to maintaining and improvingquality of life as the San
Diego region continues to grow. Among these factors are reliable water sources.
transportation systems. sewage treatment. solid waste. and housing. The growth
management report notes that economic prosperity provides the foundation for
accomplishing many of the goals and objectives in regional plans. Providing
regional infrastructure necessary to encourage the expansion and retention of local
businesses is one of several objectives listed to achievingeconomic prosperity. The
project is a proposal to construct and operate a public golfingfacility which would
serve area-wide recreational needs. However. as a golf course. the project would
not directly. or indirectly result in a need for. or require the extension of. critical
regional infrastructure.

On a local scale. extending infrastructure to areas previously unserviced can be
constdered growth mducmg. Agricultural uses in .EI Monte valley. are generally
serviced by well water which generally do not meet federal drinking water
standards. Although imported water is available in the project vicinity. the project
would require the extension of water lines to service the club house and other
facilities on site. Because water service is available in the project vicinity. and
increased capacity would not be necessary to service the site. no increased
capability for service in the project vicinity would be expected. Therefore. since
the project would not improvewater delivery services in the area. the extension of
water lines is not considered growth inducing.

Providing a New Amenity

From a regional perspective. any acceleration of growth in a particular area due to a
recreational amenity would be relatively minor and insignificant in comparison to
other factors driving regional growth such as employment and the economy. Other
factors that affect the amount. location. and rate of regional growth include market
demand for housing. availability of commercial services. desirability of climate and
living/working environment, and land use policies. .

However. to a minor degree. the proposed project could affect local growth
patterns. The project is a proposal to construct a 45-hole golfing complex
complete with club house. driving range. and maintenance facilities. Residential
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development Is not part of this proposal. However. the project will provide the
existing population with needed recreational and employment opportunities. No
direct or indirect population. growth would be expected as no housing Is proposed
and employment opportunities would be limited. However. golfing projects are
known to increase area property value and therefore could induce limited growth
in the immediate vicinity. Any growth which could result from the development of
the golfing facility would be required to comply with development policies and
zoning established for the project vicinity. Therefore. growth would not be
anticipated beyond that which is allowed for in applicable land use planning goals
and policies. .

5.2 Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes Resuitant from Project
Implementation

Not Applicable.
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6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS FOUND NOT TO BE SIG~ICANT

Following the completion of an Environmerital Initial Study. several issues were
found not to be stgniflcant. These issues include: population and housing. geology.
air quality. health hazards. noise. publ1c services/utilities and are discussed below.
For a more detailed discussion of these issues. refer to Appendix A. Environmental
Initial Study.

population and Housing

The project is a proposal to construct a 45-hole golfing complex. complete with
club house. drtving range. and maintenance facilities. Residential development is
not part of th1s proposal. However. the project will provide the existing population
with needed recreational and employment opportunities. No direct or indirect
population growth would be expected as no housing is proposed and employment
opportunities would be l1mited. However. golfing projects are known to increase
area property value and therefore could induce growth in the immediate vicinity.
However. any growth which could result from the development of the golfing
facility would be required to respect development policies and zoning established
for the project vicinity. Therefore. growth would not be anticipated beyond that
which is allowed in the applicable land use planning regulations.

Geologic Hazards

The project site l1es within the Footh1lIs Physiographic province of San Diego
County. This is a transitional area between the mountainous areas to the east and
the coastal plain. The geologic setting is dominated by the granttic rocks of the
Southern California Batholith. This formation is expressed in rock outcroppmgs
and low hills that become more prominent to the east. The San Diego River cuts
through the footh1lls in th1s area as it descends toward the Pacific Ocean. In th1s
stretch of the river. the channel gradient has been reduced resulting in the
deposition of sand sized particles across the htstortc flood plain .. This process has
resulted in the formation of a broad. nearly level. alluvial plain overlying the granitic
basement rocks.

The EI Capitan Golf Course is proposed within an area of relative seismic safety. No
faults are known to traverse the project site. The Rose Canyon Fault zone is located
approximately 18 miles west of the site. Although this fault zone is currently
classified as potentially active. recent earthquake activity along faults in the
southern extension of the Rose Canyon Fault zone indicates that th1s zone could be
reclassified as active. Other active fault zones in the region that could possibly
affect the project site include; the Coronado Banks arid San Clemente Fault zones to
the west. the Elsinore "and San Jacinto Fault zones to the northeast. and the Agua
Blanca and San Miguel Fault zones to the south.

The· most likely geologic hazard to affect the site is ground shaking as a result of
movement along one of the major active fault zones mentioned above. The
following table shows the relative distance of active fault zones from the project site
along with the expected maximum probable earthquake.
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Fault ZOne Distance
Maximum Probable

Earthquake
RoseCanyon
Elsinore
CoronadoBanks
San Jacinto
San Clemente

18 miles
25 miles
29 miles
49 miles
57 miles

6.5 magnitude
7.3 magnitude
6.5 magnitude
7.8 magnitude
7.3 magnitude

, '

Major seismic events are likely to be the result of movement along the Elsinore or
San Jacinto Fault zone. Recently there have been several earthquakes of magnitude
as high as 4.0 on the Rose Canyon Fault zone and earthquakes of this magnitude or
less are common along the Coronado Banks fault zone.

The City of San DiegoWater Utilities Department operates and maintains the El
Capitan Reservoir and dam. This dam is monitored regularly by the City and
California Department of Safety of Dams. In addition. seismic safety studies have,

'been performed to determine the structures stability against the maximum
expected seismic event. This study found the dam to be safe for maximum water
storage capabilities.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture Soil'Conservation Service. San Diego County
Soil Survey (Bowman. 1973) identifies that the TUjunga Sand and Visalia sandy
loam soil series are represented on the project site. In addition. areas within the
San Diego River floodway are distinguished as Riverwash. TUjunga Sand is a
recently formed soil derived from granitic alluvium found on alluvial fans and flood
plains with slopes of less than 5 percent. Tujunga Sand exhibits a poorly
differentiated horizonation. are low in fertility. and are highly permeable. Typical
uses for TUjunga Sands is for avocados. flowers. and truck crops. Other uses
common to this soils would include rangelands and golf courses. The Visalia series
consists of moderately well drained. very deep sandy loams derived from granitic'
alluvium. These soils are on alluvial fans and floodplains and have slopes of 0 to 15
percent. Visalia series may beused for a variety of agricultural uses. Due to the
high permeability of these soils. the erosion hazard is slight. The proposed
improvements would result in short term disturbance of the site for grading to
build the golfing facilities. however. no significant increases in surface runoff
and/or soil erosion should be expected due to the non-intensive nature of the
improvements and low soil erosion hazard endemic.to the soils.

.Air Quality

The project is a proposal to build and operate a 45-hole golf course and associated
facilities. During construction operations. fugitive dust emissions should be
expected. However. these activities are controlled by adherence to the County
Grading Ordinance and their short term nature. The project will result in an
increase in vehicular traffic (max. 1.500 ADT)which will result in increased vehicle
emissions. Emissions factors were calculated to determine if significant increases
could be expected by implementation of this project. These calculations assumed
that 25% of total vehicle trips originated within 7 miles of the site. 60% originated
within 15 miles of the site. with the remaining 15% originating within 20 miles of
the site. The followingis a listing of expected emissions increases:
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co TOG ROO NOx
Particulates
Tire .Exhaust
Wear

Pounds/Day 270.37 25.22 22.41 80.55 15.2 4.27

These increases would occur over a broad regional area and are not considered to
be significant. Emissions from operations equipment (e.g.. lawn mowers. service
vehicles. etc.) are expected to be minimal.

Construction and/or operations of the golfing facility would not be expected to
introduce significant air pollutants into the project vicinity. Operation of the
facility will likely reduce overall particulate emissions through the elimination of
agricultural uses on the project site.

No significant changes in air movements. or significant changes in climatic
.conditions would be expected. No barriers to air movement would result.

The creation of objectionable orders would not be expected. However. the location
of the golfing facility directly adjacent to an operating dairy would introduce site
visitors to livestock odors. This is not seen as a significant adverse impact. The
dairy is an existing condition of the environmental setting.

Health Hazards

..Although the project is currently in the early stages of plan development. it should
be assumed that daily operations would result in the use of fertilizers. pesticides.
and fuel for power equipment. Storage of these materials on the project site would
likely be necessary. However. storage and use of fertilizers. pesticides and fuels
would be required to follow storage protocol for public facilities (including primary
and secondary containment measures) as required by environmental health
regulations. Compliance with these regulations would eliminate the potential for
significant impacts.

The project does not interfere with the emergency response plan for the Lakeside
area.

The proposed golf course project is planned adjacent to the San Diego River
floodway. High volume flood flows have been known to occur on the river in
periods of high precipitation. However. the 1DO-year magnitude flood would be
contained almost entirely within the existing floodway. Because flood flows are
infrequent and generally contained by the existing floodway, no significant public
safety impacts would be expected.

Other public safety impacts to consider would be the location of EI Capitan
Reservoir up stream of the project site. Should a dam break occur. large quantities
of water could flood the project site. However. the City of San Diego Water Utilities
Department reports that Dam Safety Surveys are conducted annually to certify the
safety of these structures against the maximum probable seismic event. As such.
the potential for dam rupture is not considered to be a significant public safety
concern of the project.
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No increase in fire hazard would be expected. No structures are planned within
areas of known fire hazard. Proposed development of an irrigated landscape will
limit the potential for wildland fires.

Noise

Existing conditions on EI Monte Road exhibit roadway traffic at approximately
2.300 ADT. This traffic level produces noise levels of 57.9 dBAat 50 feet from the
center of the roadway. Project induced traffic would increase ADT to 3.500. This
increase would result in a 2.3 dBAincrease. Increases of less than 3 dBAare not
generally perceptible. Therefore. the calculated increase of 2.3 dBAwould not be
noticeable. Existing plus project noise levels would be below County standards.
Therefore. no sigruftcant impacts would result.

During construction operations. heavy equipment noise will be evident. Heavy
equipment noise can be severe. However. required compliance with the County
Noise Ordinance limits the duration of construction eqUipment operations on a
daily basis. In addition. these noise sources wtll not persist beyond the period of
construction.

PubUc Services/UtiUties

Lease agreements call for a private contractor to develop and operate a public golf
facillty. Extension and/or expansion of public infrastructure would not be required
to operate and maintain this facillty. Increases in the need for fire and police
protection should be expected. however. the increased demands on these services
should not be considered Significant. Only minimal demands on utilities and
service systems would be expected for the project. Adequate capacity is available
within the existing operating capabillties of these systems. Septic systems would
be used for Iiqutd waste disposal. Groundwater would be used for irrigation water
supplies. Domestic water (i.e.. potable) and fire flows would be· supplied by the'
local water purveyor (LakesideIrrigation).
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LIST OF MITIGATION MEASURES AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Mitigation for Impact 2.1.3.b: Current Land Use Compatibility - Operational Impacts

1. Other than lighting required for security and safety, there shall be no
outdoor nighttime lighting of the project site,

2, Berming/mounding and landscaping shall be installed between the
maintenance facility and residences west and southeast of the facility to
provide an intervening buffer for noise. visual. and light/ glare effects.

3. All vehicles/equipment powered by internal combustion engines shall be
equipped with mufflers in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.

4. The maintenance facility shall be redesigned to eliminate entry gates on the
east. seuth and west sides west ~ of the perimeter wall. as shown in
Figure 2.1-4. (Note: Figure 2.1-4 has been revised from ~ Draft EIR for
the Final EIR to reflect additional mitigation brought about 1& Mitigation No.
S below.) This measure is necessary to reduce the potential for Significant
impacts which could result from maintenance facility operations.

5. The design of the maintenance facility shall be changed to include relocating
the compound approXimately 900 feet to the east S!§ shown in the revised
Figure 2.1-4 and Figure 2.1-5. The relocated maintenance compound shall
be approximately 100 feet north of and 20 feet lower in elevation than EI
Monte Road cori1Qared to the previous location. Access to the maintenance
compound shall be taken from El Monte Road approximately 100 feet to the
east of the structure. This ~ access shall eliminate maintenance employee
vehicle and delivery access from behind existing residences.

Mitigation for Impact 2.2.3.c. Degree of Visual Contrast and 2.2.3.d. Scenic
Highways: .

In conformance with the lakeside Community Plan and Design Guidelines. the
project should adopt the following mitigation measures to lessen the potential
changes In visual contrast and significant impacts to scenic roadways.

1. Landscaping and proposed structures shall be designed in conformance with
the Lakeside Design Guidelines. At a minimum. the following shall be
required:

a Existing significant trees shall be preserved.

b. If fences or walls (other than security fencing at specific golf course
facilities) are proposed. low walls of native stone. wooden rail fences.
wire fences. boulders and native rocks building materials shall be used.

c. All utilities shall be placed underground In an effort to reduce visual
clutter ..
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2. The landscaping plan shall provide for liberal use of trees along EI Monte
Road. Eighty perce~t of tree species shall be naturally occurring species
typical of the valley (e.g.Oak. Sycamore.Willow.Cottonwood.etc.).

3. Landscaping along WillowRoad shall respect the current open view corridors
to the south of the site. with the exception of planting trees to screen off site
areas from errant golfshots. Landscaping shall either be below three feet in
height. or. in the case of trees. widely spaced clusters with branching
patterns above eight feet in height.

4. The parking lot proposed for location adjacent to WillowRoad shall be set
back from the roadwaya minimum of 30 feet with liberal use of landscaping
planted within the buffer area and throughout the parking lot.

5. No buildings shall be placed within 50 feet of the edge of the pavement along
EI Monte Road.

6. The proposed maintenance facilities shall be constructed with materials
typical of residential development in the Lakeside community. Building
materials shall be consistent with the Lakeside Design Review GUidelines.
Landscaping shall be used to screen and buffer views from adjacent
residential development.

7. Adherence to Section 2.1.3.c Mitigation for Land Use Impacts shall be a
requirement of the building and grading permit.

Mitigation for Impact 2.3.3.b: Project Site Access

L Design project access driveways and channelization to the satisfaction of the
Director of Public Works. .

Mitigation for Impact 2.4.3.a: Plants and Vegetation Communities

A Biological Resource Management Plan shall .be prepared. approved and
implemented in concert with the preparation of site specific development plans.
The intent of this plan shall be to provide specific methodologies to reduce all
significant project-related impacts to a level below significance.' The
implementation of. or mechanism to implement all recommendations contained in
the plan. shall be made a conditionof project approval. This plan shall contain at a
minimum:

• A comprehensive revegetation/habitat enhancement component to
compensate for direct losses of wetland habitat associated with river
crossing improvements. This plan shall define the speciftc area and
acreage of wetlands to be lost. establish revegetation ratios. define
specific areas to be used for revegetation. specify biological monitoring
periods. require maintenance. removal of exotics. and construction
monitoring. This plan shall be prepared by a County-certified and
qualified professional experienced in riparian wetland restoration and
enhancement.

• A biological buffer averaging 50-feet wide (minimum of 25 feet wide)
area shall be established adjacent to the floodway. This buffer area
shall be revegetated with strictly native. tndtgenous, alluvially-
dependent shrubs and herbs.
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• A 100-foot "planning buffer" shall be established at the outer edge of
the btologtcal buffer. The planning buffer shall preclude the
establishment of structures (except bridge crossings, cart paths, and
equestrian trail) and shall permit play.

Mature Coast LiveOak. California sycamores and Western cottonwood
trees shall be retained. Where retention cannot be accommodated.
like-kind replacement for any trees unavoidably lost shall be required.

Landscape plans and plant pallets shall be. reviewed for wetlands
compatibility as a function of the Biological Resource Management
Plan.

•

•

The plan will be Q!l file at the Helix Water District main office. The golf course
project will prepare the biological resource management plan for submission to the
District with the project's construction plan. The District will review the plan
based Q!l overall gUidelines ill. the Joint Water Agency Subregional Plan. and
evaluate the plan for consistency with the County MSCP. Jamul-Lakeside Subunit
Plan. The wildlife agencies will be given m opportunity to review and comment Q!l
the Management Plan at that time. The golf course project proponents will ~
responsible for implementation of the Management Plan in concert with its regular
maintenance and management operations.

Ongoing equestrian and ORV usage of the sensitive riparian area within the San
Diego River fioodway shall be discouraged. The project proposes to construct an
equestrian trail. This element shall be enhanced by placing vegetation barriers to
discourage riding within the fioodway, and stgnage to advise riders to use the trail.

The entire golf course development will be fenced !!§iDg g variety of fencing ~
to prevent unauthorized entrance onto the property while also allowing for wildlife
movement through the proposed wildlife corridor .Q.§ well ~ equestrian use of the
equestrian trail. In addition. the golf course operators will actively discourage off-
road vehicle activity since it is inherently incompatible with the golf course ~

Natural barriers comprised of thorny shrubs Q.I: other appropriate vegetative
barriers and signage shall be incorporated along both sides of the cart paths and
equestrian path wherever they enter Q-I: cross the river channel. wildlife
corridor (habitat creation area. ill: other ~ specifically deSignated M biological
open space .Ql the golf course deSign Q.I: the Helix Water District Subarea Plan.
These barriers shall be designed to prevent golfers. equestrians. m: other humans
from casual ~ Into biological resource areas.

Plants

• For any coast live oak trees with a DBH of 4 Inches or greater that are
indirectly impacted by proposed grading at adjacent drtplmes, it is
recommended that they be mitigated at a 5: I replacement ratio utilizing five-
gallon container replacement stock. Based on the recommended
replacement ratio of 5: 1 (utilizing five-gallon container stock), a total of 170
trees should be planted onsite to mitigate for the 34 trees that would be
indirectly Impacted. It is recommended that most or all of these
replacement trees be installed in the biological buffer that is proposed on
both sides of the river. .
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• Although an isolated Western sycamore is not a sensitive species. It is
recommended that isolated specimens of this species be protected to the
extent feasible. Specimens that may be directly or indirectly impacted
should be replaced In-kind.

• In response to the USFWS project comment letter dated December 11.
1997. a focused survey for San Diego ambrosia along the river terraces
should be conducted In the spring (i.e.. after May). This survey should also
be used as an opportunity to re-check for sensitive plant species that are
known for the general vicinity. but that have not been detected onsite during
past surveys.·

The golf course project will conduct protocol surveys in Spring. 1999 for San Diego
ambrosia. If any of these species are found. the project will provide appropriate
additional mitigation in banks established]x the Helix Subarea Plan M a first
choice. ill: In another approved NCCPbank.

Vegetation Communities

• Coastal Sage Scrub. The impact to 1.9 acres shall be adequately mitigated by
the proposed creation of 21.1 acres of coastal sage scrub as part of the
wildlife corridorjpreserve area. Creation of this habitat onstte will result in
over an 11:1 replacement ratio. A detailed coastal sage scrub restoration
plan should be prepared by a qualified biologist that details issues such as
site preparation. Installation specifications. maintenance. monitoring and
reporting. To ensure the created habitat is adequately established.
maintenance and monitoring typically occurs for three to five years after
installation. or until specified success standards are achieved (e.g.. cover of
desirable native shrubs. and elimination of particular Invasive weed species).

• Disturbed Riparian Scrub. Riparian Woodland and Waters of the U.S. Upon
project implementation. the projected permanent and temporary impacts to
these three wetland resources shall be mitigated by an onstte habitat
restoration program Including wetland creation and enhancement. It Is
recommended that permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and
riparian woodland be mitigated at a 3: 1 ratio. while permanent impacts to
waters of the U.S. be mitigated at a 1:1 ratio. To satisfy typical ACOE and
CDFGpermitting requirements. temporary impacts to vegetated wetlands
should be mitigated at a 2:1 ratio. Assuming the projected impact to 4.0
acres ofrtpartan woodland (CDFGjurisdictional habitat) can be avoided (see
mitigation measure below). then the combined permanent vegetated wetland
Impacts would total 0.69 acre and temporary Impacts would total 0.9 acre.
Recommended mitigation ratios and acreages are listed below:

Permanent impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland
total 0.69 acre -- multiplied by a 3: 1 ratio equals 2.07 acres.

Permanent impacts to waters of the U.S. total 0.3 acre -- multiplied by
a 1:1 ratio equals 0.3 acre.

Temporary impacts to disturbed riparian scrub and riparian woodland
total 0.9 acre -- multiplied by a 2:1 ratio equals 1.8 acres.
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Therefore. the recommended wetland mitigation restoration program (excluding
mitigation for projected impacts to riparian woodland along the river banks) would
total 4. 17 acres. A detailed wetland restoration plan should be prepared by a
qualified biologist that details issues such. as site preparation. installation
specifications. maintenance. monitoring and reporting. To ensure the created
habitat is adequately established. maintenance and monitoring for wetland
programs typically occurs for five years after installation. or until specified success
standards are achieved (e.g.. cover of desirable native overstory and understory
plants. and elimination of particular invasive weed species). As a gutdehne. ACOE
and CDFG typically require that at least 1: I replacement of all impacts be
accomplished by wetland habitat creation (i.e.. converting upland into wetland).
Based on the projected impacts referenced above. approximately 1.9 acres of the
recommended 4.17 acres should involve wetland habitat creation. The remaining
2.4 7 acres of mitigation could be accomplished through wetland enhancement
measures.

The project is currently in the process of identifying the most ecologically'
appropriate onsite location adjacent to the river to accomplish 1.9 acres of wetland
creation. The remainder of the mitigation (t.e .• 2.27· acres) is proposed to be
accomplished by enhancing the existing riparian habitat in the rtver .within and
partially upstream and downstream of the proposed wildlife corridor. Since ACOE
and CDFG typically provide 1/2 credit for enhancement mitigation. at least 4.5 to
5.0 acres should be included in this enhancement effort. Enhancement in this
situation would involve removal and control of particular invasive weed species
(e.g.. tamarisk. pampas grass etc...) and possible planting of native species where
weed species are removed. Because there is a high volume of invasive weed species
upstream of this proposed enhancement location. removal of target weed species
would need to occur throughout the life of the golf course project to be effective.

• AVOidanceof Projected Riparian Woodland Impacts. Necessary cart path
crossings and the entry bridge crossing of the river to complete golf course
circulation cannot be avoided. although most or all of the projected impacts
from the golf course footprint to riparian woodland that overhangs the
channel banks on either side of the river can be avoided. The overlay of the
existing habitat and golf course footprint indicate up to 4.0 acres of this edge
habitat could be impacted. Most of the riparian tree (e.g .• willow and
cottonwood) stems that provide canopy overhang on the river banks grow out
of the river bottom. such that most of the grading that is proposed on the
banks will actually impact scattered native and non-native upland understory
species without directly impacting the tree stems. To ensure potential
impacts to riparian woodland species do not occur. measures such as
vegetation barriers to prevent intrusion and erosion. signage. construction
monitoring. and/or project redesign could be implemented. If the projected
worst-case impacts do occur to 4.0 acres of riparian woodland. then up to 12
acres of additional mitigation would be required based on a 3: 1 replacement
ratio.

• Recommendations to Shift Proposed Crossings of the River. During the
February 24. 1998 survey. the five proposed river crossings (t.e., one entry
bridge and four cart paths) were examined. GolfProperties Design indicated
10 regard to the cart path crossings. that field adjustments could be made
durtng construction to avoid trees and align the paths between vegetation
openings to minimize impacts. These alignment adjustments during
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construction shall be made. The alignment shifting recommendations are
contained in the BiologicalResources Technical Report.

Mitigation for Impact 2.4.3.b: Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat

Conduct directed field surveys for the arroyo toad. a federally-listed Endangered
Species. If found on site. specific mitigation shall be developed in consultation
with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
Potential impacts resulting from fairway construction would be mitigated through
buffers adjacent to riparian areas

Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway,field surveys for the least
Bell's vireo, a state and federal listed endangered species. shall be conducted. If
this species is determined to be present. specific mitigation shall be developed in
consultation with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. U.S. Fish & WildlifeService,
and California Department of Fish & Game.
Prior to construction in areas adjacent to the floodway,field surveys for the Willow
flycatcher, a state and federally-listed Endangered Species shall be conducted. If
found on site. specific mitigation shall be developed in consultation with the U. S.
ArmyCorps of Engineers. U.S. Fish & WildlifeService.and California Department of
Fish & Game. Potential impacts resulting from fairway construction would be
mitigated through buffers adjacent to riparian areas
A plan to manage lighting and watering shall be developed to limit the potentially
significant impacts to foraging raptors. Elements of this plan may include a
prohibition against lighting of the golf course and driving range, and variable
irrigation schedules which would be less disruptive to morning and evening
foragingby raptors. .
The wildlife movement corridor was specifically designed to mitigate for impacts
to coastal sage scrub and associated species in the study area, as well as potential
impacts to wildlife movement ·corridors. The approximately 21 acres of coastal
sage scrub habitat to be created in the corridor zone should compensate for any
adverse effects on these biologicalresources, subject to the followingconditions:
• A habitat restoration plan shall be prepared and implemented for the wildlife

corridor/habitat creation area. The goal of the restoration plan shall be to
create at least 20 contiguous acres of potential breeding habitat for California
gnatcatchers in the river valley. The created habitat shall be configured to
accommodate north-south wildlife movement from existing coastal sage
scrub habitat, on the north and south valley slopes. to the existing river
channel. This corridor area shall have a minimum width of 400 feet and an
average width of at least 500 feet across the valley.

• Success of the restoration plan shall be measured by a biological monitoring
program to last a minimum of 3 years. or until all success criteria are
achieved. The monitoring program will track the success of habitat creation
by recording appropriate success criteria for (1) individual plant species
(e.g.. growth and reproduction by species). (2) appropriate vegetation
community characteristics (e.g.. species composition. percent canopy
closure) and (3) use of the area by gnatcatchers and other wildlife. Specific
success criteria shall be defined in the restoration plan.

In addition to habitat creation within the wildlife corridor/habitat creation area.
approximately 44 additional acres of the golf course will be landscaped using 'the
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Zone I (19.2 acres) and ZOne 2 (24.9 acres) planting palettes. As discussed above.
the Zone I palette consists of native coastal sage scrub species and the ZOne 2
palette conststs of native California shrub species. Areas planted using these
palettes are expected to provide some additional habitat value to native wildlife
species: however. no specific mitigation credit is expected for these areas. because
they are not designed specifically to re-create naturally occurring. native vegetation
communities; and because they are primarily small and non-contiguous areas
scattered throughout the golf course. However. some of the ZOne I plantings are
positioned adjacent to native coastal sage scrub habitat along the project
boundaries. and may enhance or expand habitat values 10 these areas.

Specific details reeardine revegetation/enhancement and restoration within the
portions 2i the river channel that would remove invasive and exotic species is
described M follows:

Introduction and Goals

In response to projected direct and indirect impacts to wetland and riparian
habitat from 1h!:. proposed golf course. the resource aeencies.!!.s:... CDFG and
USFWSI have recommended that the project: ill reveeetate the channel banks that
will be recontoured with appropriate native upland g,lli! riparian plants. and 12.l
perform a IO-acre revelretation/enhancementproeram within ~ San Dieeo River
channel with a combination of native wetland and alluvial wash plants. Reveeeta.tion
of the recontoured channel banks will encompass approximately ~ acres ~ is
intended !Q enhance the buffer between the eolf course and the river channel !x
providine a physical barrier with native shrubs and ~ and creatine wildlife
habitat, Since this effort is outlined previously in the EIR. mIl Draft EIR Response
1..Q.. Comments. the follOWing text focuses Q...!L the' proposed IO-acre
reveeetation/enhancement program within the river channel.

Various enhancement options within the channel have been discussed with the
alrencies. Representatives of CDFGand USFWSrecommended that g IO-acre nilill
reveeetation/enhancement proeram ~ performed. The. Pilot
Reveeetation/Enhancement Program is shown Qll Figure 2.4-3. Recommended
gUidelines for the program include that part of the effort occur within the portion
of the river channel that coincides with the proposed north-south wildlife corridor.
and that the program be divided between existing wetland and alluvial wash
habitats. As indicated in the project's biological technical information. the majority
of veeetative £QE!: in the channel !§ prOVided !x undeSirable exotic species (non-
nativel that degrade wildlife habitat value.

Portions Qf the channel have water ~ the surface and support wetland species in
the overstory such mi willow (Salix §OJ and understory such as rusheS (Juncus §0.:1.
Although due to a hiehly variable ~ table. most of the channel vegetation is
characterized mi alluvial wash with riparian scrub species comprising the mid-story
andupland plants in the understory. Based Qll discussion with ~ agencies. the
1Yl.Q. primary eoals of the pilot program wtll be !Q.;, ill reveeetate and enhance
existine habitat 1.Q. improve wildlife habitat values i!§. mitigation for ~ course
impacts. and ill determine what methods are most feasible and successful for
performine reveeetation/enhancement and how lone wtll it take to establish native
veeetation.

~ followine conceptual review discusses proposed revegetation/enhancement
locations aas; implementation methods. and recommended maintenance and
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monitoring gUidelines. Prior lQ. implementation of the proposed Ul! course. ~
detailed 1llim .fur ~ channel revegetation/enhancement program will tl!: prepared
for final approyalll£ the agencies·

Locations am! Implementation Methods

IQ meet ~ iuidelines and ioals listed above. it ~ determined !JliU. the lO-acre
proiram wtll be diVided between two locations: m approximate 5-acre ~!..llil1
corresponds 12 swetter portion of the channel adlacent tQ. existing offsite homes.
~ SOapproximate 5-acre ~ that corresponds ill~ alignment Q.f !J:l!: proposed
north-south wildltfe corridor. For ease of discussion. the more easterly. wetter
m:m Ell ~ referred to ~ Area A and the more westerly m:m within the wildlife
corridor will!2..l:. referred to Sl.§. Area!i.:.... For Area a....!..l !..§.. estimated that
approximately ~ to a acres can support willow woodland. while ~ remainini
portion will support alluvial wash 11&... riparian scrub) with scattered trees such S§
Caltfornia sycamore (Platanus racemosal. In both locations. the
reveietation/enhancement will occur across the entire channel bottom. The
eastern limit of ~ A will ~ defined !ll the proposed ~ bridie and gy1lli!!!:L.
whtle ~ eastern Itmit of ~ B will be defined ll£ ~ proposed equestrian Ya1l
am! g[1 path. The western limits of ihess ~ w1ll ill:.defined !ll permanent
markers ~ S§ metal t-posts. .

The primary implementation steps wi 11 include contractor education s.n.Q
deltneatton Qf access: initial removal Qf invasive exotic plants: iQStaJlation g,i
temporary irriiation: installation Q.f. container plants lUlll. seed: and follow-up
maintenance and monitorini. No gradinflis proposed in the channel bottom. The
proposed implementation steps and methods are reviewed below.

Contractor Education and Access. Prior to the initiation of revegetation/
enhancement activities. the project biologist wi!l me e t with maintenance
personnel to review project fluidelines and ~ Native species to bs retained Sill!
exotic species tQ.W: removed will be reviewed at that time. The least impactive
access routes for eqUipment mQ. program personnel will also be determined in !J:l!:
field and marked.

Initial Control/Removal of Exotic SpeCies. The primary exotic species that should
~ removed include tamarisk/salt cedar (Tamarix §P.,1 pampas flrass (Cortaderia
selloanal. ~ ~ (Arundo donax). castor ~ (Ricinus communis), eucalyptus
(Eucalyptus §P.,1 ~ tobacco (Nicotiana fllaucal. and fennel (Foeniculum vulgarel.
This list may be adlusted !ll the project biologist duiing the implementation phase.
It i§ recommended that the initial exotic species removal effort begin in the late

. summer. There are a basic methods for initial removal of exotics that can ~ used
. depending Q!l ~ specific conditions within portions of Areas A and !L The a

methods are: ill hand-cutting most Q.f the above-ground biomass and then applying
herbiCide ill~ stump: m applying herbicide without cutting the specimen: and
.l.a.l physical removal with motorized eqUipment. In cases where there ~ ~
isolated exotic with s sufficient density of native species around it (such that J1Q
follow-up planting will be necessary where the exotic presently occurs), herbicide
gm ~ applied without cutting the exotic. In cases where there is g iroupini of
exotics Qyt motorized eqUipment could not avoid impactini existini native species.
specimens should be hand-cut and herbicide applied §Q space will be created for
follow-up native planting .. In cases where there is g, grouping of. exotics and
motorized eqUipment could avoid impacting native species. this method £ml be
~
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Since there is So significant amount of weed seed that already exists ill. the
seedbank. physical removal of all the exotic biomass and seedheads out 0 f the
channel !§ not considered necessary. Except for a species such i!§ giant reed. it is
considered acceptable to chip this biomass and distribute it 5!.§ mulch Within the
channel. It is understood that after the initial control/removal of exotics. follow-up
maintenance will be necessary to ensure these species ~ completely eradicated.
In the case Q.[ initial control/removal and follow-up maintenance. very small
specimens Qill hand-pulled if the entire IQ.Q! system can be removed.

Installation of Temporary Irrigation System. To ensure survival and establishment
of native container plants .. some form of temporary irrigation will be necessary at
least in the alluvial wash areas. 11 is expected that more than one method of
irrigation may be used. 11 is likely the primary method will be a Qr!n system
(extended from the ~ course irrigation system) to deliver water to individual
container plants. Another potential method !.§. selective hand-watering 2....r
installation Q.[ slow-release water products ~ DriWater) for more isolated
container plants. An overhead irrigation system !§. not recommended because the
spray is likely to be blocked lx existing vegetation and 11 is not a feaSible way!Q
promote deep-watering. Particularly Within this setting. periodic deep-watering is
preferable ~ more frequent surface watering. The intent of irrigation Will~ to
establishment the container plants !Lv promoting root systems that tap into
channel's available water. For most of the planted species it is expected that
temporary irrigation Will ~ needed for 2 to 3 years. after which. time it can bs:
permanently discontinued, For the wetter ~ in Area b..ll is expected that little
to !lQ temporary irrigation Willbe needed to establish ~ plants.

Installation of Container Plants and Seed. The primary method for native plant
revegetation will be container plants and promoting establishment of native
volunteers. although some limited hand-seeded may bs: tried in select areas.
Generally in openings Without native plants larger than ~ l2v .8.. feet. appropriate
container plants Willbe installed. Planting will include a mixture of shrub and tree
species. As a gUideline. container shrubs £llll be installed with spacing Qll center
ranging from 2 to ~. feet with m ~ foot average. while trees can be installed from
II to 25 feet apart with ~ 1.2 foot average (this assumes ~ mortality!. .Most of
the container plants will be I-gallon. although some 5-gallon trees may be included.
For experimental purposes. ~ vegetative cuttings should be installed in the
wetter Area A and possibly in Area !L.. Also for experimental purposes. ~
selective hand-seeding should occur in Areas A and !L:.. After the initial
control/removal of exotics. native planting should Q££.Y..( with the onset of the rainy
season.

In regard to the wetter portions of Area A that will support willow woodland
(apprOXimately 2. to a acres), recommended container plants include. but are not
limited!Q.. arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). black Willow (Salix gooddingii!. shining
willow (Salix lucid a §§P.. lasiandra). and Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii!.
Seeded species could include Mexican rush (Juncus mexicanusl. spikerush
(Eleocharis §l2J.. and monkey flower (Mimulus nasutus!. In regard to the drier
portions of Area A and all of Area B that ~ support alluvial scrub with scattered
trees (approximately 1to § acres!. recommended container plants include. but ~
not limited !Q..mule fat (Baccharis salicifolia), sandbar willow (Salix exigual.
arroweed (Pluchea sericeal. blue elderberry (Sambucus mexicanal. and California
sycamore. Seeded species could include Douglas mugwort (Artemisia douglasianal.
giant wild ~ (LevmuS condensatusl. and evening primrose (Oenothera hookeri!.
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Many of the plants listed here are appropriate for both habitat types. although the
fInal palettes should be ~weighted" toward more ~ and alluvial-adapted species,
depending.Q!l planting locations.

Maintenance and Monitoring

Once installation a f the planting palettes is complete. s. recommended 5-year
maintenance and monitoring program will begin. In addition since invasive exotics
from upstream portions of the river channel will continue !.Q. re-invade the 2-
revegetation/enhancement areas over time. some form Q.f. periodic long-term
maintenance and monitoring beyond 2 years is considered necessary. The focus of
the 5-year maintenance effort will be !..Q.. eradicate all invasive exotics in the
revegetation/enhancement areas and to promote establishment of ~ self-sustaining
native plant community in the portions of Areas A and fi that ~ currently
nonnative. The focus of the 5-year monitoring effort will be to provide direction to
maintenance personnel. document progress and success Q.f. the program. and
determine what methods of exotic plant control and native plant revegetation ~
most beneficial. Ultimately. monitoring will also help determine i.r the
revegetation/enhancement is self-sustaining and whether this approximate 2-mtle
stretch of the river channel is g good candidate m:m for other projects to perform
revegetation/enhancement mitigation. Maintenance and monitoring ~ discussed
in more detail below.

Maintenance. During the initial 5-year period. the primary maintenance items will
include exotic plant control. maintaining the irrigation sys tern. promoting
establishment of container plants. promoting establishment of seeded species and
native volunteers. trash removal and site protection. After the initial exotic
control/removal effort. exotic plant control will focus Q!1 treating re-sprouts with
herbicide and eradicating ~ specimens that gerrritnate from the seedbank. After
the initial effort is conducted between July and August.il. is recommended that
herbicide be applied to the re-sprouts (before they get over 4 feet high) between·
August and October. before the first frost. In the following spring U&... between
March and May) and late summer/fall of the ~ year. herbiCide should be applied
again to the re-sprouts. This follow-up treatment should be conducted each year
until the individual specimen i§. dead. In terms of promoting establishment of
container plants. the primary items will include overseeing temporary irrigation.
maintaining weed-free basins. and adding fertilizer 2§ necessary. Once some of the
faster growing species such willow and cottonwood reach approximately 25 feet in
height in 2. !..Q.. a. years. temporary irrigation should !1Q. longer be necessary.
Scattered annual weeds. such S§ mustard (Brassica §.P.l and clover (Melilotus §P.J...
should only need to be controlled when they occur in dense patches in open areas
ill: in container planting basins. Once the 5-year program is considered successful
and complete. long term maintenance may only be necessary twice g year to
eradicate m1Y exotics that have re-invaded.

Monitoring. A qualified biologist will oversee the initial 5-year monitoring period.
The biologist will meet with maintenance personnel Q!! s. regular basis to review
the condition Q.f. Areas a.. and l2... and the highest maintenance priorities.
Horticultural and botanical monitoring will be performed. Horticultural monitoring
will focus Q!1 exotic plant control and the health and growth of container plants.
Botanical monitoring can ~ s. combination of techniques. such M transects and
quadrats. to quantify the progress -of native plant development in ~ previously
dominated Ql nonnative plants. Permanent photographic viewpoints should also be
established to document revegetation progress over time. As part of monitoring. s.
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set of success standards will be established to assess revegetation progress. Within
the alluvial wash habitat for example. success standards for the end of year l2 could
include 90 percent survival of container plants. 2Q percent native cover in ~
previously dominated Ql non-native. and llQ. invasive exotics present. Success
standards could be similar within the wetter willow woodland area. except for il
slightly higher native plant cover goal. Horticultural and botanical monitoring
results. including any recommended remedial measures ~ replacement plants.
fertilizer etc.), will be included in five annual reports 1.Q. be submitted lQ. the
agencies. The annual reports should also review the relative success of the
revegetation techniques conducted in.. Areas a.. and Ii..§.Q potential future
revegetation/enhancement programs performed!2v other projects in the channel
gmbenefit from the results of this oilill program.

Once the program has met its 5-vear success standards in Areas A and fi.. that
portion of the program will be complete. If portions of Areas A and B have not met
their success standards after 2 years. then consultation should occur wi th the
agencies !.Q. determine whether suffiCiently beneficial revegetation/enhancement
san be feasibly performed within this setting. If revegetation/enhancement ~
successful after 5 years. then ~ form of long term monitoring and reporting
should ~ coordinated with the long term maintenance effort to ensure invasive
exotics do not re-invade and intended wildlife habitat values ~ retained.

The Pilot Revegetation/Enhancement Program is shown QI! Figure 2.4-3.

Mitigation for Impact 2.5.3a: Significant Archeological Sltel!i

The mitigation measures proposed should be included into the project permitting
process as conditions of project approval. Implementation of the proposed
mitigation measures would reduce the potentially Significant impacts to on-site
cultural resources to a level below significance. The mitigation measures are
described below:

1. CA-SDI-13.652 shall be preserved by "capping" the site. This will mitigate
.any adverse impacts that might result form construction of the proposed
project. Capping will involve the placement of 6 inches of clean sand
followed by 2 to 4 feet of clean. sterile fill so11over the entire site.

2. The boundaries of CA-SDI-13.652 shall be appropriately delineated on all
project maps with prohibitions against future excavation. grading. or other
substantial subsurface disturbance. Irrigation. other utilities. and
improvements must not penetrate the sand stratum above the site.

3. All archaeological resources mitigation work shall be performed under the
direct supervision of a qualified archaeologist.

4. The boundaries of the site area shall be appropriately delineated QI! proJect.
maps with prohibitions against future excavation and/or disturbance.
Irrigation. other utilities. and improvements must !!Qt penetrate the sand
stratum demarcating the top of the site. Additionally. a qualified
archaeological monitor shall be present dUring anv extensive grading and
subsurface excavation dUring the construction phase of the project.

5. All archaeological collections resulting from the testing program and
subseouent excavations shall be currated.
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Mitigation for Impact 2.6.3,e " Impacts on Flow Velocities

1. A 50-foot grading buffer at the up-stream and down-stream property line
shall be enforced along portions of the golf course boundaries that are lower
than the 100-year flood level. No grading shall occur within the buffer zone.
Compliance with this condition mitigates for potential increases in overbank
flow velocities and consequent channel erosion off of the project site.

Mitigation for Impact 2.6.3.f Impacts on Erosion and Sedimentation

1. Proposed water Impoundments shall be conatructed such that they will not
become sediment traps. The followingmeasures shall be implemented:
a Where ponds are within the 1DO-yearflood level. a berm surrounding

each impoundment shall be constructed to prohibit floodwater
encroachment. Said berm shall have a top elevation that is at least 2
feet above the 1DO-yearflood level.

b. Impoundments shall have a clay core. or other Impermeable barrier. to
prevent seepage of water from the water table into the impoundments.

c. All impoundments shall respect a minimum setback of 150 feet from
the main channel.

2. No export of materials shall occur during development of Ute golf course. An
exception to this measure would include any materials extracted from the
lakes.

3. The applicant shall submit the grading plan. and the design and 'plan for the
lakes to the County of San Diego for review and approval. The design of
berms shall be prepared by a registered civil engineer specializing in
geotechnical engineering. "

4. The applicant is responsible for the maintenance of the lakes. golf cart
crossings. and the bridge.

Mitigation for Impact 2.7.3.8. Groundwater Quantity Impacts

Measures must be implemented to assure that the significant impacts to
groundwater supply do not occur. By placing limits on groundwater withdrawal
from individual production wells. stated Impacts can be reduced to below a level of
significance.

1. Flow meters shall be installed on all production wells on the site. A record
of flowmeters readings shall be taken twice per month. Monitoring reports
shall be provided to the Helix Water District and the County of San Diego
Department of Planning and Land Use semi-annually. The reports shall be
submitted no later than July 31 and January 31 of each year. for the periods
of January 1 through June 30 and July 1 through December 31. respectively.
The reports shall summarize the flow meter and water level data. The
reports shall be signed by a Certified Hydrogeologist or Registered Engineer
with experience in groundwater management.
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Should groundwater levels drop below minimum levels 165' in MW-l. MW-2.
MW-4. MW-5. MW-6. MW-7, Q.t 100' in MW-31 in monitor wells. the golf
course operator shall begin reporting monitor well groundwater levels on ~
monthly basis,

2, Permanent monitoring devices (such as pressure transducers) with data
loggers will be installed in seven unpumped wells on site. Figure I of the
Groundwater Technnical Report (Appendix F) shows the approximate
locations of the proposed production and observation wells. The observation
wells are located at least 100 feet from any production wells, The
monitoring devices will record depth to water every 12 hours, In the event
that water levels decline below the target depths shown on mitigation
measure No.3, the monitoring devices will be capable of contacting the golf
course operator and. Helix Water District. The type of
connection/notification system shall be designed to the satisfaction of Helix
Water District.

Groundwater production shall be limited in accordance with the following
criteria:

3.

a A maximum of 1.172 afy shall be .extracted from groundwater at .a rate
reasonably anticipated to reflect the EStimated Consumptive Water
Use for Proposed Golf Course described in the table in Section 2.7.3,a.
This rate of extraction shall be maintained while groundwater levels
measured in the seven monitoring wells remains at 65 feet bgs (100
feet bgs for well MW-3) or higher. .

b. If the groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monitoring
wells drop lower than 65 feet bgs (l00 feet bgs for well MW-31.
groundwater extraction from the nearest production well or wells
shall be stopped until the groundwater depth returns to a level of less
than 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well MW-31for at least 7 days. Once
groundwater depth remains above 65 feet bgs (100 feet bgs for well
MW-31 for seven days, extraction from the nearest production well
may resume,

Water level.monitoring to determine impacts for individual production
wells shall relate to the following table, Ii water levels in either
monitoring well listed in the second ~ drops below i!. threshold
level. production ill. the corresponding well shall be reduced QJ:
curtailed, .

Production Well Monitor Well(s)
EW-l MW-7, MW-l
EW-2 MW-l. MW-6
EW-3 MW-2. MW-5
EW-4 MW-3. MW-4
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c. If the groundwater levels measured in any of the seven monitoring
wells drop lower than 75 feet bgs (110 feet bgs for well MW-31.
groundwater extraction shall be stopped on all production wells.
ExtTaetien ffiey reS1:1ffiefer eaefi precl1:1etienwell .....fien gre1:1nclwater
clepths in the ne8:FestffienlteFingwell rewms te a level ef less thl:lfl 66
feet egs (loa feet egs fer weHMW21 fer at least 7 clays. Extraction
may resume when ~roundwater depths in all monitor1n~ wells IMW-l
through MW-71returns to slevel of less than 65 feetw (l00 feet ~
for well MW-31for at least 1. ~

d. Groundwater extraction Is dependent on the elevation of groundwater
(below ground surface) as measured in each of 7 monitor wells
identified on Figure 1 of the Groundwater Technrncal Report
(Appendix F). If groundwater extraction is not sufficient to meet
project irrigation demands. the golf course operator shall implement
irrigation conservation procedures and/or utilize a supplemental water
source. Such supplemental source shall be a non-potable water source
provided by HelixWater District or other approved water purveyor.

Helix Water District has storage capacity of lO.OOO-acrefeet of water
in EI Capitan Reservoir. This water is captured at Lake Cuyamaca. and
transferred to EI Capitan through Boulder and Conejos Creeks. The
stored water is pumped to either Lake Jennings or the RM. Levy
Treatment Plant through a jOintly owned Helix/City of San Diego 48-
inch diameter pipeline located within EI Monte Road via Helix's EI
Monte Pump Station. -

HelixWater District Is constructing a new EI Monte Pump Station that
will be on line in the year 1999. This pump station will allow the
District to pump raw water from and to EI Capitan through a metered
36-inch diameter pipeline that connects to the existing 48-inch
diameter pipeline.

HelixWater District will provide supplemental raw water as necessary
for this project through a metered line off of the new 36-inch
diameter pipeline. The new 36-inch diameter line lies along the
southerly edge of EI Monte Road. directly across from the project's
westerly boundary.
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4. The golf course irrigation system shall be designated for non-potable water
use. All piping shall be color coded purple to denote this requirement.

A minimum of -four production wells shall be drilled for water supply
purposes. Wells shall be separated by a minimum of 500 feet and shall be
metered to measure output.

5.

6. The applicant shall replace any well located on properties adjacent to the
project site (within 500 feet of the property boundary) that has not been
completed to at least 90 feet in depth. Such wells shall be deepened to 100
feet below ground surface. At the option of the applicant. and approval of the
affected homeowner. the home may be connected to a potable water source.
Any increase in pumping costs or monthly bills for purchasing potable water
would be the sole expense of the property owner. Wells W. Y. Z. and DD.·
shown on Figure 1 in AppendixC. Groundwater Monitoring and Management
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Plan. of AppendixF. Groundwater Study have been designated for deepening
or replacement.

Mitigation for Impact 2.7 .3.b. Groundwater Quality Impacts

Groundwater quality degradation will occur with or without the project. However.
implementation of the following mitigation measures are designed to lessen the
overall impact of golfcourse operations on groundwater quality.

1. Turf grasses shall be selected from "new varieties" of cultivars. "New
varieties" are species of turf grasses that have been developed for reduced
nutrient and water requirements.

2. Organic. slow release. microfoliar application fertilizers shali be used.

3. Water soluble fertilizer applications shall be closely monitored to insure that
the application rate does not exceed plant assimilation rates.

4. Azospirtllum soil bacteria shall be incorporated into soils.

5. Fertilizers shall not be applied within 24 hours of expected precipitation
events. ..

6. Soils and plant tissue analysis shall be conducted on an annual basis.
Fertilizer application rates shall be adjusted according to the results of these
tests. .

. 7. Prior to tnittatmg planting and grow-In. the applicant shall develop an
integrated pest management program (IPM). The IPM shall be submitted to
Helix Water District for review and approval prior to initiating planting and
grow-in. The IPMshall include the following:

a Monitoring to detect pest populations.
b. Determination of pest injury levels and establishment of treatment

thresholds.
c. Integrated biological. cultural. and chemical control strategies.
d. Education program for personnel involved in biological and chemical

control planning and implementation.
e. Identification of gutdelines for timing and spot treatment of chemical

control agents.
f Evaluation of test results and modificationof practices.
g. Record keeping.

8. County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health standards for
septic system setbacks from wells shall be observed. .

9. If applied fertilizers. pesticides. and herbicides are detected at levels which
exceed 75% of USEPA'sPrimary Maximum Contamination Levels. use of the
detected cherntcallsl shall be terminated.

A groundwater quality monitoring and reporting program shall be conducted
by a Certified Hydrogeologtst, or qualtfted Registered Civil Engineer. and
reported to the HelixWater District on an annual basis. The water quality
analysis shall include the followingtests:
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SM - Standard methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater. 23rd
Edition; SW846 - Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste;
Physical/Chemical Methods. Update III; DW - EPA 500 Series. Methods for
the Determination of Organic Compounds in Drinking Water. including
Supplements I and II.
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certification Statement
This Environmental Impact Report was prepared under the direction of the Helix
Water District. 7811 University Avenue. La Mesa. CA 91941-4927. The following
professional staff assisted the Helix Water District in the preparation of this
Environmental Impact Report.

Helix Water District

Don Kaiser. Assistant General Manager/Chief Engineer
Mike Brown. Engineering Supervisor
Larry Campbell. SR/WA, Senior Right of Way Agent

EnviroMINE

Warren R Coalson. President
Rick Carpenter. Project Manager
Keith Barr. Environmental Analyst
Janet Huang. Graphics

Katz. Okltsu, & Associates. Inc.

Arnold Torma. Traffic Engineer
Pamela Barnhardt. Transportation Planner

Vincent N. Scheidt. Consulting Biologist

Ogden Environmental & Energy Services. Inc.

Jim Prine
Wayne Spencer. PhD.

Howard H. Chang. Ph.D .. P.E.

EarthTech. Inc.

Doug Roff. CEG. RGH.

Ninyo & Moore. Inc.

York Gorzolla. RG
Steve Beck. RG. CEG

ASM.Affiliates. Inc.

John Cook. SOPA

I confirm that. to the best of our knowledge, the statements and information
contained in this report are correct and true. and that all known information
concerning the potentially Significant environmental effects of the proposed
project has been included and addressed in this Supplemental Environmental
Impact R rt.

Date:__ S:---i!~~---+-!_C;....:..1 _
Rick R Center
Project Manager


